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Abstract 
This study sets out to explain the reported negative reaction that Greek translations of 
English EU texts and English hybrid EU texts have received from the public by means 
of an empirical investigation of lexical cohesion, and in particular of lexical repetition 
as a possible contributing factor. More specifically, the study attempts to investigate 
whether the lexical repetition patterns in Greek translated EU texts differ from the 
lexical repetition patterns in Greek original EU texts and, similarly, whether the lexical 
repetition patterns in English hybrid EU texts differ from the lexical repetition patterns 
in English original EU texts. 
In order to further explore reported anecdotal evidence, questionnaires are used to test 
reader reaction with respect to a Greek translated EU text and an English hybrid EU 
test. The findings of the questionnaire analysis suggest that ordinary readers, based on 
specific textual features, can distinguish between a Greek original EU text and a Greek 
translated EU text and between an English original EU text and an English hybrid EU 
text. Following indications that patterns of cohesion may be a contributing factor to the 
reaction of readers, a text corpus is compiled and analysed in order to specifically 
investigate lexical repetition patterns in Greek EU translations and English hybrid EU 
texts. The lexical repetition model that is formulated and used for the analysis of the 
corpus distinguishes between text-bound and non text-bound lexical repetition relations 
and is predominantly based on Hoey's (1991) theory of patterns of lexis in text, 
Hasan's (1984) framework of coherence and cohesive harmony and Klaudy and 
Käroly's (2000) taxonomy for the analysis of the text-organising role of lexical 
repetition. The findings of the corpus analysis reveal that the level of lexical repetition 
in the Greek translated EU texts does not seem to conform to that of equivalent Greek 
original EU texts, i. e. it is higher, and, similarly, that the level of lexical repetition in 
the English hybrid EU texts does not seem to conform to that of equivalent English 
original EU texts, i. e. it is lower. 
The findings of the study are used as a starting point to better understand the public's 
negative reaction vis-ä-vis EU texts, gain some insight into translation and text 
production in the Institutions of the European Union, and make recommendations for 
the improvement of the quality of Greek EU translations and English hybrid EU texts. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
Introduction 
1.1 Background to the Study and Its Motivation 
It is widely accepted that translation plays a very important role in and for society since 
it has always been an essential element of economic, scientific, social, and cultural 
exchange (Schaffner, 2001: 248). Although interest in translation is practically as old as 
human civilization and although there is a vast body of literature on the subject which 
dates back to Cicero in the first century BC, for years, the practice of translation was 
considered to be derivative and secondary, an attitude that inevitably devalued any 
academic study of the activity. Now, after much neglect and repression, Translation 
Studies (TS) has become well established (Munday, 2001: 14). In fact, over the last 
four to five decades, there has been an enormous growth in theoretical reflections about 
translation. What is more, since the 1990s there has been a proliferation of specialised 
translating and interpreting courses at both undergraduate and postgraduate levels 
throughout the world and a proliferation of conferences, books and journals on 
translation in many languages, all of which attest to the `breathtaking' (Snell-Hornby, 
1988) development of TS as an independent discipline, perhaps the discipline of the 
1990s, as Baker observes (1998: xiii). 
Most recently, scholars are reflecting on the implications of globalisation processes and 
of new communication technologies for translation theory and practice (Snell-Hornby, 
1997,2000a, 2000b; O'Hagan and Ashworth, 2002). However, with just a few 
exceptions (Dollerup, 1997,2001; Schaffner, 2001; Schaffner and Adab, 1997,2001a, 
2001b; Koskinen, 2000,2001; Tirkonnen-Condit, 2001), the role of translation in and 
for the Institutions of the European Union (EU), an admittedly very interesting area of 
study which is also inherently related to globalisation, has not yet found extensive 
consideration in TS. In fact, Mossop (1988: 65) observes that `translating institutions' 
is a missing factor in translation theory, while Koskinn notes that "the lack of 
information on the role of the translating institutions is a serious gap in translation 
studies" (2000: 50). 
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The limited research in the area of EU translation is rather ironic given that a crucial 
step toward the social and political status of translation was taken in 1951 with the 
foundation of the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC), the forerunner of the 
European Union, where the languages of the member states were recognised as the 
official languages into which official documents have to be translated. This policy was 
formalised and confirmed at a Council of Ministers in 1958. As Dollerup (1997) points 
out, this policy constituted the turning point for translation for various reasons. First of 
all, it was the first time that a political body accepted the use of lesser-used official EU 
languages with minimal international impact on a par with `major' languages, as 
defined by their role, in international negotiations. Second, this policy eventually led to 
a "boom of translational activities" (Lambert, 1996: 19) and to the large-scale 
employment of translators. In fact, EU official documents have constituted in the past 
few years the bulk of the work that translators in Europe are asked to carry out, whether 
working as in-house translators or on a freelance basis (Dollerup, 1997). Third, this 
increase in the number of translation jobs attracted the attention of professional training 
schools, which saw the EU as a potential work-place for their graduates, thus setting up 
more courses in translation, many with specialised options in the translation of political 
or EU texts. Finally, EU officials and politicians came to regard language and 
translation as necessary tools for everyday communication and important instruments 
in the decision-making process, thus attributing to the discipline the attention and 
recognition that it deserves (Dollerup, 1997). 
Moreover, in the past years there has been an increasing interest in the European Union 
and its growing role and potential for Europe and its citizens. A lot has, therefore, been 
written and is constantly being written which is of interest to almost all Europeans 
since it affects directly or indirectly their lives and their living environment. Jobs, the 
price and quality of food, safety standards, health issues, and the cost of travel, fuel, 
clothes and fares are all increasingly dominated by what happens in Strasbourg, 
Brussels and Luxembourg (Crampton, 1992). Greece, as a member of the European 
Union, is closely involved in the issue under discussion. What is more, many Greek 
citizens, mainly due to a shift in the official political attitude of successive Greek 
governments - from negative to positive - over the past 25 years and an increase in 
political awareness (Pavlidou, 1991), are more and more interested in the decisions of 
the different Institutions of the Union and refer to the translations of all the major 
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treaties, conventions, agreements, green and white papers as well as decisions and 
directives that they have at their disposal. 
What is particularly noteworthy is the fact that in Greece many EU texts - primarily 
translations from English and French - the drafting languages par excellence of the EU 
- have been attacked as unsuccessful, unnatural, inadequate and, at times, erroneous by 
Greek government officials, linguists and lay people (Deilinos, 1981; Giataganas, 1981; 
Mergoupis, 1981; Koutsivitis, 1989). The latest example is the translation of the Treaty 
of Amsterdam, which has been fiercely criticised by the Greek public as obscure and 
unsuccessful, with serious shortcomings related to meaning, style and overall quality 
(Oikonomikos Tachidromos, 29 January 1998). Translations of EU texts have been 
criticised in other languages as well (Koskinen, 2000; Wagner, 2001; Dollerup, 2001), 
something which attests to the controversy that exists in the case of the translation of 
EU texts in general. 
Yet, what is probably even more striking is the fact that EU texts which are not 
translations but texts originally drafted in an official EU language - mainly English, 
French and German, the so-called `procedural' (Wagner, Bech and Martinez, 2002: 10) 
or `vehicular' (Karker, 1993: 37) languages of the EU - have also been fiercely 
criticised by ordinary readers, linguists, politicians and the press as unnatural, `foreign' 
and `non-authentic' (Labrie, 1993; Goffin, 1994; Didaoui, 1996; Hannan, 2001; 
Wagner, Bech and Martinez, 2002). In fact, the citizens of the European Union have 
disapprovingly called the language of EU texts `l'eurobabillage' or `le brouillard 
linguistique europeen' in French, `Eurowelsch' or `Eurokauderwelsch' in German, 
`Eurofog' or `Eurobabble' in English. They have even referred to it by way of an 
acronym which is made of the first letters of the official languages of the European 
Union before 1984, namely `Dadefinspeaking Community' (da=danois, d=deutsch, 
e=english, f=-francais, i=italien, n=neerlandais) (Goffin, 1994: 636). What is more, 
many EU texts due to their multilingual and collective drafting have been characterised 
as hybrid texts, i. e. texts which, according to Schaffner and Adab (1997: 325), reflect 
specific textual features (vocabulary, syntax, style, etc. ) which may clash with target 
language (TL) conventions and which can subsequently cause the dissatisfaction of the 
public. 
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Given that cultural and sociopolitical considerations can interfere with the acceptance 
of texts, it can be argued that the criticism of EU texts may, at least to certain extent, be 
a veiled criticism of the EU as a political project. In particular, Koskinen (2001: 298) 
points out that it is perhaps inevitable that texts originating in the EU Institutions are 
sometimes perceived as `nonconformist', at least from those who do not believe in the 
European construction and who thus resort to the criticism of EU texts as a criticism of 
the EU itself. In the case of English EU texts in particular, political bias can play a 
significant role since most British citizens are Eurosceptics and particularly reluctant 
vis-ä-vis the monetary, social and political Union (Wright and Ager, 1994). In addition, 
the criticism that translated EU texts have received from the public can be partly due to 
the fact that translation, in all its forms, is no game played in front of an enthusiastic 
home audience (Duff, 1981). More specifically, throughout the ages, translation has 
been severely criticised and translators have been widely scorned (Delisle and 
Woodsworth, 1995: xiv; Duff, 1981: 1). This is probably due to the fact that translation 
is "a kind of bastard art, an intermediate form, and as such always vulnerable to attack" 
(Rabassa, 1974-75). Although it is possible that extralinguistic factors interfere with the 
reception of EU texts and are thus partly to blame for the public's negative reaction, 
linguistic factors appear to be also at play since EU texts have been specifically 
attacked for their inadequacy and lack of `naturalness', i. e. the lack of a natural and 
easy form of expression (Nida, 1964), even by linguists. 
Hence, the area of EU documentation provides a rich milieu for researching EU 
translation, text production and text reception. More specifically, given the importance, 
topicality and controversy of EU texts from a linguistic as well as from a political point 
of view and the dearth or even absence of empirical research in the area, at least with 
respect to Greek translated and English hybrid EU texts, the motivation for undertaking 
research in the neglected area of EU texts or `Eurotexts' (Zauberga, 2001) is clear. 
1.2 The Rationale of the Study: Aims and Brief Methodological Outlook 
The focus of the present study is on Greek EU texts which have been translated from 
English, and on English `hybrid' EU texts, a concept to which we shall return. In 
particular, an attempt is made to try and explain on the basis of specific textual features 
the reported `translatedness' and lack of naturalness (Koskinen, 2000) of Greek 
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translated EU texts and the `foreignness' and lack of `authenticity' of English hybrid 
EU texts. It is necessary to stress at this point that the investigation of hybrid texts is 
important not only because hybridity has received negative criticism from the public 
but also because it can have significant implications for translation. In particular, if a 
hybrid source text (ST) does indeed exhibit specific textual features different from the 
ones that are present in non-hybrid or original texts, then it is likely to affect the 
translation process - by posing problems to the translator - and, ultimately, it can affect 
the target text (TT) (Trosborg, 1997a; Snell-Hornby, 2000a; Pym, 2001; Schaffner and 
Adab, 2001b). It is thus the aspiration of the present study to establish if indeed English 
hybrid EU texts exhibit textual features which differ from the features that are present 
in English non-hybrid texts and thus set the scene for future investigations into the 
translation of hybrid texts. It is notable that in the present study, due to the lack of 
empirical research in hybridity and the consequent lack of knowledge of the 
characteristics of hybrid texts, the Greek translated EU texts source from English 
original rather than hybrid EU texts. 
The study of EU texts, both hybrid texts and translations, is inherently interdisciplinary, 
illustrating the pluralism and heterogeneity of the area and the multidimensional 
character of language. As a result, while the texts in the present study are investigated 
on the basis of text linguistics, their exploration also draws insights from cultural 
studies, descriptive translations studies and functionalist approaches to translation. Text 
linguistics seems a particularly fruitful avenue to explore since the central issue of this 
study is text and translation, which is above all text production, a "source-text induced 
target-text production" (Neubert, 1985: 18). The term `text linguistics' dates from the 
1970s when it became current among a group of German linguists working at Münster, 
Cologne and Bielefeld (Brallow-Moller, 1989) and is now used to refer to practically 
any analysis of texts as long as the primary interest lies in relationships beyond the 
sentence. Therefore, text linguistics "now covers concerns that used to be shared out 
between grammar, stylistics, and rhetoric - headings that have been used since classical 
times for the study of language" (BÜlow-Moller, 1989: 9). Van Dijk (1979) stresses that 
text linguistics cannot be a designation for a single theory or method. Instead, he 
maintains that it designates any work in language science devoted to the text as the 
primary object of inquiry. 
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The use of text linguistics for the investigation of hybrid texts may appear more 
straightforward than its use for the investigation of translated texts. However, Fawcett 
(1998) points out that text linguistics is a very promising and vital area for translation. 
Likewise, Shlesinger (1995) observes that the use of textlinguistic tools in TS can help 
to deepen our understanding of the types of changes that texts undergo in translation. It 
should, however, be pointed out that many translation scholars and translators have 
dismissed linguistically oriented traditions within TS with the argument that they have 
led to dead ends (Snell-Hornby, 1988). According to KovaW (1997: 225), 
linguistically-oriented traditions have been primarily rejected or attacked on the basis 
of two grounds: a) for reducing the study of translation to just one of the numerous 
fields of one of its own sub-fields, e. g. applied linguistics, and b) for distorting the true 
nature of translating by restricting analysis to the word and sentence levels (as opposed 
to texts) and to the form (as opposed to meaning). KovaW also points out that the 
reaction against the linguistic study of translation is not only criticism of its poor 
explanatory power but also a fight for independence on the part of TS. Indeed, TS has 
managed to establish its own identity and is now strong enough and proliferated enough 
to start developing new relations with linguistics. Furthermore, the discipline of 
linguistics has long gone beyond the limits of the word and sentence level and has 
developed in areas like text analysis, pragmatics, or cognitive linguistics that can 
explore aspects of linguistic activities that are highly pertinent to TS. In fact, 
Malmkjaer observes that linguistics and TS have something to learn from each other. 
She suggests that "linguists and translators ought to be the best of friends; their areas of 
interest, however one wants to look at them, and however they may differ, have 
language and linguistic activity at the centre" (Malmkjaer, 1998: 535). 
In the present study, the investigation of Greek translated and English hybrid EU texts 
is specifically carried out on the basis of cohesion which is a vital area of text 
linguistics (Finch, 2000) and inherently related to the notions of `text' and `texture', i. e. 
"the property of being a text" (Halliday and Hasan, 1976: 2). The importance of 
cohesion analysis lies in the fact that it describes a broader constellation of linguistic 
clues to semantic and structural relations in a text than does the traditional sentence- 
bound analysis. Thus, the focus is shifted to the text rather than to the sentence. More 
importantly, Yule (1985) points out that the analysis of cohesive links within a text 
provides some insight into how writers structure what they want to say. Moreover, he 
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claims that these cohesive links can be crucial factors in the judgements people make 
on whether something is well-written or not. 
With particular reference to translation, Newmark-points out: "The topic of cohesion 
[... ] has always appeared to me the most useful constituent of discourse analysis or text 
linguistics applicable to translation" (1987: 295). In the same spirit, Fawcett claims that 
"cohesion is one of the most interesting aspects of textuality, one that receives a great 
deal of attention in certain kinds of literary criticism but which is often all too easily 
overlooked in the translation situation" (1997: 91). More specifically, Kachroo (1984: 
134) observes that the use of cohesive devices plays a crucial role in determining the 
success and `authenticity' of a translation. 
An authentic translation involves more than translating sentences, however 
accurate grammatically. One has to bear in mind the interaction between the 
sentences and the semantic and stylistic implications of this interaction. 
Thus an authentic translation has to consider factors which are in some ways 
beyond the sentence. We propose that one of these factors is `textual 
cohesion'. (Kachroo, 1984: 128) 
It is thus clear that since the aim of the study is to investigate the reported 
`translatedness' and lack of naturalness of Greek translated EU texts and the 
`foreignness' and lack of `authenticity' of English hybrid EU texts, and since cohesive 
links are considered to be instrumental in the judgements that people make with respect 
to the success of a text, the analysis of the texts in terms of cohesion seems a 
particularly fruitful avenue to explore. More specifically, given that cohesion is 
achieved in different ways in different languages (cf. for instance Baker, 1992) and that 
readers are `creatures of habit' and expect to find in a text patterns that they are familiar 
with (Stewart, 2000: 75), it is assumed that deviations from expected cohesive patterns 
- yet to be defined - will contribute to the `translatedness' and `foreignness' of 
translated and hybrid EU texts respectively. In short, this study attempts to establish 
whether Greek translations of English EU texts reflect the cohesion patterns of 
equivalent Greek original EU texts or, whether they deviate from them, thus 
endangering their reception, particularly by native-speaker readers. Similarly, the study 
aims at establishing whether English hybrid EU texts reflect the cohesion patterns of 
English original EU texts or whether they deviate from them, thus not meeting the 
expectations of the readers and affecting the overall reception of the texts. 
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Although cohesion is an interesting aspect for investigation, it is still a broad notion and 
as such it is usually divided into different types. Halliday and Hasan (1976), for 
instance, have identified five types of cohesion: 1) reference, 2) substitution, 3) ellipsis, 
4) conjunction and 5) lexical cohesion. This classification is based on linguistic form. 
More specifically, reference, substitution and ellipsis are grammatical phenomena in 
that they involve closed systems; lexical cohesion is lexical, because "it involves a 
choice that is open-ended, the selection of a lexical item that is in some way related to 
one occurring previously" (Halliday and Hasan, 1976: 303). Finally, conjunction is on 
the borderline between grammatical and lexical. The analysis of the texts in the present 
study is carried out on the basis of lexical cohesion mainly because it has been 
acknowledged as "the predominant means of connecting sentences in discourse" (Witte 
and Faigley, 1981: 193) and because, as Newmark observes, "the chief difficulties in 
translating are lexical, not grammatical - i. e. words, collocations and fixed phrases or 
idioms" (1988: 32). The chosen texts are also special-language texts, in which 
specialised vocabulary contributes significantly to the text content. 
Since the aim of the study is to investigate text-level aspects of texts, a text-analytic 
approach is adopted in which the principal 
source 
of data is a text corpus. However, 
questionnaires are also used with the aim of testing reader reaction in relation to a 
Greek translated EU text and an English hybrid EU text and thus acquiring empirical 
data as to the reported negative reaction that such texts have received from the public. 
Interviews constitute an additional research method and are carried out with the aim of 
clarifying the notion of hybridity and arriving at a definition of hybrid texts in an EU 
context. Additionally, subject expert consultations are used for the clarification of 
certain problematic cases in the course of the analysis of lexical cohesion in the text 
corpus. 
1.3 The Organisation of the Thesis 
Upon completion of this introductory chapter, it is the task of Chapter 2 to place 
translation and hybrid text production within the framework of the European Union and 
relate the two activities to the Union's multilingual and multicultural character. In 
particular, following Schaffner (1997a; 1997b) who points out that in the analysis of 
political texts the broader societal and political framework in which they are embedded 
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has to be taken into consideration, a discussion is attempted on the role and nature of 
the EU, its policy of multilingualism and its complex language procedures which are 
inherently related to the drafting and translation of EU texts. The chapter also sets out 
to describe the characteristics of EU texts as these have been identified by linguists, 
translation scholars and translators who work for the EU Institutions. Particular 
emphasis is given to hybrid texts and a definition is attempted on the basis of the 
review of the limited literature, as well as interviews that were carried out with three 
translators and translation coordinators who work in the European Commission. 
Chapter 3 initially explains key concepts which underlie the investigation of the texts in 
the present study. In particular, information is provided about the notions of 'text', 
`texture', `cohesion' and `coherence' and about the close relationship which exists 
between cohesion and writing and translation quality. The discussion then focuses on 
lexical cohesion and in particular lexical repetition, which constitutes the basis for the 
analysis of the texts in the present study. Finally, the chapter sets out to describe the 
most important lexical repetition models as developed by prominent scholars, thus 
setting the stage for the formulation of an analytical tool for the investigation of lexical 
repetition in the Greek translated and English hybrid EU texts which are under attention 
in the present study. 
Chapter 4 starts by presenting and discussing the research questions and hypotheses. It 
then proceeds to * describe the methods and materials used to test the research 
hypotheses and answer the research questions. In particular, information is provided 
about the interviews and consultation of subject experts, the questionnaire design, and 
the text corpus. The third part of the chapter is devoted to the exemplification of the 
lexical repetition model used for the analysis of the text corpus. The model is mainly 
inspired by the models developed by Hoey (1991), Hasan (1984), and Klaudy and 
Käroly (2000) and it makes a distinction between text-bound and non-text bound 
lexical repetition relations. 
The aim of Chapter 5 is to report the findings of the questionnaire analysis with respect 
to translation and hybridity, to discuss them and to draw conclusions regarding the 
reaction of readers with respect to a Greek translated EU text (Questionnaire A) and an 
English hybrid EU text (Questionnaire B). In particular, the results that emerge from 
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the analysis of Questionnaire A are presented first and are used to reach a conclusion 
concerning the characteristics that the Greek native speakers in the survey observe in 
Greek original EU texts and Greek translated EU texts. The results that emerge from 
the analysis of Questionnaire B follow and are used to help reach a conclusion 
concerning the nature of hybrid EU texts and their characteristics, as these are 
identified by the English native speakers in the survey. 
Chapter 6 starts by highlighting the most striking problems and difficulties that arose 
during the analysis of the text corpus, a discussion which necessarily bears on the 
practical application of the lexical repetition model which was used for the analysis of 
the texts. The chapter then moves on to report the findings of the corpus analysis, 
answer the research questions - also drawing insights from the results of the 
questionnaire analysis - and draw conclusions regarding the nature of Greek translated 
EU texts and English hybrid EU texts. An overview of the study and its limitations 
conclude Chapter 6. 
Finally, Chapter 7 offers some recommendations on the basis of the findings that arise 
from the study to translators and text drafters who work in the EU Institutions with the 
aim of facilitating their work and contributing to the creation of texts which are more 
likely to be accepted by the public as successful and adequate and which, as a 
consequence, may receive less negative criticism than they currently do. It also 
attempts to offer some recommendations to EU officials with respect to measures that 
they can take or existing initiatives and schemes that they can enhance in order to 
facilitate the work of drafters and translators in their quest for quality. Finally, the 
chapter opens up new paths for research and attempts to assess the overall outcome of 
the study. 
1.4 Conclusion 
As a final note it can be said that the present study is pursued with the hope that it will 
contribute to our understanding of translation and text production in the EU Institutions 
by shedding some light on the lexical cohesion patterns of Greek translated EU texts 
and English hybrid EU texts, thus enabling us to understand the negative reception of 
those texts by their readers and helping to bridge the gap with respect to the lack of 
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knowledge in the area of `translating institutions' (Koskinen, 2000: 50). What is more, 
it is hoped that the study will enrich the admittedly limited literature on Greek 
translation which to date is mainly involved with intralingual translation (cf. Jakobson, 
1959), i. e. translation of Ancient Greek texts into Modem Greek, and literary 
translation (Koutsivitis, 1994; Connolly and Bacopoulou-Halls, 1998). Finally, it is 
hoped that the study will yield results which can be used to offer practical suggestions 
to translators and text drafters with the view of helping them to produce texts that can 
be accepted by the readers as natural and successful. 
4 
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CHAPTER TWO 
Translation and Text Production in the European Union 
2.1 Introduction 
The present chapter attempts to place translation and hybrid text production within the 
framework of the European Union. In particular, since the focus of the study is on texts, 
and since texts, as Stoddard (1991: 3) claims, cannot be considered as entities 
independent of the producer, processor, and environment in which they are generated 
and received, but are tied up with cultural, social and political realities (Dollerup, 
1996a: 312), the broader societal and political as well as linguistic framework in which 
such texts are embedded cannot be overlooked. It is notable that such an endeavour is 
particularly challenging in the case at hand because the EU and its language activities 
are very complicated (van Els, 2001: 311). In fact, Kennedy points out that getting to 
grips with the activities of the EU Institutions is rather like wrestling with jelly 
(Kennedy, 1998: 57), while Dollerup observes that unless one is "superhumanly gifted, 
it is difficult to understand all the nooks, crannies and complexities of EU work. This 
also applies to language work" (2001: 284). 
The discussion of the general framework and the language activities of the European 
Union sets the scene for the description of the situation with respect to the drafting of 
EU texts, their translation and hybridity. The characteristics of EU texts as they are 
identified by linguists, translation scholars and EU officials are also outlined and 
discussed. 
2.2 The European Union: An Overview 
2.2.1 History and Set-up 
The European Union is an institutional framework for the construction of a united 
Europe. It was created after World War H to unite the nations of Europe economically 
so as to avoid another war among them (Moussis, 1999). Six countries originally 
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agreed to the concept of a united Europe and now there are fifteen, while ten more (the 
Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Slovenia, Slovakia, 
Cyprus and Malta) have signed an Accession Treaty and are legally bound to join the 
Union in May 2004. The Union, despite its brief history, now opens up to the eastern 
half of the continent from which it has been separated for a long time: it currently has 
approximately 380 million citizens and 201 regions, and it covers an area of 3,337,000 
square kilometres. 
The EU in its present form is the result of a process of cooperation and integration 
which began in 1951. More specifically, on 18 April 1951, six countries, namely 
Belgium, France, the then Federal Republic of Germany, Italy, Luxembourg and the 
Netherlands, created the European Coal and Steel Community by uniting their steel and 
coal resources in a common market controlled by an independent supranational 
authority. The next step to the creation of the EU was the set-up of the European 
Economic Community (EEC) and the European Atomic Energy Community (Euratom) 
by the Treaties of Rome (25 March 1957) which in that way extended the common 
market for coal and steel to all economic sectors in the member states. On 1 January 
1973, the first enlargement of the European Community (EC) occurred, when 
Denmark, Ireland and the United Kingdom became members. In 1979, the European 
Parliament was elected, for the first time, by direct universal suffrage and the European 
Monetary System (EMS) became operative. Two years later, Greece became the tenth 
member state while in 1986 more southern members were admitted as Spain and 
Portugal joined the Community. In 1995, the Union grew from twelve to its current 
fifteen members with the integration of Austria, Finland and Sweden. However, before 
that last enlargement several other significant events took place. 
In particular, in 1987 the Single European Act (SEA) introduced majority voting on 
Single Market legislation and increased the power of the European Parliament while in 
1989 the European Council at Madrid launched the plan for the achievement of the 
Economic and Monetary Union (EMU). The EMU constitutes an integral part of the 
Treaty on European Union, signed in Maastricht on 7 February 1992, since it sets in 
motion the process towards full economic integration. The first step towards the EMU 
was the creation of the Single Market on 1 January 1993 and the final step was the 
adoption of the single currency, the euro, on 1 January 1999. 
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In addition, with the Treaty on European Union, the European Community, which was 
essentially economic in aspiration and content, was transformed into the European 
Union, which now stands on three pillars. The first pillar, namely the Community 
pillar, is run according to the traditional institutional procedures and governs the 
operations of the Commission, the Parliament, the Council and the Court of Justice. In 
essence, it involves managing the internal market and the common policies. The 
remaining two pillars involve the member states in areas hitherto regarded as being 
matters over which the national governments alone had power: on the one hand, foreign 
and security policy and, on the other hand, home affairs, covering matters such as 
immigration and asylum policy, and police and justice affairs 
(httD: //euroDa. eu. int/abc/obi/chrono/40years/dgys/en/htm ). 
The Treaty on European Union was amended by the Treaty of Amsterdam which was 
signed on 2 October 1997 and which reinforces the rights of the citizens of the EU, 
creates an area of freedom, security and justice and gives more power to the European 
Parliament. 
2.2.2 Mission and Institutions 
In a nutshell, the European Union's mission is to organise relations between the 
member states and between their peoples in a coherent way and on the basis of 
solidarity (http: //europa. eu. int/abc-en. htm). In particular, the EU aims at: 
" Promoting economic and social progress; 
" Asserting the identity of the European Union on the international scene; 
" Introducing European citizenship; 
" Developing an area of freedom, security and justice and 
9 Maintaining and building an established EU law. 
The accomplishment of the European Union's mission and aims is a task allocated to 
five Institutions: the European Parliament which is elected by the peoples of the 
member states, the Council which represents the governments of the member states, the 
Commission, a collective name for the Commissioners who head the European Union's 
secretariat in Brussels and which is the executive body and the body which has the right 
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to initiate legislation, the Court of Justice which ensures compliance with the law and 
the Court of Auditors which is responsible for auditing the accounts. These Institutions 
are supported by other bodies: the Economic and Social Committee and the Committee 
of the Regions - advisory bodies that help to ensure that the positions of the EU's 
various economic categories and social regions are taken into account - the European 
Ombudsman who deals with complaints from citizens concerning maladministration at 
European level, the European Investment Bank which is an EU financial Institution and 
finally the European Central Bank which is responsible for monetary policy in the euro- 
area (Dinan, 2000). 
Europe is therefore integrating at a high speed at various levels; it integrates national 
currencies and taxes and it establishes a common body of law which governs aspects 
varying from environmental pollution to bacteria found in cheese (Ta Nea, February 26 
1999). Still, no such `integration' occurs with respect to language. In fact, to date, the 
various languages spoken in the EU member states have been considered the most 
visible mark of their diversity (Coulmas, 1991b: 1). It is commonly accepted that the 
Union has a complicated linguistic organisation at the heart of which we find the policy, 
of multilingualism. 
2.2.3 Policy of Multilingualism 
The European Union wants to preserve, defend and foster language diversity 
and has realised that a desire for political unity is not enough to bind 
together heterogeneous peoples. The best way to bring people together is to 
respect their differences rather than to coerce them into unity 
(http: //europa. eu. int/comm/scic/multi/multi en. htm). 
The founding fathers of the European Union, the authors of the Treaties of Rome 
recognised right from the beginning the importance of language as the bearer of the 
cultural identity of a people (Brackeniers, 1995: 13). Thus, on April 15 1958 they 
agreed on a policy of multilingualism with the adoption of Council Regulation No 1 
(Appendix A) which guarantees that the official languages of all the member states are 
both official and working languages of the EU Institutions and are considered to be 
equal (gar6evi6,2001: 314). 
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By `official languages' are meant the 'national official languages' of the member states 
(Koskinen, 2000: 52). If a member state has more than one official language, the 
language to be used shall, at the request of that state, be governed by the general rules 
of its law. 
Therefore, instead of using just a couple of languages like other supranational 
organisations do, like for instance the OECD, the European Union currently uses 11 
languages, i. e. the official languages of its 15 member states (Forrest, 1998: 110). The 
reason for that lies in the fact that the Union is very different from a traditional 
intergovernmental organisation. Its decisions and legislation affect directly the lives of 
its citizens and therefore these have to be published in all the member states' official 
languages. In addition, the Union's proposals must be aired for debate at all levels - 
European, national and local - in forms accessible to non-linguists and non-diplomats. 
It would be very hard to justify a Union using a lingua franca that most of the people 
subject to its laws and regulations could not understand (Koskinen, 2000: 50). 
Moreover, the European Union's Institutions, despite their complicated procedures, aim 
at being `as open as possible' (Brackeniers, 1995: 13) to the general public as well as to 
government departments and official and unofficial interest groups of all kinds. This 
too is reflected in Council Regulation No 1: Articles 2 and 3 lay down that the residents 
of the member states have the right to communicate with the EU Institutions in their 
official language. 
Interwoven with the policy of multilingualism is the notion of `linguistic equality' 
which states that all languages are equal, or `equally authentic' (Wagner, Bech and 
Martinez, 2002: 7), and that translations are not really translations but language 
versions. In other words, it is assumed that EU texts are not merely translated but 
drafted in all languages simultaneously, and that none of the versions is derivative from 
any other. Although this principle of equality applies first and foremost to legal EU 
texts (gar6evi6,2001), it seems to have extended to almost all genres in the EU 
Institutions, like press releases, public statements, regulations, etc. (Dollerup, 2001: 
289). The implications that this policy entails for text production and translation are 
discussed in detail in section 2.3. Below follows a brief presentation of the views of EU 
citizens, the potential readers of the texts produced in the EU Institutions, on the 
current policy of multilingualism. 
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2.2.3.1 Multilingualism and Public Response 
Koskinen (2000: 53) points out that most Europeans consider the ideal of 
multilingualism `essential'. In fact, Koskinen (2000: 50) herself seems to agree that 
multilingualism is one of the key characteristics of the European Union. Van Deth goes 
even further and claims that "a monolingual Europe would be nothing but a free-market 
area" (1991: 6). He posits that multilingualism is not a luxury, nor a waste of time or 
money, but a necessary condition for the existence of Europe. Similarly, Babiniotis 
(1996: 393) points out that a multicultural and multinational union like the European 
Union, whose aim is the synthesis of European countries and not their fusion - which in 
fact would lead to nothing but a political utopia - is by definition multilingual. 
Despite the fact that many European citizens praise the policy of multilingualism and 
the founding fathers' decision not to use one lingua franca for the communication of 
the people of Europe, there are others who do not respond to the policy with 
enthusiasm mainly because of the mishaps that arise in the course of its practical 
application and because of doubts concerning its viability in an enlarged Union. 
Notably, House claims that the language policy in the European Union "is both 
ineffective and hypocritical, and its ideas of linguistic equality are costly and 
cumbersome illusions" (2001). 
One reason that explains negative attitudes towards multilingualism, like the one put 
forward by House, is the fact that although the European Union guarantees equal rights 
for the national official languages of its members, it is only on a judiciary level that 
these are actually applied (Pavlidou, 1991: 286). Real life within the EU favours the 
languages spoken by most people, i. e. English, French and, more recently, German, the 
so-called `vehicular' languages. In particular, most documents are originally drafted in 
one of those languages and not in a lesser-used official language like Danish or Greek 
(Dollerup, 1996b: 30). To be specific, as Table 2.1 illustrates, out of the 1,224,755 
pages that the Commission's Translation Service was asked to translate in 2000,55% 
was in English, 33% in French, 4% in German and 8% in the rest of the official EU 
languages (http: //europa. eu. int/comm/translation/enfindex. html). 
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Table 2.1 Inputs and Outputs for Translation for the Year 2000 (European Commission) 
Inputs and Outputs for Translation for the Year 2000 (European Commission) 
Inputs % Outputs % 
(Pages) (Pages) 
English 676,667 55% 133,771 11% 
French 400,698 33% 154,527 13% 
German 48,117 4% 161,984 13% 
Italian 22,147 2% 104,905 9% 
Spanish 17,990 1% 109,084 9% 
Dutch 15,699 1% 99,594 8% 
Greek 9,850 1% 97,424 8% 
Danish 8,694 1% 89,425 7% 
Swedish 8,318 1% 87,537 7% 
Portuguese 7,493 1% 96,606 8% 
Finnish 6,367 1% 87,567 7% 
Other 2,715 0% 2,331 0% 
Total 1,224,755 100% 1,224,755 100% 
What is more, the Commission uses French and English as its working languages. The 
Parliament and the Council of Ministers use all eleven official languages for formal 
sessions and key documents, but politicians admit that this rule is abandoned in less 
formal situations and again French and English dominate. The European Courts use 
French as their working language although the plaintiffs, defendants and witnesses 
have the right to use the official language of their country. Wright (1999: 93) claims 
that de facto French and English have become the lingua francas" of the European 
Institutions: French because the Institutions are based on French speaking territory and 
because of the prestige of France as the key founding member, and English because of 
its role as an international lingua franca. 
In addition, some European citizens are dissatisfied with the policy of multilingualism 
because of the fact that regional or minority languages, like Catalan which is spoken by 
approximately seven million people in Spain, are not recognised as official languages 
of the EU. Their negative reaction also stems from the cost that its implementation 
involves (cost of translation and interpretation) and the delays that it entails in the 
decision-making processes. Finally, some critics refer to the forthcoming enlargement 
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of the European Union and question the feasibility of retaining the policy of 
multilingualism in a Union of 23 languages or more, thus raising the question of the 
greater applicability of using one lingua franca. 
Nonetheless, the entire administrative costs of the EU Institutions, including 
interpretation and translation, currently account for only 5% of the EU budget and the 
delays in decision-making are more likely to be caused by political problems or by 
cumbersome procedures than by translation problems (Wagner, Bech and Martinez, 
2002). What is more, multilingualism in its present form might not be `true' 
multilingualism, but despite the deficiencies in its implementation it is more democratic 
than a policy which dictates the use of one lingua franca (Sosonis, forthcoming). 
Finally, it is notable that although with the forthcoming enlargement the practical 
difficulties of according equal status to the official languages will grow, the EU 
Institutions are determined to retain the policy of multilingualism. As ýarUvib (2001: 
314) points out, the EU Institutions are optimistic that they can uphold the principle of 
multilingualism and that the practical post-accession problems of enlargement can be 
resolved by reorganization instead of political restructuring. In that respect, Wright 
(1999) observes that the EU is aware of the problems that a different language policy 
would entail because language is not simply a means of communication but also a 
badge of identity and a sign of membership of a community. She notes, in particular: 
The dismay that Europeans have expressed at the loss of their individual 
currencies, symbol of their economic sovereignty and wealth, would be 
overshadowed by their outrage were there to be any suggestion that their 
national languages take second place to an official lingua franca within the 
EU Institutions (Wright, 1999: 81). 
It thus emerges that in the years to come the current policy of multilingualism is likely 
to be maintained as the official policy of the European Union, independently of the 
workload, cost and complexity that it might entail 
(httn: //europa. eu. int/comm/translation/en/index html). Hence, issues related to 
translation will continue to be relevant for the functioning of the Union. 
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2.3 Complexities of EU Language Work: Translation and Text Production 
As already pointed out, the policy of multilingualism and the principle of linguistic 
equality are inherently related to text production and translation. In fact, Koskinen 
observes that: 
Translations are an essential tool for implementing the EU's language 
policy. One of the fundamental tasks of the Translation Service - `a service 
with a mission', as the information brochure describes it - is to safeguard 
the ideal of equality between languages (2000: 51). 
2.3.1 Translation in the EU and the Commission's Translation Service 
The policy of multilingualism inevitably results in a considerable volume of language 
work within the Institutions. In Brussels three EU bodies have a permanent ongoing 
translation activity; these are the European Commission, the European Council and the 
Economic and Social Committee. In Luxembourg, the European Parliament has its own 
Translation Service. However, the Commission, which according to Dollerup (1996a: 
297) is and will remain in the foreseeable future the largest and most powerful 
Institution in the EU, has the largest and most complex Translation Service in the 
world. On the basis of that and because the majority of texts which are available and of 
interest to European citizens are produced within its framework, the investigation in the 
present study focuses on texts which originate from the European Commission. The 
discussion that follows bears on the Commission's translation activities. 
The Commission's Translation Service consists of six large subject-based departments 
with a number of support units. Each translation department comprises 11 language 
units, one for each official language, and serves several Directorates-General (DGs) 
and other Commission departments, and the Commission members to whom they 
report. The translation units are staffed by graduate translators (LA grades), where 
women and men each make up roughly half, and secretaries (C grades) (Interview with 
Athanassios Antoulas, Brussels: November 1999). 
The Translation Service, besides full-scale in-house translation, offers freelance 
translation and machine translation (MT) in order to cope with the workload (Dollerup, 
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1996a). At the moment, freelance translation accounts for almost 20% of the 
Commission's total but it is anticipated that this figure will grow considerably in the 
enlarged European Union where the translation demand will increase considerably and 
it will be counter-productive to attempt to carry out all the Commission's translation 
activities in-house (Interview with Vassilis Koutsivits, Brrussels: November 1999). The 
standard of freelance work is ensured and monitored by means of a rigorous selection 
procedure (tenders, quality requirements, e. g. ISO 9000) and through close supervision 
and, where necessary, revision of the freelancers' work. Nevertheless, Wagner, Bech 
and Martinez (2002: 86) observe that many texts can only be translated in-house 
because they are confidential, politically sensitive or `hyper-urgent' or because they 
demand too much `inside information'. In addition, Arthren (1994: 152) points out that 
some texts can only be translated in-house because translators need to have close 
contact with the authors and must follow strict guidelines, like for instance when 
translating proposals for Community legislation which are going to be submitted to the 
Council. Such texts require a joint operation between the drafting Directorates and the 
Translation Service. On the other hand, texts like calls for tenders, technical rules and 
studies on various subjects, can be translated by agencies or freelancers (Arthren, 
1994). 
In order to cope with the workload, the European Commission also uses machine 
translation. In particular, the Commission has been developing Systran machine 
translation since 1976. Today, the system can produce 2000 pages of translation per 
hour and can be used by any Commission official who wants to obtain "raw translation 
instantly, on-line, without formalities" (Wagner, Bech and Martinez, 2002). It is 
notable that 75% of its users are non-linguists in the Commission's administrative 
departments who use it when they want nothing more than a rapid scan. When they 
require something more than the gist of a text, then raw translation is subject to 
substantial further processing by human intelligence which is offered by the post- 
editing service of the Commission's Freelance Translation Unit (Wagner, Bech and 
Martinez, 2002). 
The focus in the present study is on texts that are translated in-house mainly because 
they constitute the majority of the texts that are available to the public. In that sense, 
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they are the `apple of discord', i. e. the recipients of the negative criticism of the 
readers. 
2.3.1.1 Texts for Translation 
The Translation Service is responsible for the translation of a variety of text genres 
from and into the eleven official languages of the Union; where necessary, it can also 
work in other languages, such as Arabic, Chinese, Japanese or the Slavonic languages. 
The texts that the Translation Service is asked to translate vary from purely legal texts 
to speeches and speaking notes, briefings and press releases, international agreements, 
policy statements, reports, green and white papers, answers to written and oral 
parliamentary questions, technical studies, minutes, internal administrative matters and 
staff information, scripts and captions for films and other promotional material, 
correspondence with ministries, firms, pressure groups and individuals, and 
publications of every size and format on a huge range of topics for opinion-formers and 
the general public (Wagner, Bech and Martinez, 2002). 
The texts under investigation in the present study are reports issued by the European 
Commission. The decision to focus on that particular genre was based on the fact that 
reports together with information booklets, policy statements and press releases 
constitute the texts that ordinary EU citizens are more likely to read (Interview with 
Athanassios Antoulas, Brussels: November 1999). 
2.3.1.2 Translation and Quality 
As already pointed out, the Commission's Translation Service currently translates over 
one million two hundred thousand pages a year. This is the equivalent of a tower of 
paper more than 100 metres high, which grows by another 10% every year or every 
time a new language is added. It is clear that this growing number entails a lot of work 
for the translators who work around the clock in order to meet the often very tight 
deadlines. 
Despite the workload, high standards are considered vital in the translation of EU texts 
not only in the Commission but in all the EU Institutions. Much of the material issued 
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by the Union has intricate political, legal or financial implications, so mistakes can be 
very expensive. Other texts set out to explain the European project to the general public 
in the EU's 15 member states, a delicate task when we consider how difficult European 
leaders fmd it to get the message across to the citizens of their own countries. Here, 
faulty or unsuccessful translations can have even more costly repercussions. 
The European Commission's Translation Service therefore takes a number of measures 
to ensure consistently high standards. These are reported as follows: 
" Selection: All translators have a university degree in languages or other subjects 
(e. g. chemistry, law or engineering). Applicants have to pass a rigorous 
examination to qualify for recruitment. With each new member state there is a 
serious problem of finding roughly 100 highly qualified translators - and 
quickly. It may take some time, but quality must have priority. 
Specialisation: The Translation Service has to translate a wide variety of very 
technical texts on subjects ranging from nuclear safety to anti-dumping or 
artificial insemination. Translators specialise and translate full-time within their 
area of specialisation. After a while they approach the level of experts in their 
field. The process of specialisation is facilitated by documentation, terminology, 
courses or contacts with experts in the field. 
" Revision: Important texts are revised by senior translators. 
" Further training: Translators are provided with continuing in-service training to 
improve their language skills in both their own and other languages. This is 
done partly by means of language courses and lectures on specialist subjects 
and partly by feedback from senior translators 
(http: //w-mv. europa. eu. int/comm/translation/en/eyl/en. T)df). 
2.3.1.3 Translation and Linguistic Equality 
Although quality is of paramount importance in the translation of EU texts, what is 
even more crucial, is, as seen earlier, the principle of linguistic equality which 
presupposes the equivalence - equal value - of all language versions. Although this 
notion of `equivalence' might sound illusory, it nonetheless constitutes the cornerstone 
of translation practice in the EU. Indeed, irrespective of any qualitative characteristics, 
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the versions are assumed to be `equivalent'. In other words, once the translations are 
completed, the ST actually ceases to exist as such, since none of the eleven `equivalent' 
documents is supposed to carry any sign which distinguishes its status from the others. 
Based on that notion, the Translation Service has sometimes been called a 
contemporary Tower of Babel. Koskirien (2000), however, points out that a better 
analogy might be found in the well-known myth of the translators of the Septuagint, 
according to which seventy-two Greek rabbis translated the Old Testament in isolated 
cells and then, guided by divine inspiration all produced identical translations. In a 
similar way to their biblical colleagues, the EU translators miraculously have to 
produce ten similar versions of a document (Koskinen, 2000: 54). 
Koskinen (2000: 51) also points out that this equality, so intensely defended by the 
European Union, is sometimes synonymous with `existential equivalence', i. e. all the 
languages versions need to exist, any other features being rather irrelevant or at least 
subordinate to the symbolic function. For instance, the translations of the minutes of 
various administrative boards and EU committees may never be read by anyone, but 
they have to exist so that they conform with the ideal of linguistic equality. This kind of 
`existential equivalence', Koskinen (2000: 51) claims, can be rather frustrating for EU 
translators who, knowing that a translation that they are asked to carry out has the sole 
purpose of existing, of `being there', lose motivation and may not give a high priority 
to the job. 
Intertextuality is an inherent characteristic of translation, but, as we have seen here, the 
relationships between texts produced in different languages are by no means 
straightforward. Sager (1998: 325-6), for instance, has identified five types of 
dependence between ST and TT. He points out that the relationship between ST and TT 
is very important mainly because it indicates how closely the TT has to be modelled on 
a previously existent translation and how closely it has to follow linguistic and /or 
pragmatic features of the ST. His proposal is the following: 
Equal documents are characterised by a high degree of reciprocal dependence 
between the text in the source language (SL) and TL, to the extent that each 
document fulfils exactly the same function in its culture and, from the point of view 
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of its function, it is no longer possible to qualify one document as a translation of 
the other. 
" Parallel documents are meant to be used separately or jointly, allowing the reader to 
compare alternative language versions. While no claim is made for full equality on 
a legal basis, the functional scope of parallel texts is usually identical. 
" Dependent documents retain the document type of the ST but offer varying degrees 
of deviation from the structure, the expression and the content of the original. The 
vast majority of translations fall into this category. 
" Derived documents recast the content of the original in another document type, 
more appropriate to the new readership. This type of translation is often excluded 
from consideration by theorists, although abstracts and precis, for example, are 
widely used forms in the non-literary field of translation. 
" Autonomous documents represent the extreme borderline of `free' translation and 
are produced when the original only serves the role of a draft for a TL document 
and has no independent function as final document. Autonomous translations are 
therefore more or less loosely based on an original text which has only been 
produced for the purpose of being translated or which the commissioner designates 
as such. 
Based on the above typology, EU texts fall under the first category and are therefore 
equal documents which, according to Sager (1998), fulfil exactly the same function in 
their respective cultures. In reality, however, this `equality' seems to be located mainly 
on the notional - equal value - level which was discussed above and on the surface 
level as Koskinen (2000) states. 
Surface similarity, which mainly consists of `sameness' (Koskinen, 2000; Zauberga, 
2001) between texts in all 11 languages, is considered to guarantee that readers of the 
various translations all get the same message. In particular, Zauberga (2001: 273) 
observes that the translation of EU texts is strictly regulated in order to arrive at 
identical texts in 11 different languages and that the two main requirements for that are 
the `sameness format' and the `full-stop rule'. The `sameness format' means that there 
is literal rendering and the closest possible syntax and lexis (Dollerup, 1996a: 306), 
while the `full-stop rule' prescribes an equal number of full stops in the ST and the TT 
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(Trosborg, 1997a; Koskinen, 2000: 55). Specifically, one sentence in the ST must 
correspond to one sentence in the TT; the number of paragraphs has to match, and 
headings and subheadings have to be located in the same place as in the original 
(Trosborg, 1997a: 152). These two requirements for surface similarity apply first and 
foremost to legal texts ' and are deemed necessary because in oral and written 
negotiations that are based on a text, the negotiators must be able to refer to a particular 
article, paragraph, sentence, etc. However, as pointed out in 2.2.3, the constraint of 
surface similarity seems to have extended to almost all the official EU texts (Koskinen, 
2000). 
Related to the above is the aspect of uniform conventions, such as the way to conclude 
letters. Until very recently, for example, Danes were not allowed to conclude letters the 
Danish way, that is Med venlig hilsen, but were required to use the French expression 
Veuillez agreer, monsieur le professeur, P assurance de mes sentiments distingues 
(Dollerup, 1996a: 306). 
Necessarily the attempt to achieve all these characteristics sets unnatural constraints on 
each of the EU languages, Karker (1993) claims. For example, the constraints on 
sentence length can lead to long and complicated sentences. Karker (1993: 60) 
mentions an example in Danish with no less than 57 words between the subject and the 
corresponding verb. 
2.3.2 Text Production and Hybridity 
It emerges from the discussion above that translation in the European Union is a fairly 
complex activity; translations do not exist in theory but exist in practice and are subject 
to the constraints of surface similarity, which derives from the principle of linguistic 
equality. Text production is similarly complex. According to the principle of linguistic 
equality there are no translations but language versions, and, therefore, there is no ST. 
Zauberga (2001: 73), however, points out that although from a legal point of view there 
are no STs or translations, in practical terms ST does exist. In fact, a document is 
written in one language and is subsequently translated into the 10 remaining official 
languages. 
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More specifically, the majority of texts in the EU are drafted collectively in 
committees, working groups and teams (Koskinen, 2000: 59). According to Wagner, 
Bech and Martinez (2001: 72), collective drafting is a common practice in the EU 
Institutions, as it is in almost all international organisations and civil services. It is 
carried out based on the assumption that a patchwork of input and a succession of 
amendments will make for a better and more balanced text and, in addition, that 
including them all will ensure that the end result is acceptable to all parties. Nida 
(2001: 8) observes that EU texts are very often the result of committee consultations 
with everyone wanting to insert some of their own ideas and with no one having the 
responsibility of putting a fragmented text into proper order. 
This practice, also called consensus building, makes for extensively long 
documents of uneven style, in which the original argument has been 
distorted or submerged by provisos. Worst of all, there is no longer a single 
author willing to put his or her name to the end result; the camel has become 
the collective responsibility of a department or institution (Wagner, Bech 
and Martinez, 2001: 72). 
In addition, the committees and different groups that are involved in their production 
are not made up of one or more speakers of the same language but of different speakers 
of different languages. Karker and Flesch point out that most EU documents are drafted 
in one of the `vehicular languages', namely English, French and German, even by non- 
native speakers (Karker, 1993: 37; Flesch 1998: 1). Therefore, instead of being the 
products of individual creativity the texts are products of multilingual and multicultural 
negotiation and creation. 
Schaffner and Adab (1997: 327) point out that multilingual texts that are created in a 
process of multinational and multilingual negotiation and which are equally valid, like 
for instance EU texts, are evidence of internationalisation processes and could be called 
hybrid texts. Similarly, Hale points out that hybrid texts are essentially "multi-authored 
texts produced within multilingual corporate or government bodies" (Hale, 2000: 51). 
In that respect, Schaffner points out that in the process of drafting texts in a 
multinational and multilingual environment, the various languages mutually influence 
each other, and as a result "the final document is a mixture, a panache, a hybrid" 
(1997a: 194). 
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Pym provides a very graphic description of what a hybrid text actually is: 
On my desk, for example, is an EU report on the drug problem in Guyana. 
The main author is a Senegalese who writes in bureaucratic French and tries 
to do something similar in English; the second author, responsible for parts 
of the. same text, is visibly a native speaker of British English who has 
studied law, since he produces legalistic prose no matter what the 
circumstances; and interspersed with this French + bad English + legal 
English are crumbs, from previous reports of all kinds, ranging from UN 
jargon to CIA notes. The result is a horse-necked girl's head on a fish (Pym, 
2001: 202). 
Pym (2001: 197) provides the above picture, which is taken from a manuscript copy of 
the first Latin translation of the Qur'an carried out in Hispania in 1142-43, as an 
illustration of what a hybrid looks like. 
Hybrid texts, according to Schaffner and Adab (1997,2001b), reflect specific textual 
features (vocabulary, syntax, style, etc. ) which may clash with TL conventions. They 
also allow the introduction into a TL of hitherto unknown and/or socially unacceptable 
concepts "through a medium which, by its non-conformity to social/stylistic 
conventions and norms, proclaims the otherness of its origin and thereby legitimises its 
right to be heard" (Schaffner and Adab, 1997: 328). Along the same lines, Trosborg 
(1997a) points out that hybrid texts are produced as a compromise between cultures and 
therefore they are not hybrids in the sense that they are a mix of various text types in 
the rhetorical sense of narration, description, exposition, argumentation, expressive or 
appellative communicative features. Instead, they appear as an outcome of negotiations 
between different languages and cultures and may involve features which are 
contradictory to TL and target culture (TC) norms (Trosborg, 1997a: 329-330). In fact, 
Schaffner and Adab (1997: 325) and Bond (2001: 251) claim that hybrid texts exhibit 
`out of place', `strange' or `unusual' features with deviance in norms and conventions. 
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In the same spirit, Didaoui (1996) points out that such texts which are often compiled 
jointly by a number of authors who are not native speakers are `linguistically defective' 
in that they present lexicosyntactic forms foreign to the language which is used for their 
drafting. 
It is notable that some scholars, notably Schäffner and Adab (1997) and Trosborg 
(1997a), have also suggested that hybrid texts can result from the translation process. In 
particular, they define a hybrid text as a translated text as follows: 
A hybrid text is a text that results form the translation process. It shows 
features that somehow seem `out of place'/ `strange'/ `unusual' for the 
receiving culture, i. e. the target culture. These features, however, are not the 
result of a lack of translational competence or examples of `translationese', 
but they are evidence of conscious and deliberate decisions by the translator. 
(Schaffner and Adab, 1997: 325) 
With this definition, Schaffner and Adab focus on the positive aspects of hybrid texts 
and do not regard them as products of unsuccessful translation process. Following 
Schaffner and Adab, Trosborg (1997a) points out that hybrid texts are not a result of a 
lack of translational competence or an example of translationese, but evidence of 
deliberate decisions on the part of the translator. 
The views put forward by Schaffner and Adab and Trosborg are in contrast to the 
notion of hybridity and hybrid text as they have been used in relation to translations. 
Levy (1963) seems to be the first to point to the hybrid nature of translated texts. He 
argues that in the process of translation, the form - content unity of the ST is disrupted 
and inevitably some pressure is exerted upon the TL since the transfer of foreign 
elements is impossible without certain violence. Levy (1963) claims that the 
translator's style always leaves an imprint on the ST. More recently, other scholars 
have pointed to the hybrid nature of translated texts. Duff (1981) has called the 
language of translations `the third language', i. e. a language which lies in-between the 
source language (SL) and the TL. What is more, in Descriptive Translation Studies, the 
notion of translation itself has been described as hybrid. Herman, for instance, claims 
that "translation is irreducible: it always leaves loose ends, is always hybrid, plural, and 
different" (1996: 45). Similarly, Zauberga (2001: 275) observes that all translations are 
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hybrids since they can be viewed as a transplant of the ST into an alien, TC 
environment. 
It is clear that the concept of hybridity has been considered from different angles. To 
sum up, translation scholars either perceive all translations as hybrid texts since they 
embrace features of the SL and source culture (SC) as well as of the TL and TC, or they 
perceive some translations or parts of translations as hybrid texts, first, due to undesired 
interference of the ST and, second, due to specific tasks the given texts are designed to 
perform in the TC. In addition, hybrid texts have been considered to be `original' texts, 
i. e. not translations, but multilingual texts that are created in the process of 
multinational and multilingual negotiation or from collaboration between members of 
different cultures (Schaffner and Adab, 2001b) 
Due to the inherent complexities and idiosyncrasies in the production of the majority of 
EU STs, the focus in the present study is on `hybrid texts' as products of multilingual 
and multicultural negotiation and collaboration, rather than on translations as hybrids. 
In fact, the interviews that were carried out in the European Commission in Brussels 
with three translators and translation coordinators (cf. Chapter 4) indicated that many 
EU STs appear to be hybrid texts mainly due to their collective and multilingual 
creation; the interviews also drew attention to the need for the empirical investigation 
of hybrid STs, before any attempt is made to investigate their translations. 
For the purposes of this particular research, a hybrid text will be defined as follows: 
Hybrid Text: a text, which is not a translation, but a multi-authored text 
which is produced by way of multilingual negotiation usually in a 
supranational multicultural discourse community, where there is no 
linguistically neutral ground (multinational, international organisation, etc. ) 
and where internationalisation of concepts and ideas is a sine qua non. 
This definition is based on the assumption that not all EU texts are hybrid texts (Pym, 
2001: 203) and that a necessary condition for the existence of a hybrid EU text is its 
composition in a given language by a group of native and non-native speakers of that 
language or a group of non-native speakers alone. Texts which are not products of 
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collective and multilingual negotiation and which are not translations will be called 
`original' texts. 
2.4 Characteristics of EU Texts 
Generally speaking, EU texts, original, hybrid and translated texts, share certain 
features which are closely related to the nature of the EU (Mortzos, 1999) and which 
involve their variable or mixed readership and purpose, the abundant use of neologisms 
and borrowings, and the use of specialised terminology and vague language. 
2.4.1 Readership and Purpose of EU Texts 
The first point that can be made about EU texts is related to their readership and 
purpose, i. e. to the fact that the texts' readership consists of readers of various 
backgrounds and educational levels who read the texts for different reasons. Therefore, 
both the readership and the purpose or function of the texts are variable or even mixed, 
a fact that adds to the difficulty of the task that writers and translation revisers are- 
asked to carry out. 
Roughly speaking, EU texts can be described as follows: documents coming in or for 
internal use, documents going out or for external use and documents going nowhere 
(Harris, 1999; Schaffner, 1997a: 193). Documents coming in usually take the form of 
consultancy reports commissioned from experts in the various member states in order 
to provide information for the European Union. Examples of texts include a report on 
the impact of the LEONARDO programme on education and training in Italy, a report 
on competition in the cola market in France, etc. The documents going out have target 
audiences ranging from the general public to specialists in particular fields. This kind 
of document can range from press releases to guides and handbooks. Some examples 
are: a practical guide to the legal rules on subcontracting in the European Union, the 
proceedings of the Leiden seminar organised by Jacques Delors, and articles for various 
journals, like the Vocational Training Bulletin of CEDEFOP (the European Union's 
Centre for the Development of Vocational Training). The third category involves 
documents going nowhere which include a whole range of documents written by the 
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EU for the EU. Examples include the minutes of meetings of EU committees, 
administrative boards, budget committees and draft decisions or recommendations. 
Although in principle internal documents should be available to EU officials, 
politicians and negotiators and external documents to the public - both should therefore 
be addressed to a particular readership - in reality they often have a wider readership in 
that they become available for EU officials and the public alike. An example is 
composite papers, which are originally drafted for discussion in meetings and summits 
but which are in fact made available to the public, mainly on the European 
Commission's website. 
Related to the point made above about the readership and the function of EU texts 
being mixed and hard to determine, is the point about EU texts having no readership at 
all. In particular, the fact that some of the texts are drafted or translated but are not 
used, adds to the frustration of the writers and translators who have to create documents 
that have a mere symbolic function. 
2.4.2 Use of Neologisms and Borrowings 
Another feature of EU texts is the abundant use of neologisms and borrowings that is 
inextricably tied to the fact that the texts are produced in a multilingual and 
multicultural environment and to the fact that they aim at expressing new and pan- 
European concepts. According to Crystal (1997: 132), neologisms appear in order to 
bear new meanings and they stay new until people start to use them without thinking, or 
alternatively until the neologisms fall out of fashion and people stop using them 
altogether. Following Newmark (1988), neologisms can be defined as a) newly coined 
lexical units or b) existing lexical units that acquire a new sense, "which - unless they 
are opaque, obscure and possibly cacophonous - usually attract and please everyone, 
with the exception of some purists who jib at the `violations' of their language's 
grammar" (1988: 140). Comitologie in French, and directive, cohabitation and own 
resources in English are examples of the second type of neologism in that they are 
restricted to the sphere of the EU but "marked by an extension of their semantic 
content" (Goffin, 1994: 639). It is notable that neologisms can subsequently be 
borrowed. For instance, comitology in English and cinrpozo). oyIa in Greek are borrowed 
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from French, and cohabitation in French and cohabitaciön in Spanish are borrowed 
from English. 
Borrowings, according to Crystal (1997), involve the introduction of words from one 
language or dialect into another. Borrowings arise because languages are neither 
constant nor free of influences. In particular, Anastassiadi-Symeonidi (1996: 81) 
observes, languages resemble quicksand; they undergo linguistic changes which to a 
greater extent are the product of lexical borrowing, i. e. influence from the vocabulary of 
other languages. Borrowing is indispensable, she claims, in that it constitutes the 
necessary oxygen for the survival of a language; it is a natural process that marks every 
natural human language and a linguistic sign for close extralinguistic relations. If we 
want to make a distinction between different borrowings we can refer to a) loanwords 
with virtually no change in written form, like for instance acquis communautaire (body 
of EU law) in English from French, Schadenfreude (happiness at someone else's 
misfortune) in English and French from German, stagiaire (trainee) in English from 
French and Statute (Staff Regulations) in English from French; b) loanwords which are 
morphologically adapted to the norms of the recipient language, like for instance 
vcicorzcpds in Greek from the French nepotism and c) calques or loan translations, 
namely loanwords in which the individual elements of a SL item are translated literally 
to produce a TL equivalent, like for instance third countries in English and rp1rccXwpeS 
in Greek from the French pays tiers (Crystal, 1997: 12; Shuttleworth and Cowie, 1997: 
17-18; Goffin, 1994: 639-640). 
2.4.3 Use of Specialised Terminology (Eurospeak) and Vague Language 
Closely related to the use of neologisms and borrowings as well as to the extended and 
mixed readership of EU texts, is the use of Eurospeak and vague language. Wagner 
(1999) points out that Eurospeak is a useful language coined to describe European 
Union inventions and supranational concepts which have no exact parallel at national 
level. Trosborg refers to Eurospeak as the language used by Eurocrats, i. e. EU 
negotiators, staff and even translators and interpreters, which is "often blurred, 
complicated and hard to understand" (1997a: 152). Evidently, even though it is only 
natural for Eurocrats, it very often leads to lack of comprehension for the non-specialist 
reader or listener. 
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Due to the fact that Eurospeak stems from the need to name new concepts and objects it 
cannot be easily simplified (Wagner, 1999). This is so because its simplification would 
entail, among others, long and therefore unnatural explanations which would be very 
difficult for EU officials to deal with since they would disrupt continuity of meaning 
(Interview with William Fraser, Brussels: November 1999). Even if it could be easily 
simplified, the drafters of EU texts might object because Eurospeak, like vague and 
pretentious language, can sometimes be useful. Although it is a common belief that 
good usage of language involves, among other things, clarity and precision (Channell, 
1994) and that vagueness, ambiguity, imprecision and wooliness are to be avoided, they 
often help the documents' drafters to create 'obscure' texts when the meaning they have 
to convey is such that it can cause negative reactions among the citizens of the 
European Union. For example, Europe at many speeds which the public has come to 
understand as something rather negative (the countries that cannot move fast enough are 
going to be left behind in terms of progress) is replaced by Europe of variable 
geometry, an utterly obscure expression which not only evokes nothing but also alludes 
to something that is far too complex for the ordinary citizen to understand. The result is 
that very often readers abandon any attempt to interpret it (Sella-Mazi, 1999: 869). 
As a summary we can say that, generally speaking, European Union texts are 
characterised by a very extended readership, ranging from officials to the general public 
(Interview with William Fraser, Brussels: November 1999), that they contain abundant 
lexical forms which are new or `borrowed' from other languages and that their language 
is sometimes vague or highly specialised. Hence, the analysis of all such texts, but 
particularly those which are produced as hybrids (as defined here) or as translations, 
gives rise to certain problems of interpretation, since the use of specialist words and 
phrases is central to the establishment of lexical cohesion, the central analytical focus of 
the present study. 
2.5 Conclusion 
The present chapter has attempted an overview of the linguistic as well as sociocultural 
conditions which pertain the production and translation of EU texts. It has provided a 
definition of hybrid EU texts and has presented some of the general characteristics of 
texts that are produced and translated in the EU Institutions. Having sought more 
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objective evidence of the negative comments put forward by many Greek readers 
concerning the lack of natural flow in Greek translations of EU texts and the negative 
comments put forward by English readers concerning the lack of `authenticity' of 
English hybrid EU texts, it is the aim of the present study to identify a possible 
explanation for these reactions. The focus of the next chapter is thus cohesion, which 
constitutes the basis for the analysis of the texts. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
Cohesion and Models of Lexical Repetition 
3.1 Introduction 
As already pointed out the investigation of the reported `translatedness' and lack of 
naturalness of Greek translated EU texts and the `foreignness' and lack of `authenticity' 
of English hybrid EU texts will be carried out on the basis of cohesion which is a vital 
area of text linguistics and inherently related to the notions of `text' and `texture', i. e. 
"the property of being a text" (Halliday and Hasan, 1976: 2). The aim of the present 
chapter is to provide a discussion of the notions of `text', `textuality', `texture' and 
`cohesion' and to describe the most important lexical repetition models as developed by 
prominent scholars, thus setting the stage for the formulation of an analytical tool for 
the investigation of lexical repetition in the Greek translated and English hybrid EU 
texts which are under attention in the present study. 
3.2 Text, Textuality and Texture 
It has been suggested that as human beings we are normally able to judge whether a 
particular stretch of language is a text or not based on intuition, although areas of 
uncertainty are acknowledged (Halliday and Hasan, 1976: 1). Yet fixing this intuition 
in a set of criteria is challenging in a number of respects, not least because certain 
aspects of a text are constructed in the interaction between what is explicit in the text 
and readers' or listeners' knowledge and expectations. Hence, Halliday and Hasan 
(1985: 10) propose a rather open-ended functional solution: 
What do we mean by text? We can define text, in the simplest way perhaps, 
by saying that it is language that is functional. By functional, we simply 
mean that language is doing some job in some context, as opposed to 
isolated words or sentences that I might put on the blackboard. [... ] So any 
instance of living language that is playing some part in a context of 
situation, we shall call a text. (Halliday and Hasan, 1985: 10) 
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The definition of text is thus not straightforward. According to Hervey and Higgins, 
"Text is any given stretch of speech or writing produced in a given language and 
assumed to make a coherent whole" (1992: 14). Hervey and Higgins claim that a 
minimal text may consist of a single word preceded and followed by a period of 
silence, while a maximal text may run into volumes. Similarly, Kentrotis (1996: 133) 
claims that the length of a text may vary, since there exist one-word texts like, for 
instance, exclamations and expressions of pain (wow, help, ouch, etc), or texts that 
consist of various volumes like, for instance, novels (Marcel Proust's A la recherche du 
temps perdu). In addition, NorgArd-Sorensen defines text as "a chain of 
communication acts, predominantly expressed in natural language" (1992: 5). 
Papegaiij and Schubert (1988) suggest that text understanding involves complex 
linguistic processes on many levels. Treating a text as nothing but a collection of 
individual sentences, they observe, does not do justice to a text's structural complexity. 
Sentences taken in isolation from their surrounding text can be highly ambiguous, or 
even meaningless and no simple summing up of the separate sentences' meanings can 
actually give the message of the text. It is not enough to simply analyse the sentences 
that make up a text; it is also essential to view them as functional elements of the text 
as a whole. 
3.2.1 Text and Textuality 
De Beaugrande and Dressler (1981: 3) define text as a communicative occurrence 
which meets seven standards of textuality: cohesion, coherence, intentionality, 
acceptability, informativity, situationality and intertextuality. If any of these standards 
is not satisfied, the text is said not to be communicative and is therefore considered by 
de Beaugrande and Dressler as a non-text. 
De Beaugrande and Dressler (1981) observe that these standards are necessary for the 
existence of textual communication but they add that there also exist certain regulative 
principles that control textual communication. They envisage at least three regulative 
principles: efficiency, effectiveness and appropriateness. The efficiency of a text is said 
to depend on its use in communicating with minimum expenditure of effort by the 
participants. It contributes to processing ease with a light load on resources of attention 
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and access. The effectiveness of a text depends on its leaving a strong impression and 
creating favourable conditions for attaining a goal. Last but not least, the 
appropriateness of a text is said to be the agreement between its setting and the ways in 
which the standards of textuality are upheld (de Beaugrande and Dressler, 1981: 11). 
It can be argued that these regulative principles are inspired by Grice's Co-operative 
Principle and by the conversational conventions, or maxims, which support the 
principle. Following the same argument, Hatim and Mason (1990: 94), claim that a 
culturally appropriate balance between effectiveness and efficiency relates to the 
degree that the Gricean Maxims are observed. For instance, certain differences 
observed between STs and TTs with respect to phenomena like ellipsis and redundancy 
are to be seen in the light of the maxim of relevance. At this point it is necessary to 
refer to the Co-operative Principle and the conversational maxims so that a clear picture 
of the argument can be formed. 
The Co-operative Principle presents the following terms: 
Make your contribution such as is required, at the stage at which it occurs, 
by the accepted purpose or direction of the talk exchange in which you are 
engaged. (Grice, 1975: 45). 
The conversational conventions, or maxims, which support this principle and which 
underlie the efficient co-operative use of language are the following: 
The Maxim of Quantity: 
1. Make your contribution as informative as is required for the current purposes of the 
exchange 
2. Do not make your contribution more informative than is required 
The Maxim of Quality 
Try to make your contribution one that is true, specifically: 
1. Do not say what you believe to be false 
2. Do not say that for which you lack adequate evidence 
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The Maxim of Relevance 
Make your contribution relevant 
The Maxim of Manner 
1. Be perspicuous, and specifically 
2. Avoid obscurity 
3. Avoid ambiguity 
4. Be brief 
5. Be orderly 
In short these maxims specify what participants have to do in order to converse in a 
maximally efficient, rational, co-operative way: they should speak sincerely, relevantly 
and clearly, while providing sufficient information (Marmaridou, 1994: 63). 
While de Beaugrande and Dressler (1981) deal with text without any reference to 
particular applications, Neubert (1985) studies the issue of text in relation to 
translation. He views textuality as a `dialectical' notion in the sense that: 
It reflects how texts function and how they are formed, how they are 
produced and received, how they are wholes as well as being structured, 
what relates them to other texts and what makes them unique, what makes 
them typical, or rather instances of types (Neubert, 1985: 49). 
Neubert also points out that in the context of translation textuality can yield a set of 
criteria according to which the equivalence of a ST and its TT can be evaluated. 
Just like de Beaugrande and Dressler, Neubert uses the term `textuality' and proposes 
seven standards of textuality, which are clearly based on de Beaugrande and Dressler's 
standards of textuality: intentionality, acceptability, situationality, informativity, 
coherence, cohesion and intertextuality. He also stresses the importance of the 
negotiation of texts "as potential end-points of a two-way process" (Neubert, 1985: 54). 
More specifically, he points out that this can be better understood if the Co-operative 
Principle is taken into account: 
Speaker or writer are acting under the impression that there exists or will 
exist an actual or potential addressee who accepts or will accept the uttered 
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words or written lines as inducements to enter into a communicative co- 
operation. Listener or reader, in turn, approach the text with the premise that 
the sender has intended it as an offer of to (sic) co-operate communicatively. 
(Neubert, 1985: 55). 
It is clear that Neubert's approach is very close to the one put forward by de 
Beaugrande and Dressler. In fact, Neubert, even though he does not explicitly 
acknowledge this, seems to have adopted de Beaugrande and Dressler's model and have 
adapted it in some ways in order to be applicable in the context of translation. 
3.2.2 Text and Texture 
Halliday and Hasan's (1976) account of what constitutes a text is the most 
comprehensive treatment of the subject and has become seminal in the area. Unlike de 
Beaugrande and Dressler and Neubert who talk about `textuality', Halliday and Hasan 
(1976) use the term `texture'. Still, even though they use a different term, they, in fact, 
support the same main idea: in order for a word or a string of words to be called a text, 
it needs to fulfil certain conditions. People, they claim, are usually able to distinguish a 
text in their language, even though there sometimes appear to be uncertainties. 
Therefore, there must exist objective factors which are characteristic of texts and 
cannot be found otherwise. The concept of texture, Halliday and Hasan (1976) claim, is 
entirely appropriate to express the property of being a text. A text has texture, and that 
is what distinguishes it from something that is not a text. Hatim and Mason (1990) 
adopt a discourse approach to translation and, following Halliday and Hasan (1976), 
suggest that texture is that property which ensures that the text hangs together both 
linguistically and conceptually. Halliday and Hasan (1976) and Hatim and Mason 
(1990) claim that two necessary conditions for the success of a text in terms of texture 
are cohesion and coherence. As seen earlier, de Beaugrande and Dressler (1981) also 
claim that cohesion and coherence are necessary conditions for the existence of text. 
3.3 Cohesion vs. Coherence 
In particular, de Beaugrande and Dressler make a clear distinction between cohesion 
and coherence. Cohesion, they say, "concerns the ways in which the components of the 
surface text, the actual words we hear or see, are mutually connected within a 
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sequence" (1981: 3). The term `cohesion' as is used by de Beaugrande and Dressler 
includes all of the functions that can be used to signal relations among surface 
elements. The interaction of cohesion with the other standards of textuality is a 
necessary precondition for the effectiveness of communication. Coherence, on the other 
hand, concerns the ways in which the components of the textual world, i. e. the 
configuration of concepts and relations which underlie the surface text, are mutually 
accessible and relevant. Several types of relations which underlie the surface text, 
namely causality, enablement, reason, purpose and time, can illustrate coherence. What 
is noteworthy is the fact that coherence is the outcome of world knowledge and 
cognitive processes among text users and not a mere feature of texts (de Beaugrande 
and Dressler, 1981). 
Similarly, Neubert (1985: 94), when treating the issue of cohesion and coherence in 
relation to translation, observes that whereas coherence is deduced from the underlying 
meaning structures of a text, cohesion makes this underlying conceptual framework 
linguistically evident. Moreover, Neubert argues that cohesion offers the observer a 
grammatical and lexical picture of what goes on when senders interact with receivers. 
Eggins (1994: 87) goes even further and defines coherence as the relation of text to 
situation and genre, in other words as something external to the text. Cohesion, on the 
other hand, is defined as a text-internal structure. 
In fact, most scholars support a text analytic model which is based on a notion of 
surface-based cohesion, on the one hand, and an underlying textual world, on the other. 
Yule (1985), for instance, points out that language users are capable of more than 
simply recognising correct versus incorrect forms and structures. They know, he 
claims, that "texts must have a certain structure which depends on factors quite 
different from those required in the structure of a single sentence. Some of those factors 
are described in terms of cohesion, or the ties and connections which exist within texts" 
(Yule, 1985: 105). According to Yule, the analysis of cohesive links within a text gives 
some insight into how writers structure what they want to say; these cohesive links can 
be crucial factors in the judgements people make on whether something is well-written. 
In the context of translation, he observes that the conventions of cohesive structure 
differ from one language to the other and thus they may cause serious problems to 
translators. 
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However, Yule, just like de Beaugrande and Dressler and Neubert, points out that 
cohesion on its own is not sufficient to enable human beings to make sense of what 
they read. In particular, he suggests that "it is quite easy to create a highly cohesive 
text which has a lot of connections between the sentences, but which remains difficult 
to interpret" (Yule, 1985: 106). In the same spirit, Enkvist (1978) observes that the 
mere presence of cohesive markers cannot create a coherent text and he gives an 
example of a highly cohesive text which is nevertheless incoherent: 
I bought a Ford. The car in which President Wilson drove down the Champs 
Elysees was black. Black English has been widely discussed. The 
discussions between the presidents ended last week. A week has seven days. 
Every day I feed my cat. Cats have four legs. The cat is on the mat. Mat has 
three letters (Enkvist, 1978: 110-111). 
It is thus clear that there must exist another factor which helps to distinguish connected 
texts which make sense from those which do not, i. e. coherence. Coherence enables 
readers or listeners to `make sense' of what they read or hear. 
Accordingly, for the purposes of this study a distinction is maintained between 
cohesion and coherence. In particular, cohesion is viewed as a characteristic of the 
surface text, while coherence is understood as the underlying characteristic of textual 
worlds. In the present study, the textual world is that of the European Union, a rather 
specialised world of new concepts for the ordinary citizen. This world is more or less 
accessible through EU texts of various types, which, as artefacts, are more easily 
subject to analysis. In fact, cohesion has been chosen as the main textlinguistic focus of 
the study since it is more readily accessible and amenable to analysis than coherence, 
and therefore allows inter- and intralinguistic comparisons to be made. 
Furthermore, it should be stressed that the viewpoint adopted in this study is that 
cohesion contributes to the coherence of the text by making its unity clearer and more 
noticeable to the reader, but it also depends significantly on the norms of each language 
which also vary depending on genre and text type (Witte and Faigley, 1981; Baker, 
1992; Tanskanen, 1995). 
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3.4 Types of Cohesion 
As pointed out in Chapter 1, Halliday and Hasan (1976) have identified five types of 
cohesion: 1) reference, 2) substitution, 3) ellipsis, 4) conjunction and 5) lexical 
cohesion. This classification is based on linguistic form. More specifically, reference, 
substitution and ellipsis are grammatical phenomena in that they involve closed 
systems; lexical cohesion is lexical, because "it involves a choice that is open-ended, 
the selection of a lexical item that is in some way related to one occurring previously" 
(1976: 303). Finally, conjunction is on the borderline between grammatical and lexical. 
According to Halliday and Hasan (1976), independently of the forms that cohesion 
takes, an important point is the nature of cohesive relations, that is the relations, besides 
relations of structure, that link one part of a text with another. The questions that they 
put forward are: 
1. Whereabouts in the linguistic system are these relations located? 
2. What do the different types of cohesion mean? 
With regard to these issues Hasan and Halliday (1976: 304) distinguish three kinds of 
relations: a) relatedness of form, b) reference and c) semantic connection. These can be 
related to the five formally-defined types of relation as follows: 
Nature of cohesive relation: 
Relatedness of form 
Relatedness of reference 
Semantic connection 
Type of cohesion: 
substitution; ellipsis; lexical collocation; 
reference; lexical reiteration 
conjunction 
Of the five types, reference, conjunction and lexical cohesion are said to be more 
frequent in written discourse, whereas substitution and ellipsis are more frequent in 
spoken discourse (de Beaugrande and Dressler, 1981; Witte and Faigley, 1981). 
The analysis of the texts in the present study is carried out on the basis of lexical 
cohesion mainly because, as already pointed out in Chapter 1, it has been 
acknowledged as "the predominant means of connecting sentences in discourse" (Witte 
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and Faigley, 1981: 193) and because, as Newmark observes, "the chief difficulties in 
translating are lexical, not grammatical - i. e. words, collocations and fixed phrases or 
idioms" (1988: 32). What is more, due to the fact that the chosen texts are special- 
language texts, in which specialised vocabulary contributes significantly to the text 
content, lexis seems like a fruitful avenue to explore. 
3.4.1 Lexical Cohesion 
Halliday and Hasan (1976) divide lexical cohesion into two main categories: reiteration 
and collocation. They define collocation as: 
The possibility of lexical cohesion between any pair of lexical items which 
are in some way associated with each other in the language (Halliday and 
Hasan, 1976: 285-6). 
In particular, they claim that collocation is achieved through the association created by 
habitually co-occurring lexical items, which tend to occur in similar situations. They 
claim that a very marked cohesive effect derives from the occurrence in proximity with 
each other of pairs such as the following, whose meaning is not easy to classify in 
systematic semantic terms: laugh... joke, blade... sharp, garden... dig, ill... doctor, 
try ... succeed, 
bee... honey, door... window, king... crown, boat... row, sunshine... cloud. 
Collocations do not only occur when pairs of lexical items are involved, but also when 
long lexical chains are present. For example, hair... split-ends... comb... blow-dry... perm. 
As Halliday and Hasan point out (1976: 287), negatively and not particularly helpfully, 
they consider as collocations all instances of lexical cohesion that are not covered by 
their definition of reiteration. They observe that collocation is simply a cover term for 
the cohesion that results from the co-occurrence of lexical items that are in some way 
or other typically associated with one another, because they tend to occur in similar 
environments. 
Reiteration as the name implies involves repetition of lexical items. A reiterated item, 
according to Halliday and Hasan (1976) may be: a) a repetition of an earlier item, b) a 
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synonym or near-synonym, c) a superordinate, or d) a general word. In particular 
reiteration is defined as follows: 
Reiteration is a form of lexical cohesion which involves the repetition of a 
lexical item, at one end of the scale; the use of a general word to refer back 
to a lexical item, at the other end of the scale; and a number of things in 
between- the use of a synonym, near-synonym, or superordinate (Halliday 
and Hasan, 1976: 278). 
The focus in the present study is on repetition, rather than collocation, mainly because 
the collocation category is more intricate than reiteration, which is also why it has 
frequently been omitted from lexical cohesion analyses. In fact, Tanskanen (1995: 533) 
claims that collocation a much more elusive relation than reiteration due to the fact that 
it does not involve a systematic relation, which is present in reiteration. 
Halliday and Hasan's model with respect to lexical cohesion is not a highly 
differentiated one. Furthermore, there are boundary issues which are not easily resolved 
between collocation and reiteration. Therefore we need to look to other models of 
lexical cohesion, and in particular lexical repetition, in order to develop a framework 
which can be applied for the empirical analysis of the texts in the study. 
3.5 Models of Lexical Repetition 
3.5.1 Hoey's Theory of Patterns of Lexis in Text 
Hoey (1991) criticises Halliday and Hasan's account of `lexical cohesive ties' and 
points out that they are assigned inferior status as opposed to other types of cohesion 
like conjunction, reference and ellipsis; they are only considered secondary markers of 
textual cohesion. Moreover, he observes (1991: 7-8) that Halliday and Hasan's account 
of collocation is largely heterogeneous, since it consists of a category of collocations 
which includes a `ragbag' of lexical relations, many of which have no readily available 
name. Still, Hoey continues, "their discussion of lexical cohesion acknowledges the 
existence of the important text-forming properties of lexis, even though the apparatus 
was not available for the precise classification of the kinds of lexis that perform this 
role" (1991: 7). It is clear from Hoey's last comment that, even though they do not fully 
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and exhaustively deal with the issue of lexical cohesion, Halliday and Hasan have 
prepared the ground for future research. 
Hoey believes that "lexical cohesion is the only type of cohesion that regularly forms 
multiple relationships" and that, as a result, "lexical cohesion becomes the dominant 
mode of creating texture" (Hoey, 1991: 3). In developing his own model of textual 
cohesion, in which lexis is viewed as central, Hoey (1991) focuses on what he calls 
`repetition', making a distinction between simple and complex lexical repetition, 
simple and complex paraphrase, and hyponymic and co-reference repetition. 
Table 3.1 Hoey's Lexical Repetition Model (1991) 
Lexical Repetition Types 
Types Examples 
Simple Lexical Repetition bear/bears; tried/try 
Complex Lexical Repetition drug/drugging (noun, verb); human/humans (adjective, noun); kind/ 
unkind 
Simple Paraphrase sedated/tranquillized 
Complex Paraphrase wet/dry; drug/tranquillized/drugging, teacher/instruction 
Hyponymy animals/bears 
Co-reference Augustus/the Emperor 
More specifically, simple lexical repetition occurs when a lexical item that has already 
occurred in a text is repeated with no greater alteration than is entirely explicable in 
terms of a closed grammatical paradigm. For instance: 
(a) ' 
When I was a child I had two cats, Tubby and Lauren, and I used to think 
that they were the most beautiful animals in the world. Last year, however, a 
cat attacked me apparently with no reason. That was the end of my liking 
for cats. 
In the above example cats in the third sentence is a simple lexical repetition of cats in 
the first sentence. Cat in the second sentence is also a simple lexical repetition of cats 
1 All examples in the study are my own unless otherwise stated 
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in the first sentence. The only variation between them is the number (plural vs. 
singular). According to Hoey (1991: 53), this type of repetition is the most common 
and the most easily recognisable one. 
It is necessary to stress that only open-set lexical items can enter into such a link. Hbey 
does not treat as simple lexical repetition connections between such grammatical items 
as determiners, prepositions, auxiliaries, negatives, co-ordinators, subordinators, 
sentence conjunctions, sub-modifiers, or particles. 
Closely related to simple lexical repetition, complex lexical repetition occurs either 
when two lexical items share a lexical morpheme, but are not formally identical, or 
when they are formally identical, but have different grammatical functions. Two items 
can be said to form a relationship of complex lexical repetition if they can be 
paraphrased in the context of the text in which they appear in such a way as to ensure 
that the paraphrase of one semantically includes the other. For instance: 
(b) 
I want an answer now! 
Answering to you is never easy. 
In example (a) Answering can be roughly paraphrased in its context as `responding by 
giving an answer'. 
Simple and complex lexical repetition are not the only types of repetition. Paraphrase 
can also serve the function of repeating. According to Hoey (1991: 62), a distinction is 
made between simple and complex paraphrase. Simple paraphrase occurs whenever a 
lexical item may semantically substitute for another in context without loss or gain in 
specificity and with no discernible change in meaning. An example is the following: 
(c) 
When he saw me, he ran towards me and embraced me! 
In general I don't like people hugging me but in this case I quite enjoyed it. 
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Simple paraphrase may be partial or mutual. It is partial if the substitution works in one 
direction only and mutual when it works in both directions. Example (c) is a case of 
mutual paraphrase because the substitution can work in both directions. 
Complex paraphrase may be said to occur when two lexical items are definable such 
that one of the items includes the other, although, unlike complex lexical repetition, 
they share no lexical morpheme. In Hoey's analysis it is restricted to three situations 
only. The first situation is the case of antonymy (e. g. wet/dry, hot/cold). The second 
situation in which complex paraphrase may be identified is when the item under 
attention is a complex repetition of another item (e. g. writer and writings) and also a 
simple paraphrase of a third (e. g. author). That is what Hoey (1991: 65) calls a `trio of 
links' or a `link triangle'. 
The third situation in which Hoey acknowledges a case of complex paraphrase grows 
directly out of the two aforementioned situations. In the previous case the trio of links 
presupposes that all three links are present in the text. In effect, one of the items in each 
case is acting as a mediator between the other two. However, even if the mediator is 
missing, Hoey still acknowledges a link between the remaining two, given that certain 
conditions are met: there must be an item that is capable of paraphrasing exactly in that 
context one of the items and of repeating each other. In other words, the missing item 
should be such that if it substitutes the item it paraphrases, there will be no discernible 
difference in the actual interpretation of the text. 
Hoey (1991: 67) reveals that his account of complex paraphrase does not include pairs 
like Christmas and carols, and illness and doctor, which would fall into Halliday and 
Hasan's category of collocation, but adds that further research in the area might permit' 
for other types of complex paraphrase to be included. 
In order to account for cases where a `link triangle' is not operating, Hoey 
acknowledges two more types of lexical repetition, namely co-reference and 
hyponymy. Nevertheless, he does not provide details about their use. It emerges, 
however, that co-reference corresponds to Hasan's category of instantial repetition (cf. 
3.5.2) which is particularly important since it refers to relations which are text-bound 
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and if it had been developed by Hoey, his model would have been comprehensive and 
more transparent. 
3.5.2 Hasan's Model of Coherence and Cohesive Harmony 
Hasan revised the 1976 model of lexical cohesion, as was formulated by herself and 
Halliday in the seminal work Cohesion in English, by focusing on three points: the 
introduction of new categories, the elaboration of the existing ones and the exclusion of 
collocation (1984: 201). In relation to collocation, Hasan points out that even though 
she strongly believes that behind the notion of collocation lies an intuitive reality, it is a 
fact that "unless we unpack the details of the relations in the Firthian sense, it is best to 
avoid the category in research" (Hasan, 1984: 195). Most importantly she made a 
distinction between general and instantial lexical relations. The general lexical relations 
are: repetition, synonymy, antonymy, hyponymy and meronymy and the instantial 
lexical relations are: equivalence, semblance and naming. The categories of general 
lexical cohesion are based on "semantic bonds which are supratextual, with a language- 
wide validity" (1984: 201). Instantial lexical relations, on the other hand, are text- 
bound in that their validity stems from the text and does not extend to the system. 
Table 3.2 Hasan's Categories of Lexical Repetition (1984) 
A/General Lexical Repetition 
Types Examples 
Repetition leave/leaving/left 
Synonymy leave/depart 
Antonymy leave/arrive 
Hyponymy travel/leave (including co-hyponyms, leave, arrive) 
Meronymy hand, finger (including co-meronyms, finger, thumb) 
B/Instantial Lexical Repetition 
Types Examples 
Equivalence the sailor was their daddy 
Naming the dog was called Toto; they named the dog Fluffy 
Semblance the deck was like a pool; all my pleasures are like yesterdays 
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The importance of the system/text distinction introduced by Hsan is that it allows us to 
distinguish, for instance, cases such as sailor and mariner, which are synonyms 
functioning at the system level, i. e. they are always synonyms, and cases such as sailor 
and daddy, which are only equivalent in a particular text. However, to omit or not 
include cases of this kind would be to overlook an important cohesive component. 
3.5.3 Stotsky's Lexical Repetition Model 
The 1976 model proposed by Halliday and Hsan is also the starting point for Stotsky 
(1983), whose analysis of lexical cohesion is derived primarily from an examination of 
samples of expository discourse. Stotsky was dissatisfied with the 1976 model 
proposed by Halliday and Hasan mainly because it could not account for the analysis of 
expository writing and decided to modify and expand it accordingly. In particular, she 
claims that: 
What seems to be needed is an organization and categorization of types of 
lexical cohesion that is more comprehensive and appropriate for analysing 
lexical cohesion in expository essay writing than Halliday and Hasan's 
scheme (Stotsky, 1983: 437). 
She distinguishes two broad types of lexical cohesion, semantically related words and 
collocationally related words. Since the focus in the present study is on lexical 
repetition, only semantically related words are discussed. 
Table 3.3 Stotsky's Categories of Cohesion with the Use of Semantically Related Words (1983) 
Semantically Related Words 
Types Examples 
Repetition power/power 
Synonymy or Near-Synonymy lack of order/chaos 
Opposition or Contrast effective/ineffective 
Inclusion as a Coordinate, Superordinate, or 
Subordinate Member in an Ordered or 
Unordered set (General or Specific Terms) 
furniture/chair; June/July; table/chair 
Derivation or Repetition of a Derivational 
Element 
intensive. /intense 
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The first type of cohesion is a type of cohesion in which one lexical element is 
systematically related to a previous one through: repetition, synonymy or near- 
synonymy, opposition or contrast, inclusion as a coordinate, superordinate, or 
subordinate member in an ordered or unordered set (general or specific terms) and 
derivation or repetition of a derivational element. The second type of cohesion is a type 
of cohesion in which one lexical element is related to another only through frequent co- 
occurrence in similar contexts. It is notable that Stotsky (1983) places particular 
emphasis on the role of derivates in the creation of lexical density in texts. She points 
out that they contribute to a growing density of cohesive ties. "These kinds of ties 
facilitate the reader's comprehension at the same time they serve to condense more 
semantic information within a structural unit, thereby increasing information within a 
structural unit, thereby increasing information load" (Stotsky, 1983: 443). 
Although Stotsky initially states that what is needed is a more comprehensive model 
than the one proposed by Halliday and Hasan, her model ends up looking very similar 
to theirs with the exception of the `derivate catgory'. 
3.5.4 Tanskanen's Model of Lexical Repetition 
Cohesion is viewed by Tanskanen (1995: 532) as a communicative means available to 
writers and speakers for creating continuity and making clear the coherence in their 
messages. Writers and speakers are not obliged to use cohesion. In certain instances, 
like for instance when the producer and the receiver share a communicative situation, 
the coherence of the message might be apparent without cohesion. However, as 
Tanskanen observes, this only tends to happen in very short messages (1995: 532). 
Tanskanen has studied lexical cohesion in face-to-face conversations, prepared 
speeches and academic prose. Tanskanen divides lexical cohesion into: reiteration and 
collocation. Reiteration, includes repetition (map-map, plan-planned), equivalence 
(establish-set up), generalisation (buses-public transport), co-specification (buses- 
underground) and contrast (accept-refuse). Collocation, according to Tanskanen, 
includes: ordered set (Monday-Thursday) and implication (winter-cold, armies-war). 
Of the reiteration sub-categories, repetition is the most straightforward relation and it 
includes simple repetitions as well as more complex repetitions. In the case of the other 
categories of reiteration, she has opted for somewhat different terms from those 
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commonly applied in cohesion studies. Consequently, instead of using terms from 
lexical semantics (e. g. synonymy, hyponymy and antonymy), the categories are 
referred to by terms such as equivalence and generalisation, which make it clearer that 
the focus is on relations that are discourse specific, which means that a writer or a 
speaker, for instance, chooses to use an item as equivalent of another item, although the 
items may not be classified as absolutely synonymous. 
3.5.5 Klaudy and Käroly's (2000) Taxonomy for the Analysis of Lexical 
Repetition. 
Klaudy and Käroly, using as a starting point Hoey's 1991 repetition model, propose a 
revised analytical model in order to overcome semantic and structural problems in 
Hoey's model. They use it to investigate the text-organising function of lexical 
repetition in Hungarian translations of an English journalistic article dealing with the 
European Union. Klaudy and Käroly use the term `repetition' to describe two different 
concepts. On the one hand, repetition is used to refer to a particular type of cohesive 
relation, i. e. the phenomenon in which, in a given text, (a) a lexical item is repeated 
either in exactly the same form, or with inflectional or derivational change (i. e. 
morphologically related), or (b) the information content of the lexical unit is totally or 
partially repeated through a semantically related lexical unit, such as a synonym, 
opposite, hyponym/superordinate, meronym, or unit instantially related to a previously 
mentioned lexical unit, mirroring the system/text distinction introduced by Hasan 
(1984). Klaudy and Käroly, therefore, use the term `repetition' to refer not only to the 
verbatim repeating of lexical units; they also use it to refer to the partial or total 
recurrence of the information content, i. e. "the different `mentions' of a discourse 
entity, using semantically related lexical units (synonymy, opposites, hyponymy, 
meronymy, instantial relations)" (Klaudy and Käroly, 2000: 146). 
Klaudy and KAroly make a distinction between simple and derived repetition which 
only applies in the case of same unit repetition and in the case of synonymy and 
opposites from the category of derived repetition. The reason for not retaining this 
distinction for hyponymy and meronymy as well as for the instantial lexical relations is 
that they constitute relatively "looser semantic links, and so the inclusion of their 
derivational variants in the analysis would broaden the scope of the investigation" 
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(Klaudy and Käroly, 2000: 146). Simple repetition is the recurrence of the same lexical 
unit with possible inflectional difference while derived repetition refers to the 
appearance of an identical root morpheme, but with possible derivational difference, 
including zero derivation, as in the case of work (n) and work (v), derivation with 
phonological change as in the case of record (n) and record (v) and derivation without 
word class change as in brother (n) and brotherhood (n). 
Table 3.4 Klaudy and Käroly's Categories of Lexical Repetition (2000) 
Categories Examples 
Simple Derived 
LEXICAL RELATIONS 
1. Same Unit 
Repetition Writers do not hesitate. Writers do not hesitate. 
1. Repetition 
Writers communicate They write down their 
thoughts thoughts. 
H. Different Unit 
Repetition 
2. Synonymy It's healthy to exercise The' ve built several bridges 
every day. After working this year. This construction 
out at the fitness centre I company is efficient. 
feet like a new man. 
What she now feels is hatred. 
3. Opposites She hates him. Well, you 
' 
But she used to like him, 
t love everyone. can 
4. Hyponymy 
Unfortunately, not all birds sing. But cuckoos do. 
5. Meronymy I can't use my hands. I've hurt my fingers 
TEXT-BOUND LEXICAL 
RELATIONS 
6. Instantial The teacher laughed. I knew Kitty was a cheerful person. 
Relations (equivalence) 
I tell you the story of my uncle's cat. His name was Misty. 
3.6 Conclusion 
The present chapter has served the purpose of presenting prominent scholars' views on 
cohesion, and particularly lexical cohesion, and of describing the most important 
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lexical repetition models, thus setting the stage for the development of an analytical 
tool for the investigation of lexical repetition in Greek translated and English hybrid 
EU texts. Following a presentation of the specific research questions and hypotheses 
and the explanation of the methodological design for the investigation of Greek 
translated and English hybrid EU texts, the analytical tool which is based on a critical 
review and synthesis of the models outlined here, and in particular of the models 
developed by Hoey, Hasan and Klaudy and Käroly, is described in Chapter 4. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
Investigating Greek Translated EU Texts and English Hybrid EU 
Texts: Research Questions and Methodology 
4.1 Introduction 
Having reviewed in the previous chapters the literature related to EU texts, translation, 
hybridity, cohesion and more specifically lexical cohesion and lexical repetition, the 
research questions and hypotheses are now presented and discussed in the first part of 
the present chapter. The second part of the chapter is dedicated to the methods and 
materials used to test the research hypotheses and answer the research questions. In 
particular, information is provided about the interviews and consultation of subject 
experts as well as about the questionnaire design and the text corpus. The third part of 
the chapter is devoted to the exemplification of the lexical repetition model used for the 
analysis of the text corpus, a model which was mainly formulated on the basis of a 
critical review and synthesis of the models presented in Chapter 3. 
4.2 The Research Questions and Hypotheses 
As already pointed out, the general motivation for this study lies in the fact that the 
there has not been much empirical linguistic research into European Union texts, both 
original texts and translations, despite the fact that they are rather controversial - and 
thus particularly interesting - not only from a political point of view but, more, 
importantly, from a textual point of view. More specifically, the study has been 
motivated by the negative comments put forward by many Greek readers concerning 
the lack of natural flow in Greek translations of EU texts and the negative comments 
put forward by English readers concerning the lack of `authenticity' and the hybrid 
nature of English EU texts. 
The decision to focus on Greek political EU texts which are translated from English 
was based on the fact that the majority of Greek translations source from an English 
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ST, insofar as English constitutes the main drafting language of the EU (cf. 2.2.3.1). In 
addition, the decision to investigate Greek translations of English original rather than 
hybrid EU texts was conscious and stemmed from the fact that not a lot is known about 
hybrid EU texts and their characteristics; as a result, an investigation of the translations 
of such texts without a prior investigation and understanding of their nature and their 
features is not viable. Furthermore, the investigation of English political hybrid EU 
texts which are defined in the study as texts which are not translations, as claimed by 
some scholars, but multi-authored texts, which are produced by way of multilingual 
negotiation in a supranational multicultural discourse community where there is no 
linguistically neutral ground and where internationalisation of concepts and ideas is a 
sine qua non, aspires to help us gain some insights into their nature and their 
characteristics and thus prepare the ground for future studies on the translation of 
hybrid texts and the problems and challenges that they might entail for translators. 
The study is based on lexical repetition because, as seen in the previous chapter, it 
constitutes an important aspect of textual organisation, a contributor to the cohesion of 
a text and a property of writing and translation quality. In particular, the study aims at 
empirically investigating whether lexical repetition plays any role in rendering Greek 
EU translations and English hybrid EU texts identifiable. To be precise, an attempt is 
made to establish whether the lexical repetition patterns in Greek translated EU texts 
and English hybrid EU texts comply with the lexical repetition patterns of equivalent 
Greek original EU texts and English non-hybrid EU texts respectively, thus meeting the 
expectations of the readers, or whether they deviate from them. Bearing in mind the 
fact that cohesion is achieved in different ways in different languages and that, 
therefore, the translator usually needs to modify the cohesive ties of a text in the TL if 
the translation is to be consistent with the conventions of cohesion in the TL (Baker, 
1992), and the fact that readers are `creatures of habit' and expect to find in a text 
patterns that they are familiar with (Stewart, 2000: 75), it is assumed that deviations 
from expected cohesive patterns will contribute to the `translatedness' and 
`foreignness' of translated and hybrid EU texts respectively. In short, the study aspires 
to establish whether Greek translations of English political EU texts reflect the 
conventions and norms of equivalent Greek original EU texts as far as lexical repetition 
is concerned or whether they deviate from them thus rendering the texts `undesirable' 
(Toury, 1980), unsuccessful and inadequate, and the readers dissatisfied. It similarly 
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aspires to establish whether English hybrid EU texts reflect the conventions and norms 
of equivalent English original EU texts as far as lexical repetition is concerned or 
whether they deviate from them, thus not meeting the expectations of the readers and 
affecting the texts' overall reception. 
Therefore, the investigation is twofold in that it revolves around two axes: that or 
translation and that of hybridity. The research questions and hypotheses are thus 
formulated as follows: 
Research Question I 
Are the selected Greek translations of English original EU texts different from the 
selected Greek original EU texts with respect to the patterns of lexical repetition that 
they exhibit? 
Hypothesis I 
The selected Greek translations of English original EU texts exhibit a higher level of 
lexical repetition than the selected Greek original EU texts. 
In order to test Hypothesis I and give an answer to Research Question I, Greek 
translations of English original EU texts and Greek original EU texts of the same genre 
and similar content, register and text type will be compared and contrasted with respect 
to lexical repetition. 
Greek translations of English original EU texts - Greek original EU texts 
In order to investigate whether Greek translated texts vary in some systematic way in 
relation to Greek original texts as far as lexical repetition is concerned, it is essential to 
introduce for comparison the English STs, which need to be compared both with the 
Greek originals and the Greek translations. These comparisons have to be carried out in 
order to account for the answer to Research Question I. In particular, there is a need to 
determine whether a possible higher level of lexical repetition in the Greek translated 
texts is due to a translation effect or a language transfer effect from the English STs or, 
possibly, due to both. 
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Greek Translated 
EU Texts 
O"" RQI RQI(b) 
Greek Original English Original 
EU Texts EU Texts 
RQI(a) 
Figure 4.1 Rationale Behind Research Question I 
It follows from Figure 4.1 that Research Question I needs to be answered in relation to 
the following two research questions and hypotheses: 
Research Question I(a) 
Are the selected Greek translations of English original EU texts different from their 
English STs with respect to the patterns of lexical repetition that they exhibit? 
Hypothesis I(a) 
The selected Greek translations exhibit a higher level of lexical repetition than their 
STs, i. e. the selected English original EU texts. This can be indicative of a translation 
effect. 
In order to test Hypothesis I(a) and give an answer to Research Question I(a), Greek 
translations of English original EU texts and their STs will be compared and contrasted 
with respect to lexical repetition. 
Greek translations of English original EU texts - English original EU texts (the STs) 
Research Question I(b) 
Are the selected English original EU texts different from the selected Greek original 
EU texts with respect to the patterns of lexical repetition that they exhibit? 
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Hypothesis I(b) 
The selected English original EU texts exhibit a higher level of lexical repetition than 
the selected Greek original EU texts. This can be indicative of a language transfer 
effect in the Greek translations of English original EU texts. 
In order to test Hypothesis I(b) and give an answer to Research Question I(b), English 
original EU texts and Greek original EU texts of the same genre and similar content 
register and text type will be compared and contrasted with respect to lexical repetition. 
English original EU texts - Greek original EU texts 
Research Question II which pertains to the investigation of hybrid EU texts is 
formulated as follows: 
Research Question II 
Are the selected English hybrid EU texts different from the selected English original 
EU texts with respect to the patterns of lexical repetition that they exhibit? 
Hypothesis II 
The selected English hybrid EU texts exhibit a lower level of lexical repetition than the 
selected English original EU texts. 
In order to test Hypothesis II and answer Research Question II, English hybrid EU texts 
and English original EU texts of the same genre and similar content, register and text 
type will be compared and contrasted with respect to lexical repetition. 
English hybrid EU texts - English original EU texts 
In order to answer Research Question II and reach a conclusion as to whether English 
hybrid EU texts differ at all from English original EU texts as far as lexical repetition is 
concerned, it is sufficient to compare and contrast respective texts as discussed above. 
Figure 4.2 below illustrates the research questions as these have been formulated on the 
need to establish a) whether Greek translations of English original EU texts differ from 
Greek original EU texts with respect to lexical repetition and b) whether English hybrid 
EU texts differ from English original EU texts with respect to lexical repetition. 
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EU Texts Texts 
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Figure 4.2 Formulation of Research Questions and Hypotheses 
It is deemed necessary at this point to refer briefly to the studies on which the research 
hypotheses are based. Hypothesis I has been motivated by an argument put forward by 
Blum-Kulka (1986: 17-23) in her discussion of the `explicitation hypothesis', which 
postulates an observed cohesive explicitness from STs to TTs regardless of the increase 
traceable to differences between the two linguistic and textual systems involved. She 
observes, in particular, that the process of interpretation performed by the translator on 
the ST might lead to a TT which is more redundant than the ST and this redundancy 
can be expressed by a rise in the level of cohesive explicitness in the TT. In the same 
context, Baker (1993: 243-4) observes that translations exhibit a marked rise in the 
level of explicitness compared to their STs and to original texts in general as well as a 
tendency towards disambiguation. In addition, Vanderauwera, consistently with Blum- 
Kulka's observation, after looking at Dutch novels translated into English, observed 
that implicit information is frequently made explicit and more precise in the English 
translations (1985: 97). Among the main procedures that she recorded are the addition 
of extra information, insertion of explanations, repetition of previously mentioned 
details for the purpose of clarity, precise renderings of implicit or vague data, the 
provision of more accurate descriptions and the disambiguation of pronouns with 
precise forms of identification. Furthermore, Sidiropoulou (1994: 34), with particular 
reference to Greek, after looking into the Greek translations of English informative 
texts, observed that there is a high degree of intervention on the part of the Greek 
translator, who seems to have greater concern about giveness and higher concern about 
evaluativeness than the English writer and who seems more concerned with 
strengthening cohesive ties in the TT. 
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The starting point for Hypothesis II is a comment made by Simon, namely that hybrid 
texts present, among others, a lack of cohesion, "a certain `weakness' in the mastery of 
the linguistic code" (Simon, 2001) and an observation shared by Schaffner and Adab 
(1997: 327,2001a: 177) and Jakobsen (1993: 158) that hybrid texts have features that 
are somehow contradictory to the norms of the TL and TC. These points combined with 
the fact that hybrid EU texts are taken to be texts which are drafted by a group of native 
and non-native speakers of a given language - English in the case at hand - or a group 
of non-native speakers alone and the findings of a study carried out by Parsons (1991: 
413) which indicate that native speakers of English tend to produce more cohesive texts 
that non-native speakers lead to the formulation of Hypothesis H. 
Following the presentation of the research questions and hypotheses, the section below 
aims at providing information regarding the methods and materials used in order to test 
the hypotheses and answer the questions. 
4.3 Methods and Materials 
One way to draw conclusions about texts and their characteristics is through text 
analysis. Therefore a text-analytic approach is adopted in this study and the answer to 
the research questions is attempted primarily on the basis of a text corpus. 
Questionnaires are also used with the aim of testing reader reaction in relation to a 
Greek translated EU text and an English hybrid EU text. In particular, it is hoped that 
questionnaires can help establish whether ordinary readers are indeed able to identify 
the `non-original' nature of texts by distinguishing between a translated and a non- 
translated text and a hybrid and a non-hybrid text; it is also hoped that they can shed 
some light into the specific textual characteristics which lead readers to identify a text 
as original or non-original. Apart from the text corpus and the questionnaire survey, 
interviews are also instrumental in the research. As already indicated in Chapter 2, they 
constitute an important means for the clarification of the notion of hybridity and the 
formulation of a definition for hybrid EU texts. What is more, they are used together 
with subject expert consultations for the collection of the necessary material and the 
compilation of the text corpus. Finally, subject expert consultations have the additional 
role of helping to clarify and classify certain problematic cases of lexical repetition 
during the analysis of the text corpus. 
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The description and use of the text corpus, the questionnaire survey and the interviews 
and subject expert consultations is provided below. Since, chronologically speaking, 
interviews came first, questionnaires followed and the text corpus analysis concluded 
the investigation of translated and hybrid EU texts, the discussion, for reasons of 
transparency, follows in that order. To be precise, the presentation of the methods used 
in the present study starts with information about the interviews and subject expert 
consultations, then moves on to the questionnaire survey and ends with the description 
of the corpus. 
4.3.1 Interviews with EU Translators and Translation Coordinators and Subject 
Expert Consultations 
4.3.1.1 Interviews 
The oral interview, face-to-face or telephone, has been widely used as a research tool in 
applied linguistics, with the aim of obtaining information by actually talking to the 
subject, Nunan (1992: 149) points out. Interviews are personalized and as such they 
permit a level of in-depth information-gathering, free response, and flexibility that 
cannot be obtained by other procedures (Seliger and Shohamy, 1989: 166). 
Interviews with translators and translation coordinators who work for the European 
Union and particularly for the European Commission are important in the present study 
because they helped to cast some light on the complex procedures involved in the 
drafting and translation of EU texts. In fact, the interviews were used in order to 
comprehend the notion of hybridity in an EU context. To be precise, because the 
literature on hybridity is very limited and it was even more so during the very first steps 
of the research, the help of EU translators and translation coordinators worked as a 
catalyst both in the clarification of the obscure notion of hybridity and in the 
formulation of its definition. Three formal interviews were carried out face-to-face in 
the European Commission in Brussels in November 1999. The interviewees were 
Athanassios Antoulas (Head of the Greek Section of the Translation Service, European 
Commission), Vassilis Koutsivitis (Coordinator of Freelance Translation, European 
Commission) and William Fraser (Head of an English Translation Unit, European 
Commission). The interviews, which according to Johnson (1992: 87) can be highly 
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structured, semi-structured or unstructured, were semi-structured in that there were 
specific core questions (cf. Appendix B) but from there on there was further elaboration 
and discussion. Before the interviews, the interviewees were informed by phone about 
the nature of the research and about the purpose of the interview, i. e. the gathering of 
information regarding the production of EU texts and their translation, so that they 
could prepare some material beforehand (e. g. articles or other relevant material 
published within the Commission about text production and translation and not 
available to the general public). However, caution was taken not to disclose too much 
information in order not to prejudice their answers during the interviews. 
The interviews did not only help to clarify the notion of `hybrid text' in an EU context, 
they also played a crucial role in the selection and collection of texts for the 
compilation of the corpus. Their contribution to this end is further discussed in 
4.3.3.2.4 with respect to the authorship of the texts. 
4.3.1.2 Subject Expert Consultations 
The consultation of subject experts was similarly vital for the research. In particular, 
many of the decisions made regarding the choice and analysis of the corpus relied 
significantly on the expertise of EU officials, translators and EU politics specialists 
who provided a greater understanding of the texts and the general context surrounding 
them. With respect to the importance of subject experts, Vermeer points out: 
Experts are called upon in a given situation because they are needed and 
because they are regarded as experts. It is usually assumed, reasonably 
enough, that such people `know what it's all about'; they are thus consulted 
and their views are listened to. Being experts, they are trusted to know more 
about their particular field than outsiders (Vermeer, 2000: 222). 
First of all, their contribution, just like the contribution of the interviewees, was crucial 
in helping acquire appropriate material for the compilation of the text corpus. Nina 
Hoffmann (Information Centre Manager, Enlargement, Phare and Tacis Information 
Centre), Hilde Hardeman (Co-ordinator of Regular Reports and Accession 
Partnerships, DG Enlargement), the personnel in the Documentation and Information 
Service of the European Commission's Representation in Greece and Paraskevi 
Paraskevopoulou-Tsoulou (Translator in the European Commission's Representation in 
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Greece) were contacted by phone and e-mail and helped to choose and collect the 
necessary texts for the compilation of the corpus. Their contribution to this end is 
further discussed in 4.3.3.2.4 with respect to the authorship of the texts. 
The help that these experts offered was not limited to the compilation of the text corpus 
but it also extended to its analysis. In particular, the experts consulted offered their 
expertise in the clarification of problematic terms in the text corpus and the subsequent 
classification of certain links during the analysis. The need for clarifications arose 
mainly because of the LSP (Language for Special Purposes) nature of the texts which 
involves specialised terminology and terms which a non-expert is not in a position to 
fully comprehend and, therefore, classify. Details about the LSP nature of texts and the 
problems that this entails are given in 4.4.1, while details on the clarifications provided 
by subject experts are given in relation to the discussion of the results that emerge from 
the analysis of the text corpus in Chapter 6. Apart from the experts mentioned above, 
help was also provided in that respect by Athanassios Antoulas (Head of the Greek 
Section of the Translation Service, European Commission), William Fraser (Head of an 
English Translation Unit, European Commission), Maria Alampassi and Niki 
Karapiperi (Translators working for the European Commission's Translation Services) 
and Noel Parker (Reader in European Politics at the University of Surrey). 
Although the role of interviews and subject expert consultations is particularly 
important in the present study, the answer to the research questions is basically 
attempted on the basis of a questionnaire survey, which is described below, and a text 
corpus, which is presented in 4.3.3. 
4.3.2 Questionnaires 
"Questionnaires", according to Seliger and Shohamy, "are printed forms for data 
collection, which include questions or statements to which the subject is expected to 
respond, often anonymously" (1989: 172). As Nunan (1992: 143) points out, the 
questionnaire is a popular means of collecting data since it enables the researcher to 
collect data in field settings. For the purposes of the present study questionnaires are 
used as a means to test reader reaction concerning a Greek translation of an English 
original EU text (Questionnaire A) and thus help answer Research Question I and test 
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reader reaction concerning an English hybrid EU text (Questionnaire B) and thus help 
answer Research Question II. Stoddard observes that "readers in general are able to 
make sense of a text, are able to grasp relationships within the text and are able to agree 
on a large extent on what a text means" (1991: 105). In that spirit, Questionnaire A is 
used for reaching a conclusion concerning the characteristics that Greek native speakers 
observe in Greek original EU texts and Greek EU translations and the possible 
differences they might identify between the two. Similarly, Questionnaire B is used for 
reaching a conclusion concerning the existence of hybrid and non-hybrid texts in the 
EU and for getting a clearer picture of their characteristics, as these are identified by 
English native speakers. In what follows, information is provided about the design of 
the questionnaires. 
4.3.2.1 Questionnaire Design 
According to Nunan, questionnaire items can be closed or open; a closed item is one in 
which the range of possible responses is determined by the researcher while an open 
item is one in which the subject can decide what to say and how to say it. For the 
purposes of this study, the questionnaires consist of both closed and open items (cf. 
Appendix C). The first section of both Questionnaire A and Questionnaire B consists of 
three closed questions which aim at collecting information about the profile of the 
respondents, namely about the gender, age, level and type of education of the subjects 
in order to ensure that they cover a wide spectrum of the population. The second section 
is dedicated to questions on selected texts that the subjects are asked to read before 
answering the questions. Before we move on to presentation of these questions, it is 
necessary to refer to the texts that the respondents are asked to read. In Questionnaire 
A, the first text (Text A) is Text IV from the text corpus, `Ex9 ßsß a sitxä gs rqv 
iropsia irpog T9v 7rpoawprIrn1 rr1S xäOa vnoyn pta; xcupac', and it is a Greek translation 
of an English original EU text consisting of 1120 words. The second text (Text B) in 
Questionnaire A is Text VII from the text corpus, entitled `H Eupwml Tov 2000' 
(Europe in 2000), and it is a Greek original EU text consisting of 1015 words. In 
Questionnaire B, the first text (Text A) is Text II from the text corpus, entitled `An 
enlargement based on a considered choice', and it is an English original EU text 
consisting of 932 words. The second text in Questionnaire B (Text B) is Text XI from 
the text corpus, entitled `The overall context', and it is an English hybrid EU text 
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consisting of 1015 words. The texts that are used in the questionnaires are texts used in 
the corpus study. This was a conscious choice based, first, on the fact that it would be 
interesting to see how the findings of the corpus study compare to the findings of the 
questionnaires and, second, on the fact that it is rather difficult to find texts that fulfil 
all the necessary criteria and are also interesting for the reader. The interest factor was 
particularly important in the choice of texts mainly because low response-rates to 
questionnaires are common. It would, thus, be unwise to add a further factor that might 
deter the subjects form answering the questionnaires, especially since there was no 
financial award provided to them for their time and effort. Information about the 
subject matter, genre, type, register and authorship of the texts is provided in 4.3.3.2. 
If we now turn our attention to the questions of the second section which are related to 
the reaction of the readers to the selected texts, we can start by looking at Questionnaire 
A. The first question is a closed question and it follows a Likert scale since it asks 
individuals to respond to a series of statements by indicating, for instance, whether they 
`strongly agree' (SA), `agree' (A), `are undecided' (U), `disagree' (D), and `strongly 
agree' (SA) (Seliger and Shohamy, 1989: 173). More specifically, the subjects are asked 
to indicate whether they find the texts they read very easy, fairly easy, moderate, quite 
hard or very hard to understand. The second question is again a closed question and 
asks the respondents to identify the original Greek text and the translated text. The third 
question is directly linked to the second one; it is also a closed question and its aim is to 
gain information about the textual characteristics that led the subjects to choose Text A 
or Text B as a non-original text. Finally, the fourth question is an open question and 
asks the subjects to justify the answer they have given in the previous question, mainly 
by giving examples. 
In Questionnaire B, the same pattern is followed. In particular, the first question is a 
closed question and it follows a Likert scale. More specifically, the subjects are asked 
to indicate whether they find the texts they read very easy, fairly easy, moderate, quite 
hard or very hard to understand. The second question is again a closed question and 
asks the respondents to identify whether Text A is an original text or not. The third 
question is directly linked to the second one; it is a closed question and its aim is to 
gain information about the textual characteristics that led the subjects to decide whether 
Text A is an original text or not. The fourth question is an open question and asks the 
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subjects to justify the answer they have given in the previous question, mainly by 
giving examples. Questions five, six and seven are exactly the same as two, three and 
four but they refer to Text B. To be more precise, the fifth question is a closed question 
and asks the respondents to identify whether Text B is an original text or not. The sixth 
question is directly linked to the second one; it is a closed question and its aim is to 
gain information about the textual characteristics that led the subjects to decide whether 
Text B is an original text or not. The seventh question is an open question and asks the 
subjects to justify the answer they have given in the previous question, mainly by 
giving examples. 
Before the distribution of the questionnaires to the subjects, a pilot study or field- 
testing was carried out. As Seliger and Sohamy (1989) observe, before using any 
questionnaire it is necessary to try it out and examine whether all the questions provide 
an actual indication of the variable. Trying out, they continue, before using it in the 
actual study is also important in order to obtain information about the relevancy and. 
clarity of the questions, the format and the amount of time required to answer the 
questions, so that the questionnaire can be revised if deemed necessary (Seliger and 
Shohamy, 1989: 173). Five individuals were asked to test Questionnaire A and five 
individuals were asked to test Questionnaire B. Both questionnaires proved to be 
straightforward and comprehensible. It was also estimated that the subjects should not 
spend more than 30 minutes reading the texts and answering the questions. Since no 
problems that could deter the subjects from properly completing the questionnaires 
were identified, Questionnaire A was distributed to Greek native speakers with the aim 
of acquiring 100 answered questionnaires and Questionnaire B was distributed to 
English native speakers with the aim of acquiring 100 answered questionnaires. It is 
notable that the sample of subjects for Questionnaire A was drawn from Greek native 
speakers and the sample of subjects for Questionnaire B was drawn from English native 
speakers because native speakers are considered to have a `feel' for language that non- 
native speakers do not necessarily possess. The Greek questionnaires were distributed 
in Greece and the English questionnaires were distributed in England; they were all 
self-administered in order to avoid the risk of any near-native speakers or even non- 
native speakers answering the questionnaire and thus `contaminating' the results. In 
particular, all the subjects who were approached to answer the questionnaire, either in- 
person or by e-mail, were specifically asked to do so provided that they were native 
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speakers of Greek, for Questionnaire A, and English, for Questionnaire B. More 
information about the distribution of questionnaires and the response rates is provided 
in the presentation of the results in Chapter 5. 
4.3.2.2 Method of Analysis 
As far as the analysis of the results that emerge from the questionnaires is concerned, 
this is carried out on the basis of different statistical tests as they have been suggested 
by a statistician. In particular, in Questionnaire A, the analysis of the results which 
emerge from the answers provided by the respondents in the second question with 
respect to the understanding of the two texts, i. e. the Greek original EU text and the 
Greek translated EU text, is based on a Mann-Whitney U test. In Questionnaire B, the 
analysis of the results which emerge from the answers provided by the respondents in 
the second question with respect to the understanding of the two texts, i. e. the English 
original text and the English hybrid text, is similarly based on a Mann-Whitney U test. 
The Mann-Whitney U test is a two-tailed test and was mainly chosen because it is 
widely used to compare two groups for an ordinal variable (Woods, Fletcher and 
Hughes, 1986: 188). 
Another statistical test used for the analysis of the results that emerge from the 
questionnaires is the Chi-square test. The Chi-square test is similar to tests of 
correlation in that it measures the strength of associations between variables. In 
particular, it can be used to test associations in one or more groups and it does this by 
comparing actual (observed) numbers in each group with those that would be expected 
according to theory or simply by chance. The Chi-square test requires that the data are 
expressed as frequencies, i. e. numbers in each category; this is nominal level of 
measurement. Since the Chi-square test is especially designed to measure nominal 
variables and is used primarily to compare proportions between two groups (Hatch and 
Farhady, 1982: 165), it was chosen for the statistical analysis of the results which 
emerge from the answer that the respondents gave in the second and fifth question of 
Questionnaire B with respect to the nature of Text A, the English original EU text, and 
the nature of Text B, the English hybrid EU text. 
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Finally, in the cases of the two questionnaires where a proportion is calculated (e. g. 
proportion of subjects who believe Text A, as opposed to Text B, to be the translation) 
an accompanying 95% confidence interval is given (Gardner and Altman, 1989). In 
particular, a 95% confidence interval is used for the results which emerge from the 
answers provided by the respondents in the second question of Questionnaire A with 
respect to the identification of Text A or Text B as a translated text. A 95% confidence 
interval is also used for the results which emerge from the answers provided by the 
respondents in the third question of Questionnaire A with respect to the reasons that 
they put forward in order to justify why they thought that Text A or Text B is a 
translated text. Likewise, the analysis of the results which emerge from the answers 
provided by the respondents in the third and sixth question of Questionnaire B with 
respect to the reasons that they put forward to justify why they thought that Text A is or 
is not an original text and, similarly, that Text B is or is not an original text is based on 
a 95% confidence interval. Woods, Fletcher and Hughes (1986: 96) point out that 
although a point estimator, i. e. a single number calculated from a sample of data and. 
used to estimate a population parameter, is an indicator of the possible value of the 
corresponding population parameter, it is of limited usefulness by itself since its value 
depends on the characteristics of a single sample. Therefore, it is preferable to provide 
estimates which take into account explicitly this sampling variability and state a likely 
range within which the population value may lie. This is the motivation behind the idea 
of a confidence interval (Woods, Fletcher and Hughes, 1986: 96). 
It is notable that the results which emerge from the answers provided by the 
respondents in the open questions of Questionnaire A and Questionnaire B are not 
analysed statistically. Instead, some common themes are identified, highlighted and 
discussed on the basis of percentages. 
The presentation of the research materials used in the present study is concluded below 
with details on the text corpus which constitutes the chief means for the analysis of 
lexical repetition in Greek translated and English hybrid EU texts and for the testing of 
the research hypotheses and the answering of the research questions. 
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4.3.3 Text Corpus 
A corpus-based approach was chosen for the investigation of translated and hybrid 
texts from among several possibilities, because a comprehensive study of use cannot 
rely simply on intuition, anecdotal evidence, or small samples of texts. It should be 
noted here that despite the fact that the corpus used in the present study is not analysed 
electronically and is, thus, a lot smaller than the corpora used in most corpus-based 
studies, it still has most of the advantages brought about by the use of corpora in TS. 
Teubert (1996: 240) indicates that corpora are the best sources for empirical data on 
language and definitely more reliable than introspection. As Rundell (1996) points out, 
although there is still plenty of debate over issues such as the optimum size and content 
of a corpus, and over the precise weight that should be accorded to corpus data, the 
case for actually using a corpus no longer has to be made. More specifically in relation 
to translation, Baker observes that: 
Translation studies has reached a stage in its development as a discipline 
when it is both ready for and needs the techniques and methodology of 
corpus linguistics in order to make a major leap from prescriptive to 
descriptive statements, from methodologising to proper theorising, and from 
individual and fragmented pieces of research to powerful generalisations 
(Baker, 1993: 248). 
Similarly, Kenny (2000: 93) points out that the adoption of a corpus-based method in 
TS indicates a continuing commitment to real texts, be they STs, translations, or other 
texts on the SL or TL. 
In what follows, some general information is provided about corpus studies and corpus 
classifications; the details of the corpus used in the present study are presented in 
4.3.3.1, and in 4.3.3.2 the texts of the text corpus are analysed in terms of subject 
matter, text type, genre, register and authorship in order to establish that they are indeed 
comparable, and thus `equivalent', for the purposes of the research. 
Corpus linguistics is described by Aijmer and Altenberg (1991) as the study of 
language on the basis of text corpora. "Although the use of authentic examples from 
selected texts has a long tradition in English studies, there has been a rapid expansion 
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of corpus linguistics in the last three decades" (Aijmer and Altenberg, 1991: 1). This 
expansion has been triggered, Aijmer and Altenberg continue, by two important events 
which took place around 1960. The first one was Quirk's launching of the Survey of 
English Usage, which aimed at collecting a large and stylistically varied corpus as the 
basis for a systematic description of spoken and written English. The second was the 
advent of computers which made possible the storage, scanning and classification of 
large masses of material. Today, many researchers opt for corpus-based studies and a 
large number of computerized corpora are available. Before we discuss further the 
characteristics of the particular corpus and the reasons that led to its use as a basis for 
the particular study, it is important to explain what actually constitutes a corpus. 
According to Rogers "a corpus may be viewed as a collection of texts which share 
certain attributes, but which may be arranged in different taxonomies according to user 
groups and purpose" (2000: 10). Baker (1995: 225) points out that originally `corpus' 
was used to mean any collection of writings in a processed or unprocessed form, usually 
by a specific author, while nowadays with the growth of corpus linguistics this 
definition has changed in three important ways. First of all, corpus is mainly used to 
refer to a collection of texts held in machine-readable form and capable of being 
analysed automatically or semi-automatically in various ways. In addition, corpus is no 
longer restricted to `writings' but includes spoken as well as written text. Finally, a 
corpus can consist of a large number of texts from different sources, writers or speakers, 
and on a variety of topics. Baker adds that the importance of corpus lies in the fact that 
"it is put together for a particular purpose and according to explicit design criteria in 
order to ensure that it is representative of the given area or sample of language it aims to 
account for" (1995: 225). 
Biber, Conrad and Reppen (1998: 12) define corpus as a large and principled collection 
of natural texts which has the following characteristics: 
" It is empirical, analyzing the actual patterns of use in natural texts; 
" It utilizes a large and principled collection of natural texts, known as a 
`corpus', as the basis for analysis; 
" It makes extensive use of computers for analysis, using both automatic and 
interactive techniques; 
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" It depends on both quantitative and qualitative analytical techniques. 
A corpus may be designed on the basis of the following criteria as specified by Baker 
(1995: 229): 
1. General language vs. restricted domain 
2. Written vs. spoken language 
3. Synchronic vs. diachronic 
4. Typicality in terms of range of sources (writers/speakers) and genres (e. g. 
newspaper editorials, radio interviews, fiction, journal articles, court hearings) 
5. Geographical limits, e. g. British vs. American English 
6. Monolingual vs. bilingual or multilingual 
In addition to the above and because as Baker points out, "the classification of corpora 
along those dimensions is not sufficient for the purposes of translation" (1995: 229), it 
is necessary to develop and apply more classification criteria. More specifically, she 
claims that the criterion of `monolingual vs. bilingual or multilingual' needs to be 
further developed in order to account for cases of translation. She also adds that since, 
these criteria have been mostly developed by linguists and on the basis of monolingual 
corpora only, it is essential that translation scholars refine these criteria and adapt them 
to their needs. Therefore, she proposes the following three types of corpora: 
1. Parallel corpora 
2. Multilingual corpora 
3. Comparable corpora 
"A parallel corpus" she claims "consists of original, source language-texts in language 
A and their translated versions in language B" (1995: 230). "Multilingual corpora refer 
to sets of two or more monolingual corpora in different languages, built up either in the 
same or different institutions on the basis of similar design criteria" (1995: 232). 
"Comparable corpora consist of two separate collections of texts in the same language: 
one corpus consists of original texts in the language in question and the other consists 
of translations in that language from a given source language or languages" (1995: 234). 
Another classification of corpora is the one proposed by Gavioli and Zanettin (1997). 
While focusing on the particular use of corpora for translation and translation teaching 
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they talk about bilingual, parallel and comparable corpora. Bilingual corpora, they 
observe, differ according to the kind of relationship which is posited between texts in 
language A and texts in language B. At the one end there are parallel corpora and at the 
other end there are comparable corpora. They use `parallel corpora' in the same sense 
as Baker does; parallel corpora, they claim, are put together on the basis of translational 
equivalence; texts in language A are translations of texts in language B, or vice-versa. 
However, Gavioli and Zanettin define `comparable corpora' in a different way than 
Baker. The main difference is that Baker uses the term to refer to monolingual corpora 
while Gavioli and Zanettin refer to bilingual corpora. More specifically, Gavioli and 
Zanettin point out that comparable corpora are put together on the basis of similarity of 
text-type and topic; texts in language A and B are of the same text-type, e. g. newspaper 
or magazine articles, and of about the same topic, e. g. they have to do with the euro but 
they are not translations of each other. This corresponds more or less to Baker's 
multilingual corpora. 
In the same context, Teubert (1996) makes a slightly different distinction from the ones 
mentioned above between `comparable corpora' and `parallel corpora'. According to 
him, comparable corpora are corpora in two or more languages with the same or similar 
composition, while parallel corpora are bilingual or multilingual corpora that contain 
one set of texts in two or more languages. He gives several options (1996: 247), 
namely: 
-A parallel corpus containing only texts originally written in language A and their 
translations into languages B and C, etc; 
-A parallel corpus containing an equal amount of texts originally written in 
languages A and B and their respective translations; 
-A parallel corpus containing only translations of texts into languages A, B and C, 
whereas the texts were originally written in language Z. 
There is one essential objection to parallel corpora, he claims. More specifically, he 
notes that no matter how good and near-perfect translations may be, they cannot but 
give a distorted picture of the language they represent (Teubert, 1996: 247). Therefore, 
he argues that the ideal bilingual (or multilingual) corpus would have to be a 
`reciprocal' corpus, comprising original texts in language A and their translations in 
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language B as well as original texts in language B and their translations in language A. 
A reciprocal corpus would not only be a bi-directional parallel corpus, but also a 
comparable one; a relationship would exist not only between the original texts and their 
translations but also between original texts in the two languages in question. 
Due to the differences that exist in the use of terminology in the classification of 
corpora, a table is provided in order to sum up the terms as these are defined and used 
by the scholars referred to above. 
Table 4.1 Overview of Terms and Definitions Pertaining to Corpora 
Scholar/s Terms Definitions & Remarks 
Parallel corpus Consists of original, SL texts in language A and their 
translated versions in language B 
Baker Refers to sets of two or more monolingual corpora in 
Multilingual corpus different languages, built up either in the same or 
(1995) different institutions on the basis of similar design 
criteria 
Consists of two separate collections of texts in the 
language in question and the other consists of 
Comparable corpus translations in that language from a given source 
language or languages 
Bilingual corpus 
Depends on the relationship between texts in language 
A and texts in language B. It is further distinguished 
between parallel and comparable corpus. 
Gavioli 
Is put together on the basis of equivalence; texts in 
and Parallel corpus language A are translations of texts in language B, or 
Zanettin `ice-versa 
(1997) 
Is put together on the basis of similarity of text-type 
Comparable corpus and topic; texts in language A and B are of the same 
text-type and of about the same topic 
Comparable corpus 
Corpus in two or more languages with the same or 
similar composition 
A parallel corpus is a bilingual or multilingual corpus 
Parallel corpus that contains one set of texts in two or more languages Teubert 
(1996) 
Bilingual corpus is ideally a reciprocal corpus which Bilingual corpus comprises of original texts in language A and their 
translations in language B as well as original texts in 
language B and their translations in language A. 
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4.3.3.1 Details of the Text Corpus 
For the purpose of this study Baker's classification is adopted since it is very 
transparent and seems to be appropriate for the needs of the current research. Thus, the 
investigation of translated and hybrid EU texts with respect to lexical repetition is 
based on a parallel corpus, a multilingual corpus and two comparable corpora. The 
parallel corpus consists of three English original EU texts, the STs, and their translated 
versions in Greek, the TTs, and is used to answer Research Question I(a); the 
multilingual corpus consists of the three English original EU texts and three Greek 
original EU texts of the same genre and similar content, register and text type and is 
used to answer Research Question I(b). The first comparable corpus consists of the 
three Greek translated texts and three Greek original EU texts of similar content and 
text type and is used to answer Research Question I, while the second comparable 
corpus consists of three English hybrid EU texts and the three English original EU texts 
of the same genre and similar content, register and text type and is used to answer 
Research Question H. 
Table 4.2 Details of the Text Corpus 
Type of Corpus Texts Comprising Each Corpus Research Question to Be 
Answered 
Greek Translated EU Texts/ Research Question I(a) Parallel Corpus English Original EU Texts 
English Original EU Texts/ Research Question I(b) 
Multilingual Corpus Greek Original EU Texts 
Greek Translated EU Texts/ Research Question I 
Comparable Corpora Greek Original EU Texts 
English Hybrid EU Texts/ Research Question II 
English Original EU Texts 
Following Baker (1995), the corpora used in the particular study have the following 
characteristics: 
Parallel Corpus 
1. restricted domain 
2. written language 
3. synchronic 
4. informative texts 
5. British English vs. Modern Greek 
6. bilingual 
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Multilingual Corpus 
1. restricted domain 
2. written language 
3. synchronic 
4. informative texts 
5. British English vs. Modem Greek 
6. bilingual 
Comparable Corpus (x 2) 
1. restricted domain 
2. written language 
3. synchronic 
4. informative texts 
5. Greek vs. Translated Greek and English vs. Hybrid English 
6. monolingual 
It is noteworthy that Teubert's point that the ideal bilingual corpus should comprise 
original texts in language A and their translations in language B as well as original texts 
in language B and their translations in language A does not seem to apply to the present 
study where the focus is on Greek EU translations and English hybrid EU texts and the 
main aim lies in identifying differences between Greek translations and Greek original 
texts as well as between English hybrid EU texts and English original EU texts. It 
should, however, be pointed out that, during the first steps of the research, an attempt 
was made to try and locate Greek original EU texts and their translations into English 
with a view to having a clear account of the phenomenon of explicitness in translation, 
rather than in Greek translation. Nevertheless, after consulting EU officials 
(Athanassios Antoulas, Gillian Colledge, Hilde Hardeman, Nina Hoffmann, 
Constantinos Sotirchos, George Vlachopoulos, Emma Wagner) and translators working 
for the European Commission's Translation Services (Maria Alampassi, Niki 
Karapiperi, Tim Martin, and Paraskevi Paraskevopoulou-Tsoulou), it was evident that 
such an endeavour was not going to yield any results in that the input for translation 
stems mainly from English (55% in 2000) and French (33% in 2000) and input from 
Greek is very limited (1% in 2000) 
(http: //europa. eu. int/comm/translation/en/index. html). In addition, as Mr Sotirchos 
(Language Coordinator for Greek in the DG for General and Language Matters), Ms 
Paraskevopoulou-Tsoulou (Translator in the European Commission's Representation in 
Greece) and Ms Colledge (Head of one of the Commission's Translation Units) pointed 
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out, the texts that are originally drafted in Greek and subsequently translated into 
English bear, in their majority, on sensitive issues. Hence, they are treated as 
confidential and cannot be used even for research purposes. What is more, many belong 
to the genre of correspondence, a genre which is not suitable for the purposes of the 
present study. 
Before we move on to the details of the text corpus, it is important to note that, even 
though computerised corpora can be an invaluable resource in both descriptive and 
applied translation studies, in that they allow the investigation of linguistic and 
extralinguistic features on translated texts on a much larger scale than can be achieved 
by manual analysis of printed texts (Zanettin, 2000: 116), the corpus in the present 
study is not computerised. On the contrary, the analysis of the corpus is carried out 
manually and not electronically mainly because of the inexistence of an analytical tool 
for the Greek language and the fact that a computer program does not easily locate text- 
bound relations. It should be noted that during the first steps of the research it was 
deemed appropriate to use a text analysis tool like System Quirk in order to locate the 
lexical repetition links in the English texts because it was not clear then whether there 
existed an analytical tool for the Greek language and because the links were thought to 
be purely not text-bound. However, during the course of the research it became clear 
that there was no analytical tool for Greek and that tools like System Quirk are not able 
to locate text-bound relations. As a result, it was necessary to carry out the analysis 
manually and thus restrict the size of the corpus. 
4.3.3.2 Analysis of the Text Corpus with Respect to Subject Matter, Text Type, 
Genre, Register and Text Authorship 
At this point, it is interesting to analyse the texts with respect to subject matter, text 
type, genre, register and text authorship in order to ensure that they are comparable for 
the purposes of the particular study since comparability is of utmost importance in 
corpus studies and, particularly, in corpus-based translation studies (Laviosa, 1997: 
290). In general, it should be pointed out here that all texts are official EU texts, i. e. 
they are texts produced within the European Union Institutions, and, in particular, in the 
European Commission. They are not legal texts, mainly because of the restrictions that 
these impose, as we have seen in Chapter 2, but political texts as defined by Schaffner 
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(1997a, 1997b) and Trosborg (1997a). As Schaffner (1997a) points out, the 
characterisation of a text as political can be based on functional and thematic criteria. 
Political texts are part and/or result of politics, they are historically and 
culturally determined. They fulfil different functions due to different. 
political activities. Their topics are primarily related to politics, i. e., political 
activities, political ideas, political relations, etc. (Schäffner, 1997a: 119) 
Trosborg (1997a: 145) makes a distinction between highly culture-bound political texts 
and political texts interactively negotiated in a supranational setting (documents of 
NATO, the European Union, etc. ). The texts chosen here are an example of the latter 
type of political texts, further details of which are given below. 
4.3.3.2.1 Subject Matter 
It was made sure during the selection of the twelve texts that they all shared the same 
subject matter, i. e. their topic, which, as pointed out already, is the enlargement of the 
European Union. This particular topic was chosen because it constitutes a challenge for 
the future of the European Union and, in addition, it interests almost all Europeans. The, 
temporal similarity of the texts was also an important criterion for their selection 
mainly due to the fact that developments in EU policies and current affairs are fast and 
time differences can dramatically alter notions and concepts and thus interfere with the 
subject matter. 
In more detail, Text I (English Original EU Text 1), which is entitled `Reports on 
progress towards accession by each of the candidate countries' is part of the 1999 
Composite Paper prepared by the European Commission. It particularly deals with the 
progress made by the countries of Central and Eastern Europe, Cyprus, Malta and 
Turkey in meeting the membership criteria. Text II (English Original EU Text 2), 
entitled `An enlargement based on a considered choice' is an excerpt from a 2001 
publication by the European Commission entitled `The European Union: Still 
Enlarging'. The publication gives information about the forthcoming enlargement of 
the European Union and the particular excerpt deals with the questions and challenges 
that enlargement poses, namely the potential risks of mass migration, increased crime, 
lower environmental standards, social dumping, consumer protection and cultural 
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identity. Text III (English Original EU Text 3), which is entitled 'Ability to assume the 
obligations of membership: The chapters of the acquis' is part of the European 
Commission's 2000 Regular Report on Bulgaria's progress towards accession and it 
deals with the progress made by Bulgaria with respect to the acquis. Texts IV (Greek 
Translation of English Original EU Text 1), `EKO ac ,a cnxä ps sqv iropsia npo; Tqv 
npoa wprlarl rq1 i&Oe vnoyn plag yd paS', V (Greek Translation of English Original 
EU Text 2) Ma &z1 puvarl ge 1pio-Kc1lni' and VI (Greek Translation of English 
Original EU Text 3) `Ixavörqta aväXi nlc zcav 1)noxps&aso0v tov µ . ovg: Ta 
xecpäXata iou xsxr 1gvou' are the respective official translations of texts I, II and III 
and are therefore exactly the same in terms of subject matter. Text VII (Greek Original 
EU Text 1) is entitled `H EvpWml tov 2000' (Europe in 2000) and is an excerpt from a 
1997 joint publication of the representations of the European Commission and the 
European Parliament in Greece with the title `H Eupw1ai1c 'Evcooi' (The European 
Union). The particular excerpt deals with the enlargement of the European Union and 
the financial and political repercussions that it entails. Text VIII (Greek Original EU 
Text 2) is entitled `H Oiüpvvml Bpirncetat as KaX6 Op6go: Ot 10 Ynoyrrlcpu: S XC)peq 
EmMicovv va OXox)alpdx ovv nS Au=payµat6ae1g MEaa a ro 2002' (Enlargement is 
on the Right Track: The Ten Candidate Countries Aim at Concluding Negotiations in 
2002) and is a 2001 publication of the European Commission's Representation in 
Greece. It bears on the issue of enlargement and the conclusion of negotiations between 
the EU and the ten candidate countries. Text IX, (Greek Original EU Text 3) which is 
entitled `H Ilpöx? iioq rug Aw6pvvmiS xr1S Eupconaiict g 'Evwarjg' (The Challenge of 
Enlargement of the European Union), is an excerpt from a 1998 joint publication of the 
representations of the European Commission and the European Parliament in Greece 
and its main focus is the enlargement of the European Union with respect to the 
accession negotiations between the EU and the candidate countries. Text X (English 
Hybrid EU Text 1) is entitled `The Challenge of Enlargement' and it is part of Agenda 
2000 (1997). It has been prepared by the Commission and it deals with the enlargement 
of the European Union, while the particular excerpt deals, specifically, with the 
examination by the Commission of the different applications for accession based on the 
Copenhagen criteria for accession. Text XI (English Hybrid EU Text 2) is entitled 'The 
overall context' and is an excerpt from Strategy Paper 2000 prepared by the European 
Commission with the view of presenting a summary of the progress and the latest 
developments with regard to enlargement. Similarly, Text XII (English Hybrid EU Text 
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3) is entitled `The Pre-accession Strategy' and is part of Annex 3 of the 2001 Strategy 
Paper and Report of the European Commission concerning the progress towards 
accession of each of the candidate countries. It focuses mainly on the Association 
Agreements with the candidate countries and the analytical examination of the acquis 
communautaire. 
4.3.3.2.2 Text Type and Genre 
We now move to the text type and genre of the texts under investigation, two factors 
which play a significant role in text production and text organisation (Baker, 1992: 
114) and which constituted important criteria during the compilation of the text corpus. 
Throughout the years, many attempts have been made to develop a text typology. Still, 
as Hatim points out, primarily due to the absence of coherent descriptions of context, 
almost all attempts have suffered from serious shortcomings (1997: 35). Texts have 
been categorised in so many ways that the result can easily be compared to Borges's 
well-known `Chinese dictionary', according to which animals are divided in the 
following categories: a) belonging to the Emperor, b) embalmed, c) tamed, d) sucking 
pigs, e) sirens, f) fabulous, g) stray dogs, h) included in the present classification, i) 
frenzied, j) innumerable, k) drawn with a very fine camelhair brush, 1) et cetera, m) 
having just broken the water pitcher, n) that from a long way off look like flies 
(Büllow Moller, 1989: 51). However, text typology is necessary because: 
The concept of a `whole language' is so vast and heterogeneous that it is not 
operationally useful for many linguistic purposes. Thus, the description of 
communicative situations and events is now fairly widely recognised as a 
proper goal of linguistic analysis. (Trosborg, 1997b: 4) 
The analysis of the texts in question will be based on the well-known typology 
developed by Reiss who was one of the first translation scholars to point out the 
importance of a categorisation of texts for translation purposes. Like many other 
German linguists, Reiss distinguishes between two forms of text categorisation, which 
are located on different levels of abstraction: there are text types (Texttypen) that are 
classified according to the dominant communicative function (informative, expressive 
or operative) and there are text genres or varieties (Textsorten) that are classified 
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according to the linguistic characteristics or conventions (reference books, lectures, 
satires, advertisements, etc. ) (Nord, 1997: 37). Reiss's typology is based on Karl 
Bühler's three-way categorisation of the functions of language (the informative 
function, the expressive function and the appellative function). According to Bühler, 
language serves simultaneously to represent (objectively), express (subjectively) and 
appeal (persuasively) (1990: 28). Reiss links the three functions to their corresponding 
language dimensions and to the text types or communicative situations in which they 
are used (2000). The main characteristics of each text type as described by Reiss can be 
summarised as follows: 
Informative Text Type: 
Plain communication of facts: information, knowledge, opinions, etc. The language 
dimension used to transmit the information is logical or referential, the content or topic 
is the main focus of the communication and the text type is informative. 
Expressive Text Type: 
Creative composition: the author uses the aesthetic dimension of language. The author 
or sender is foregrounded, as well as the form of the message, and the text type is 
expressive. 
Operative Text Type: 
Inducing behavioural responses: the aim of the appellative function is to appeal to or 
persuade the reader or receiver of the text to act in a certain way. The form of language 
is dialogic, the focus is appellative and the text type is operative. 
Table 4.3 Text Typology as Proposed by Reiss (2000) 
Language Function Representation Expression Persuasion 
Language Dimension Logic Esthetics Dialogue 
Text Type Content-focused 
(Informative) 
Form-focused 
(Expressive) 
Appeal-focused 
(Operative) 
Snell-Hornby (1988) was among the first to observe that text types do not display clear- 
cut features but that there are blurred edges and overlappings. With respect to Reiss's 
text-typology, she pointed out that it demonstrates the shortcomings of the classical 
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theory of categorisation in that it is not possible to reduce language, in its concrete 
realisation, to a system of "static and clear-cut categories" (Snell-Hornby, 1988: 31). 
Reiss (2000) herself points out that even though one will be the dominant function, a 
text in its entirety will not always be dedicated exclusively to a single function and that 
these three functions "are not equally represented in every linguistic expression. In a 
single text (or portion of a text) the depictive element may be dominant, in another the 
expressive element, and in yet another the attempt to persuade readers or hearers" 
(Reiss, 2000: 25). Along the same lines, Hatim and Mason (1990) point out that 
whatever the typology, there is always one issue that has to be taken into account, the 
multifunctionality of texts, the fact that any text will display features of more than one 
type. Hatim (1997: 41) goes one step further and talks about `text hybridisation', a kind 
of `fuzziness' or `impurity' of text types which he considers a crucial issue in any 
attempt to work out a typology of texts. According to his view, all texts are essentially 
multifunctional, normally displaying features of more than one type, and constantly 
shifting from one typological focus to another. 
Even though we accept the fact that texts are indeed inherently multifunctional, we will 
attempt to characterise the five texts that constitute the basis for our analysis based on 
their dominant function. Text I is clearly an informative text, its main aim being to 
convey information regarding the Commission's evaluation of the progress made by the 
candidate countries. At the same time it attempts to persuade the readers that the role of 
the Commission is highly important and that its decisions are unbiased and objective. 
Therefore it has elements of an operative text. Text II is also an informative text since 
its main goal is to inform the readers about the enlargement of the European Union and 
the challenges that it poses for the EU and for the candidate countries. However, it has 
elements of both an expressive and an operative text because the language used is 
emotive and it is very clear that an effort is made to persuade the readers about the 
benefits of enlargement while minimizing and `keeping under veils' the possible 
negative effects that it might entail. Text III, like Text I, is an informative text with a 
slight operative thread running through it. Its aim is to inform the readers about the 
progress achieved by Bulgaria concerning the implementation of the acquis 
communautaire. However, the text has a slight operative function since it attempts to 
over-emphasize the positive steps made by Bulgaria towards assuming the obligations 
of membership. Texts IV, V and VI, i. e. the translated versions of I, II and III, share the 
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same text types with their respective STs. Text VII is an informative text providing 
information about the enlargement of the European Union and about its prospects in the 
years to come, but it also has a slight operative function since it attempts to portray a 
strong, bigger and ever-present Union in the international scene. Text VIII is an 
informative text aiming at informing the readers about the road map to accession and 
on the latest developments concerning the progress achieved by the candidate countries 
and the opinions expressed by the European Commission. Nevertheless, the text has 
elements of both an expressive and an operative text mainly because the language used 
is frequently emotive and an effort is made to persuade the readers about the absolute 
necessity of enlargement and about the positive outcome of the negotiations. Text IX is 
very similar to Text VIII in that it is an informative text with elements of both an 
expressive and an operative function. It informs the readers about the challenges posed 
by enlargement but at the same time it gives emphasis, using emotive language, to the 
stabilising and unifying role that the European Union plays in the European continent 
and its ever-growing influence in the international scene. Text X informs the readers 
about the ways that the Commission has examined the different applications for 
accession and the evaluations that it has performed. Although it is predominantly 
informative, the text also has an operative function since the author wants to convince 
the readers that the Commission's reports are extremely useful in the selection progress 
and that the candidate countries work hard in order to fulfil the set criteria and thus join 
the Union. Text XI is an informative text with both an operative and an expressive 
thread running through it. It informs the reader about the overall context of enlargement 
but it focuses on the unity, stability and prosperity that enlargement will bring and it 
makes extensive use of emotive and figurative language. Finally, Text XII is 
informative aiming at giving information with respect to Europe Agreements and the 
analytical examination of the acquis; at the same time it has an operative function in 
that it attempts to persuade the readers regarding the benefits of Europe Agreements 
and the positive steps of the accession negotiations. 
It is interesting at this point to see how the twelve texts in question, that share the same 
dominant text type, i. e. the informative text-type, compare to each other as far as genre 
is concerned. Genre analysis has a long-established tradition in literary studies. It dates 
back to Aristotle, who distinguished genres as classes of texts. His view prevails even 
nowadays. More specifically, today the term genre, which was formerly used as "a 
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distinctive type or category of literary composition" (Webster's Third International 
Dictionary), is used to refer to a distinctive category of discourse of any type, spoken or 
written, with or without literary aspirations. For some scholars, genres are defined 
primarily on the basis of external criteria; newspaper articles are found in the news 
sections of newspapers, academic articles are found in academic journals, while for 
other scholars, communicative purpose and/or linguistic content and form play a role. 
As we saw earlier, Reiss views genres (Textsorten) as text varieties that are classified 
according to the linguistic characteristics or conventions (reference books, lectures, 
satires, advertisements, etc. ). Similarly, Trosborg (1997b: 6) claims that texts used in a 
particular situation for a particular purpose may be classified using everyday labels 
such as a guidebook, a nursery rhyme, a poem, a business letter, a newspaper article, a 
radio play, an advertisement, etc. She calls such categories genres (Trosborg, 1997b). 
Sager, Dungworth and McDonald (1980: 148) identify traditional forms of genres 
which are defined primarily by: 
" Subtype of one or more of the message types (dialogue, essay, report, 
memorandum, schedule); 
" Technique of communication; 
" Status and knowledge relationships among participants; 
" Other pragmatic or linguistic features. 
The genres that Sager, Dungworth and McDonald (1980) identify are the following: 
address, agenda, aide-memoire, announcement, article, bibliography, blurb, book 
review, brochure, bulletin, calendar, catalogue, certificate, checklist, circular, code of 
something, colloquium, conference, consultation, conversation, debate, dictionary, 
direction, directive, directory, discussion, dissertation, encyclopaedia, essay, 
experimental report, form, forum, gazette, glossary, guidebook, handbook, industrial 
property title, informative report, instructions, interview, inventory, investigation, 
invoice, laboratory notebook, leader, leaflet, lecture, letter, letters patent, license, list, 
manual, market survey, memorandum, minutes, monograph, nomenclature, note, 
notice, order, pamphlet, paper, patent application, periodical, plan, prescription, 
procedure narrative, production memorandum, pro forma, programme, questionnaire, 
readings, reference, reference book, register, regulation, rule, schedule, seminar, 
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specification, speech, standard, style sheet, symposium, talk, taxonomy, technical 
review, tender, testimonial, textbook, thesaurus, thesis, timetable, treatise, viva voce, 
white paper and yearbook. 
On the basis of the above classification of genres as developed by Sager, Dungworth 
and McDonald, the twelve texts in question are all `informative reports'. An 
informative report, according to them, presents information, facts, with the least 
possible evaluation of the data presented. They claim that there is evaluation but it is 
implied and inferred and the writer's first preoccupation is to present the information to 
the readers with the least possible distortion. It is evident that all twelve texts share the 
same dominant text function (aim to inform) and belong to the same genre. A summary 
of the text type and genre of the twelve texts of the corpus follows in the table below. 
Table 4.4 Text Type and Genre 
Text Type Genre 
Text I Informative (operative element) Informative Report 
Text II Informative (operative & expressive element) Informative Report 
Text III Informative (operative element) Informative Report 
Text IV Informative (operative element) Informative Report 
Text V Informative (operative & expressive element) Informative Report 
Text VI Informative (operative element) Informative Report 
Text VII Informative (operative element) Informative Report 
Text VIII Informative (operative & expressive element) Informative Report 
Text IX Informative (operative & expressive element) Informative Report 
Text X Informative (operative element) Informative Report 
Text XI Informative (operative & expressive element) Informative Report 
Text XII Informative (expressive element) Informative Report 
4.3.3.2.3 Register 
The analysis of texts with respect to register provides further information about their 
comparability. Register is a problematic term which has many different interpretations 
and here is used as defined by Halliday, the work of whom is based on the theories of 
Malinowski and Firth. As an anthropologist, Malinowski, faced with the task of 
portraying remote cultures, became increasingly concerned with the context of culture 
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and context of situation in order to truly convey cultural insights. He believed that the 
cultural context, comprising a variety of factors, ranging from the ritualistic to the more 
practical aspects of everyday life, was crucial in the interpretation of the message. In 
fact, it was his belief that the context of culture, i. e. the total cultural background and 
the context of situation, i. e. the environment of the text, were necessary for the 
adequate understanding of the text (Halliday and Hasan, 1985). 
Malinowski's notion of the context of situation was the starting point for Firth's 
linguistic theory. Firth, realising that Malinowski's conception of the context of 
situation was not adequate for the purposes of a linguistic theory since it was not 
general enough, set up a framework for the description of the context of situation that 
could be used for the study of texts as part of a general linguistic theory. The insights of 
Firth relate to culture as determining our world of language and cognition. Cultural 
factors influence and determine linguistic choices (Halliday and Hasan, 1985). The 
contextual factors outlined were those components of speech events referred to in the 
ethnography of speaking research, i. e. setting, speaker-hearer role relationship, channel, 
genre, key, etc. Firth's description of the context of situation is the following: 
" The Participants in the situation: what Firth referred to as persons and 
personalities, corresponding more or less to what sociologists would regard as 
the statuses and roles of the participants; 
" The Action of the participants: what they are doing, including both their verbal 
action and their non-verbal action; 
" Other Relevant Features of the Situation: the surrounding objects and events, in 
so far as they have bearing on what is going on; 
" The Effects of the verbal action: what changes were brought about by what the 
participants in the situation had to say (Halliday and Hasan, 1985: 8). 
Halliday, based on the theories of Malinowski and Firth, tried to relate the text to the 
context of situation. He pointed out that readers/hearers reconstruct from the text, 
spoken or written, certain aspects of the situation, certain features of what he called the 
field, the mode and the tenor. He thus defined register as the "configuration of 
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meanings that are typically associated with a particular situational configuration of 
field, mode and tenor" (Halliday and Hasan, 1985: 8). 
1. The Field of Discourse refers to what is happening, to the nature of the social 
action that is taking place. 
2. The Tenor of Discourse refers to who is taking part, to the nature of the 
participants, their status and roles. 
3. The Mode of Discourse refers to what part the language is playing, what it is 
that the participant are expecting the language to do for them in that situation 
(Halliday and Hasan, 1985). 
Field is the kind of language use that reflects the social function of the text. At first 
glance, field might be confused with subject matter. However, as Hatim and Mason 
observe, this is not the case (1990: 48). They point out that often we encounter fields 
that are characterised by a variety of subject matters (e. g. political discourse as a field 
may be about law and order, taxation or foreign policy) and in certain fields (e. g. 
swimming lesson) the use of language is ancillary. It is only when subject matter is 
highly predictable in a given situation (a physics lecture) or when it is constitutive of a 
given situation (courtroom interaction) that we recognise a close link between field and 
subject matter. As far as mode is concerned, this refers, according to Hatim and Mason 
(1990) to the medium of language activity. The basic distinction is between speech and 
writing and the different variations on that distinction (written to be spoken, etc. ). 
Finally, tenor relays the relationship between the addresser and the addressee and it 
may be analysed, Hatim and Mason observe (1990), in terms of basic distinctions such 
as polite-colloquial-intimate, on a scale of categories ranging from formal to informal. 
It is notable that there is some overlap between the three variables. As Hatim and 
Mason argue they are in a way interdependent: a given level of formality (tenor) 
influences and is influenced by a particular level of technicality (field) in an appropriate 
channel of communication (mode) (1990: 51). 
Based on the above, the register of the twelve texts is analysed in Table 4.5. 
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Table 4.5 Register 
Field Mode Tenor 
Text I European policy Written to be read. Monologue Detached, impersonal, 
factual, formal 
Text H European policy Written to be read. Monologue Impersonal, factual, formal 
Text III European policy Written to be read. Monologue Detached, impersonal, 
factual, formal 
Text IV European policy Written to be read. Monologue Detached, impersonal, 
factual, formal 
Text V European policy Written to be read. Monologue Impersonal, factual, formal 
Text VI European policy Written to be read. Monologue Detached, impersonal, 
factual, formal 
Text VII European policy Written to be read. Monologue Detached, impersonal, 
factual, formal 
Text VIII European policy Written to be read. Monologue Impersonal, factual, formal 
Text IX European policy Written to be read. Monologue Impersonal, factual, formal 
Text X European policy Written to be read. Monologue Detached, impersonal, 
factual, formal 
Text XI European policy Written to be read. Monologue Impersonal, factual, formal 
Text XII European policy Written to be read. Monologue Detached, impersonal, 
factual, formal 
4.3.3.2.4 Authorship of Texts 
Closely related to the notion of register and, in particular, to the notions of mode and 
tenor is the issue of text authorship. Especially for the purposes of the present study the 
identification of the writers of the twelve texts is very important because it is a factor 
that indicates whether the texts that constitute the corpus are original texts, translations 
from English into Greek or hybrid texts. 
Generally speaking, it is usually easy to determine whether a text is an original or a 
translation, and identify the SL and the TL, i. e. in the case of literature. However, in the 
EU Institutions, and indeed in the European Commission, it is very often particularly 
hard to identify the ST mainly because, as seen in Chapter 2, the ST is not always 
identifiable as a ST and because the cumbersome procedures of translation cause the 
ST to `disappear' (Kosleinen, 2001: 294). In that sense, the original becomes a 
`vanishing original' (Dollerup, 2003). Equally difficult is the identification of texts as 
hybrid and non-hybrid. We have already pointed out in Chapter 2 that the distinction 
between hybrid and non-hybrid EU texts is vital in this study and that the notion and 
definition of hybridity is closely related to the collective and multilingual drafting of 
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texts. To be more precise, hybrid EU texts are mainly defined on the basis of their 
collective drafting by native and non-native speakers or by non-native speakers alone. 
Therefore, the analysis of the twelve texts of the corpus with respect to their drafters is 
used as a way to ensure that important selection criteria are fulfilled. The analysis 
consists of identifying whether the texts have been originally drafted in English, 
whether they have been originally drafted in Greek, whether they have been translated 
into Greek from English and whether they have been produced by an individual drafter 
or collectively - in committees or working groups - and whether the drafters are native 
speakers or not. It is necessary to stress once again that the compilation of the corpus 
which meets the selected criteria was made possible thanks to the help of numerous EU 
officials and translators of the European Commission who willingly provided 
information regarding the actual drafting of the twelve texts. 
In particular, Text I is originally written in English by an English native speaker. This 
has been verified by Nina Hoffmann (Information Centre Manager, Enlargement, Phare 
and Tacis Information Centre). She has also confirmed that Text IV is a translation into 
Greek from the English original. Text II is originally written in English by an English 
native speaker and this has been verified by Athanassios Antoulas (Head of the Greek 
Section of the Translation Service, European Commission) who has also confirmed that 
Text V is a translation into Greek from the English original. Text III is also originally 
written in English by an English native speaker as verified by Hilde Hardeman (Co- 
ordinator of Regular Reports and Accession Partnerships, DG Enlargement) who has 
also confirmed that Text VI is a translation into Greek from the English original. Text 
VII is originally written in Greek by a Greek native speaker whose name and capacity 
are known to us, namely by Nikos Kostitsis, the Deputy Director of the representation 
of the European Parliament in Greece. This information has been provided by the 
Documentation and Information Service of the European Commission's Representation 
in Greece. Text VIII is similarly written originally in Greek by a Greek native speaker 
and this has been verified by Paraskevi Paraskevopoulou-Tsoulou (Translator in the 
European Commission's Representation in Greece). Text IX is originally written in 
Greek by a Greek native speaker as has been confirmed by the Documentation and 
Information Service of the European Commission's Representation in Greece. Text X 
has been drafted collectively by native as well as non-native speakers of English. This 
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has been confirmed by Athanassios Antoulas (Head of the Greek Section of the 
Translation Service, European Commission) and William Fraser (Head of the 
Translation Service, European Commission). Similarly Texts XI and XII are multi- 
authored texts and have been drafted in English by native as well as non-native English 
speakers. This has been confirmed by Hilde Hardeman (Co-ordinator of Regular 
Reports and Accession Partnerships, DG Enlargement). Needless to say here that 
without the help of the EU officials and translators mentioned above the identification 
of the writers of the texts would have been impossible and, as a result, the whole 
project would have been jeopardised. 
The twelve texts analysed above with respect to subject matter, text type, genre, 
register and text authorship are complete texts and can be said to be comparable for the 
purposes of the present study and will be used as the basis to answer the research 
questions and test the hypotheses. The corpus analysis is carried out, as pointed out 
earlier, manually and not electronically and this has set a restriction to the size of the 
corpus, which is approximately 12000 words. However, the size of the corpus has also 
been influenced by previous studies on lexical cohesion (Hoey, 1991; Al-Muhammad, 
1993; Tanskanen, 1995; Klaudy and Käroly, 2000) and it is considered to be adequate 
for the purposes of the particular study. In particular, each of the 12 texts which make 
up the text corpus consists of approximately 1000 words: Text I (English Original EU 
Text 1) consists of 1029 words and 10 paragraphs, Text II (English Original EU Text 2) 
consists of 932 words and 9 paragraphs, Text III (English Original EU Text 3) consists 
of 1040 words and 14 paragraphs, Text IV (Greek Translation of English EU Text 1) 
consists of 1120 words and 10 paragraphs, Text V (Greek Translation of English EU 
Text 2) consists of 1056 words and 9 paragraphs, Text VI (Greek Translation of 
English EU Text 3) consists of 1090 words and 14 paragraphs, Text VII (Greek 
Original EU Text 1) consists of 1015 words and 15 paragraphs, Text VIII (Greek 
Original EU Text 2) consists of 973 words and 11 paragraphs, Text IX (Greek Original 
EU Text 3) consists of 1004 words and 12 paragraphs, Text X (English Hybrid EU 
Text 1) consists of 998 words and 14 paragraphs, Text XI (English Hybrid EU Text 2) 
consists of 1015 words and 16 paragraphs and Text XII (English Hybrid EU Text 3) 
consists of 1012 words and 11 paragraphs. 
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4.4 Lexical Repetition Model 
Having presented the materials used for testing the research hypotheses and answering 
the research questions, the present section seeks to present and describe the lexical 
repetition model used for the analysis of the text corpus. As pointed out earlier, the 
model is the result of insights gained from the review of the literature, as presented in 
the previous chapter. The decision not to use an existing model but to develop a 
different one is based on the fact that almost all the existing models bear on LGP 
(Language for General Purposes) texts, whereas the texts in the present study are of an 
LSP nature. What is more, during the review of the literature it emerged that the 
categories of lexical repetition set out in the different models were not always adequate 
for the analysis of the texts, in that they could not account for all the cases of lexical 
repetition that could be identified. Finally, some of the categories of lexical repetition 
in the existing models were not explained in detail and, thus, they were not transparent 
enough for use in the analysis. In light of these problems, a new model was developed. 
Before the model is presented, it is necessary to provide some information about the 
LSP nature of the texts and the basic unit of analysis, i. e. the lexical item. A brief 
summary of the major models that influenced the formulation of the model used in the 
present study is also provided. 
4.4.1 LSP and LGP 
As mentioned above, the texts that are used in the corpus are LSP texts. Hoffman 
(1979) conceives LSP as a complete set of linguistic phenomena which occur within a 
definite sphere of communication and which are limited by specific subjects, intentions 
and conditions. On the other hand, he views LGP as a general reservoir on which the 
LSPs of the various special areas draw. 
According to Picht and Draskau: 
LSP [Language for Special Purposes] is a formalised and codified variety of 
language, used for special purposes in a legitimate context - that is to say, 
with the function of communicating information of a specialist nature at any 
level - at the highest level of complexity, between initiate experts, and, at 
lower levels of complexity, with the aim of informing or initiating other 
interested parties, in the most economic, precise and unambiguous terms 
possible (Picht and Draskau, 1985: 3). 
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In addition, they observe that the existence and continuous development of LSPs, and 
in particular the different varieties of LSP (LSP for chemistry, LSP for biology, LSP 
for the EU, etc. ) arise from the need to achieve economy and precision in 
communication within special fields (1985: 4-5). 
EU political texts, which constitute the corpus of the present study, exhibit features of 
both general purpose and special purpose texts in an attempt to fulfil the needs of both 
experts, who read the texts as part of their job, and laypeople, who read the texts for 
general information. In fact, according to the definition of LSP given by Picht and 
Draskau in the previous paragraph, the formalised and codified variety of language 
used in the EU is used both at the highest level of complexity, between experts, and, at 
lower levels of complexity, with the aim of informing or initiating other interested 
parties, in the most economic, precise and unambiguous terms possible. 
Inextricably related to LSP at the lexical level are the notions of term and concept. A 
concept is commonly defined as an element of thought, a mental construct that 
represents a class of objects. Concepts consist of a series of characteristics that are 
shared by a class of individual objects; these characteristics, which are also concepts, 
allow human beings to structure thought and to communicate. In order to communicate 
concepts and their supporting propositions, speakers use written or oral linguistic signs 
made up of a term or group of terms, or some other type of symbols. A term is, 
therefore, "any conventional symbol for a concept which consists of articulated sounds 
or of their written representation (= of letters)" (ISO/R 1087 quoted in Picht and 
Draskau, 1985: 96). If we want to make a distinction between words and terms we can 
refer to Sager, Dungworth and McDonald who claim that: 
The items which are characterised by special reference within a discipline 
are the `terms' of that discipline and collectively they form its 
`terminology'; those which function in general reference over a variety of 
codes we call simply `words' and their totality the vocabulary (Sager, 
Dungworth and McDonald, 1980: 75). 
There are many different categorisations of terms and according to Cabre (1999), 
terms, like words, can be either simple, like strategy, member, question or complex, 
like strategic, membership, questionnaire. Terms, she claims, can also be derived 
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words (formed by adjoining an affix to a lexical base, like reinforcement, alternation) 
or compounds (combining lexical bases or a combining form and a lexical base, to 
which affixes can then be adjoined, like pre-accession, non-governmental). Complex 
terms can be made up of a combination of words that follow a syntactic structure, like 
batch processing, optical character recognition. Finally, from the point of view of 
form, there are terms that appear to be simple, but upon further examination turn out to 
be complex. These are initialisms (EU, CFSP, CAP, EMU), acronyms (EURATOM, 
Europol, bit), abbreviations (vol, 1) and short forms (hypo for hypodermic needle), all of 
which are examples of the results of truncation processes (Cabre, 1999: 73). 
4.4.2 Basic Unit of Analysis: Lexical Item 
The definition of lexical item, as is used in the present study, is influenced by the LSP 
nature of the texts that make up the corpus and by different scholars' views, which are 
presented below. 
A `lexical item' or `lexeme' is "a unit of lexical meaning, which exists regardless of 
any inflectional endings it may have or the number of words it may contain" (Crystal, 
1997: 118). Klaudy and Käroly define lexical item as "an item whose meaning cannot 
be compositionally derived from the meaning of its constituent elements" (2000: 145). 
In short, the definition provided by Crystal places emphasis on form while the 
definition provided by Klaudy and Käroly places emphasis on content. Both definitions 
clearly show that lexical items can consist of one word or can contain more words. 
Therefore fibrillate, rain cats and dogs, come in, elephant, happiness, put up with are 
all lexical items. More specifically, a lexical item can be a single word like join, 
country and vote, a multi-word or multi-word expression like fast-track, put up with 
and come in, an idiom like rain cats and dogs and kick the bucket (Weissenhofer, 1995: 
40). It also includes forms like joins, joined and joining (Cruse, 1986). 
In this study, the definition of lexical item draws on formal and content aspects of the 
definitions given by Crystal (1997) and Klaudy and Käroly (2000). Therefore, a lexical 
item is understood to be a unit of lexical meaning which exists regardless of any 
inflectional endings it may have or the number of words it may contain and whose 
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meaning cannot be compositionally derived from the meaning of its constituent 
elements. In particular, it comprises: 
a. One-word units, such as (i) country, progress, government, and (ii) compounds 
such as outnumber, blackbird, co-operation, EU-related; 
b. Idioms, such as hit and miss, including idiomatic and phrasal verbs, such as let 
down, carry out, step up, do something up; 
c. Phrasal compounds, i. e. words often used together to refer to a unique concept 
which can be composed from the meaning of the individual words in the 
expression. Some examples are black box, bank holiday, rule of law, candidate 
countries, Regular Reports; 
d. Initialisms, like EU, CFSP, JHA; acronyms, like EURATOM, Europol; 
abbreviations like vol, 1 and short forms, like hypo for hypodermic needle. 
Lexical items can be general language and special language lexical items. In particular, 
in agreement with Cabre (1999: 73), they can be: 
1. General language lexical items, e. g. hand, country, edifice, apply, join; 
2. Specific lexical items that can be attributed to a borderline area between general 
language and special language: integration, accession, enlargement; 
3. Lexical items specific to special texts: CAP, Structural Funds, accession 
criteria. 
It is noteworthy that the majority of problems that arose during the analysis of the 
twelve texts which make up the text corpus stemmed from the phrasal compounds and 
since most compounds in the text corpus are terms, then it is fair to say that these 
problems were mainly due to the LSP nature of texts. Compounds, as defined here, i. e. 
as one-word units, did not pose a problem since they can be easily identified, both in 
English and in Greek, as a single lexical item thanks to their form (one word or use of 
hyphen). However, phrasal compounds were a lot more troublesome because it could 
not always be determined whether they were indeed phrasal compounds and therefore a 
single lexical item or whether they were separate lexical items. For instance countries 
of Central and Eastern Europe (Text I, paragraph 2, lines 33-34) was a problematic 
case of that type and it was resolved after consultation of parallel texts which made 
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clear that it has an acronym, namely CCEE, and, therefore, it is a phrasal compound 
and a single lexical item. Most such problematic cases were resolved with the help of 
subject experts and the consultation of parallel texts (cf. Chapter 6) but it should be 
pointed out that previous familiarisation with the particular subject field and its 
terminology, which was due to translating EU texts on a freelance basis and teaching 
translation of EU texts, was of paramount help. In other words, extralinguistic as well 
as linguistic knowledge was particularly important in the resolution of such problems. 
4.4.3 Steps Towards the Formulation of the Lexical Repetition Model: Overview 
of Most Influential Lexical Repetition Models 
Before proceeding with the presentation of the lexical repetition model that is used for 
the analysis of the texts, a brief summary is given of the steps that were taken in order 
to arrive at its final formulation. This is deemed necessary in order to demonstrate how 
the different existing models were modified and combined in order to develop a new 
model that is considered to be comprehensive, transparent and adequate for the text 
corpus analysis. 
The formulation of the lexical repetition model in this study is the result of general 
insights gained from the review of the literature. Nevertheless, it is notable that 
although the different lexical cohesion models referred to in Chapter 3 were all 
important in the development of the model in that they helped acquire a clear picture of 
lexical repetition and its importance for the comprehensibility of a text (Tyler, 1994), as 
well as its role as a property of writing and translation quality (Witte and Faigley, 
1981), three models were particularly instrumental in its final formulation. A summary 
of these models is provided below to serve as a reminder and lead more smoothly to the 
presentation of the synthesized model as developed in the present study. 
Table 4.6 below presents in chronological order the models that were particularly 
influential in the present study, namely: Hasan's (1984) framework of coherence and 
cohesive harmony, Hoey's (1991) theory of patterns of lexis in text and Klaudy and 
Käroly's (2000) taxonomy for the analysis of the text-organising role of lexical 
repetition. 
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Table 4.6 Overview of Lexical Repetition Models 
Scholar/s Lexical Repetition Model 
A. General Lexical Relations B. Instantial Lexical Relations 
1. Repetition 6. Equivalence 
Hasan 2. Synonymy 7. Naming 
(1984) 3. Antonymy 
8. Semblance 
4. Hyponymy 
5. Meronymy 
1. Simple Lexical Repetition 
2. Complex Lexical Repetition 
Hoey 3. Simple Paraphrase (Mutual or Partial) 
(1991) 4. Complex Paraphrase 
5. Hyponymy 
A. Lexical Relations 
1. Same Unit Repetition 
i. Repetition (Simple & Derived) 
Klaudy and Käroly 
2. Different Unit Repetition 
ii. Synonymy (Simple & Derived) 
(2000) iii. Opposites (Simple & Derived) 
iv. Hyponymy 
v. Meronymy 
B. Text-Bound Relations 
vi. Instantial Relations 
From the literature review it emerged that Hoey's model would be suitable for use in 
the analysis of the text corpus in the present study since it could account for many types 
of lexical repetition in a clear and transparent way. In particular, his model makes a 
distinction between simple and complex lexical repetition, thus accounting for the 
repetition of the same item with possible inflectional as well as derivational change, 
between simple and complex paraphrase, thus accounting for cases of antonymy and 
cases of synonymy with or without derivational change, and, finally, for cases of 
hyponymic repetition (cf. Chapter 3). 
Despite its advantages, the model proposed by Hoey still suffers from certain 
shortcomings. In particular, although it accounts for cases of hyponymy, it does not 
account for cases of meronymy, and, more importantly, it does not include text-bound 
lexical relations, i. e. lexical relations which attain their validity only through the 
linguistic context of a particular utterance. Certain cases of repetition, like metonymy 
and synecdoche, are similarly ignored in the model. Furthermore, because of the fact 
that the model was developed for LGP texts, it is not elaborate enough to fully cater for 
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the problems that arise from the LSP nature of the texts in the present corpus. For 
instance, in the category of simple paraphrase, it is not 100% clear which lexical items 
are considered to be synonymous. More specifically, Hoey (1991) points out that 
simple paraphrase occurs whenever a lexical item may semantically substitute for 
another in context without loss or gain in specificity and with no discernible change in 
meaning. He also acknowledges that simple paraphrase can either be partial, if the 
substitution works in one direction only, or mutual, when it works in both directions. 
This definition is clear but not clear enough when LSP items are involved. In particular, 
it does not emerge clearly from Hoey's definition whether cases like initialisms and 
their full forms qualify as cases of simple paraphrase or whether they are considered to 
be cases of simple lexical repetition. Finally, in Hoey's model certain types of lexical 
repetition are not explained in detail and can cause problems during the classification of 
lexical repetition links. For instance, Hoey's definition of complex paraphrase, and in 
particular his definition of the `trio of links' or `link triangle', is rather complicated and 
might have been more clearly described if discussed from the viewpoint of derivational 
change (cf. 4.4.4.1.2.2). 
Due to the shortcomings in the model developed by Hoey for the purposes of the 
present study, it was considered necessary to adapt and complement it with the view of 
developing a more comprehensive, transparent, systematic and practical model of 
lexical repetition. The answer to some of the gaps posed by Hoey's model came from 
Hasan's (1984) framework of coherence and cohesive harmony developed for the 
analysis of the text-organising role of lexical repetition. To recall her model, Hasan 
makes a distinction between non text-bound lexical repetition relations (General 
Lexical Relations) and text-bound lexical repetition relations (Instantial Lexical 
Relations). The categories of general lexical repetition, i. e. repetition, synonymy, 
antonymy, hyponymy and meronymy, are based on "semantic bonds which are 
supratextual, with a language-wide validity" (Hasan, 1984: 201), whereas instantial 
lexical relations, i. e. equivalence, naming and semblance, are text-bound in that their 
validity stems from the text and does not extend to the system. Hence, it is clear that 
Hasan's model helps to fill the gaps identified in Hoey's model with respect to the non- 
inclusion of text-bound lexical relations and meronymy. 
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Klaudy and Käroly's analytical tool was also used to further elaborate Hoey's model. 
As pointed out in the previous chapter, Klaudy and Karoly (2000) proposed an 
analytical tool for the analysis of lexical repetition which is a partly revised version of 
Hoey's model. To be precise, due to the fact that Klaudy and Karoly identified 
semantic and structural problems in Hoey's model, they proposed a revised analytical 
tool which attempts to overcome the weaknesses of the original model (Klaudy and 
Käroly, 2000; Käroly, 1999). Like Hasan, Klaudy and Karoly acknowledge text-bound 
and non-text bound lexical relations, but, more significantly, they make a distinction 
between simple and derived repetition in the case of both same unit and different unit 
repetition (synonymy and opposites). This distinction is used in the model formulated 
in the present study in order to render some of Hoey's categories more transparent. 
Although, the models formulated by Hasan and by Klaudy and Karoly played a 
significant role in the modification of Hoey's model and the final development of the 
analytical tool for the present study, further additions and modifications were necessary 
in order to account for the LSP nature of the text corpus and achieve the highest 
possible transparency. In particular, it was deemed necessary to expand certain types of 
lexical repetition so that they could account for cases like metonymy and synecdoche, 
and to describe each type of lexical repetition in as much detail as possible, thus 
explicitly stating what each category of lexical repetition includes. 
Chronologically speaking the following steps were taken before the final formulation of 
the model: 
Review of the Existing Models 
1 
Focus on Hoey's Model 
Identification of Gaps in Hoey's Model 
Focus on Hasan's Model to Partly Fill the Gaps 
Use of Klaudy and Käroly's Model to Complement and Enhance Hoey's Model 
Formulation of Synthesized Lexical Repetition Model 
Figure 4.3 Steps Towards Formulation of Lexical Repetition Model 
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To recap, the lexical repetition model in the present study is the result of an adaptation 
of the model proposed by Hoey with insights drawn from Hasan's model and Klaudy 
and Käroly's analytical tool; further additions and modifications were carried out with 
the aim of meeting the needs of the LSP texts of the corpus and of providing clear, 
transparent and comprehensive classification criteria. The model, as formulated here, is 
presented in the section below. 
4.4.4 Lexical Repetition Model and Lexical Repetition Relations: The Analytical 
Tool 
Lexical Repetition Relations 
General Lexical Relations 
'11-ý 
Form-bound Semantically Bound 
Simple Complex Simple Complex Hyponymy Meronymy 
Lexical repetition Lexical Repetition Paraphrase Paraphrase 
Instantie 
Equivalence Semblance 
Figure 4.4 Schematic Description of Lexical Repetition Model 
Table 4.7 Lexical Repetition Model 
General Lexical Relations (Non Text-bound) 
Form-bound 
Simple Lexical Repetition (SLR) report/reports, bigibigger, draw/drew 
Complex Lexical Repetition (CLR) Slovak/Slovakia, kind/unkind 
Semantically-bound 
Simple Paraphrase (SP) assessment/evaluation 
Complex Paraphrase (CP) big/small, author/writings 
Meronymy (MER) year/month 
Hyponymy (HYP) applicantMalta 
Instantial Lexical Relations (Text-bound) 
Equivalence (EQ) Malta is a candidate country. This caufmy's 
progress is significant. 
Semblance (SMBL) I bought a book. I cherish it like a treasure. 
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As can be seen from Figure 4.4 and Table 4.7 above, the lexical repetition model 
formulated in the present study is both form and content-based. More specifically, 
following Hasan (1984), it makes a distinction between lexical repetition types which 
are non text-bound (General Lexical Relations) and lexical repetition types which are 
text-bound (Instantial Lexical Relations). The general lexical relations include simple 
lexical repetition, complex lexical repetition, simple paraphrase, complex paraphrase, 
meronymy and hyponymy, whereas the instantial lexical relations include equivalence 
and semblance. Generally speaking, simple lexical repetition, complex lexical 
repetition, simple paraphrase, complex paraphrase and hyponymy are used as defined 
by Hoey (1991) - with some modifications which will be discussed in detail in the 
different sub-sections. Meronymy, equivalence and semblance are basically used as 
defined by Hasan. It is notable that naming, as used by Hasan (1984) is not included in 
the model but it is taken to be included in the category of equivalence. 
Both general lexical relations and instantial lexical relations are considered to constitute 
significant resources for textual unity and their difference lies in the fact that the former 
are based on semantic bonds which are supratextual, with a language-wide validity, 
while the latter attain their validity only through the linguistic context of the utterance. 
If we look at an example of general lexical relations, write and scrawl in English and 
evxo loS (`easy') and arAog ('simple') in Greek, we realise that they are cohesive in that 
the semantic bond between them is supratextual. This identity is a fact of the system of 
English and Greek respectively. For that reason it is possible to provide a citation of 
that type, where they are dissociated from a real context of utterance and still constitute 
a valid example of this meaning relation. Therefore, irrespective of particular texts, 
each member of the pair is synonymous with the other. The relation exists in the 
system, it is not text-bound. 
Unlike general lexical relations, instantial lexical relations are text-bound. Their 
validity is an artefact of the text itself and it does not extend to the system. As a result 
and following Hasan, we accept that there is no shortcut to their exemplification, as 
they attain their validity "only through the linguistic context of the utterance" (1984: 
201). One cannot maintain that in the English language, for instance, sailor and daddy 
are related, but in a text where sailor and the daddy are equated, then they are so 
related. 
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The different sub-types of both general and instantial lexical relations are discussed in 
detail below in order to provide clear and transparent classification criteria which are 
used to guarantee consistency and systematicity during the analysis of the text corpus. 
4.4.4.1 Non Text-Bound Lexical Relations 
The non text-bound lexical relations are presented in this section. As pointed out 
already, these are divided into form-bound lexical relations and semantically-bound 
lexical relations. The former include simple lexical repetition and complex lexical 
repetition, while the latter include simple paraphrase, complex paraphrase, hyponymy 
and meronymy. 
4.4.4.1.1 Form-Bound Lexical Relations 
4.4.4.1.1.1 Simple Lexical Repetition 
The way simple lexical repetition is viewed in this study is very similar to Hoey's view 
of simple lexical repetition. In particular, simple lexical repetition occurs when a 
lexical item that has already occurred in a text is repeated with no greater alteration 
than is entirely explicable in terms of a closed grammatical paradigm (number, tense, 
case, etc). In other words, following Klaudy and Karoly, simple lexical repetition 
involves the repetition of the same item with possible inflectional difference but not 
with derivational difference. Some examples of lexical repetition are provided below. 
(a) 
Each candidate has to meet the entry criteria. In their attempt, the 
candidates need to make certain sacrifices. 
(b) 
Mc Ti; c OEacii autES yivetat Emc cöin a9 qc icpo6bov. H irp6o5oc 
a4to) oysitat ßäß£t rrlS voµoOEaia;. 
(c) 
The EU had an agricultural trade surplus. More sophisticated distribution 
processes, coupled with high levels of subsidies, enabled EU farmers to 
increase their agricultural exports. 
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In example (a), candidates is a simple lexical repetition of candidate. The only 
variation between them is the number (plural vs. singular). Similarly in example (b), 
irpöoöos ('progress') is a simple lexical repetition of apoMov ('progress'). The only 
variation between them is the case (nominative vs. genitive). In example (c), EU in the 
second sentence is ä simple lexical repetition of EU in the first sentence since the only 
variation between them is the fact that the first EU is a head noun and the second EU is 
a noun modifier. 
4.4.4.1.1.2 Complex Lexical Repetition 
Complex lexical repetition is closely related to simple lexical repetition, the difference 
being that simple lexical repetition involves the repetition of the same item with 
possible inflectional difference (including cases such as go and went) while complex 
repetition refers to the appearance of an identical root morpheme, with possible 
derivational difference (including zero derivation as in the case of work as a noun and 
work as a verb and derivation without word class change as in brother and 
brotherhood). Complex lexical repetition is thus used in a very similar way to Hoey's 
complex lexical repetition and Klaudy and Käroly's derived same unit repetition. Some 
examples of complex lexical repetition are the following: 
(d) 
Environmental improvements will be needed in the candidate countries. In 
some ways, enlargement will enrich the EU 's environment. 
(e) 
It is not clear how enlargement will work in practice. However, it appears 
that much work remains to be done to build up and consolidate capacity. 
(fl 
r1a qv ftc4l TO) ßröxov avrov, 1tp ti va &atgpr)OE{ i µkxpt roü6s 
Suvaµtiia 
. Ta eJrcr6vyuara twv u7toynjcpuov xwpwv sivati anlµavnxb. 
In example (d), environment and environmental share an identical root morpheme but 
environment is a noun and environmental an adjective. In example (e), we have a case 
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of repetition of an identical root morpheme with zero derivation, where work in the 
second sentence is a noun and work in the first sentence is a verb. Finally, in example 
(f), we have derivation without word class change since both eirfrcvýrl ('achievement') 
and e7rtrebyuara ('achievement') are nouns. 
Complex lexical repetition, following Hoey's model, also includes antonyms which 
share a morpheme, like happy/unhappy, audible/inaudible, complete/incomplete; 
antonyms which are formally unrelated and do not share a morpheme, like good/bad, 
intelligent/stupid and wet/dry, are cases of complex paraphrase and discussed in 
4.4.4.1.2.2. 
At this point it is considered necessary to stress that although complex lexical repetition 
is basically used in the same way that is used by Hoey, it is further expanded to account 
not only for antonymy but also for two more relations of `oppositeness' of meaning, 
namely complementarity and converseness as defined by Lyons (1968). 
The first relation of `oppositeness' of meaning, i. e. antonymy, is well exemplified by 
the words big and small or helpful and unhelpful in English. According to Lyons, it is 
characteristic of antonyms, which are opposites par excellence, to be regularly 
gradable. He relates grading to the operation of comparison and he distinguishes 
between explicit and implicit comparison. Explicit comparative sentences fall into two 
types: a) two things may be compared with respect to a particular property, and this 
property predicated of the one in a greater degree than it is of the other, e. g. Our house 
is bigger than yours, and b) two states of the same thing may be compared with respect 
to the property in question, e. g. Our house is bigger than it used to be. There are, 
however, sentences where antonyms are nor explicitly gradable and where the denial of 
the one does not imply assertion of the other. For instance, Our house is not big does 
not imply that our house is small (Lyons, 1968: 463-7). 
The second relation of `oppositeness' of meaning is complementarity and it is the 
relation that holds between such pairs of words as single/married, male/female, etc. It is 
characteristic of such pairs of lexical items that the denial of the one implies the 
assertion of the other and the assertion of the one implies the denial of the other: -x= 
y and y-x (Lyons, 1968: 461). However, there are cases where it is generally 
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possible to `cancel' either or both of these implications; this does not mean that 
necessarily the normal usage of complementary terms is invalidated. For instance, if we 
take the complementaries male and female, we assume that there exists a dichotomy 
which reflects the assumption that there are certain biological and behavioural 
characteristics that are `normally' associated with the same creature. Nevertheless, 
there exist cases where the dichotomous classification is unsatisfactory, biologically or 
behaviourally, and then terms like hermaphrodite or homosexual are available to take 
account of these abnormalities (Lyons, 1968: 462). In these cases, a relation of 
complementarity still holds between the pair. 
The third relation which is described in terms of `oppositeness', is that which holds 
between buy and sell or husband and wife. In particular, the word buy is the converse of 
sell and the word husband is the converse of wife. 
To recap, antonymy, both in complex lexical repetition and in complex paraphrase, is 
used here as an umbrella term to cover relations of antonymy, complementarity and 
converseness between lexical items in the text corpus. It is notable that cases of, 
complementarity and converseness are mainly accounted for by complex paraphrase 
since they are in their majority unrelated in form. 
4.4.4.1.2 Semantically-Bound Lexical Relations 
4.4.4.1.2.1 Simple Paraphrase 
With simple paraphrase we move on from lexical relations that involve same unit 
repetition to lexical relations which involve different unit repetition. According to' 
Hoey, simple paraphrase occurs whenever a lexical item may semantically substitute 
for another in context without loss or gain in specificity and with no discernible change 
in meaning. Hoey also observes that simple paraphrase may be partial, if the 
substitution works in one direction only, or mutual, when it works in both directions. 
In the present study, simple paraphrase is viewed in a very similar way to Hoey's, but it 
is further elaborated and expanded for reasons of comprehensiveness and transparency. 
In particular, simple paraphrase accounts for cases of synonymy, including absolute 
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synonymy and quasi or near synonymy, as well as cases of metonymy and synecdoche, 
since they can be considered to be cases of metaphoric synonymy. Information about 
synonymy, quasi or near synonymy, metonymy and synecdoche is provided below; this 
information is considered essential for the clarification of all the cases that are covered 
by simple paraphrase and, thus, for the clarity of the model. 
Synonymy 
Synonyms are defined here as lexical items which have the same meaning. Lyons 
(1968) distinguishes between absolute synonymy and near synonymy. Accordingly, 
two lexical items are absolute synonyms if, and only if, they satisfy the following three 
conditions: 
1. All their meanings are identical; 
2. They are synonymous in all contexts; 
3. They are semantically equivalent on all dimensions of meaning, descriptive and 
non-descriptive. 
Whereas absolute synonyms are rather rare, near synonyms are quite common. Near 
synonyms are lexical items that are more or less similar, but not identical, in meaning 
(Lyons, 1995: 60-61). In the present study near synonyms are considered to be lexical 
items which are similar in meaning but which, according to Crystal (1997: 164), are 
characterised by: 
1. A dialect difference: autumn and fall. The former is British English, the latter is 
American English; 
2. A stylistic difference: insane and loony. The former is formal and the letter is 
informal; 
3. A collocational difference: rancid and rotten. The former is only used with 
butter or bacon; 
4. A difference of emotional feeling or connotation: youths and youngsters. 
Youths are less pleasant than youngsters. 
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If we now look at synonymy form the point of view of terminology we can say that it 
occurs when two or more terms from the same language designate the same concept 
(Picht and Draskau, 1985: 101; Cabre, 1999: 109). The essential factor here is the 
identity of concept. This may be illustrated graphically as follows: 
SYNONYMY 
table salt sodium chloride NaCJ common salt I TERMS 
CONTENT 
identical 
concepts = 
one sin 
concept 
Concept 
Figure 4.5 Synonymy (Picht and Draskau, 1985: 101) 
According to Cabre synonymy exists between items at various levels, for instance 
between a designation and its definition (Cohesion: the reduction of economic and 
social disparities between richer and poorer regions of the EU), between designations 
of different functional languages (correctional centre, prison, jail) and between 
alternative designations in the same historical language (windshield/windscreen, 
accession/entry) (Cabre, 1999: 110). Synonyms, Cabre continues, are also cases of 
initialisms and their full form (CFSP: Common Foreign and Security Policy), 
acronyms and their full form (EURATOM. European Atomic Energy Community), 
abbreviations and their full form (vol.: volume) and short forms and their full form 
(hypo: hypodermic needle). Synonyms can also occur, always according to Cabre, 
between a scientific name of a lexical item and its popular name (Antirrihinum majus: 
snapdragon) or even between a standard form and its dialectal forms (sweet pepper: 
mango). Finally, Cabre observes that two synonymous lexical items can simply be 
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AAAA 
variants of the same word or term (data bank: databank, co-operation: cooperation) 
(Cabre, 1999: 110). In addition, as Rogers (1997: 220) points out, in LSP texts we very 
often observe a `stripping' of compound nouns. For instance, acquis communautaire 
very often becomes acquis, European Regional Development Fund very often becomes 
Development Fund. These are cases of synonymy because they can be used invariably 
in a text and they designate the same concept. 
In the present study all the above-mentioned cases of synonymy and near synonymy are 
considered as cases of simple paraphrase. However, it should be pointed out that certain 
cases of `stripping' are not treated as synonyms because their validity does not extend 
to the language system but is simply restricted to a particular text. For instance, 
*'(g) 
The adoption of the Law on Technical Requirements for Goods established a 
horizontal legal framework. This Law, however, is not in line with the 
acquis. 
In the example above, Law in the second sentence is a case of 'stripping' of Law on 
Technical Requirements for Goods that is found in the first sentence. However, 
although we have a case of lexical repetition, we do not have a case of synonymy 
because we are dealing with a text-bound and not a semantically bound relation. In the 
present study such cases are cases of equivalence which is a text-bound relation that 
holds between lexical items in texts and is discussed in 4.4.4.2.1. 
Apart from cases of synonymy, simple paraphrase also includes cases of metonymy and 
synecdoche. 
Metonymy and Synecdoche 
Metonymy and Synecdoche are forms of metaphor. In metonymy, a closely-associated 
object is substituted for the object or idea in mind 
(httt): //www. arthist. 1u. se/kultsem/encyclo/metonyMv. html ). 
1 The asterisk denotes that the examples are erroneous and are used solely for illustration purposes. 
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For example, 
(h) 
The orders came directly from the White House. 
In the above example, we know that the writer means that the President of the United 
States issued the orders, because White House is quite closely associated with 
President, even though it is not physically a part of him or he of it. 
Similarly, synecdoche is a form of metaphor in which the part stands for the whole, the 
whole for a part, the genus for a species, the species for the genus, the material for the 
thing made, or, in short, any portion, section, or main quality for the whole or the thing 
itself (or vice versa) ((http: //www. arthist. lu. se/kultsem/encyclo/meton ry ny. html). 
For example, 
(i) 
Farmer Jones has two hundred head of cattle and three hired hands. 
In the above sentence we recognise that Jones owns the bodies of the cattle, and that 
there are bodies attached to the hired hands. 
For the purposes of the present analysis, we group instances of synecdoche and 
metonymy under simple paraphrase, mainly because they constitute cases of 
metaphoric synonymy. 
What is of utmost importance is the fact that for the existence of simple paraphrase it is 
necessary that the lexical items that are repeated present only inflectional and not 
derivational changes. Like in the case of simple lexical repetition, there should be no 
greater alteration than is entirely explicable in terms of a closed grammatical paradigm. 
For instance, 
G) 
Enlargement will reduce population movements. It will lower inflation. 
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*(k) 
The new measures will reduce population. Lower inflation is a prerequisite 
for entry into the EMU. 
In example (j), reduce and lower are synonyms and they are both verbs; therefore we 
have a case of simple paraphrase. However, in example (k) lower is an adjective and 
reduce a verb. As a result, their repetition is not a case of simple paraphrase but a case 
of complex paraphrase which will be discussed below. 
4.4.4.1.2.2 Complex Paraphrase 
Complex paraphrase may be said to occur when two lexical items are definable in such 
a way that one of the items includes the other, although they share no lexical 
morpheme. In Hoey's analysis it is restricted to three situations (antonymy, trio of 
links, trio. of links with one link missing) and this is how it is viewed in the present 
study. The first situation is the case of antonymy. As we saw earlier, antonymy is 
included in complex lexical repetition, but in that case antonyms have to share a. 
morpheme, like, complete/incomplete and increase/decrease. Antonyms which do not 
share a morpheme, like good/bad, intelligent/stupid and wet/dry, are cases of complex 
paraphrase. `Antonymy', just like. in the case of complex lexical repetition, is used here 
as an umbrella term to cover semantic relations of antonymy, complementarity and 
converseness between lexical items in the text corpus which are not formally related. It 
should also be stated here, that in cases of formally unrelated antonyms, there should be 
no greater alteration between the lexical items than is entirely explicable in terms of a 
closed grammatical paradigm. For instance, 
(1) 
Enlargement reduced population movements. It will increase inflation. 
*(m) 
The new measures will raise awareness. The decrease in the country's 
inflation is remarkable. 
In example (1), reduced and increase are morphologically unrelated antonyms, both 
verbs. The only formal difference between them is explicable in terms of a closed 
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grammatical paradigm, namely tense: reduced is in the past tense and increase is in the 
future tense; therefore, we have a case of complex paraphrase. However, in example 
(m) raise and decrease are antonyms but they present derivational changes in that raise 
is a verb and decrease a noun. As a result, this is not a case of complex paraphrase. In 
fact, such cases are not viewed as instances of repetition in the present model. 
The second situation in which complex paraphrase may be identified is when the item 
under attention is a complex repetition of another item (e. g. writer/ writings) and also a 
simple paraphrase of a third (e. g. author). In such circumstances we acknowledge a 
link between the second and third items (writings and author). That is what Hoey 
(1991: 65) calls a `trio of links' or a `link triangle'. An example of a link triangle is the 
following: 
(n) 
The new acquis was applied in Slovakia last year. New regulations are 
necessary to ensure implementation. Legislation has to be implemented by 
the local authorities. 
In example (n), implemented is a complex lexical repetition of implementation and a 
simple paraphrase (synonym) of applied. As a result, implementation is a complex 
paraphrase of applied. 
The third situation in which, following Hoey, we acknowledge a case of complex 
paraphrase grows directly out of the aforementioned situation. In the previous case the 
trio of links presupposes that all three links are present in the text. In effect, one of the 
items in each case is acting as a mediator between the other two. If the mediator is 
missing, we still acknowledge a link between the remaining two. In order to understand 
this situation better, let us look at some examples: 
(0) 
The new acquis was applied in Slovakia last year. New regulations are 
necessary to ensure implementation. 
(p) 
Candidate countries have to work together. This co-operation is very 
important. 
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In example (o), implementation is a complex paraphrase of applied and the missing link 
could have been implemented. Similarly, in example (p), co-operation is a complex 
paraphrase of work together and the missing link could have been co-operate. 
We can see from examples (n), (o) and (p) that the two last cases of complex 
paraphrase can be simply characterised as types of simple paraphrase where the lexical 
items that are repeated present a derivational change. 
We will now move the last two relations which are not text-bound, namely hyponymy 
and meronymy. 
4.4.4.1.2.3 Hyponymy 
Hyponymy derives from the Greek words virö ('under') and övopa ('name') and it has 
long been recognised as one of the constitutive principles in the organisation of the 
vocabulary of all languages (Lyons, 1968). According to Lyons, it is frequently referred 
to as `inclusion' (1968: 453). For example, the meaning of scarlet is said to be included- 
in the meaning of red; the meaning of daffodil is said to be included in the meaning of 
flower and so on. Moreover, scarlet, crimson and vermilion are co-hyponyms of red 
and tulip; rose and carnation are co-hyponyms of flower. Conversely, red is 
superordinate with respect to its hyponyms. 
In the present analysis, two lexical items are considered as hyponyms if, and only if, the 
superordinate precedes and the hyponym follows. 
In addition, in the present study, following Hasan, co-hyponyms are also considered as 
instances of lexical repetition with the condition that their superordinate is also present 
in a previous sentence in the text. For instance, 
(q) 
The progress of the candidate countries is significant. Malta has adopted 
new laws and new regulations. Cyprus now meets all the accession criteria. 
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In example (q), Malta and Cyprus are hyponyms of candidate countries. They meet the 
condition whereby the superordinate has to precede and the hyponym has to follow. In 
addition, Cyprus and Malta are co-hyponyms because their superordinate, namely 
candidate countries, is present in a previous sentence. 
4.4.4.1.2.4 Meronymy or Part-Whole Relations 
Meronymy or part-whole relationship is a somewhat different hierarchical relationship 
from hyponymy. This is obvious if we consider examples like arm and body or wheel 
and bicycle. In cases like this, i. e. when the lexical items in question are nouns denoting 
discrete physical objects, the distinction between hyponymy and meronymy is clear; an 
arm is not a kind of body but a part of a body (Lyons, 1977: 311). Part-whole relations, 
as Crystal (1997: 168) points out, can be seen in many areas of the lexicon: 
" Body: head, arm, leg, torso, heart, lungs 
" Clothing: zip, button, hem, collar, lining, cuff 
" Food: stalk, leaf, root, husk, shell, bone, seed 
" Vehicle: wheel, brakes, engine, door, steering wheel 
" Animal: hoof, mane, leg, feather, claw, paw 
" Container: top, lid, door, side, handle, back 
" House: bathroom, bedroom, kitchen, roof, window, door 
" Computer: hard disk, floppy disk, memory, monitor, mouse, keyboard 
Other word classes, besides concrete nouns denoting discrete physical objects, may also 
stand in a part-whole relation. However, in such cases it is difficult to decide whether 
the relation that holds between the lexemes is one of hyponymy or one of meronymy. 
For example, gold is both a kind of matter and a part of matter. Therefore, we can say: 
This substance has gold in it or This substance consists of gold. Similarly, honesty may 
be regarded as a kind of virtue and as a part of a virtue. 
For the existence of meronymy in the present study, it is necessary, as in the case of 
hyponymy, that the whole precedes and the part follows in the textual order. In 
addition, following Hasan, co-meronyms are considered as instances of lexical 
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repetition with the condition that their whole is also present in a previous sentence. For 
instance, 
(r) 
The enlargement of the European Union presents challenges. The European 
Commission's role is of paramount importance. However, the European 
Council is called to take on bigger responsibilities. 
In example (r), European Commission's and European Council are meronyms of 
European Union. They meet the condition whereby the whole has to precede and the 
part has to follow. In addition, European Commission and European Council are co- 
meronyms because their whole, namely European Union, is present in a previous 
sentence. 
Before we move on to the dicussion of text-bound lexical repetition relations, it is 
important to point out that in the case of hyponymy and meronymy, following Klaudy 
and Käroly, it is required that the lexical items that are repeated present only 
inflectional and not derivational changes. The reason for setting this requirement is that 
hyponymy and meronymy are already relatively loose semantic relations and, as a 
result, the inclusion of their derivational variants in the analysis would broaden the 
scope of the analytical framework and the analysis would rely more heavily on 
subjective intuition, something which would undermine its plausibility. 
The presentation of meronymy concludes the presentation of text-bound lexical 
repetition relations and the section below focuses on instantial lexical relations which 
are text-bound. 
4.4.4.2 Text-Bound Lexical Relations 
As pointed out already, the text-bound lexical relations are adopted from Hasan's 1984 
model and they include equivalence and semblance. 
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4.4.4.2.1 Equivalence 
Equivalence is a relation of referential identity which is a fact of a particular text and 
textual world and which does not extend to the language system. In essence, we could 
say that the lexical items co-refer, but only in that particular text. It is easier to 
understand this type of lexical repetition if we look at some examples. 
(s) 
Over the past year the most notable developments with regard to the 
fulfilment of the political criteria have taken place in Slovakia. The country 
has pursued an ambitious programme of political reforms. 
(t) 
Instead of the EU slowing down, the member states speeded up, with growth 
rates well above the EU average. Between 1950 and 1990 disparities 
between the countries decreased by two thirds. 
In example (s), country co-refers with Slovakia. We, therefore, have a relation of 
equivalence between country and Slovakia, but this relation of referential identity is a 
fact of the particular texts and it cannot be maintained that it extends to the system of 
English. The same applies to example (t), where we have a relation of equivalence 
between member states and countries. 
As discussed briefly earlier, certain cases of equivalence involve the `stripping' of 
compound nouns. In particular, in cases where a compound is repeated in a text after it 
has been `stripped' and provided it is not a synonym of the compound it repeats, then 
we have a case of equivalence. For instance, 
(u) 
The Commission's assessment is based on the same objective accession 
criteria as defined by the European Councils in Copenhagen and Madrid and 
as used for the 1997 Opinions and the first Regular Reports in 1998. There 
has been no change in the evaluation methodology in compiling this year's 
Reports. 
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In this example, Reports in the second sentence is a case of `stripping' of Regular 
Reports in the first sentence. We have a case of lexical repetition, but not a case of 
synonymy because we are dealing with a text-bound and not a semantically bound 
relation. 
4.4.4.2.2 Semblance 
Like equivalence, semblance is a text-bound relation, a relation of referential identity 
which is a fact of a particular text and textual world and which does not extend to the 
language system. The difference from equivalence lies in the fact that in the case of 
semblance one lexical item does not co-refer with another but is in a way `compared' to 
another. Some examples are given for the better understanding of this particular type of 
lexical repetition. 
(v) 
The Commission's Opinions were followed by the first Regular Reports in 
1998. Since the reports follow the same method each year they have come to 
represent important staging posts on the road to accession. 
In example (v), staging posts in the second sentence is a case of semblance of Regular 
Reports in the first sentence. The relation between staging posts and Regular Reports is 
a text-bound relation since its validity does not extend to the language system but is 
restricted to the particular text. In addition, we reach the conclusion that it is a case of 
semblance because staging posts is `compared' with and does not co-refer with Regular 
Reports and this is further strengthened by the presence of the verb represent. 
For the existence of equivalence and semblance in the present study two conditions are 
required. First, it is required that the lexical items that are linked present only 
inflectional and not derivational changes because, as in the case of hyponymy and 
meronymy, equivalence and semblance are relatively loose relations and, consequently, 
the inclusion of their derivational variants in the analysis would broaden the scope of 
the investigation and undermine its plausibility. Second, and as is stressed by Hasan, it 
is required that the lexical items that are repeated in the form of equivalence and 
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semblance are co-referential. This condition is self-explanatory, in that two lexical 
items cannot have a text-bound relation unless they are co-referential. 
4.4.5 Restrictions 
The text-bound and non text-bound lexical relations that comprise the analytical tool 
for the present study have been discussed above with the aim of providing clear and 
transparent criteria for the identification of the lexical repetition relations and their 
classification in the text corpus. To these criteria, which contribute to the consistency 
and systematicity of the text corpus analysis, we can add information concerning 
certain restrictions that are involved in the identification and classification of lexical 
repetition relations; this information, which is indispensable for the formulation of a 
fully transparent model, is given below. 
First of all, it should be noted that only open-set lexical items enter into lexical 
repetition relations. Following Hoey (1991), connections between such grammatical 
items as determiners, prepositions, auxiliaries, negatives, co-ordinators, subordinators, 
sentence conjunctions, sub-modifiers, or particles are not treated as simple lexical 
repetition. 
In addition, with the exception of the two text-bound lexical relations mentioned above 
(equivalence and semblance), it should be noted that co-reference is not a necessary 
condition for the existence of lexical repetition. This is in agreement with the majority 
of scholars and is mainly due to the fact that repetition, independently of whether it is 
co-referential, adds to the cohesion of a text. Besides, it would be impractical to apply a 
restriction of co-referentiality in most cases of lexical repetition, especially in 
repetitions with derivational changes, hyponymy and meronymy. However, it should be 
stressed that cases in which the difference of referent is likely to cause confusion to the 
reader and obfuscate the meaning of a text will not be picked in the analysis. If, for 
instance, we have the name Michael in a text which refers to Michael the lawyer and 
further down in the text the name Michael crops up again but in this case it refers to 
Michael the carpenter, then it is obvious that this repetition does not add to the 
cohesion of the text but, on the contrary, it may obscure its meaning and hinder its 
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interpretation. Such cases, which are very rare, will not be considered as instances of 
lexical repetition in the present study. 
Following Hoey, a necessary condition for the existence of a relation between two 
lexical items is similarity or relatedness of meaning. This means that even though 
absolute identity of meaning is not required and a certain renegotiation or slight shift in 
an aspect of meaning is completely acceptable, markedly different senses (polysemous 
items) are not picked in the analysis since they are not considered to be significant for 
the cohesion of a text. For instance, the repetition of chips, as in potato chips and chips, 
as in computer chips, does not constitute a lexical repetition relation because, even 
though the two lexical items are morphologically identical, they are not semantically 
related. 
Finally, following Hoey, there is no restriction as to the number of links that a lexical 
item can enter into. Furthermore, for the purposes of recording links it is assumed that 
all repetition is anaphoric, that is backward-looking (Hoey, 1991: 81). In addition, it 
should be noted that as Hoey observes when a lexical item occurs it is deemed to form 
a repetition link with every one of its previous occurrences, not just with its immediate 
predecessor in the text. 
4.5 Procedures of Corpus Analysis 
Following Klaudy and Käroly's (2000) model and Hoey's (1991) method of analysis, 
all texts in the corpus were analysed on the basis of the following steps: a) the texts 
were segmented into paragraphs, b) the paragraphs were segmented into sentences 
which were defined solely in terms of a commencing capital letter and a concluding 
full-stop, question mark or exclamation mark, c) the repetition links between each 
sentence were identified and classified (links within sentences are not included in the 
analysis since as Halliday and Hasan (1976) argue, those devices that operate across 
sentence boundaries and intrinsically cohesive, whereas devices that operate within the 
sentence play a secondary role in the creation of cohesion and texture), and d) the 
repetition links were counted. A link here is defined as a connection by lexical 
repetition (simple lexical repetition, complex lexical repetition, simple paraphrase, 
complex paraphrase, hyponymy, meronymy, equivalence and semblance) between two 
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lexical items. It should be pointed out that the paragraph was chosen as the main unit of 
analysis because, as Serzisko observes "text analysis has to start with the segmentation 
of a text into manageable units" (1995: 497) and since the paragraph is a manageable 
unit with communicative function (Danes, 1995: 29) and as de Beaugrande claims 
"paragraph boundaries are prone to appear where there is a transition in conceptual 
material" (1980: 94), its choice seems justified. 
The analysis of the lexical repetition relations found in the twelve texts of the corpus 
does not include the different sub-types of lexical repetition relations (synonymy, 
metonymy, antonymy, link triangle, etc. ), first because it would be impractical to go 
into such detail and second, because such an endeavour would go beyond the scope of 
the present study. The different sub-types were identified in 4.4.4 in order to make clear 
what each of the eight lexical repetition relations includes. In other words, the 
distinction of sub-types was carried out purely for classification purposes and for 
ensuring transparency and systematicity during the analysis. 
If we now move to certain practical issues concerning the analysis of the texts, we 
should point out that line numbering has been added to all texts and, for reasons of 
visual facilitation, the different lexical repetition links that are identified in the texts are 
marked with different colours depending on the lexical repetition relation they 
represent: 
1. Simple Lexical Repetition (SLR): 
Q 
2. Complex Lexical Repetition (CLR): 
  
3. Simple Paraphrase (SP): 
Q 
4. Complex Paraphrase (CP): 
  
  
5. Hyponymy (HYP): 
  
6. Meronymy (MER): 
EJ 
7. Equivalence (EQ): 
  
8. Semblance (SMBL): 
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A sample of the analysis of a paragraph from Text X, the English Hybrid EU Text I, is 
given below: 
Paragraph 1 
This part of the Agenda 2000 communication is the composite paper on enlargement 
which the Comm i s. as invited to prepare by the Madrid European C cil. Its aim 
is to explain the way in which tl iiissicýn has examined t afferent applications 
for acces in and the main cIuc. ' uns the as as the timetable for 
lie" ions w appears most realists dra - 
the -mäir conclusions.. and 
reco mendations from in and presents the mss ss ions views on 
u--the process of iations. It also tackles the horizonta 'stions 
link d to c ýi lar, n as well as the pract ca ngements -för the'-, Y phase of the 
nwg ions and the reinforcement of the pre-accession strategy as a whole. 
Paragraph I 
Lexical Item I Location Type of Link Lexical Item 2 Location 
Corrunission S2/L5 SLR Commission S1/L4 
Commission's S3/L8 SLR Commission S2/L5 
Commission's S3/L8 SLR Commission Sl/L4 
launching S3/L9 SP opening S2/L6 
accession 
negotiations 
S3/L9 EQ negotiations S2/L7 
accession 
negotiations 
S3/L9 MER accession S2/L6 
questions S4/L9 SLR questions S2/L6 
enlargement S4/L 10 SLR enlargement S1/L3 
initial S4/L 10 CP launching S3/L9 
initial S4/L 10 CP opening S2/L6 
negotiations S4/L11 EQ accession 
negotiations 
S3/L9 
negotiations S4/L1I SLR ne otiations S2/L7 
pre-accession 
strategy 
S4/L 11 MER accession S2/L6 
pre-accession 
strategy 
S4/L 11 CO-MER accession 
ne otiations 
S3/L9 
Key: S1= Sentence 1, S2= Sentence 2, etc.; L1= Line 1, L2= Line 2, etc. 
SLR= Simple Lexical Repetition, CLR= complex Lexical Repetition, SP= Simple Paraphrase, 
CP= Complex Paraphrase, HYP= Hyponymy, MER= Meronymy, EQ= Equivalence, SMBL= Semblance 
In the sample above, we can see that the lexical repetition links that are identified in 
each paragraph of each text are presented both graphically in the text and in tabular 
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form for added clarity. If we look at the table we can see that the first column presents 
the lexical item that is repeated (Lexical Item 1) and the fourth column presents the 
lexical item that is being repeated (Lexical Item 2). The second and fifth columns 
present the location (sentence and line number) of Lexical Item 1 and Lexical Item 2 
respectively and, finally, the third column informs us about the type of lexical 
repetition link that holds between the two lexical items. The analysed texts and the 
presentation of the lexical repetition links in tabular form can be found in Appendix D 
and Appendix E respectively. The problems which emerged during the analysis of the 
text corpus and the results that the analysis yielded are discussed in Chapter 6. 
4.6 Conclusion 
This chapter has served the dual purpose of presenting the research questions and 
hypotheses as well as the materials and tools that are used to test the hypotheses and 
answer the questions. The reasons underlying the research design have been discussed 
and the evolution of the lexical repetition model that is formulated and used for the 
analysis of the text corpus has been described and exemplified. 
The aim of the next two chapters is to present the results and discuss the findings that 
arise from the analysis of the questionnaires and the text corpus. An attempt is made to 
test the hypotheses and answer the research questions on the basis of the results that 
arise from the analysis of the data. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
Questionnaire Analysis: Greek Translated EU Texts, 
English Hybrid EU Texts and Reader Reaction 
5.1 Introduction 
Having identified the research questions and hypotheses and explained the 
methodology chosen for their testing, the aim of the present chapter is to report the 
findings of the questionnaire analysis with respect to translation and hybridity, to 
discuss them and to draw conclusions regarding the nature of Greek translated EU 
texts, on the one hand, and English hybrid EU texts, on the other. 
The presentation of the findings that arise from the questionnaire analysis precedes the 
presentation of the findings that arise from the analysis of the text corpus, since the 
questionnaires were conducted before the actual corpus was analysed and were used as 
a means to test reader reaction with respect to a Greek translated EU text 
(Questionnaire A) as well as reader reaction with respect to an English hybrid EU text 
(Questionnaire B). In particular, the results of Questionnaire A help reach a conclusion 
concerning the characteristics that Greek native speakers observe in Greek original EU 
texts and Greek translated EU texts and the possible differences they might identify 
between the two. Thus, they indirectly contribute to the answering of Research 
Question I, i. e. as to whether there are any differences in the patterns of lexical 
repetition between Greek original EU texts and Greek translated EU texts. Similarly, 
the results of Questionnaire B help reach a conclusion concerning the nature of hybrid 
EU texts and their characteristics, as these are identified by English native speakers. 
Thus, they indirectly contribute to the answering of Research Question II, i. e. as to 
whether there are any differences in the patterns of lexical repetition between English 
original or non-hybrid EU texts and English hybrid EU texts. The results of the corpus 
analysis, which contribute more directly to the answering of the research questions, will 
be presented and discussed in the following chapter. 
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5.2 Questionnaire Analysis 
In this section, the analysis and the findings of 100 questionnaires dealing with the 
Greek language and 100 questionnaires dealing with the English language are presented 
and discussed. The analysis of the Greek questionnaires precedes and the analysis of 
the English questionnaires follows. The analysis is divided into three parts in each case: 
the first is dedicated to information about the profile of the subjects, the second is 
dedicated to the results concerning the nature of the texts that the subjects had to read 
and evaluate, and the third involves the interpretation of the results and the drawing of 
conclusions. 
In particular, in the first part of the analysis, information is provided about the gender, 
age, level of education and type of education of the subjects, in order to establish that 
the questionnaire has been answered by a varied cross-section of the population. The 
second part of the analysis presents the answers provided by the respondents 
concerning the understanding and nature of the texts they had to read and evaluate; 
these are followed by the justification put forward by the respondents regarding their 
answer with respect to the nature of the texts. It should be noted that both the 
information on the subjects' profile and the actual questionnaire results appear in 
tabular form as well as in graphs for visual facilitation and that the statistical methods 
used for their analysis are, as already pointed out in the previous chapter, the Mann- 
Whitney U Text, the 95% confidence interval and the Chi-square test (Gardner and 
Altman, 1989; Woods, Fletcher and Hughes, 1986; Hatch and Farhady, 1982). In the 
third part of the analysis, the results from the analysis of the questionnaires are further 
explained in detail and an attempt is made to interpret them and draw conclusions. 
5.2.1 Investigating Translation: Greek Questionnaire (Questionnaire A) 
The Greek questionnaire (Questionnaire A) aims at yielding answers regarding the 
readers' reaction to two Greek texts, one Greek original EU text and one Greek 
translated EU text. As already pointed out in Chapter 4, the first text (Text A) of 
Questionnaire A, entitled `EKAtaEi; axenxä ge vjv nopcIa 7rpoS 'rrly itpoaxthpi of r1S 
xäAc uno jn (pta, S xc)pac', is an EU text translated from English into Greek whereas the 
second text (Text B), which is entitled `H Eup6n-q Toi) 2000', is an original Greek EU 
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text written by an individual Greek author. The main question that needs to be 
answered is whether the readers' reactions to the two texts are at all different and, more 
precisely, whether Greek native speakers can indeed distinguish between an original 
Greek EU text and a translated Greek EU text on the basis of specific textual 
characteristics, rather than on extralinguistic factors, like bias towards the European 
Union, its policies and the ideals that it represents. 
The sample of subjects was drawn from Greek native speakers because native speakers 
are considered to have a `feel' for language that non-native speakers do not necessarily 
possess. The questionnaires were distributed in Greece and even though, unlike in the 
case of the questionnaires distributed in the United Kingdom which is discussed in 
section 5.2.2, the risk of non-native speakers answering the questionnaires was rather 
low, they were self-administered in order to avoid the risk of any near-native speakers 
or even non-native speakers answering the questionnaire and thus `contaminating' the 
results. In particular, all the subjects who were approached to answer the questionnaire, 
either in-person or by e-mail, were specifically asked to do so provided that they were 
native speakers of Greek. It is interesting at this point to note that the response-rate to 
the Greek questionnaires was satisfactory; 100 out of the 150 questionnaires which 
were distributed were filled in and returned. The analysis of the questionnaires starts 
below with information on the profile of the subjects. 
5.2.1.1 Information about the Subjects' Profile 
Table 5.1 Questionnaire A: Sample by Gender Variable 
Subjects N 
Male (x) 42 42% 
Female (y) 58 58% 
Sample by Gender Variable 
 nneia 
  Female 
58 
Figure 5.1 Questionnaire A: Sample by Gender Variable 
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As can be seen from the table and figure above, in terms of distribution of the 
respondents by gender, there is a balance between the male (x) and female (y) 
respondents, even though the female respondents are slightly more than the male (58% 
female compared to 42% male respondents). 
Table 5.2 Questionnaire A: Sample by Age Variable 
Age x y Total in 
18to29 12 8 
F 
30% 
30 to 39 11 5 l 26% 
40 to 49 6 10 16% 
50 to 59 8 9 17% 
60+ 5 6 11% 
Sample by Age Variable 
11% 
17% 
30ý' 0 8to291 
  30 to 39 
13 40 to 49 
050 to 59 
16% 26%  80+ 
Figure 5.2 Questionnaire A: Sample by Age Variable 
In terms of age distribution, 30% of the respondents are aged between 18-29,26% are 
aged between 30-39,16% are aged between 40-49,17% are aged between 50-59 and 
11% are aged 60+. The sample is balanced in terms of age distribution and it can be 
said to be representative of all age groups. 
Table 5.3 Questionnaire A: Sample by Level of Education Variable 
Level of L3ducation x y Total in 
Secondary Education 22 25 47% 
University Education 
(First Degree) 
13 17 30% 
Postgraduate Education 7 16 23% 
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Sample by Level of Education Variable 
23% 
47% 
 Secondary education 
  University education 
oa0 Postgraduate education 
Figure 5.3 Questionnaire A. Sample by Level of Education Variable 
As far as the level of education of the subjects is concerned, it is evident that the 
sample is balanced since 47% of the respondents have secondary education and 53% 
have university education (30% hold a first degree and 23% hold a postgraduate 
degree). 
Table 5.4 Questionnaire A. Sample by Disciplinary Focus of Education Variable 
Disciplinary Focus 
of Education 
x y Total Total in 
% 
Language and 
Linguistics 
6 14 20 38% 
Other Disciplines 10 17 27 51% 
Both 4 2 6 11% 
Sample by Disciplinary Focus 
of Education Variable 
11% 
O Language and 
8% Linguistics 
  Other Disciplines 
O Both 
Figure 5.4 Questionnaire A: Sample by Disciplinary Focus of Education Variable 
Closely related to the level of education of the respondents is the disciplinary focus of 
their education. In particular, it was deemed necessary that the subjects studied by those 
respondents who had university or postgraduate education (53%) were varied in order 
to avoid a result that might have been influenced by a possibly greater sensitivity 
shown to the texts by subjects who had studied linguistics. Fortunately, the sample 
appears to be balanced since 38% of the respondents had studied language and 
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linguistics, 51% had studied other subjects and 11% had studied language and 
linguistics as well as another subject. 
5.2.1.2 Information about the Understanding of Texts 
It is now established that the respondents to the Greek questionnaire (Questionnaire A) 
are a varied cross-section of the population in terms of gender, age, educational 
background and disciplinary focus of their education and, thus, it is reasonable to 
assume that the results concerning the answers that the respondents provided with 
respect to the nature of the two texts are widely applicable. The presentation of the 
results with respect to the understanding of the two texts starts with the answers 
provided by the respondents with respect to how easy or difficult they found the texts to 
understand (level of understanding) and continues with the answers they provided 
regarding the nature of the texts (translation or original) and their characteristics. 
Table 5.5 Level of Understanding (Text A/Greek Translated EU Text) 
Level of 
Understanding 
x y Total in 
% 
Very Easy 2 1 3% 
Fairly Easy 7 11 18% 
Moderate 11 16 27% 
Quite Hard 19 25 44% 
Very Hard 3 5 8% 
Understanding of Text A 
8% 
dYM 
3% 18% 
A°"  Very Easy 
  Fairly Easy 
D Moderate 
44% 0 Quite Hard 
27%   Very Hard 
Figure 5.5 Level of Understanding (Text A/Greek Translated EU Text) 
As far as the Greek translated EU text is concerned, only 21 % of the respondents found 
the text very easy or fairly easy to understand. In particular, 3% of the respondents 
found the text very easy to understand and 18% found the text fairly easy to 
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understand. In addition, 27% of the respondents thought that the text was neither easy 
nor hard to understand. On the other hand, it is notable that the majority (52%) of the 
respondents had some trouble understanding the text. In particular, 44% of them 
thought that the text was quite hard to understand and 8% thought that the text was very 
hard to understand. It is now interesting to move on to the results that are related to the 
Greek original EU text, Text B. 
Table 5.6 Level of Understanding (Text B/Greek original EU Text) 
Level of 
Understanding 
x y Total in 
% 
Very Easy 4 6 10% 
Fairly Easy 19 26 45% 
Moderate 15 18 33% 
Quite Hard 4 7 11% 
Very Hard 0 1 1% 
Understanding of Text B 
11% % 10%  Very Easy ý111111 
Fairly Easy 
O Moderate 
33% 
O Quite Hard 
45%   Very Hard j 
;; J 
Figure 5.6 Level of Understanding (Text B/Greek Original EU Text) 
As far as the Greek original EU text is concerned, it is striking that 55% of the 
respondents, i. e. the majority, thought that the text was either very easy (10%) or fairly 
easy (45%) to understand whereas 33% thought that the text was neither easy nor hard 
to understand. The respondents who had trouble understanding the text account for only 
12% of the total. Of those, 1 I% thought that the text was quite hard to understand and 
only 1% thought that the text was very hard to understand. It is therefore clear that the 
percentage of the respondents who had difficulty understanding the Greek original EU 
text is limited. If we compare the percentage of respondents who had difficulty 
understanding the Greek original EU text (12%) to the percentage of the respondents 
who had difficulty understanding the Greek translated EU text (52%), then we can 
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deduce that the subjects noticed a clear difference between the two texts as far as their 
comprehension is concerned. 
It should be pointed out here that in order to establish whether the recorded difference 
between the two texts with respect to the level of understanding is statistically 
significant, we used Mann-Whitney U test (cf. Chapter 4). More specifically, using the 
Mann-Whitney U test we tested the null hypothesis that there is the same distribution 
for the level of understanding of the Greek translated EU text as of the Greek original 
EU text. If the result of the test was p<0.05, then the null hypothesis would be rejected 
and it would be concluded that one text is easier to understand than the other. In the 
case of the texts investigated here, it was indeed shown that the result was significant at 
p<0.00005 and therefore the null hypothesis was rejected. It clearly emerges that there 
is a significant shift indicating easier understanding of the Greek original EU text as is 
visually displayed in Tables 5.5 and 5.6 and Figures 5.5 and 5.6; in other words, the 
Greek original EU text, proved to be significantly easier to understand than the Greek 
translated EU text. 
It is now interesting to see whether the respondents were able to explicitly identify the 
translated text and whether their answers regarding the perceived level of difficulty of 
the two texts are consistent with their answers regarding the nature of those two texts. 
Table 5.7 Identification of Translation 
Translated 
Text 
x y Total in 
% 
Text A 34 51 85% 
Text B 8 7 15% 
Which Text is a Translation into Greek? 
15% 
ý 
4i 
  Text A IsText 
e 
85% 
Figure 5.7 Identification of Translation 
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A glance at the table and figure above shows that 85% of the respondents, i. e. the 
majority, correctly identified Text A as the translation; only 15% of the respondents 
identified Text B as the translation. In order to establish whether the particular result is 
statistically significant we constructed a 95% confidence interval (cf Chapter 4) which 
showed that if the questionnaire survey were to be repeated, there is a 95% chance that 
the percentage of readers who would claim that Text A is the translated text would be 
between 78% and 92%. It therefore emerges that the large majority of readers can 
identify Text A as the translation. This result is particularly important because it 
indicates that most ordinary readers are indeed sensitive to language issues and can 
readily distinguish a translation from an original. 
Although this result is highly significant statistically and particularly important for the 
present study, in order to interpret it further we should view it in conjunction with the 
reasons that the respondents put forward to justify their answer. Table 5.8 and Figure 
5.8 below demonstrate on what grounds the respondents reached their decision. In 
particular, they illustrate the reasons - the textual characteristics - that led the 
respondents to choose Text A or Text B as the translated text. In the table below, w 
represents the respondents who thought that Text A is the translated text and z 
represents those who thought that Text B is the translated text. More information on the 
specific textual characteristics which influenced the readers in reaching a decision 
concerning the nature of Text A and Text B is provided in the discussion that follows 
the table and figure below. 
Table 5.8 Reasons Put Forward by Respondents 
According to Whether they Identified Text A as the Translation (w) or Text B as the Translation (z) 
Reasons w Total Total z Total Total 
N b i N b 
X y 
um er 
of 
n 
% X y 
um er 
of 
in 
% 
sponses Responses 
Sentence 23 26 49 57.6% 3 2 5 33.3% 
Structure/ 
Grammar 
Overall Text 12 18 30 35.3% 6 4 10 66.7% 
Organisation 
Vocabulary 33 47 80 94.1% 5 3 8 53.3% 
and 
Terminolo 
Other 3 1 4 4.7% 0 0 0 0% 
Note: Multiple answers are possible 
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Reasons Put Forward by Respondents 
According to Whether they Identified Text A 
as the Translation or Text B as the Translation 
100% --I 
60% 
40% 
20% ir 
0% 
Text A Identified as Text B Identified as 
Translation Translation 
Structure/Grammar 
Overall Text Organ! 
O Vocabulary and 
Terminology 
DOtber 
Figure 5.8 Reasons Put Forward by Respondents 
According to Whether they Identified Text A as the Translation or Text B as the Translation 
It appears from the table and figure above that the predominant reason put forward by 
the respondents who correctly identified Text A as the translated text is the vocabulary 
and terminology of the text (94.1%). Many respondents also justified their response on 
the basis of its sentence structure and grammar (57.6%). The overall organisation of the 
text, i. e. the structure of the texts in terms of paragraphs, influenced their decision but 
to a lesser degree (35.3%) and a limited number of responses pointed to other reasons, 
namely punctuation (4.7%). These results clearly indicate that the vocabulary and 
terminology employed in Text A constituted a detennining factor in the decision that 
the respondents formed with respect to the translated nature of Text A. However, in 
order to ensure that the particular results are statistically significant we constructed a 
95% confidence interval for the results of the three main reasons put forward by the 
respondents, i. e. vocabulary and terminology, sentence-structure and grammar and 
overall text organisation. The test showed that if the questionnaire survey were to be 
repeated, there is a 95% chance that the percentage of readers who would identify 
vocabulary and terminology as a reason that led them to believe that Text A is a 
translated text would be between 89.1% and 99.1%. Similarly, there is a 95% chance 
that the percentage of those who would identify sentence structure and grammar as a 
reason that led them to believe that Text A is a translated text would be between 47.1 % 
and 68.2%. Finally, there is a 95% chance that the percentage of those who would 
identify the overall organisation of the text as a reason that led them to believe that 
Text A is a translated text would be between 25.1% and 45.5%. It is obvious from the 
results of the statistical test that lexis, i. e. vocabulary and terminology, and sentence 
structure/grammar are particularly significant as features which influence readers in 
deciding on the translated nature of Text A. 
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Some common themes that emerge from the more elaborate justification (i. e. examples 
from the text or reference to particular features of lexis, sentence structure/grammar or 
overall text organisation) that has been provided in the answer to an open question (cf. 
Chapter 4) by many respondents who correctly thought that Text A is not an original 
text but a translation point to the vocabulary of the text. To be more precise, about 38% 
of the respondents who further elaborated on the reasons that led them to believe that 
Text A is a translation observed that the text was characterised by a high number of 
`unnatural lexical combinations', i. e. `unusual' or `odd' collocations, `strange' or 
`awkward' word choices and highly specialised terminology, difficult for the non- 
specialist reader to understand. What is more, about 16% of these respondents pointed 
out that `excessive lexical repetition', especially the repetition of `the subject in a string 
of sentences', was highly `unnatural', rather `tiring' for the reader and against language 
norms for Greek. 22% of those respondents noted that the cohesion of the text was not 
`reminiscent of the cohesion of an original Greek text'. As far as grammar and syntax 
are concerned, 28% of the respondents in this group pointed out that the text had very 
long sentences and complex syntax which at times obstructed comprehension and 
forced the reader `to read a paragraph two or three times' in order to understand its 
meaning. It is of particular interest that about 10% of the respondents who further 
elaborated on the reasons that led them to believe that Text A is a translation felt that 
the fact that the text was not well-written was indicative of its being a translation. 
These comments made by the respondents are particularly important and will be 
evaluated in the discussion that follows in 5.2.1.3. 
However, prior to this discussion, it is necessary to comment on the reasons put 
forward by the respondents who incorrectly thought that Text A is the original text and 
Text B the translated text. It should be pointed out here that what is of particular 
interest in the present study is the justification put forward by those respondents who 
were right in choosing Text A as the translated text. However, a reference to the 
reasons put forward by those respondents who incorrectly thought that Text B is the 
translated text is deemed important in that it casts some light on different features 
which are considered by readers as indicative of a text being a translation. The results 
have not been statistically analysed precisely because they refer to the choices that were 
made by those respondents who were wrong in choosing Text B as the translated text. 
In particular, it emerges from Table 5.8 and Figure 5.8 that the overall text organisation 
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(66.7%) played a predominant role in the formation of their decision. The vocabulary 
and terminology of the text (53.3%) influenced their decision significantly whereas the 
sentence structure and grammar (33.3%) was somewhat less influential. Among the 
respondents who further elaborated on the reasons that led them to believe that Text B 
is a translation, around 12% pointed to the structure of paragraphs which was 
considered to be rather `complicated' and 20% to the often highly specialised 
terminology of the text. 
5.2.1.3 Questionnaire A: Interpretation of the Results and Discussion 
In this section, the results of the Greek questionnaire (Questionnaire A) are further 
explained and an attempt is made to interpret them and draw conclusions about the 
nature of Greek translated EU texts. 
As was seen in 5.2.1.1, the subjects who answered the Greek questionnaire are Greek 
native speakers. Based on their profile, they seem to cover a wide spectrum of the 
population. In effect, the sample consists of a balanced percentage of male and female 
respondents of all age groups (18+ to 60+) whose levels and types of education are 
varied. Taking into account the fact that the respondents are a varied cross-section of 
the population and the fact that the two texts (Text A and Text B) share the same 
subject matter and are of the same genre, text type and register as pointed out in 
Chapter 4, it is safe to say that the answers that the respondents gave concerning the 
understanding and nature of Text A and Text B and which reveal considerable 
differences between the two can be used to draw widely applicable conclusions. 
If we want to sum up the differences that the respondents observed between Text A and 
Text B, we can point to the fact that a mere 21% of them found that Text A was very 
easy or fairly easy to understand and 27% found that it was neither easy nor hard to 
understand. On the other hand, 52% of the respondents thought that the text was quite 
hard or very hard to understand. What is even more significant is the fact that 55% of 
the respondents found Text B fairly easy or very easy to understand, 33% found it 
rather moderate and only 28% thought that it was quite hard or very hard to understand. 
It is therefore clear that the respondents felt that Text B was a lot easier than Text A. If 
we now consider these results together with the fact that (a) 85% of the respondents 
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believed that Text A is the translated text and (b) only 15% thought that Text B is the 
translated text, then we can conclude that the text which the respondents found more 
difficult was also the one they considered to be a non-original text. In other words, it 
seems that the text which was believed by the respondents to be a translation is the one 
with the higher level of difficulty. 
In order to further understand the rationale behind the respondents' answers and most 
importantly in order to draw a clear picture of the characteristics that EU translations 
into Greek present, it is important to recall the reasons which most respondents isolated 
as the reasons that led them to identify Text A as a translated text and Text B as an 
original text. As far as Text A is concerned and as was pointed out earlier, the majority 
of the respondents felt that it is a translated text mainly because of the vocabulary and 
terminology used in it and because of its sentence structure and grammar. The overall 
text organisation of the text influenced the respondents' decision to a lesser degree. In 
particular, in the case of the open-ended question where the subjects were asked to 
justify briefly why they chose Text A or Text B as the translated text, most of the 
respondents who chose Text A as the translation pointed out that the vocabulary and 
terminology of the text were crucial in helping them reach that conclusion. They 
observed that the text does not flow naturally in Greek, and that many of the 
collocations and the word choices are rather `awkward'. In addition, quite a few 
respondents claimed that the excessive lexical repetition of the text hindered its 
cohesion and `alienated' the Greek reader. What is even more interesting is the fact that 
about one third of the respondents who answered the open-ended question observed 
that there was `something' wrong with the `cohesion' of the text, without specifying 
what this `something' was. With respect to the syntax and overall organisation of the 
text, many respondents observed that the text had very long sentences and complex 
syntax. Moreover, about 10% of the respondents noted that, in general, the text was not 
well-written, something which in their view was indicative of it being a translation. As 
far as Text B is concerned and as pointed out earlier, the majority of the respondents 
who thought that it is not a Greek original EU text but a translation justified their 
answer predominantly on the basis of its overall organisation and on the basis of the 
vocabulary and terminology of the text. 
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The conclusions that arise from the analysis of Questionnaire A are of particular value. 
First, the answers of the respondents seem to indicate that there are considerable 
differences between Text A, the Greek translated EU text, and Text B, the Greek 
original EU text. In particular, the majority of the subjects were correct in selecting 
Text A as the translation, something which signifies that readers are indeed sensitive to 
language issues and can easily distinguish a translation from an original on the basis of 
particular textual features. This also shows that the reports in the Greek press about the 
negative criticism that Greek EU translations have received are most probably well- 
substantiated and correspond to a true situation. 
In addition, the results from Questionnaire A indicate that the choice of lexical 
cohesion as the basis for the analysis of the text corpus is indeed a fruitful path to 
explore since the majority of the respondents concluded that Text A is a Greek 
translated EU text on the basis predominantly of its vocabulary. In particular and as 
seen earlier, the respondents found that, among others, the cohesion of Text A was 
predominantly hindered because of excessive lexical repetition, awkward lexical 
choices and unnatural collocations. Therefore, it emerges that problems at the lexical 
level of the text caused difficulty to the respondents and led them to believe that Text A 
is a translated text. It is particularly interesting that collocations, which - for practical 
reasons - were not included in the analysis, were referred to by quite a few respondents 
as a reason for guiding them to consider Text A as a translated text. 
To sum up, it is clear that the results that arise from Questionnaire A are significant and 
although they cannot be generalised, since the questionnaire bears on two particular 
texts of a specific text type and genre, they are widely applicable and can still be used, 
first, to help explain the way readers distinguish translated texts from original texts and, 
second, as a means to provide information on their characteristics. In particular, the 
statistically significant results that arise from the analysis of the Greek questionnaire 
seem to indicate that the negative reaction that Greek readers have towards Greek 
translated EU texts is not a result of bias towards the European Union and the ideals 
that it represents or a figment of the imagination of the press; on the contrary, this 
reaction is real and is triggered by specific textual features which the translated texts 
exhibit and which pose problems for the readers. The corpus analysis will reveal further 
whether Greek original EU texts do indeed differ from Greek translated EU texts, at 
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least with respect to lexical repetition. Thus, it will then be more appropriate to try and 
answer Research Question I and reach conclusions regarding translation and EU texts. 
In section 5.2.2 below, the results that emerge from the analysis of the English 
Questionnaire are set out and discussed. 
5.2.2 Investigating Hybridity: English Questionnaire (Questionnaire B) 
As already stated, the aim of the English questionnaire (Questionnaire B) was to yield 
answers regarding the reactions of the readers to two English texts, one original EU text 
and one hybrid EU text. The first text (Text A) in Questionnaire B, `An enlargement 
based on a considered choice', is an English EU text written by an individual author 
who is a native speaker of English whereas the second text (Text B), `The overall 
context', is an English hybrid EU text, as defined in the present study, written by a 
committee of native and non-native English speakers. The main question that needs to 
be answered is whether the readers' reactions to the two texts are different, and more 
precisely whether English native speakers can distinguish between an English original 
EU text and an English hybrid EU text based on specific textual characteristics, rather 
than on extralinguistic factors, like bias towards the European Union, its policies and 
the ideals that it represents. 
The sample of subjects was drawn from English native speakers because, as already 
mentioned, native speakers are considered to have a `feel' for language that non-native 
speakers do not necessarily possess. By English native speakers are meant speakers of 
British English; speakers of international regional varieties such as American English, 
Australian English, etc were excluded from the analysis mainly because of the fact that, 
as Crystal (1997: 306) points out, variations between `world Englishes', especially at 
lexical level, are considerable even though there are no accurate estimates for the 
number of points of contrast. This restriction rendered the process of selecting subjects 
for the questionnaire survey quite laborious. In fact, in some cases, mainly because of 
the multicultural character of the United Kingdom, it was very difficult to establish 
whether certain respondents were indeed native speakers of British English or not. In 
order to ensure that only native speakers answered the questionnaires, it was deemed 
appropriate to self-administer them, thus minimising the risk of any near-native 
speakers or even non-native speakers answering the questionnaire and thus 
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`contaminating' the results. In particular, all the subjects who were approached to 
answer the questionnaire, either in-person or by e-mail, were specifically asked to do so 
provided that they were native speakers of British English. It is interesting at this point 
to note that the response-rate to the English questionnaires was initially rather low - 40 
out of the 120 questionnaires were filled in and returned. As a result, it was necessary 
to approach more subjects that fitted the required profile (210 in total) in order to gather 
the required 100 answered questionnaires. Hence, the gathering of the necessary 
answered questionnaires proved more time-consuming and strenuous than had been 
thought. The analysis of the questionnaires starts below with information on the profile 
of the subjects in the sample. 
5.2.2.1 Information about the Subjects' Profile 
Table 5.9 Questionnaire B Sample by Gender Variable 
Subjects N % 
Male (x) 56 56% 
Female (y) 44 44% 
Sample by Gender Variable 
Figure 5.9 Questionnaire B: Sample by Gender Variable 
As the table and figure above illustrate, in terms of distribution of respondents by 
gender, there is a balance between the male (x) and female (y) respondents, even 
though the male respondents are slightly more than the female (56% male compared to 
44% female respondents). 
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Table _5.10 Questionnaire B: Sample by Age 
Variable 
Age x y Total in 
18 to 29 20 18 38% 
30 to 39 14 10 24% 
40 to 49 12 12 24% 
50 to 59 8 4 12% 
60+ 2 0 2% 
Sample by Age Variable 
12% 2% 
aas 018 to 29 
  30 to 39 
24% 
D 40 to 49 1 
0 50 to 59 
24% ®60a 
-- 
Figure 5.10 Questionnaire B: Sample by Age Variable 
In terms of age distribution, 38% of the respondents are aged between 18-29,24% are 
aged between 30-39,24% are aged between 40-49,12% are aged between 50-59 and 
2% are aged 60+. The sample can be said to be representative of all age groups even 
though the respondents who are over 50 years old constitute the smallest sample. This 
is due to the fact that there was a smaller response rate in this group. Interestingly 
enough, the keenest respondents of all were the ones aged between 20-29. 
Table 5.11 Questionnaire B: Sample by Level of Education Variable 
Level of Education x y Total in 
Secondary Education 22 19 41% 
University Education 
First Degree) 
27 13 40% 
Postgraduate Education 7 12 19% 
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Sample by Level of Education Variable 
19% 
41% 
OSecondary education 
0 University education 
40% 
Ia Postgraduate education 
Figure 5.11 Questionnaire B. Sample by Level of Education Variable 
It is clear that the subjects' level of education is balanced since 41% have secondary 
education, and 59% have university education (40% hold a first degree and 19% hold a 
postgraduate degree). The table and figure below include information on the 
disciplinary focus of the education of the respondents who hold a first degree or a 
postgraduate degree. 
Table 5.12 Questionnaire B: Sample by Disciplinary Focus of Education Variable 
Type of Education x y Total Total in 
Language and 
Linguistics 
11 10 21 36% 
Other Disciplines 19 9 28 47% 
Both 4 6 10 17% 
Sample by Disciplinary Focus 
of Education Variable 
17% "Language and 
3G, ß Linguistics 
  Other Disciplines 
11 Both 
Figure 5.12 Questionnaire B: Sample by Disciplinary Focus of Education Variable 
As in the case of the Greek questionnaire, it was deemed essential that the subjects 
studied by those respondents who had university or postgraduate education (59%) were 
varied in order to avoid a result that could have been influenced by a possibly greater 
sensitivity shown to the texts by subjects who had studied linguistics. Fortunately, the 
sample appears to be balanced since 36% of the respondents had studied language and 
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linguistics, 47% had studied other disciplines and 17% had studied language and 
linguistics as well as another discipline. 
5.2.2.2 Information about the Understanding of Texts 
It is now established that the respondents to the English questionnaire (Questionnaire 
B) are a varied cross-section of the population in terms of gender, age, educational 
background and disciplinary focus and it is, thus, reasonable to assume that the results 
concerning the answers that the respondents gave with respect to the nature of the two 
texts are widely applicable. The presentation of the results with respect to the 
understanding of the two texts starts with the answers provided by the respondents with 
respect to how easy or difficult they found the texts to understand (level of 
understanding) and continues with the answers they gave regarding the nature of the 
texts and their characteristics. 
Table 5.13 Level of Understanding (Text A/English Original EU Text) 
Level of 
Understands 
x y Total in 
% 
Very Easy 16 7 23% 
Fairly Easy 20 16 36% 
Moderate 12 14 26% 
Quite Hard 8 7 15% 
Very Hard 0 0 0% 
Understanding of Text A 
15% 0% 13N, 
OVery Easy 
  Fairly Easy 
26%r 
O Moderate 
O Quite Hard 
36% 
Lp 
Very Hard 
Figure 5.13 Level of Understanding (Text A/English Original EU Text) 
With respect to the English original EU text, 85% of the respondents, i. e. the majority, 
did not have major problems understanding it, whereas only 15% encountered 
difficulties. In particular, 23% of the subjects found the text very easy to understand, 
36% found it fairly easy to understand and 26% found that text was neither easy nor 
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hard to understand. Only 15% of the respondents thought that the text was quite hard to 
understand. It is notable that no respondent thought that the text was very hard to 
understand. The answers given by the respondents concerning the level of difficulty of 
the English original EU text can now be compared with the answers that the subjects 
gave concerning the level of difficulty of the English hybrid EU text. These are 
provided in Table 5.14 and Figure 5.14 below. 
Table 5.14 Level of Understanding (Text B/English Hybrid EU Text) 
Level of 
Understanding 
x y Total in 
% 
Very Easy 7 5 12% 
Fairly Easy 15 11 26% 
Moderate 10 6 16% 
Quite Hard 19 16 35% 
Very Hard 5 6 11% 
Understanding of Text B 
11% 12% 
BVery Easy 
  Fairly Easy 
O Moderate 
35 % 
26ý O Quite Hard 
O Very Hard 
16% 
Figure 5.14 Level of Understanding (Text B/English Hybrid EU Text) 
As far as Text B is concerned, 38% of the respondents thought that the text was either 
very easy (12%) or fairly easy (26%) to understand whereas 16% found that it was 
neither easy nor hard to understand. At the same time, 35% found the text quite hard to 
understand and 11% thought that it was very hard to understand. It is obvious that the 
percentage of those who had difficulty understanding the text is rather high (46%) and 
if we compare it to the percentage (15%) of those who had trouble understanding the 
English original EU text, Text A, we can deduce that overall, according to their reports, 
the respondents noticed a clear difference between the two texts as far as their 
comprehension is concerned. 
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It should be pointed out here that, as in the case of the questionnaire which bears on the 
Greek texts, in order to establish whether the recorded difference between the two texts 
with respect to the level of understanding is statistically significant, we used Mann- 
Whitney U test. More specifically, using the Mann-Whitney U test we tested the null 
hypothesis that there is the same distribution for the level of understanding of the 
English original EU text as of the English hybrid EU text. If it was shown that p<0.05, 
then the null hypothesis would be rejected and it would be concluded that one text is 
easier to understand than the other. In the case of the English original EU text and the 
English hybrid EU text, it was indeed shown that the result was significant at 
p<0.00005 and therefore the null hypothesis was rejected. It clearly emerged that there 
is a significant shift indicating easier understanding of the English original EU text as is 
visually displayed in Tables 5.13 and 5.14 and Figures 5.13 and 5.14; in other words, 
the English original EU text proved to be significantly easier than the English hybrid 
EU text. 
It is now interesting to see whether the respondents were able to identify the hybrid EU 
text and the non-hybrid or original EU text and whether their answers regarding the 
perceived difficulty of the two texts are consistent with their answers regarding the 
nature of the texts. 
Table 5.15 Nature of Text A (English Original EU Text) 
Text A x y Total in 
Original Text 36 30 66% 
Not Original Text 20 14 34% 
Nature of Text A 
34% 
OOriginal text 
  Not original text 
Figure 5.15 Nature of Text A (English Original EU Text) 
If we start with the English original EU text, we can see that 66% of the respondents, 
i. e. the majority, correctly identified it as an original, an `authentic' as they observed, 
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English text. However, 34% of the respondents incorrectly identified the text as a non- 
original English text. The table and figure that follow demonstrate on what grounds the 
respondents reached their decision. In particular, they present the reasons - the textual 
characteristics - that led the respondents to consider the text either correctly as an 
original text or incorrectly as a non-original text. In the table below, w represents the 
respondents who correctly identified Text A as an original English text and z represents 
the respondents who did not. More information on the textual characteristics which 
influenced the readers in reaching a decision concerning the nature of Text A is 
provided in the discussion that follows Table 5.16 and Figure 5.16 below. 
Table 5.16 Reasons Put Forward by Respondents 
According to Whether they Identified Text A as an Original Text (w) or a Non-original Text (z) 
Reasons w Total Total z Total Total 
N b in 
x y 
Number 
of 
in 
% x y 
um er 
of % 
Res onses Responses 
Sentence 15 11 26 39.4% 8 6 14 41.2% 
Structure/ 
Grammar 
Overall Text 19 18 37 56.2% 20 10 30 88.2% 
Organisation 
Vocabulary 26 20 46 69.7% 9 13 22 64.7% 
and 
Terminology 
Other 0 0 0 0% 1 2 3 8.8% 
Note: Multiple answers are possible 
Reasons Put Forward by Respondents 
According to Whether They Identified Text A 
as an Original Text or a Non-original Text 
100% 
80%  See Structure/Grammar 
60% ---  Overall Text Organisation 
40% 
O Vocabulary and 
20% -- --'- Terminology 
0% OOther 
Identified as Original Identified as Not 
Text Original Text 
Figure 5.16 Reasons Put Forward by Respondents 
According to Whether they Identified Text A as an Original Text or a Non-original Text 
The table and figure above illustrate that the majority of the respondents who correctly 
identified Text A as an original English text justified their response on the basis of the 
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vocabulary and terminology of the text (69.7%) and on the basis of its overall text 
organisation (56.2%). The sentence structure and syntax of the text influenced their 
decision but to a lesser degree (39.4%). However, in order to ensure that the particular 
results are statistically significant we constructed a 95% confidence interval for the 
results of the three main reasons ptit forward by the respondents, i. e. vocabulary and 
terminology, overall text organisation and sentence-structure and grammar. The test 
showed that if the questionnaire survey were to be repeated, there is a 95% chance that 
the percentage of readers who would identify vocabulary and terminology as a reason 
that led them to correctly believe that Text A is an original English text would be 
between 58.6% and 80.8%. Similarly, there is a 95% chance that the percentage of 
those who would identify the overall organisation of the text as a reason that led them 
to believe that Text A is an original text would be between 44.1% and 68%. Finally, 
there is a 95% chance that the percentage of those who would identify sentence 
structure and grammar as a reason that led them to believe that Text A is an original 
English text would be between 27.6% and 51.2%. It is obvious from the results of the 
statistical test that lexis and overall text organisation as features which influence the 
readers in deciding on the originality or authenticity of Text A are particularly 
significant. 
It is interesting at this point to refer to some common themes that emerge from the 
more elaborate justification (i. e. examples from the text or reference to particular 
features of lexis, sentence structure/grammar or overall text organisation) that has been 
provided in the answer to an open question by many respondents who correctly thought 
that Text A is an original English text. Three main common themes emerge from their 
comments: `naturalness' at the level of lexis, `appropriate' style and `naturalness' at the 
level of paragraph organisation. In particular, about 25% of the respondents in thus 
group observed that the text flows naturally and makes use of collocations and idioms 
which `sound English'. A further 18% of these respondents pointed out that the style of 
the text helped them reach a conclusion as to its originality. Finally, around 12% 
justified their answer based on the fact that the overall organisation of the text was such 
that it enabled them to comprehend the text effortlessly without having to `read a 
paragraph two or three times' in order to fully understand its meaning. 
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If we now move on to the reasons put forward by the respondents who incorrectly 
thought that Text A is not an original text, we can clearly see that the overall text 
organisation played a predominant role (88.2%) in the formation of their decision. The 
vocabulary and terminology of the text influenced their decision considerably (64.7%) 
whereas the sentence grammar and structure was somewhat less influential (41.2%). A 
limited number of respondents (8.8%) pointed to other reasons, namely punctuation, for 
the justification of their response. Finally, it should be pointed out that some 
respondents, who further elaborated on the reasons that led them to believe that Text A 
is not an original text, noticed that the word order was at times `awkward' (18%), the 
paragraphs were rather short (9%) and the text was characterised by erroneous use of 
prepositions (10%). It should be noted here that the results are given simply in 
percentages and are not statistically analysed because they refer to the choices that were 
made by those respondents who were not able to identify the original/authentic nature 
of Text A. 
Let us now move on to the nature of the English hybrid EU text (Text B). 
Table 5.17 Nature of Text B (English Hybrid EU Text) 
Text B x y Total in 
Original Text 10 12 22% 
Not Original Text 46 32 78% 
Nature of Text B1 
IOOriginal text 
t Not original tuft 
7 
Figure 5.17 Nature of Text B (English Hybrid EU Text) 
We can see from Table 5.17 and Figure 5.17 that 78% of the respondents, i. e. the 
majority, correctly identified Text B as a non-original English text. Most of the 
respondents actually pointed out in their answer to the open question of the 
questionnaire that the text is a translation, this is particularly interesting; because there 
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was no indication whatsoever in the questionnaire that the text might have been a 
translation. Only 22% of the respondents felt, incorrectly, that the text is an original 
English text. As in the case of Text A, the table and figure below present the reasons - 
the textual characteristics - that led the respondents to consider Text B either 
incorrectly as an original text or correctly as a non-original text. As in Table 5.16, w 
represents the respondents who correctly thought that the text is an original English text 
and z represents those who incorrectly thought that it is not an original text. More 
information on the textual characteristics which influenced the readers in reaching a 
decision concerning the nature of Text B is provided in the discussion that follows 
Table 5.18 and Figure 5.18. 
Table 5.18 Reasons Put Forward by Respondents 
According to Whether they Identified Text B as an Original Text (w) or a Non-original Text (z) 
Reasons w Total Total z Total Total 
N b i N b i 
x y 
er um 
of 
n 
% X Y 
um er 
of 
n 
% 
Res 
_nses 
Res onses 
Sentence 7 5 12 54.5% 28 20 48 61.5% 
Structure/ 
Grammar 
Overall Text 9 8 17 77.2% 24 12 36 46.1% 
Organisation 
Vocabulary 4 6 10 45.4% 41 28 69 88.5% 
and 
Terminology 
Other 0 0 0 0% 5 2 7 9% 
Note: Multiple answers are possible 
Reasons Put Forward by Respondents 
According to Whether they Identified Text B 
as an Original or a Non-original Text 
100% 
80%  Senlence Slructure/Grammar 
60% . Overall Text Organisation 
40% 
OVocabuiary and 20% Terminology 
0% OOther 
Identified as Original Identified as Not 
Text Original Text 
Figure 5.18 Reasons Put Forward by Respondents 
According to Whether they identified Text B as an Original Text or a Non-original Text 
It appears that the majority of the respondents who incorrectly thought that Text B is an 
original English text justified their response on the basis of its overall organisation 
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(77.2%) and on the basis of its sentence structure and grammar (54.5%). These two 
textual characteristics seem to have exerted particular influence on the respondents 
whereas the vocabulary and terminology of the text had a somewhat smaller influence 
(45.4%) on their decision. It should be noted here that the results are given simply in 
percentages and are not statistically analysed because they refer to the choices that were 
made by those respondents who were not able to identify the non-original nature of 
Text B. 
If we now move on to the reasons put forward by the respondents who correctly 
identified Text B as a non-original English text, we can clearly see that the vocabulary 
and terminology of the text played a predominant role in the formation of their 
decision. In fact, the large majority of the respondents (88.5%) who thought that Text B 
is not an original text justified their response on the basis of its vocabulary and 
terminology. The sentence structure and grammar of the text was also significant 
(61.5%) in the formation of their decision whereas the overall organisation of the text 
was somewhat less influential (46.1%). A few respondents (9%) justified their answer 
on the basis of punctuation. However, as in the previous cases and in order to ensure 
that the particular results are statistically significant, we constructed a 95% confidence 
interval for the results of the three main reasons put forward by the respondents, i. e. 
vocabulary and terminology, sentence-structure and grammar, and overall text 
organisation. The test showed that if the questionnaire survey were to be repeated, there 
is a 95% chance that the percentage of readers who would identify vocabulary and 
terminology as a reason that led them to correctly identify Text B as a non-original text 
would be between 81.4% and 95.5%. Similarly, there is a 95% chance that the 
percentage of those who would identify sentence structure and grammar as a reason 
that led them to believe that Text B is not an original text would be between 50.7% and 
72.3%. Finally, there is a 95% chance that the percentage of those who would identify 
the overall organisation of the text as a reason that led them to believe that Text B is 
not an original text would be between 35% and 57.2%. The results of the statistical test 
indicate that lexis and sentence structure and grammar, as features which influence the 
readers in deciding on the originality or authenticity of Text B, are particularly 
significant. 
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Some common themes that emerge from the more elaborate justification that has been 
provided in the open question by many respondents who correctly thought that Text B 
is not an original text point to the `erroneous' use of prepositions, the `overwhelming' 
syntax, the `excessive' use of nominal phrases and the `problems with the cohesion' of 
the text. What is of particular interest for the present study is the fact that two thirds of 
the respondents in this group noticed that the interpretation of certain pro-forms, like 
this and that, was very problematic, something which interfered with the cohesion of 
the text and hindered its understanding. In addition, 33% of the respondents who 
further elaborated on the reasons that led them to believe that Text B is not an original 
text observed that the choice of certain lexical items was `awkward' and that certain 
collocations were `clumsy' -a feature, they claimed, that also interfered with the 
cohesion of the text, rendered it to sound `foreign' and led them to believe that Text B 
is not an original text but, interestingly, a translation. 
It appears from the above discussion and from Table 5.19 below that there is a clear 
difference between Text A and Text B in that the majority of the respondents correctly 
consider Text A to be an original text and Text Ba non-original text. 
Table 5.19 Comparison of the Nature of Text A and Text B 
Nature of Text as Viewed Text A Text B 
by Respondents (English Original (English Hybrid 
EU Text) EU Ted 
Identified as Original Text 66% 22% 
Identified as Non-original Text 34% 78% 
In order to statistically test the significance of the difference observed between the two 
texts we used a Chi-square test (cf. Chapter 4). In particular we tested the null 
hypothesis that Text B is as likely to be considered an original text as Text A. The null 
hypothesis was rejected since it was shown that p<0.000005. In fact, it emerged from 
Table 5.19 that Text A is much more likely to be considered an original than Text B. In 
other words, the difference in percentage between the respondents who believed Text A 
to be an original and the respondents who believed Text B to be an original was found 
to be statistically highly significant. 
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5.2.2.3 Questionnaire B: Interpretation of the Results and Discussion 
In this section, the results of the English questionnaire (Questionnaire B) are further 
explained and an attempt is made to interpret them and draw conclusions about the 
nature of English hybrid EU texts. 
As was seen in 5.2.2.1, the subjects who answered the English questionnaire are native 
speakers of British English and, based on their profile, they seem to cover a wide 
spectrum of the population. In effect, the sample consists of a balanced percentage of 
male and female respondents of all age groups (18+ to 60+) whose levels and types of 
education are varied. Taking into account the fact that the respondents cover a wide 
sample of the population and the fact that the two texts (Text A and Text B) share the 
same subject matter and are of the same genre, text type and register as pointed out in 
Chapter 4, it is safe to say that the answers that the respondents provided concerning 
the understanding and nature of Text A and Text B and which reveal considerable 
differences between the two can be used to draw widely applicable conclusions. 
If we want to sum up the differences that the respondents observed between Text A and 
Text B, we can point to the fact that 59% of them found that Text A was very easy or 
fairly easy to understand and 26% found that it was neither easy nor hard to understand. 
Only 15% of the respondents thought that the text was quite hard while no respondent 
found the text very hard to understand. At the same time, 46% of the respondents found 
Text B quite hard or very hard and only 28% of them found it fairly easy or very easy 
to understand. It is clear that overall the respondents felt that Text A was a lot easier 
than Text B. If we now consider these results together with the fact that (a) 66% of the 
respondents correctly believed Text A to be an original English EU text and (b) 78% of 
them believed Text B not to be an original English EU text, then we can conclude that 
the text which the respondents found more difficult was also the one they considered to 
be a non-original text. In other words, it seems that the text which was believed by the 
respondents to be a non-original text is the one with the higher level of difficulty. 
In order to further understand the rationale behind the respondents' answers and most 
importantly in order to draw a clear picture of the characteristics of English hybrid EU 
texts, it is important to recall the reasons which the respondents isolated as the reasons 
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that led them to correctly identify Text A as an original text and Text B as a non- 
original text. As far as Text A is concerned and as was pointed out earlier, the majority 
of the respondents felt that it is an original English text mainly because of the 
vocabulary and terminology employed in it and subsequently because of its overall 
organisation. In particular, in the case of the open-ended question where the subjects 
were asked to justify briefly their answer regarding the originality of Text A, most of 
the respondents pointed out that the style and the lexis or vocabulary of the text helped 
them reach a conclusion as to its originality and its authenticity. They observed that the 
text flows naturally and makes use of collocations and idioms which sound natural in 
English. In addition, many respondents justified their answer based on the fact that the 
overall organisation of the text was such that it enabled them to comprehend the text 
effortlessly without having to read a paragraph two or three times in order to fully 
understand its meaning. 
As far as Text B is concerned and as pointed out earlier, the majority - if not all - of 
the respondents who correctly identified it as a non-original English EU text justified 
their answer predominantly on the basis of the vocabulary and terminology employed 
in the text and subsequently on the basis of its sentence structure and grammar. The 
respondents who believed Text B not to be an original text, further justified their view 
by referring to the erroneous use of prepositions, the overwhelming syntax and the 
excessive use of nominal phrases. It is notable that a number of reasons given by the 
respondents for rejecting Text B, the hybrid EU text, as an original text relate to aspects 
of textual cohesion. These include the use of certain pro-forms, lexical choice, and 
collocational patterns. 
The conclusions that emerge from the analysis of Questionnaire B are of particular 
interest and importance. First, the answers provided by the respondents seem to 
indicate that there are considerable differences between Text A, the English original 
EU text, and Text B, the English hybrid EU text. In particular, the subjects, in their 
majority, were correct in selecting Text B as the non-original text, something which 
signifies that readers are indeed sensitive to language issues and can readily distinguish 
an original text from a non-original text on the basis of particular textual features. The 
differences between the two texts also indicate that a hybrid text as defined in the 
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present study, i. e. as a multi-authored text which is produced by way of multilingual 
negotiation in a supranational multicultural discourse community, where there is no 
linguistically neutral ground and where internationalisation of concepts and ideas is a 
sine qua non, is indeed a non-original text in the sense that it exhibits characteristics 
which are different, or else which deviate, from the characteristics of an original text of 
the same genre, text-type and subject matter. What is more, the reports in the press 
about the negative criticism that certain English EU texts have received appear to be 
well-substantiated and correspond to a true situation. 
In addition, the results of Questionnaire B indicate that the choice of lexical cohesion as 
the basis for the analysis of the text corpus is indeed a fruitful path to explore since the 
majority of the respondents concluded that Text A is an original English EU text and 
Text Ba non-original English EU text on the basis predominantly of the vocabulary 
and terminology employed in the texts. In particular and as seen earlier, the respondents 
found that the cohesion of Text B, which was obscured because of problems at the 
lexical level, caused them difficulty and led them to consider it as a non-original text. 
Similarly, naturalness at the lexical level led respondents to consider Text A as an 
original text. It is noteworthy that, as seen in Chapter 3, collocations, which - for 
practical reasons - were not included in the corpus analysis even though they are 
considered to be important for the cohesion of a text, were referred to by quite a few 
respondents as a reason for guiding them to consider Text B as a non-original text. It 
also notable that collocations were referred to by quite a few respondents as a reason 
that guided them to a correct identification of the translated text in the Greek 
questionnaire survey. 
Another point that should be underlined is the fact that many respondents pointed out in 
their answer to the open question of the questionnaire that Text B is not an original 
English text but a translation. This is indicative of the fact that the characteristics of the 
particular hybrid EU text resemble the characteristics of translated texts. Many people 
view translated texts as texts with problems, as texts which lack naturalness and make 
use of structures and vocabulary or terminology which are against TL norms, and the 
English respondents in this study found that the hybrid text (Text B) has such aspects 
and reached the conclusion that it is in fact a translation. This is of particular interest 
because, as we pointed out, English speakers have a negative attitude towards certain 
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EU texts that is similar to the reaction that many people have towards translations in 
general, or to draw a comparison, similar to the reaction that Greek speakers have 
towards Greek translated EU texts. 
To sum up, we can conclude that the results that arise from the English questionnaire 
survey (Questionnaire B) are of particular interest. In spite of the fact that they cannot 
be generalised to other genres, text types and languages, the conclusions are widely 
applicable and can still be used as a starting point to try and explain the backdrop of the 
notion of hybrid EU text and its characteristics. In particular, the results that arise from 
the English questionnaire seem to indicate that hybrid EU texts are not imagined 
artefacts of negative attitudes or Euroscepticism and bias towards the European Union 
and the ideals that it represents; on the contrary, hybrid EU texts seem to be real, since 
the majority of English native speakers in the present study managed to identify the 
hybrid EU text and distinguish it from the non-hybrid EU text on the basis of particular 
textual features. It also emerges from the questionnaire analysis that English hybrid EU 
texts exhibit features, or better, specific textual characteristics, especially at the lexical 
level which trouble readers and guide them to identify them as non-original texts and as 
texts which resemble the characteristics of translations. The next stage of this study, i. e. 
the corpus analysis, will explore further whether English hybrid EU texts do indeed 
differ from English non-hybrid EU texts, at least at the level of lexical repetition, and 
whether they share characteristics with Greek translated EU texts. It will then be more 
appropriate to try and answer Research Question II and reach conclusions regarding 
hybridity and EU texts. 
5.2.3 Questionnaires: A Final Note 
At this point, it is important to note that both the Greek Questionnaire and the English 
Questionnaire relate to specific texts and consequently the results that arise from their 
analysis regarding translation and hybridity respectively can be said to be valid only in 
the case of those particular texts. In other words, it is by no means assumed that the 
results are valid for and extend to other text types and genres or other EU languages. In 
addition, although the number of questionnaires is rather limited, it is considered to be 
adequate for the purposes of the particular research, i. e. to test reader reaction with 
respect to a Greek EU translation (Questionnaire A) as well as reader reaction with 
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respect to an English hybrid EU text (Questionnaire B). In fact, the results of the 
questionnaires are indicative of statistically significant differences between Greek 
translated EU texts and Greek original EU texts as well as between English hybrid EU 
texts and English non-hybrid EU texts for the chosen genre and text type. 
In particular, it can be maintained that both Questionnaire A and Questionnaire B 
constitute important sources of information regarding translation and hybridity 
respectively and can be said to be valuable and reliable sources for testing reader 
reaction and acquiring a clear picture as to the attitude that readers have towards and 
the characteristics they observe in Greek translated EU texts and English hybrid EU 
texts. The results that arise from their analysis reveal that differences between Greek 
translations and Greek originals and English hybrids and English originals exist and 
can be readily identified on the basis of particular textual features by readers of almost 
all ages and education levels. More importantly and despite the fact that according to 
Stoddard "a reader's sense of cohesion patterns is unconscious most of the times" 
(1991: 105), it emerged from the analysis of the questionnaires that it is quite possible 
for readers to identify `problematic' or 'unnatural' cohesion in a text even though it is 
less tangible than erroneous syntax or grammar. 
5.3 Conclusion 
This chapter has served the dual purpose of presenting and discussing the results that 
emerge from the analysis of the Greek Questionnaire and the English Questionnaire, 
with the former aiming at testing reader reaction with respect to Greek translated EU 
texts and the latter at testing reader reaction with respect to English hybrid EU texts. 
The findings of the questionnaires, which are statistically significant and entail 
considerable implications for translation and text production in the European Union 
Institutions, will be further discussed in Chapter 6, where they will be correlated with 
the findings of the text corpus analysis with the aim of testing the validity of the 
research hypotheses and answering the research questions, as these were posed in 
Chapter 4. It will then be more appropriate to draw specific conclusions concerning the 
nature and characteristics of Greek translations of English EU texts and English hybrid 
EU texts. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
Findings of the Text Corpus, 
Answering of the Research Questions and Overview of the Study 
6.1 Introduction 
Having presented in the previous chapter the results that have emerged from the 
analysis of the questionnaires and having acquired a clear picture of the readers' 
reactions with respect to Greek translated EU texts and English hybrid EU texts as well 
as of the discerning characteristics that readers observe between Greek translated EU 
texts and Greek original EU texts and between English hybrid EU texts and English 
original EU texts, it is the aim of the present chapter to report the findings of the corpus 
analysis, to discuss them, to answer the research questions and finally to draw 
conclusions regarding the nature of Greek translated EU texts and English hybrid EU 
texts. 
The presentation of the results that emerge from the analysis of the text corpus is 
preceded by a brief discussion on the most striking problems and difficulties that arose 
during the analysis, a discussion which necessarily bears on the practical application of 
the lexical repetition model which was used for the analysis of the corpus and which 
was presented in Chapter 4. The presentation of the results is followed by the testing of 
the research hypotheses against the results that arise from the corpus analysis and by 
the attempt to answer the research questions and draw concrete conclusions concerning 
Greek translations of English EU texts and English hybrid EU texts. An overview of 
the study and its limitations conclude the present chapter. 
6.2 Corpus Analysis 
This section is devoted to the analysis of the twelve texts that make up the text corpus 
and is divided into three main parts. The first part is dedicated to the problems and 
disputed cases that appeared during the analysis of the text corpus with the application 
of the lexical repetition model. The second part is dedicated to the presentation of the 
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results that emerge from the analysis of each individual text and, finally, the third part 
is devoted to the comparison of the results that arise from the analysis of the texts with 
the aim of testing the validity of the research hypotheses and answering the research 
questions. 
In particular, the results that arise from the analysis of the Greek translations of English 
original EU texts (Texts IV, V and VI) are compared with the results that arise from the 
analysis of the Greek original EU texts (Texts VII, VIII and IX); the results that arise 
from the analysis of the English original EU texts (Texts I, II and III) are compared 
with the results that arise from the analysis of the Greek translations of the English EU 
texts (Texts IV, V and VI); finally, the results that arise from the analysis of the Greek 
original EU texts (Texts VII, VIII and IX) are compared with the results that arise from 
the analysis of the English original EU texts (Texts I, II and III). The above 
comparisons aim at providing an answer to Research Question I, i. e. as to whether 
there are any differences in the patterns of lexical repetition between Greek original EU 
texts and Greek translated EU texts. Similarly, the results that arise from the analysis of 
the English original EU texts (Texts I, II and III) are compared with the results that 
arise from the analysis of the English hybrid EU texts (Texts X, Xl and XII) with the 
aim of providing an answer to Research Question II, i. e. as to whether there are any 
differences in the patterns of lexical repetition between English original or non-hybrid 
EU texts and English hybrid EU texts. 
6.2.1 Lexical Repetition Model: Problems, Disputed Cases and Solutions 
Prior to the presentation of the analysis of the text corpus and its results, it would be 
informative to refer briefly to certain problematic cases which made their appearance 
during the analysis of the twelve texts and which rendered the process of analysis less 
straightforward than anticipated. Nevertheless, it is fair to note that even though the 
application of the lexical repetition model for the analysis of the texts was not without 
problems, its overall evaluation is most certainly positive since it proved to be 
comprehensive, systematic and transparent in that it could account for and help classify 
in a systematic way almost all the lexical repetition links that could be identified in the 
texts. It is noteworthy that simple lexical repetition and complex lexical repetition, i. e. 
the form-bound lexical repetition relations, were the most easily identifiable types of 
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lexical repetition and, as a result, the ones that posed very few problems during the 
analysis of all twelve texts of the text corpus. 
The most striking problems and difficulties that arose revolve mainly around the 
following issues: a) the identification* and elimination of the repetition of polysemous 
lexical items, b) the identification of certain synonyms, hyponyms, meronyms and 
equivalents due mainly to the specialised terminology employed in the texts, c) the 
identification and classification of phrasal compounds, and d) the fact that certain cases 
of lexical repetition could fall under two or more categories of lexical repetition 
relations. The majority, if not all, of those problems are closely related to the LSP 
nature of the texts and that is exactly why they were resolved first and foremost with 
the help of subject experts and by consulting parallel texts. In particular and as 
mentioned in Chapter 4, many of the decisions made during the analysis of the corpus 
relied significantly on the expertise of EU specialists who provided a deeper 
understanding of the texts and the terminology employed in them, mainly by clarifying 
obscure terms and neologisms. 
The problems encountered are, in principle, the same for the Greek and the English 
texts analysed. However, language typological differences mean that English makes 
use of more phrasal compounds than Greek with the result that the problems were 
slightly more prominent during the analysis of the English texts. In brief, the 
identification of cases of synonymy, equivalence, meronymy, hyponymy, polysemy 
and phrasal compounds was easier in the Greek texts than it was in the English. 
However, consultation of parallel texts and subject experts, who were also native 
speakers of English, helped solve the problems. It should also be pointed out that the 
problems were encountered with the same frequency in the Greek translated texts and 
the Greek original texts as well as in the English hybrid EU texts and English non- 
hybrid EU texts. In other words there was no observed difference in the frequency of 
problematic cases in the texts under investigation. 
In the four sub-sections that follow, some examples of the problems encountered during 
the analysis of the texts are provided and they serve as means to better understand the 
analysis process by offering concrete evidence as to why extralinguistic as well as 
linguistic knowledge is important for the resolution of the particular problems. 
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6.2.1.1 Polysemy 
As stated in Chapter 4, a necessary condition for the existence of a lexical repetition 
link between two lexical items is similarity or relatedness of meaning. This means that 
even though absolute identity of meaning is not required and a certain renegotiation or 
slight shift in meaning is acceptable, different senses (polysemous items) are not picked 
in the analysis since they are not considered to be significant for the cohesion of a text. 
It is notable that not many cases of polysemy were encountered in the analysed texts 
and most of the ones encountered were more or less easy to identify and eliminate. 
However, certain cases of polysemy proved to be rather troublesome. An example of 
such a case follows below: 
(a) 
In parallel, additional trade concessions on processed agricultural products 
entered into force in September 2001 with Estonia and in November 2001 
with Slovenia. With regard to Bulgaria, Hungary, Slovakia, Latvia and 
Lithuania additional trade concessions for these products are in the process 
of being decided (Text XIUEnglish Hybrid EU Text 3, paragraph 3, lines 
41-45). 
In example (a), it was not clear in the beginning whether process in the second sentence 
constituted a complex lexical repetition of processed in the first sentence. After close 
examination and consultation of dictionaries it was established that process is not a 
lexical repetition of processed simply because, despite the fact that the two lexical 
items are morphologically related, they are not semantically related. In particular, 
process refers to the course of time whereas processed means to treat by a special 
method. 
6.2.1.2 Synonymy, Hyponymy, Meronymy and Equivalence 
The identification of certain lexical repetition links was often hindered by the fact that 
the lexical items involved were specialised terms which required expertise in EU affairs 
and politics. Due to the fact that the researcher is not an expert in EU affairs, she had to 
resort to consultation of parallel texts and advice from different subject experts who 
clarified the terms involved and rendered the identification of links considerably easier 
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thus helping to achieve a reliable classification. The problems that emerged were 
mainly related to the identification of synonyms, hyponyms, meronyms and 
equivalents. Examples follow below. 
Synonymy 
Some examples of synonyms whose identification was not straightforward are the 
following: 
(b) 
The EU' s agriculture sector has benefited from the opening up of trade with 
the candidate countries. More sophisticated distribution processes, coupled 
with high levels of subsidies, enabled EU farmers to increase their 
agricultural exports to the candidate countries during the early 1990s, and in 
1999 the EU had an agricultural trade surplus of around 1.5 billion euro with 
the negotiating countries (Text Il/English Original EU Text 2, paragraph 8, 
lines 90-95). 
(c) 
Concerning human rights respect for fundamental rights is generally 
guaranteed in the candidate countries. There has been little evolution of the 
situation in Turkey with regard to the problems highlighted in last year's 
report. The Commission remains concerned about shortcomings in terms of 
respect for human rights and the rights of minorities and about the 
constitutional role which the army plays in political life through the National 
Security Council (Text I/English Original EU Text 1, paragraph 10, lines 
115-121). 
(d) 
The Commission's task was unprecedented because the Copenhagen criteria 
are broad in political and economic terms and go beyond the acquis 
communautaire (for example, assessing administrative and judicial 
capacity), and because the acquis itself has expanded considerably since 
previous enlargements. The acquis of the Union now includes the common 
foreign and security policy and justice and home affairs, as well as the 
objectives and the progressive realization of political, economic and 
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monetary union (Text X/English Hybrid EU Text 1, paragraph 6, lines 65- 
71). 
In example (b), negotiating countries turns out to be a synonym of candidate countries 
and therefore a case of simple paraphrase. During the analysis, however, it was not 
clear whether the two phrasal compounds were synonyms thus forming a semantically- 
bound relation or simply equivalents, thus forming a text-bound lexical relation, but it 
was confirmed by Nina Hoffman (Information Centre Manager, Enlargement, Phare 
and Tacis Information Centre) that they are indeed synonyms. Similarly, it was not 
clear during the analysis whether human rights, in example (c), was a synonym or a 
hyponym of fundamental rights. This case was particularly intricate because the two 
lexical items refer to very complex concepts which require particular attention since 
they belong to the area of law. Thanks to Dr Noel Parker (Reader in European Politics 
at the University of Surrey) it was confirmed that human rights is in fact a synonym 
and not a hyponym of fundamental rights. Finally, in example (d), acquis of the Union 
was confirmed as a synonym and therefore a simple paraphrase of both acquis and 
acquis communautaire. This case was puzzling because, although it was clear that 
acquis of the Union is indeed a synonym of acquis communauataire, it was not clear 
whether the `stripping' of the phrasal compound acquis communautaire resulted in a 
synonym or whether it simply gave rise to an equivalent lexical item whose validity 
was text-bound and did not extend to the language system. It was made clear from 
consultation of parallel texts (http: //europa. eu. int/comm/enlargement/report 11 00. 
http: //europa. eu. int/comm/iusticehome/fsi/enlargement/acquis/wai/fsi_enlarge acquis 
en. htm that acquis is actually a synonym of acquis communautaire and acquis of the 
Union. 
Hyponymy 
The examples that follow bear on problems related to hyponymy. 
(e) 
Progress on sector specific legislation has been mixed. In the areas covered 
by the New Approach Directives little progress has been made on actual 
transposition (Text III/English Original EU Text 3, paragraph 3, lines 35- 
37). 
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(f) 
The Commission also considered the progress made under the bilateral 
agreements which are the main element in the Union's relations with the 
applicant countries. Europe (Association) Agreements, which cover 
economic cooperation, trade and political dialogue have entered into force 
with six of the applicant countries (Text X/English Hybrid EU Text 1, 
paragraph 5, lines 56-59) 
(g) 
H Evpwnatii i Emtpon j npoTcivet µta maXu[t9vrj icposvraýtaic atpavqyix4 
nov Oa cnuaxüvct Try StaStxaaia Tr1S vvtaýrjS. Av&pcaa am &a µftpa, il 
avvoktxrj 7rposvraýzak-4 ovvöpour yta qv ip{oSo 2000-2006 avEpxeTat as 
21 Sta. ECU, anö Ta o7toia 1,5 Sta. ECU wS StapOpcotua avv3poj. u au 
ycü pyia, 7 Sta. ECU thaw Tov Tapciov Evvoxrjs xat icpinov 10,5 Sta. ECU 
ano To npäypaµµa PHARE. (Text N/Greek Original EU Text 1, paragraph 
7, lines 81-85) 
Gloss: 
The European Commission proposes a strengthened pre-accession strategy 
which will accelerate the process of accession. Among other measures, the 
total pre-accession aid for the period 2000-2006 amounts to 21 billion ECU, 
of which 1.5 billion ECU as structural aid to agriculture, 7 billion ECU via 
the Cohesion Fund and about 10.5 billion ECU from the programme 
PHARE. 
In example (e), it was not clear whether New Approach Directives was a hyponym of 
sector specific legislation. After a thorough study of parallel texts it was still not 
evident whether this was a case of hyponymy and as a result the help of a subject expert 
was sought. Hilde Hardeman (Co-ordinator of Regular Reports and Accession 
Partnerships, DG Enlargement) thus confirmed that New Approach Directives is indeed 
a hyponym of sector specific legislation since it can be described as a `type' of sector 
specific legislation. She also confirmed that Europe (Association) Agreements, in 
example (f), is a hyponym of bilateral agreements. Athanassios Antoulas (Head of the 
Greek Section of the Translation Service, European Commission) confirmed that 
7rposvrasraxi avvöpow ('pre-accession aid'), in example (g), is a hyponym of 
zposvraýiaxý mparyyrxý ('pre-accession strategy'). 
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Meronymy 
(h) 
On the whole, the transposition of the acquis on the free movement of goods 
is progressing. However, major work remains to be done in order to start 
and complete transposition in a number of sectors. Only one New Approach 
Directive has been transposed so far (Text IIUEnglish Original EU Text 3 
paragraph 7, lines 70-73). 
In example (h), it was unclear whether New Approach Directive was a meronym of 
acquis. The clarification of this point required expertise in EU politics and 
consequently Hilde Hardeman (Co-ordinator of Regular Reports and Accession 
Partnerships, DG Enlargement) was consulted. It was established that New Approach 
Directive is indeed a meronym of acquis since it can be described as part of the acquis 
communautaire. 
Equivalence 
(i) 
The Commission's assessment of the progress made in the candidate 
countries is based on the same objective accession criteria as defined by the 
European Councils in Copenhagen and Madrid and as used for the 1997 
Opinions and the first Regular Reports in 1998. This process of regular 
evaluation based on unchanging criteria is the only way to make a fair and 
balanced assessment of the real capability of each candidate country to meet 
the Copenhagen criteria (Text I/English Original EU Text I, paragraph 2, 
lines 24-27 & 31-33). 
In example (i), it was not clear whether Copenhagen criteria in the second sentence 
was a synonym or an equivalent of accession criteria in the first sentence. This case 
was problematic because it was difficult to establish whether the relation was non-text 
bound and, in particular, semantically-bound, or whether it was a fact of the particular 
text and textual world and thus text-bound. It was confirmed by Niki Karapiperi 
(Translator working for the European Commission's Translation Service) that the 
relation was in fact text-bound and that therefore Copenhagen criteria was an 
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equivalent and not a synonym of accession criteria. In particular, Ms Karapiperi 
pointed out that accession criteria in the particular case refers to the Copenhagen 
criteria which were set by the European Council in Copenhagen in 1993 as the 
necessary criteria which a candidate country is required to fulfil in order to join the EU. 
However, accession criteria existed before the Copenhagen Council and were simply 
known as accession, criteria rather than as Copenhagen criteria. It is thus clear that 
Copenhagen criteria is not synonymous with accession criteria. 
6.2.1.3 Phrasal Compounds 
As already stated in the previous chapter, compounds, as defined in the present study, 
i. e. as one-word units, did not pose a problem since they could be easily identified as a 
single lexical item both in English and in Greek thanks to their form (one word or use 
of hyphen). However, phrasal compounds were troublesome because it could not 
always be determined whether they were indeed phrasal compounds, thus constituting a 
term and a single lexical item, or whether they did not constitute a term and were 
separate lexical items. In that respect Kocourek observes that to date no satisfactory 
'theory of terms' has emerged which would distinguish terms in a principled way from 
words, e. g. heavy water and clear water, basking shark and swimming shark (Kocourek 
1981: 219). The problem is most noticeable in cases where a part of a compound 
candidate term also occurs as a form in the general language, as in the examples cited: 
heavy and basking. Such problems with phrasal compounds rendered the classification 
of certain links rather difficult. The two examples that follow are representative of such 
problematic cases. 
G) 
O vdµoS gyp{ tpocp{µwv As0niat91Cc to Ecirteµßpto tou 1999,6ftovtaS to 
zta. a{mo 'yta try e nmi 2rap6ycvyou arxaiov. H µstacpopä arrly sOvtxi 
voµoOsßia o&rlytdv a snx6t µE qv emmjµavarl, rrlv uytstvn, tou; 
Cni"t ouc EX&yxouc, tour p. oA. uaµanxouq nap(xyovtcS scat ut i Xss not) 
ipxovtat as enwp1 Its to tp6gnga ppimcsrat aro aT65to tqS npocrotpaaias. 
H Stovcgrtic txavötrlia tou Y2toupys{ou Yys{aS, nou exct ava)Apct r 1v 
nposiotpaa{a tou 7rap6ycvyou 8ixaiov, ; rp t va cvia uOsi (Text VI/Greek 
Translation of English EU Text 3, paragraph 4, lines 52-56). 
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Gloss: 
The Law about Foodstuffs was adopted on September 1999, setting the 
framework for the adoption of secondary legislation. The transposition in 
national legislation of directives regarding the labelling, the hygiene, the 
official controls, the contaminants and the materials that come in contact 
with the foodstuffs is in the process of preparation. The administrative 
capacity of the Ministry of Health, which has undertaken the preparation of 
secondary legislation, should be strengthened. 
(k) 
Both the existing EU Member States and the prospective members benefit 
equally from political stability. Outbreaks of trouble become less likely, 
causes of conflict, such as minority issues and border problems, are 
removed, and integration removes the potential for conflict. A stable 
political framework is a precondition not simply for lasting peace and 
neighbourly co-existence, but for economic vigour (Text XUEnglish Hybrid 
EU Text 2, paragraph 9, lines 74-79). 
In example (j), it was not clear whether 7rap6iycoyov Stxafov ('secondary legislation'), 
which is found both in the first and in the third sentence, constitutes a phrasal 
compound and is therefore a term and a single lexical item or whether it is not a 
compound and therefore we have a case of two separate lexical items. Since this was an 
issue of terminology and indeed legal terminology, a Greek expert in EU politics and 
affairs was contacted and consulted. In particular, Athanassios Antoulas (Head of the 
Greek Section of the Translation Service, European Commission) pointed out that 
irapäywyov 8lxaiov is in fact a term and a phrasal compound and as a result it 
constitutes one lexical item. Thus, napäyci you 8ixaiov in the third sentence was 
classified as a simple lexical repetition of napäywyov aixaiov in the first sentence. 
Similarly, in example (k) it was not clear whether political framework in the third 
sentence is a phrasal compound and therefore a term and a single lexical item or 
whether political and framework constitute separate lexical items. It was very important 
to clarify this point because if political was indeed a separate, an individual lexical 
item, then it would constitute a simple lexical repetition of political which is found in 
the first sentence. On the other hand, if political framework was a compound, then 
political would not be treated as repetition of political which appears in the first 
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sentence. William Fraser (Head of an English Translation Unit, European Commission) 
confirmed that political framework is not a phrasal compound and therefore political, 
which appears in the third sentence, was classified as a simple lexical repetition of 
political, which appears in the first sentence. 
6.2.1.4 Borderline Cases and Multidimensionality 
Another problem that arose during the analysis of the text corpus is related to the fact 
that certain cases of lexical repetition could fall under two or more categories of lexical 
repetition relations. This seems to be a common problem in the analysis of lexical 
repetition. In fact, Hoey observes with respect to the identification and classification of 
lexical repetition links that once the analysis is completed "there is usually a residue of 
cases that are arguable for some reason or another" (1991: 84). It should be pointed out 
that such cases were particularly problematic in the present study in that the criteria for 
their classification were more subjective than objective. A few examples of borderline 
or arguable cases are provided below. 
(1) 
When Spain and Portugal became Member States in 1986, there were 
anxieties that richer countries close by would be the target for mass 
immigration. But the opposite happened: Spanish and Portuguese workers in 
France decreased (Text II/English Original EU Text 2, paragraph 3, lines 
27-29). 
(m) 
A rise in organized crime is another spectre that haunts reflections on EU 
enlargement. But enlargement is not going to facilitate drug trafficking, 
money laundering, weapons smuggling, car jacking and terrorism (Text 
IUEnglish EU Text 2, paragraph 5, lines 46-48). 
In example (1), it was decided to classify France as a hyponym of richer countries. But 
it could also be argued that it is, in fact, a meronym of richer countries. Likewise, in 
example (m), drug trafficking, money laundering, weapons smuggling, car jacking and 
terrorism are all classified as hyponyms of organised crime. However, one might claim 
that they are in fact cases of meronymy and not hyponymy. It is evident that the 
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classification of the particular lexical repetition links is not straightforward since both 
meronymy and hyponymy are equally acceptable interpretations. In particular, the 
decision to classify France as a hyponym of richer countries and drug trafficking, 
money laundering, weapons smuggling, car jacking and terrorism as hyponyms of 
organised crime came as a result of the consultation with William Fraser (Head of an 
English Translation Unit, European Commission) who, without dismissing meronymy, 
observed that hyponymy seemed to be more appropriate in the particular cases. 
In that respect Bowker points out that classification - which is the act of grouping 
things into classes on the basis of perceived similarities, expressed as characteristics, 
that are shared by each class member - plays a fundamental role in many disciplines 
(1998: 489). Especially in relation to terminology, she observes that what is considered 
to be like or unlike depends on which characteristic is chosen to be the classifying 
characteristic and that despite the tendency of conventional terminology publications to 
present one `correct' way of classifying a given concept or subject field, it is commonly 
accepted that people can `see the same thing in different ways' (Bowker, 1998: 489). 
She uses the term multidimensionality to describe the phenomenon of classification that 
occurs when more than one characteristic can be used to distinguish between things, 
and hence those things can be classified in more than one way. More specifically, a 
dimension represents one particular way of classifying a group of things and thus a 
classification with more than one dimension is said to be multidimensional (Bowker, 
1998: 489). Multidimensionality, according to Bowker, (1996: 431) can be caused by a 
wide variety of factors, including language, culture, relation type (e. g. generic vs. 
partitive), time period, purpose, different levels of perception and cognition, context, 
scientific schools of thought and opinion. In the present study, it can be argued that in 
certain cases, such as the ones mentioned above, different `levels of perception' bring 
about multidimensionality, thus rendering their classification problematic. 
To sum up, the problematic cases that arose during the analysis of the text corpus when 
applying the lexical repetition model were not such that could suggest that the model is 
inadequate or flawed, especially since most problems were due to lack of in-depth 
knowledge of terminology, a problem which, as indicated, could be overcome. In 
conclusion, it can be maintained that the model proved to be comprehensive, systematic 
and transparent and suitable as well as effective for the purposes of the particular 
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research. The section that follows is devoted to the presentation of the results that 
emerged from the analysis of the text corpus. 
6.2.2 Presentation of the Results 
The presentation of the results individually for each of the twelve texts of the corpus 
follows below. For further reference, all the analysed texts and the presentation of the 
lexical repetition links in tabular form can be found in Appendix D and Appendix E 
respectively. The presentation includes information regarding the total number of 
lexical repetition links found in each of the texts as well as on the different types of 
lexical repetition relations identified. In particular, information about the total number 
of links located in each of the texts as well as about the types of lexical repetition 
relations identified is provided in tabular form. In each table, the first column displays 
which text is under analysis, the second column provides information about the total 
number of words of the given text, the third column presents the number of lexical 
repetition links identified in the text, independently of whether they are text-bound or 
non text-bound, and the fourth column sets out the percentage of the lexical repetition 
links that have been identified. The two columns that follow list the number of lexical 
repetition links identified in the given text according to type. These are divided into 
general lexical relations (non text-bound) and instantial lexical relations (text-bound). 
General lexical relations are further divided into form-bound lexical relations (simple 
lexical repetition and complex lexical repetition) and semantically-bound lexical 
relations (simple paraphrase, complex paraphrase, hyponymy and meronymy) and 
instantial lexical relations are further divided into equivalence and semblance. 
In addition, colour graphs display the different types of lexical repetition links in 
percentages. These are provided for visual facilitation since, as pointed out in Chapter 
4, the different types of lexical repetition relations are marked in the texts with different 
colours. Simple lexical repetition is marked in sky blue, complex lexical repetition in 
indigo, simple paraphrase in rose, complex paraphrase in dark yellow, hyponymy in 
red, meronymy in violet, equivalence in gold and semblance in green. It should be 
pointed out here that percentages, rather than numbers, are given for transparency and 
facilitation of comparison. What is more, percentages are more readily amenable to 
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comparison and that is why they are also preferred for the comparisons of the analysed 
texts with respect to lexical repetition. These follow in section 6.2.3. 
6.2.2.1 Analysis of Text I/English Original EU Text 1 
Table 6.1 Lexical Repetition Links in Text I 
Text Total Total % General Lexical Relations Instantial 
Number Number (j/N) Lexical 
of of Relations 
Words Links 
Form- Semantically-bound 
bound 
I/ 
English 1029 127 X12% SLR CLR SP CP HYP MER EQ SMBL 
Original 
EU 
Text 1 55 3 19 3 22 7 14 4 
Key: SLR= Simple Lexical Repetition, CLR= complex Lexical Repetition, SP= Simple Paraphrase, 
CP= Complex Paraphrase, HYP= Hyponymy, MER= Meronymy, EQ= Equivalence, SMBL= Semblance 
Text I/ English Original EU Text I 
Lexical Repetition Links 
50.000 1,, 
40.00°- 
30.00',,, 
20.00° 
10.000% 
0 
. 
()0 
SLk UR SF CP 
I! Uuý 
HYP MLR EQ SMI31, 
Figure 6.1 Lexical Repetition Links in Text I 
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Table 6.1 illustrates that in the English Original EU Text 1, which consists of 1029 
words, 127 lexical repetition links were identified. This means that 12% of the lexical 
items in the text are linked by lexical repetition to another lexical item. Of the 127 
lexical repetition links, 82 are non text-bound and 18 are text-bound. In particular, it 
can be seen from Figure 6.1, which presents the percentages of the different types of 
lexical repetition links identified in the text, that simple lexical repetition is the most 
common, the most prominent type of lexical repetition since it accounts for 43.45% of 
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the total number of lexical repetition links. Hyponymy appears to be a relatively 
prominent lexical repetition relation since it accounts for 17.39% of the total. Simple 
paraphrase follows with 14.06% of the total and equivalence with 11.06%. Meronymy 
accounts for only 5.53% of the total while semblance, with 3.16%, complex lexical 
repetition, with 2.37%, and complex paraphrase, with 2.36%, appear to be the least 
prominent of the lexical repetition relations. 
6.2.2.2 Analysis of Text IUEnglish Original EU Text 2 
Table 6.2 Lexical Repetition Links in Text II 
Text Total Total % General Lexical Relations Instantial 
Number Number (%/N) Lexical 
of of Relations 
Words Links 
Form- Semantically-bound 
bound 
IF 
English 932 194 X21% SLR CLR SP CP HYP MER EQ SMBL 
Original 
EU 
Text 2 92 17 15 10 34 20 6 0 
Key: SLR= Simple Lexical Repetition, CLR= complex Lexical Repetition, SP= Simple Paraphrase, 
CP= Complex Paraphrase, HYP= Hyponymy, MER= Meronymy, EQ= Equivalence, SMBL= Semblance 
Text ///English Original EU Text 2 
Lexical Repetition Links 
50.00°/ 
40.004/,, 
10.009,,, 
20.0M, 
10.00°/, 
0.009,,, ný ror i 
ý'1. i: i il SP CI' Iin "'11. i" J J') SNIB1. 
SLR 
ýCL. R 
SP 
"CP 
  HYP 
 MER 
EZ 
  SIvIL3L 
Figure 6.2 Lexical Repetition Links in Text 11 
It appears from Table 6.2 that in the English Original EU Text 2, which consists of 932 
words, 194 lexical repetition links were identified. This means that 21% of the lexical 
items in the text are linked by lexical repetition to another lexical item. Of the 194 
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lexical repetition links, 188 are non text-bound and only 6 are text-bound. In particular, 
it can be seen from Figure 6.2 that simple lexical repetition is the most common type of 
lexical repetition since it accounts for 47.39% of the total number of lexical repetition 
links. Hyponymy appears to be the second most prominent lexical repetition relation 
accounting for 17.51% of the total. Meronymy follows with 10.30%, while complex 
lexical repetition, with 8.75%, and simple paraphrase, with 7.73%, come next. 
Complex paraphrase follows with just 5.15%. Equivalence accounts for only 3.09% 
and semblance does not account for any of the lexical repetition links identified in the 
text. 
6.2.2.3 Analysis of Text III/English Original EU Text 3 
Table 6.3 Lexical Repetition Links in Text III 
Text Total Total % General Lexical Relations Instantial 
Number Number (f/N) Lexical 
of of Relations 
Words Links 
(=N) 
Form- Semantically-bound 
bound 
III/ 
English 1040 94 -9% SLR CLR SP CP HYP MER EQ SMBL 
Original 
EU 
Text 3 54 15 10 4 8 1 2 0 
Key: SLR= Simple Lexical Repetition, CLR= complex Lexical Repetition, SP= Simple Paraphrase, 
CP= Complex Paraphrase, HYP= Hyponymy, MER= Meronymy, EQ= Equivalence, SMBL= Semblance 
Text III/ English Original EU Text 3 
Lexical Repetition Links 
60.00°/,, _' 
50.00°/ýý 
40.00° 
30.00° 
20.00°i 
l It U i: ýI' 
sSLR 
  CI, R 
SP 
 CP 
 I IYP 
  MIR 
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  SMBI. 
Figure 6.3 Lexical Repetition Links in Text III 
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It appears from Table 6.3 that in the English Original EU Text 3, which consists of 
1040 words, 94 lexical repetition links were identified. This means that 9% of the 
lexical items in the text are linked by lexical repetition to another lexical item. Of the 
94 lexical repetition links, 92 are non text-bound and 2 are text-bound. In particular, 
Figure 6.3 reveals that simple lexical repetition is the most prominent type of lexical 
repetition since it accounts for 57.24% of the total number of lexical repetition links. 
Complex lexical repetition comes next since it accounts for 15.90% of the total. Simple 
paraphrase follows with 10.63% of the total and hyponymy with 8.48%. Complex 
paraphrase accounts for only 4.25% of the total while equivalence, with just 2%, and 
meronymy, with just 1%, are the least common of the lexical repetition relations 
identified in the text. Semblance does not account for any of the lexical repetition links 
identified in the text. 
6.2.2.4 Analysis of Text IV/Greek Translation of English Original EU Text 1 
Table 6.4 Lexical Repetition Links in Text IV 
Text Total Total % General Lexical Relations Instantial 
Number Number (/'N) Lexical 
of of Relations 
Words Links 
=N 
Form- Semantically-bound 
bound 
IV/ Greek 
Translation 1120 169 X15% SLR CLR SP CP IIYP MER EQ SMBL 
of English 
Original 
EU Text 1 80 11 17 3 24 13 17 4 
Key: SLR= Simple Lexical Repetition, CLR= complex Lexical Repetition, SP= Simple Paraphrase, 
CP= Complex Paraphrase, HYP= Hyponymy, MEER= Meronymy, EQ= Equivalence, SMBL= Semblance 
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Text IV/ Greek Translation of English Original EU Text 1 
Lexical Repetition Links 
50.00% 1' 
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Figure 6.4 Lexical Repetition Links in Text IV 
Table 6.4 illustrates that in the Greek Translation of English Original EU Text 1, which 
consists of 1120 words, 169 lexical repetition links were identified. This means that 
15% of the lexical items in the text are linked by lexical repetition to another lexical 
item. Of the 169 lexical repetition links, 148 are non text-bound and just 21 are text- 
bound. In particular, it emerges that simple lexical repetition is the most prominent type 
of lexical repetition since it accounts for 47.20% of the total number of lexical 
repetition links. Hyponymy appears to be the second most prominent type of lexical 
repetition relation since it accounts for 14.16% of the total. Simple paraphrase and 
equivalence follow with 10.03% each. Meronymy and complex lexical repetition come 
next and account for 7.67% and 6.49% of the total respectively. Semblance, with 
2.36%, and complex paraphrase, with 1.77%, appear to be the least prominent lexical 
repetition relations in the text. 
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6.2.2.5 Analysis of Text V/Greek Translation of English Original EU Text 2 
Table 6.5 Lexical Repetition Links in Text V 
Text Total Total % General Lexical Relations Instantial 
Number Number (//N) Lexical 
of of Relations 
Words Links 
=N ý1ý 
Form- Semantically-bound 
bound 
V/ Greek 
Translation 1058 229 X22% SLR CLR SP CP HYP MER EQ SMBL 
of English 
Original 
EU Text 2 103 23 17 20 34 26 6 0 
Key: SLR= Simple Lexical Repetition, CLR= complex Lexical Repetition, SP= Simple Paraphrase, 
CP= Complex Paraphrase, HYP= Hyponymy, MER= Meronymy, EQ= Equivalence, SMBL= Semblance 
Text V/ Greek Translation ojEnglish Original EU Text 2 
Lexical Repetition Links 
50.00°;, ýI 
40.000, , 
30.00°/. 
10.001, 
0.00"rß, 
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Figure 6.5 Lexical Repetition Links in Text V 
Table 6.5 illustrates that in the Greek Translation of English Original EU Text 2, which 
consists of 1058 words, 229 lexical repetition links were identified. This means that 
22% of the lexical items in the text are linked by lexical repetition to another lexical 
item. Of the 229 lexical repetition links, 223 are non text-bound and just 6 are text- 
bound. In particular, it can be seen from Figure 6.5 that simple lexical repetition is the 
most prominent type of lexical repetition since it accounts for 44.90% of the total 
number of lexical repetition links, while hyponymy appears to be the second most 
prominent lexical repetition relation since it accounts for 14.82% of the total. 
Meronymy follows with 11.33%, while complex lexical repetition, with 10.02%, and 
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complex paraphrase, with 8.72%, come next. Simple paraphrase follows with 7.41%. 
Equivalence accounts for only 2.61% and semblance does not account for any of the 
lexical repetition links identified in the text. 
6.2.2.6 Analysis of Text VI/Greek Translation of English Original EU Text 3 
Table 6.6 Lexical Repetition Links in Text VI 
Text Total Total % General Lexical Relations Instantial 
Number Number (f/N) Lexical 
of of Relations 
Words Links 
(=N) 
Form- Semantically-bound 
bound 
VI/ Greek 
Translation 1090 108 X10% SLR CLR SP CP HYP MER EQ SMBL 
of English 
Original 
EU Text 3 75 10 6 3 10 1 3 0 
Key: SLR= Simple Lexical Repetition, CLR= complex Lexical Repetition, SP= Simple Paraphrase, 
CP= Complex Paraphrase, HYP= Hyponymy, MER= Meronymy, EQ= Equivalence, SMBL= Semblance 
Text VII Greek Translation of English Original EU Text 3 
Lexical Repetition Links 
50.00% 
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Figure 6.6 Lexical Repetition Links in Text VI 
It appears from Table 6.6 that in the Greek Translation of English Original EU Text 3, 
which consists of 1090 words, 108 lexical repetition links were identified. This means 
that 10% of the lexical items in the text are linked by lexical repetition to another 
lexical item. Of the 108 lexical repetition links identified, 105 are non text-bound and 
just 3 are text-bound. In particular, simple lexical repetition is clearly the prevailing, 
the most prominent type of lexical repetition since it accounts for a significant 69% of 
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the total number of lexical repetition links. Hyponymy and complex lexical repetition 
follow with 9.25% each. Simple paraphrase comes next with a mere 5.55% of the total, 
while complex paraphrase and equivalence share the 4`" position with 2.77% each. 
Meronymy accounts for only 0.92% of the total while semblance does not account for 
any of the lexical repetition links identified in the text. 
6.2.2.7 Analysis of Text VII/Greek Original EU Text 1 
Table 6.7 Lexical Repetition Links in Text VII 
Text Total Total % General Lexical Relations Instantial 
Number Number (j/N) Lexical 
of of Relations 
Words Links 
(=N) M 
Form- Semantically-bound 
bound 
VII/ 
Greek 1015 38 ý4% SLR CLR SP CP HYP MER EQ SMBL 
Original 
EU 
Text 1 18 3 7 1 0 5 4 0 
Key: SLR= Simple Lexical Repetition, CLR= complex Lexical Repetition, SP= Simple Paraphrase, 
CP= Complex Paraphrase, HYP= Hyponymy, MER= Meronymy, EQ= Equivalence, SMBL= Semblance 
Text 1/71/ Greek Original EU Text I 
Lexical Repetition Links 
SLR 
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Figure 6.7 Lexical Repetition Links in Text VII 
It appears from Table 6.7 that in the Greek Original EU Text 1, which consists of 1015 
words, only 38 lexical repetition links were identified. This means that just 4% of the 
lexical items in the text are linked by lexical repetition to another lexical item. Of the 
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38 lexical repetition links identified, 34 are non text-bound and just 4 are text-bound. In 
particular, it can be seen from Figure 6.7 that simple lexical repetition accounts for 
47.34% of the total number of lexical repetition links thus being the most common type 
of lexical repetition in the text. Simple paraphrase follows with 18.41 %. Meronymy 
accounts for 13.15% of the total, equivalence for 10.52% and complex lexical 
repetition for 7.89%. Complex paraphrase accounts for a mere 2.63% of the total, while 
hyponymy and semblance do not account for any of the lexical repetition links 
identified in the text. 
6.2.2.8 Analysis of Text VIII/Greek Original EU Text 2 
Table 6.8 Lexical Repetition Links in Text VIII 
Text Total Total % General Lexical Relations Instantial 
Number Number (%/N) Lexical 
of of Relations 
Words Links 
Form- Semantically-bound 
bound 
VIII/ 
Greek 973 82 ý8% SLR CLR SP CP HYP MER EQ SMBL 
Original 
EU 
Text 2 47 17 4 1 0 6 7 0 
Key: SLR= Simple Lexical Repetition, CLR= complex Lexical Repetition, SP= Simple Paraphrase, 
CP= Complex Paraphrase, HYP= Hyponymy, MER= Meronymy, EQ= Equivalence, SMBL= Semblance 
Text V//// Greek Original EU Text 2 
Lexica! Repetition Links 
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Figure 6.8 Lexical Repetition Links in Text VIII 
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It appears from Table 6.8 that in the Greek Original EU Text 2, which consists of 973 
words, 82 lexical repetition links were identified. This means that 8% of the lexical 
items in the text are linked by lexical repetition to another lexical item. Of the 82 
lexical repetition links identified in the text, 75 are non text-bound and 7 are text- 
bound. In particular, it emerges that simple lexical repetition is the prevailing type of 
lexical repetition since it accounts for more than half (57.29%) of the total of lexical 
repetition links. Complex lexical repetition comes second with 20.72% of the total. 
Equivalence follows with 8.53% and meronymy with 7.31%. Simple paraphrase 
accounts for 4.87% of the total number of links and complex paraphrase appears to be 
the least prominent of the lexical repetition relations with a mere 1.21%. Hyponymy 
and semblance do not account for any lexical repetition links identified in the text. 
6.2.2.9 Analysis of Text IX/Greek Original EU Text 3 
Table 6.9 Lexical Repetition Links in Text IX 
Text Total Total % General Lexical Relations Instantial 
Number Number (%/N) Lexical 
of of Relations 
Words Links 
(=N) 
Form- Semantically-bound 
bound 
IX/ 
Greek 1004 88 ý9% SLR CLR SP CP HYP MER EQ SMBL 
Original 
EU 
Text 3 19 5 13 1 8 36 6 0 
Key: SLR= Simple Lexical Repetition, CLR= complex Lexical Repetition, SP= Simple Paraphrase, 
CP= Complex Paraphrase, HYP= Hyponymy, MER= Meronymy, EQ= Equivalence, SMBL= Semblance 
Text IX/ Greek Original EU Text 3 
Lexical Repetition Links 
50.00% 1 40.89% 
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Figure 6.9 Lexical Repetition Links in Text IX 
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Table 6.9 illustrates that in the Greek Original EU Text 3, which consists of 1004 
words, 88 lexical repetition links were identified. This means that 9% of the lexical 
items in the text are linked by lexical repetition to another lexical item. Of the 88 
lexical repetition links that have been identified, 82 are non text-bound and only 6 are 
text-bound. Interestingly enough, meronymy is the most prominent type of lexical 
repetition since it accounts for 40.89% of the total number of lexical repetition links. 
Simple lexical repetition comes next with 21.58%. Simple paraphrase follows with 
14.77% of the total and hyponymy with 11.06%. Equivalence accounts for 6.81%, 
while complex lexical repetition, with 3.16%, and complex paraphrase, with just 1.13% 
appear to be the least prominent of the lexical repetition relations. Semblance does not 
account for any of the lexical repetition links identified in Text IX. 
6.2.2.10 Analysis of Text X/English Hybrid EU Text 1 
Table 6.10 Lexical Repetition Links in Text X 
Text Total Total % General Lexical Relations Instantial 
Number Number (j/N) Lexical 
of of Relations 
Words Links 
=N 
Form- Semantically-bound 
bound 
w 
English 998 75 X7.5% SLR CLR SP CP HYP MER EQ SMBL 
Hybrid 
EU 
Text 1 31 5 7 3 12 10 7 0 
Key: SLR= Simple Lexical Repetition, CLR= complex Lexical Repetition, SP= Simple Paraphrase, 
CP= Complex Paraphrase, HYP= Hyponymy, MER= Meronymy, EQ= Equivalence, SMBL= Semblance 
Text X/ English Hybrid EU Text I 
Lexical Repetition Links 
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Figure 6.10 Lexical Repetition Links in Text X 
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It appears from Table 6.10 that in the English Hybrid EU Text 1, which consists of 998 
words, 75 lexical repetition links were identified. This means that 7.5% of the lexical 
items in the text are linked by lexical repetition to another lexical item. Of the 75 
lexical repetition links identified, 68 are non text-bound and 7 are text-bound. Simple 
lexical repetition is the most common type of lexical repetition since it accounts for 
41.23% of the total number of links. Hyponymy comes next and appears to be a 
relatively prominent lexical repetition relation since it accounts for 15.96% of the total. 
Meronymy follows and accounts for 13.30% of the total while simple paraphrase and 
equivalence occupy the 4 `h position with 9.31% each. Complex lexical repetition 
follows with 6.65%. Finally, complex paraphrase accounts for only 3.99% of the total 
while semblance does not account for any of the lexical repetition links identified. 
6.2.2.11 Analysis of Text XI/English Hybrid EU Text 2 
Table 6.11 Lexical Repetition Links in Text XI 
Text Total Total % General Lexical Relations Instantial 
Number Number (fA4) Lexical 
of of Relations 
Words Links 
N) M 
Form- Semantically-bound 
bound 
XI/ 
English 1015 40 -&4% SLR CLR SP CP HYP MER EQ SMBL 
Hybrid 
EU 
Text 2 15 6 4 4 0 2 9 0 
Key: SLR= Simple Lexical Repetition, CLR= complex Lexical Repetition, SP= Simple Paraphrase, 
CP= Complex Paraphrase, HYP= Hyponymy, MER= Meronymy, EQ= Equivalence, SMBL= Semblance 
Text XI/ English Hybrid EU Text 2 
Lexical Repetition Links 
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Figure 6.11 Lexical Repetition Links in Text Xl 
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It appears from Table 6.11 that in the English Hybrid EU Text 2, which consists of 
1015 words, 40 lexical repetition links were identified. This means that just 4% of the 
lexical items in the text are linked by lexical repetition to another lexical item. Of the 
40 lexical repetition links that have been identified, 31 are non text-bound and 9 are 
text-bound. In particular, it can be seen from Figure 6.11 that simple lexical repetition 
is the prevailing type of lexical repetition since it accounts for 37.50% of the total 
number of lexical repetition links. Equivalence appears to be a relatively prominent 
lexical repetition relation since it accounts for 22.50% of the total. Complex lexical 
repetition follows with 15% of the total, while simple paraphrase and complex 
paraphrase come next with 10% each. Meronymy appears to be the least prominent of 
the lexical repetition relations with a mere 5%. Hyponymy and semblance do not 
account for any of the lexical repetition links identified in the text. 
6.2.2.12 Analysis of Text XIUEnglish Hybrid EU Text 3 
Table 6.12 Lexical Repetition Links in Text XII 
Text Total Total % General Lexical Relations Instantial 
Number Number (f/N) Lexical 
of of Relations 
Words Links 
09 
Form- Semantically-bound 
bound 
XII/ 
English 1012 170 X17% SLR CLR SP CP HYP MER EQ SMBL 
Hybrid 
EU 
Text 3 67 13 2 2 64 4 18 0 
Key: SLR= Simple Lexical Repetition, CLR= complex Lexical Repetition, SP= Simple Paraphrase, 
CP= Complex Paraphrase, HYP= Hyponymy, MER= Meronymy, EQ= Equivalence, SMBL= Semblance 
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Figure 6.12 Lexical Repetition Links in Text XII 
It appears from Table 6.12 that in the English Hybrid EU Text 3, which consists of 
1012 words, 170 lexical repetition links were identified. This means that 17% of the 
lexical items in the text are linked by lexical repetition to another lexical item. Of the 
170 lexical repetition links identified in the text, 152 are non text-bound and 18 are 
text-bound. In particular, simple lexical repetition together with hyponymy are the most 
common types of lexical repetition, with 39.39% and 37.63% respectively. Equivalence 
comes next with 10.58% and complex lexical repetition follows with 7.64%. 
Meronymy accounts for only 2.35% of the total, while simple paraphrase and complex 
paraphrase appear to be the least prominent of the lexical repetition relations since they 
occupy the 5`h position with 1.17% each. Semblance does not account for any of the 
lexical repetition links identified in Text XII. 
6.2.3 Lexical Repetition: A Comparison 
The presentation of the results for each individual text, which was provided above, will 
now be followed by a comparison of the results that emerge from the analysed texts 
with the view of acquiring a clear picture of their potential differences or similarities 
with respect to lexical repetition and thus be in a position - taking also into account the 
results that arise from the questionnaires - to test in the following section the validity of 
the research hypotheses and answer the research questions. 
The comparison of the results is set out below and it includes information about the 
total number of lexical repetition links located in each of the texts under attention as 
well as about the different types of lexical repetition links identified. Information about 
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the total number of links located in each of the texts is provided in graphs for visual 
facilitation and optimum comparability and the comparison of the different types of 
lexical repetition links identified in the texts is provided in tabular form. The layout of 
the tables is very similar to the layout of the tables presented above. In particular, the 
first column in each table displays which text is under analysis, the second column 
displays the number of lexical repetition links located in the given text, and the 
columns that follow provide information about the number of different types of lexical 
repetition links identified. It should be noted at this point that the comparisons are 
carried out on the basis of percentage differences (Rudestam and Newton, 2001), 
because percentages are transparent and readily amenable to comparison. What is more, 
it is not possible to use statistical tests because it is not statistically valid to compare 
two samples (Greek translated EU texts with Greek original EU texts, English original 
EU texts with Greek translated EU texts, English original EU texts with Greek original 
EU texts and English original EU texts with English hybrid EU texts) where each 
sample contains only three observations (total number of links for each of the three 
texts). 
Since the aim of this study is to provide empirical evidence as to whether there are 
differences between Greek translated EU texts and Greek original EU texts as well as 
between English hybrid EU texts and English non-hybrid EU texts with respect to 
lexical repetition, or else as to whether lexical repetition plays any role in rendering 
Greek EU translations and English hybrid EU texts identifiable, this section is divided 
into two sub-sections, the first one dealing with translation and the second with 
hybridity. 
6.2.3.1 Investigating Greek Translated EU Texts 
Since the main question that the current research aims to answer is whether there are 
differences between Greek translated EU texts and Greek original EU texts with respect 
to lexical repetition, it is only natural to start by comparing the results that arise from 
the analysis of the three Greek translations of English EU original texts (Texts IV, V 
and VI) with the results that arise from the analysis of the three Greek original EU texts 
(Texts VII, VIII and Imo. 
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Figure 6.13 Percentage of Lexical Repetition Links 
in Greek Translated EU Texts and Greek Original EU Texts 
Table 6.13 Types of Lexical Repetition Links in Greek Translated EU Texts (Texts IV, V and VI) 
and Greek Original EU Texts (Texts VII, VIII and IX) 
General Lexical Relations Instantial Lexical Relations 
Total 
Text Number Form-bound Semantically-bound 
of Links 
"/. 
SLR CLR Total SP CP HYP MER Total EQ SMBL Total 
Text 15% 47.20% 6.49% 53.69% 10.03% 1.77% 14.16% 7.67% 33.63% 10.03% 2.36% 12,39% 
IV 
Text 22% 44.90% 10.02% 54.92% 7.41% 8.72% 14.82% 11.33% 42.28% 2.61% 0% 2.61% 
V 
Text 10% 69% 9.25% 78.25% 5.55% 2771/6 9.25% 092% 18.49% 2.77% 0% 2.77% 
VI 
Text 4% 47.34% 7.89% 55.23% 18.41% 2.63% 0% 13.15% 34.19% 10.52% 0% 10.52% 
VII 
Text 8% 57.29% 20.72% 78.01% 4.87% 1.21% 0% 7.31% 13.39% 8.53% 0% 8.53% 
VIII 
Text 9% 21.58% 5.68% 27.26 14.77% 1.13% 9.08% 40.89% 65.87% 6.81% 0% 6.81% 
IX 
Key: SLR= Simple Lexical Repetition, CLR= complex Lexical Repetition, SP= Simple Paraphrase, 
CP= Complex Paraphrase, HYP= Hyponymy, MER= Meronymy, EQ= Equivalence, SMBL= Semblance 
Even a glance at Figure 6.13 and Table 6.13 above reveals considerable differences in 
the number of lexical repetition links that has been identified in the Greek translated 
EU texts and in the Greek original EU texts. In particular, it appears that the three 
Greek translated EU texts have higher levels of lexical repetition links than the three 
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Text Text Text Text Text Text 
IV V VI VII VIII IX 
Greek original EU texts. In more detail, it is shown that Text IV, the Greek translation 
of English EU Text 1, contains 15% of lexical repetition links, Text V, the Greek 
translation of English EU Text 2, contains 21% of lexical repetition links and Text VI, 
the Greek translation of English EU Text 3, contains 10% of lexical repetition links, 
when Text VII, the Greek Original EU Text 1, contains just 4% of lexical repetition 
links, Text VIII, the Greek Original EU Text 2, contains 8% of lexical repetition links 
and Text IX, the Greek Original EU Text 3, contains 9% of lexical repetition links. It is 
therefore clear that despite the fact that the number of lexical repetition links in Text VI 
- although still higher than the number of lexical repetition links in the Greek EU texts 
- is not as high as in Texts IV and V, the average for the three Greek translations of 
English EU texts is higher than the average for the three Greek original EU texts. 
It is interesting at this point to see whether the difference that is observed in the number 
of lexical repetition links between the particular Greek translated EU texts and the 
Greek original EU texts also extends to the types of lexical repetition links identified in 
those texts. Table 6.13 reveals that the lexical repetition relations identified in the texts 
do not present marked differences but, on the contrary, they present considerable 
similarities in a number of respects. In general, it is notable that, although there is 
considerable variation in the types of lexical repetition links used within the Greek 
translated EU texts as well as within the Greek original EU texts, the prevalent type of 
lexical repetition in all texts is that of general lexical relations and, with the exception 
of Text IX, the Greek Original EU Text 3, form-bound lexical relations predominate 
over semantically-bound lexical relations. What is more, the single most common sub- 
type of lexical repetition is simple lexical repetition. Yet another observation that 
emerges from the comparative analysis in Table 6.13 pertains to the fact that instantial 
lexical relations are low in all texts, both in the Greek translated EU texts and in the 
Greek original EU texts. On the other hand, it should be pointed out that hyponymy 
seems to be more widely used in the Greek translated EU texts than in the Greek 
original EU texts. 
In summary, it is clear that the comparison of the lexical repetition links in the Greek 
translated EU texts and in the Greek original EU texts reveals both differences and 
similarities. More specifically, it is evident that the Greek translated EU texts have 
higher levels of lexical repetition than the Greek original EU texts and it is also clear 
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that the lexical repetition relations identified in all six texts are, in general terms, 
similar. Despite the fact that these findings are particularly important in the current 
research, it is necessary that they are correlated with the findings that arise from the 
comparison of the English original EU texts with their translations into Greek as well 
as with the findings that arise from the comparison of the Greek original EU texts with 
the English original EU texts. This is deemed necessary because, as already stated in 
the Chapter 4, in order to investigate whether Greek translated texts vary in some 
systematic way by comparison with Greek original texts as far as lexical repetition is 
concerned, it is essential that we determine whether the higher level of lexical 
repetition in the Greek translated texts is due to a possible translation effect or a 
language transfer effect from the English STs or, possibly, due to both. 
Therefore, the results that arise from the analysis of the English original EU texts 
(Texts I, II and III) are compared with the results that arise from the analysis of the 
Greek translations of English original EU texts (Texts IV, V and VI) and the results 
that arise from the analysis of the Greek oiginal EU texts (Texts VII, VIII and IX) are 
compared with the results that arise from the analysis of the English original EU texts 
(Texts I, II and III). These particular comparisons follow below and, just like in the 
comparison of the Greek translated EU texts with the Greek original EU texts, they 
include information about the total number of lexical repetition links located in each of 
the texts under attention as well as about the different types of lexical repetition links 
identified. 
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Figure 6.14 Percentage of Lexical Repetition Links 
in English Original EU Texts and Greek Translated EU Texts 
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Text Text Text Text Text Text 
I II III IV V VI 
Table 6.14 Types of Lexical Repetition Links in English Original EU Texts (Texts I, II and III) 
and Greek Translated EU Texts (Texts IV, V and VI) 
General Lexical Relations Instantial Lexical Relations 
Total 
Text Number Form-bound Semantically-bound 
of Links 
SLR CLR Total SP CP HYP MER Total EQ SMBL Total 
Text 12% 43.45% 2.37% 45.82% 14.96% 2.36% 17.38% 5.53% 40.23% 11.06% 3.16% 14.22% 
I 
Text 21% 47.38% 8.75% 56.13% 7.73% 5.15% 17.51% 10.36% 40.75% 3.09% 0% 3.09% 
II 
Text 9% 57.24% 15.90% 73.14% 10.63% 4.25% 8.49% 1% 24.37% 2% 0% 2% 
III 
Text 15% 47.20% 6.49% 53.69% 10.03% 1.77% 14.16% 7.67% 33.63% 10.03% 2.36% 12,39% 
IV 
Text 22% 44.90% 10.02% 54.92% 7.41% 8.72% 14.82% 11.33% 42.28% 2.61% 0% 2.61% 
V 
Text 10% 69% 9.25% 78.25% 5.55% 2.77% 9.25% 0.92% 18.49% 2.77% 0% 2.77% 
VI 
Key: SLR= Simple Lexical Repetition, CLR= complex Lexical Repetition, SP= Simple Paraphrase, 
CP= Complex Paraphrase, HYP= Hyponymy, MER= Meronymy, EQ= Equivalence, SMBL= Semblance 
At first glance it appears from the figure and table above that the number of lexical 
repetition links observed in the English original EU texts is very similar to the number 
of lexical repetition links observed in their Greek translations, i. e. the Greek translated 
EU texts. However, it is necessary to point out that since we are dealing with original 
texts and their translations, it is only fair to compare individually each pair (the original 
with the translation) and then attempt to draw more concrete conclusions about possible 
similarities and/or differences. 
In particular, Figure 6.14 and Table 6.14 reveal that Text IV, the Greek translation of 
English EU Text I, contains 15% of lexical repetition links as opposed to 12% which is 
the number of lexical repetition links that its ST, Text I, contains. Similarly, it is shown 
that Text V, the Greek translation of English EU Text 2, contains 22% of lexical 
repetition links while its ST, Text II, contains 21% of lexical repetition links. Finally, it 
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emerges that Text VI, the Greek translation of English EU Text 3, contains 10% of 
lexical repetition links while its ST, Text III, contains 9% of lexical repetition links. 
The above results illustrate that the number of lexical repetition links in the three Greek 
translated EU texts is very close to the number of lexical repetition links present in their 
STs, the three English original EU texts. What is more, a look at Table 6.14 and at the 
tabular analysis of the pairs of texts (Appendix E) reveals that the Greek translated EU 
texts follow closely the patterns of lexical repetition of their STs with respect to the 
types of lexical repetition links that they contain. In fact, the percentages of the 
different types of lexical repetition links identified in the Greek translations are very 
close to the percentages of the types of lexical repetition links identified in their STs, 
with the exception of simple paraphrase which is slightly lower in the Greek 
translations. It is notable that in some cases the number as well as the types of links in a 
paragraph of the translated text mirror the number and type of links of the 
corresponding ST paragraph. An example of such a case follows below. 
(n) 
English Original EU Text 1 
Paragraph 6 
Lexical Item I Location 
_Type 
of Link Lexical Item 2 Location 
democracy S2/L80 SLR democracy S1/L77 
respect S2/L80 SLR respect S1/L78 
human rights S2/L80 SLR human rights S 11L78 
rule of law S2/L81 SLR rule of law S1/L77 
Greek Translation of English Original EU Text 1 
Paragraph 6 
Lexical Item I Location Type of Link Lexical Item 2 Location 
6 ox aria S2/L109 SLR S ox atria S1/L106 
aE as oü S2/L109 SLR as as 6 S1IL107 
av6powrivo v 
Stxate äiwv 
S2/L109 SLR avOpd inva 
Stxai b ata 
S1/L106 
x äzo Stxaiou S2/L110 SLR x äxo Stxaiou S1IL106 
Example (n) reveals that paragraph 6 of the Greek translated EU text mirrors the lexical 
repetition level and lexical repetition types of the corresponding paragraph of its ST. 
Nonetheless, it should be pointed out that despite this very close resemblance of the 
English STs and their translations into Greek, the Greek translated EU texts have a 
slightly higher level of lexical repetition links than their STs, and although the 
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difference is rather small, as small as 1% in the pairs of Texts II/V and IIWI, it is still 
consistent. In addition, the higher level of lexical repetition in the Greek translated EU 
texts may be partly due to syntactic and semantic differences between the two 
languages and thus considered to be `obligatory' (Vaseva, 1980; Klaudy, 1997) but it 
also seems to be non-obligatory since it appears in cases where it is not imposed by the 
syntax and semantics of the language. To be precise, it seems that in many cases the 
Greek translated EU texts favour the replacement of certain pro-forms (mainly the 
replacement of pronouns with nouns) which are present in the English STs. Pro-forms, 
according to de Beaugrande and Dressler, are "economical, short words empty of their 
own particular content, which can stand in place of more determinate, content- 
activating expressions" (1981: 60) and the best known pro-forms are the pronouns 
which function in the place of nouns or noun phrases with which they co-refer. Pro- 
forms, de Beaugrande and Dressler point out, save processing effort by being shorter 
than the expressions they replace although the savings are lost on search and matching 
operations on the part of the reader if those expressions are hard to locate or determine 
(1981: 64-65). 
A few examples of pro-forms that have been replaced in the Greek translations with the 
nouns with which they co-refer follow below. 
(0) 
English Text 
The Commission first set out its analysis of the progress made by the 
candidate countries of central and eastern Europe in meeting the 
Copenhagen criteria in its July 1997 Opinions on their applications for 
membership. These were followed by the first Regular Reports in 1998 
which were expanded to include reports on Cyprus, Malta and Turkey (Text 
I/English Original EU Text 1, paragraph 1, line 15). 
Greek Translation 
H Emzpon j ap xcc Statinwac rqv av6lucn icov npo65wv nou &ytvav an6 
nS unoyn gnnS xthpcc Ti1S Ksvtpua7 xat Avaiokwx q Eupw» l 6aov acpopä 
rqv sxnaýpo aT Twv xptzgpfrov nlq KolyXäyhc ßr1 yvo to66rrja tS Tou 
Ioukiou Tou 1997 axsnx& }IE tt atvjastc Toug yta npoaxbp11rn1. Oa 
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ava i, ü6ECs autES axoXouOi OTjxav anö Ti; npd)tES nsptoSud; ftactc toi 
1998 oti ono{ES En ctä911Kav yia va wg=PI , 3ouv nS cxOtasi yia sqv 
Künpo, irl Mam xat rqv Toupx{a (Text IV/Greek Translation of English 
EU Text 1, paragraph 1, line 22). 
(p) 
English Text 
In the area of mutual recognition of professional qualifications, further 
progress has been made with the amendments to the National Education 
Act, the Higher Education Act and the Vocational Education and Training 
Act. These aim inter alia to promote freedom to provide services related to 
regulated professions (Text III/English Original EU Text 3, paragraph 12, 
line 119). 
Greek Translation 
Eiov Toga irjq aµoißaiac avayvwpirngS iwv cnayycXganxwv iii7, wv, 
rn gF, v 6rlxs srspalxEpw npöoSos ps nq rponoxmiaet; tow vöµwv yta fiv 
E9vua caI6 aij, irly ipiioßäGµia ElaISs xnj xati irly 61ta17SXgaU1Cj 
catai88vm1 uat xazäpnarl. 01 ev Aoyco rpononou xezc anocn orzoüv µsiaýü 
ä , wv acv npot)9rlaq -rTlS c4n5Osprlc irapoxic vmipsrnwv a cruwv µs 
sitayy paia nov &Xouv puOJuatE{ µs voµo8saia (Text VI/Greek Translation 
of English EU Text 3, paragraph 12, lines 139-140). 
In example (o), it is shown that the pro-form these which is present in the English text 
and which refers to the analysis by the Commission of the progress made by the 
candidate countries with respect the Copenhagen criteria, is replaced in the Greek 
translation with the actual noun with which it co-refers, i. e. avc.. tvoczs ('analyses'). 
Similarly, in example (p), the pro-form These which is present in the English EU text 
and which refers to the amendments to three Acts is replaced in the Greek translation 
with the actual noun with which it co-refers, i. e. rpononotWeig ('amendments'). Thus, 
it appears that the translators of the texts in the particular cases prefer to restate, to 
repeat the nouns rather than use the anaphoric pro-forms to shorten and simplify the 
surface text despite the fact that if they the pro-forms were retained in the translations, 
the sentences would still be grammatical in Greek. 
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Apart from the observations mentioned above, it is interesting to refer here to some 
observations that emerge from the analysis of the English original EU texts and their 
translations into Greek with respect to the preferred types of lexical repetition. It is 
notable that although there is considerable variation in the types of lexical repetition 
links used within the English original EU texts as well as within the Greek translated 
EU texts, the prevalent type of lexical repetition in all texts is by far that of general 
lexical relations. What is more, form-bound lexical relations predominate over 
semantically-bound lexical relations and the single most common or frequent sub-type 
of lexical repetition is clearly simple lexical repetition. Still another observation that 
can be made on the basis of the comparative analysis in Table 6.14 is that the 
percentage of instantial lexical relations is low in all texts, both in the English original 
EU texts and in the Greek translated EU texts. 
From the comparisons that have been carried out above, it is evident that there are 
differences as well as similarities between the three Greek translated EU texts and the 
three Greek original EU texts as well as between the Greek translated EU texts and 
their English STs. However, before an attempt is made to interpret these differences 
and similarities, it is necessary to carry out one final comparison, namely the 
comparison of the results which arise from the analysis of the three Greek original EU 
texts (Texts VII, VIII and IX) with the results that arise from the analysis of the three 
English original EU texts (Texts I, 11 and III). 
Amount of Lexical Repetition Links in Greek Original EU 
Texts and English Original EU Texts 
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Figure 6.15 Percentage of Lexical Repetition Links 
in Greek Original EU Texts and English Original EU Texts 
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Table 6.15 Types of Lexical Repetition Links in Greek Original EU Texts (Texts VII, VIII and IX) 
and English Original EU Texts (Texts I, II and III) 
General Lexical Relations Instantial Lexical Relations 
Total 
Text Number Form-bound Semantically-bound 
of Links 
% 
SLR CLR Total SP CP HYP MEER Total EQ SM 3L Total 
Text 4% 47.34% 7.89% 55.23% 18.41% 2.63% 0% 13.15% 34.19% 10.52% 0% 10.52% 
VII 
Text 8% 57.29% 20.72% 78.01% 4.87% 1.21% 0% 7.31% 13.39% 8.53% 0% 8.53% 
VIII 
Text 9% 21.58% 5.68% 27.26% 14.77% 1.13% 9.08% 40.89% 65.87% 6.81% 0% 6.81% 
IX 
Text 12% 43.45% 2.37% 45.82% 14.96% 2.36% 17.38% 5.53% 40.23% 11.06% 3.16% 14.22% 
I 
Text 21% 47.38% 8.75% 56.13% 7.73% 5.15% 17.51% 10.36% 40.75% 3.09% 0% 3.09% 
II 
Text 9% 57.24% 15.90% 73.14% 10.63% 4.25% 8.49% 1% 24.37% 2% 0% 2% 
III 
Key: SLR= Simple Lexical Repetition, CLR= complex Lexical Repetition, SP= Simple Paraphrase, 
CP= Complex Paraphrase, HYP= Hyponymy, MER= Meronymy, EQ= Equivalence, SMBL= Semblance 
Figure 6.15 and Table 6.15 above reveal considerable differences in the number of 
lexical repetition links that has been identified in the Greek original EU texts and in the 
English original EU texts. In particular, it appears that, on average, the three Greek EU 
texts have lower levels of lexical repetition links than the three English EU texts. In 
more detail, it is shown that Text VII, the Greek EU Text 1, contains 4% of lexical 
repetition links, Text VIII, the Greek EU Text 2, contains 8% of lexical repetition links 
and Text IX, the Greek EU Text 3, contains 9% of lexical repetition links, whilst Text 
I, the English EU Text 1, contains 12% of lexical repetition links, Text II, the English 
EU Text 2, contains 21% of lexical repetition links and Text III, the English EU Text 3, 
contains 9% of lexical repetition links. It is therefore clear that despite the fact that the 
number of lexical repetition links identified in Text IX, the Greek EU Text 3, is the 
same as that identified in Text III, the English EU Text 3, on average the Greek original 
EU texts have considerably lower levels of lexical repetition than the English original 
EU texts. 
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At this point, it is interesting to see whether the difference that is observed in the 
number of lexical repetition links between the particular Greek original EU texts and 
the English original EU texts also extends to the types of lexical repetition links 
identified in those texts or whether, as in the case of the Greek translated EU texts and 
the Greek original texts discussed above, there are more similarities than differences. 
Table 6.15 does indeed reveal that, in fact, the lexical repetition relations identified in 
the texts present similarities rather than marked differences. To be precise, it is 
observed that, although there is considerable variation in the types of lexical repetition 
links used within the Greek EU texts as well as within the English EU texts, the 
prevalent type of lexical repetition in all texts is that of general lexical relations and, 
with the exception of Text IX, the Greek original EU Text 3, form-bound lexical 
relations predominate over semantically-bound lexical relations. What is more, the 
single most common sub-type of lexical repetition is simple lexical repetition. Still, 
another observation that emerges from the comparative analysis in Table 6.15 pertains 
to the fact that instantial lexical relations are low in all texts, both in the Greek EU texts 
and in the English EU texts. On the other hand, it should be pointed out that hyponymy 
seems to be more widely used in the English EU texts rather than in the Greek EU 
texts. 
6.2.3.1.1 Greek Translated EU Texts and Lexical Repetition: Discussion 
The results that emerge from the comparisons of the texts above enable us to draw 
certain conclusions. First of all, it emerges that the three Greek translations of the 
English original EU texts present more lexical repetition links than the three Greek 
original EU texts which, as already pointed out, are of the same genre and of similar 
subject matter, register and text type as the English original EU texts and their 
translations into Greek. Furthermore, the high level of lexical repetition links in the 
Greek translations mirrors the distribution of links in the English STs, also reflecting 
the trend observed in the English original texts to be cohesively more dense in terms of 
lexical repetition links. This suggests that there might be a transfer effect in the Greek 
translations from their English STs especially since we observe in the Greek translated 
texts verbatim repetitions of particular lexical items. However, there is an even higher 
level of lexical repetition links in the Greek translations compared to the English STs 
which does not appear to be solely due to syntactic and semantic differences between 
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the two languages. What is more, it does not seem to stem from text-building and 
stylistic preferences between the two languages since it emerged that the Greek original 
EU texts have a lower level of lexical repetition than the English original EU texts, 
something which suggests that the particular type and genre of English texts 
demonstrates a preference for a higher level of lexical repetition whereas the particular 
type and genre of Greek texts demonstrates a preference for a lower level of lexical 
repetition. All the above findings seem to suggest that there may also be a translation 
effect, although the difference between the Greek translated EU texts and their English 
STs is too small to allow us to draw firm conclusions. In short, it is shown that the level 
of lexical repetition in the Greek translated texts, which is even higher than the level of 
repetition in the English STs, could be either due to a language transfer effect from 
English or a translation effect or, more possibly, due to a combined language transfer 
effect and translation effect. 
If we now turn to the different types of lexical repetition links and the results which 
emerge from their comparison, we can conclude that the differences that are observed 
in the number of lexical repetition links between the Greek translated EU texts and the 
Greek original EU texts, the Greek translated EU texts and the English original EU 
texts as well as between the Greek original EU texts and the English original EU texts 
do not hold for the types of lexical repetition links identified in those texts. To be 
precise, overall, there are more similarities rather than differences between the 
particular pairs of texts as far as the types of lexical repetition links are concerned. 
What should be stressed is the fact that there is considerable variation in the types of 
lexical repetition links used within the Greek EU texts, the Greek translated EU texts as 
well as within the English EU texts and as a result, it is not easy to reach a conclusion 
regarding the systematic use of different types of lexical repetition in the particular 
texts that have been analysed. However, some observations can be made and the most 
important one is related to the fact that the prevalent type of lexical repetition in all 
nine texts is that of general lexical relations, and in particular that of form-bound 
lexical relations, i. e. simple and complex lexical repetition. Moreover, the single most 
common sub-type of lexical repetition is simple lexical repetition. In addition, a further 
observation that emerges from the comparative analysis pertains to the fact that 
instantial lexical relations are low in all the texts that have been analysed. The 
similarities observed are primarily related to the LSP nature of texts which requires 
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precision and does not allow for vagueness and loose interpretations. It is consequently 
natural for LSP texts to favour the use of form-bound lexical relations and disprefer the 
use of semantically-bound lexical relations, particularly synonymy, and also to keep the 
use of instantial lexical relations, i. e. equivalence and semblance, to a minimum. 
To recap, the text corpus reveals: 
" Differences between the three Greek translated EU texts and the three Greek 
original EU texts with respect to the number of lexical repetition links that they 
contain; 
" Differences as well as similarities between the three English original EU texts 
and their translations into Greek with respect to the number of lexical repetition 
links that they contain; 
" Differences between the three Greek original EU texts and the three English 
original EU texts with respect to the number of lexical repetition links that they 
contain; 
" Considerable similarities in all nine texts with respect to the types of lexical. 
repetition links that they contain. 
The results which emerge from the corpus analysis with respect to the Greek translated 
EU texts will be further discussed in section 6.3, in relation to the testing of the 
research hypotheses and the answering of the research questions, as well as in section 
6.4. However, prior to those discussions, the results that arise from the comparison of 
the English hybrid EU texts with the English original texts are given below. 
6.2.3.2 Investigating English Hybrid EU Texts 
Since the second question that the current research aims to answer is whether there are 
differences between English original or non-hybrid EU texts and English hybrid EU 
texts with respect to lexical repetition, it is only natural to compare the results that arise 
from the analysis of the three English original EU texts (Texts I, II and III) with the 
results that arise from the analysis of the three English hybrid EU texts (Texts X, XI 
and XII). 
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The comparison follows below and, as in the case of the previous comparisons, it 
includes information on the total number of lexical repetition links located in each of 
the six texts as well as on the different types of lexical repetition links identified. 
Amount of Lexical Repetition Links in English Original EU 
Texts and English Hybrid EU Texts 
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Figure 6.16 Percentage of Lexical Repetition Links 
in English Original EU Texts and English Hybrid EU Texts 
Table 6.16 Types of Lexical Repetition Links in English Original EU Texts (Texts I, II and III) 
and English Hybrid EU Texts (Texts X, XI and XII) 
General Lexical Relations Imtantial Lexical Relations 
Total 
Text Number 
of Linlu 
Form-bound Semantically-bound 
"/. 
SLR CLR Total SP CP HYP MER Total EQ SMBL Total 
Text 12% 43.45% 2.37% 45.82% 14.96% 2.36% 17.38% 5.53% 40.23% 11.06% 3.16% 14.22% 
Text 
II 
21% 47.38% 8.75% 56.13% 7.73% 5.15% 17.51% 1036% 40.75% 3.09% 0% 3.09% 
Text 9% 57.24% 15.90% 73.14% 10.63% 4.25% 8.49% 1% 24.37% 2% 0% 2% 
III 
Text 7.5% 41.23% 6.65% 47.88% 9.31% 3.99% 15.96% 13.30% 42.56% 9.31% 0% 9.31% 
X 
Text 4% 37.50% 15% 52.50% 10% 10% 0% 5% 25% 22.50% 0% 22.50% 
XI 
Text 17% 39.39% 7.64% 47.03% 1.17% 1.17% 37.63% 2.35% 42.35% 10.58% 0% 10.58% 
XII 
Key: SLR= Simple Lexical Repetition, CLR= complex Lexical Repetition, SP= Simple Paraphrase, 
CP= Complex Paraphrase, HYP= Hyponymy, MER= Meronymy, EQ= Equivalence, SMBL= Semblance 
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Text Text Text Text Text Text 
I II III X XI XII 
At first glance it appears that it is not possible to draw any particular conclusions 
regarding the number of lexical repetition links in the English original EU texts and in 
the English hybrid EU texts. However, on closer scrutiny, Figure 6.16 and Table 6.16 
above reveal some differences in the number of lexical repetition links that have been 
identified in the particular texts. In more detail, it is shown that Text I, the English 
original EU Text 1, contains 12% of lexical repetition links, Text II, the English 
original EU Text 2, contains 21% of lexical repetition links and Text III, the English 
original EU Text 3, contains 9% of lexical repetition links, whereas Text X, the English 
hybrid EU Text 1, contains 7.5% of lexical repetition links, Text XI, the English hybrid 
EU Text 2, contains just 4% of lexical repetition links and Text XII, the English hybrid 
EU Text 3, contains 17% of lexical repetition links. It thus emerges that the three 
English original EU texts, i. e. Texts I, II and III, have higher levels of lexical repetition 
links than two out of the three English hybrid EU texts, i. e. Texts X and XI. However, 
the third English hybrid EU Text, i. e. Text XII, contains a higher level of lexical 
repetition than Text I, the English original EU Text 1 and Text III, the English original 
EU Text 3, but it contains a lower level of lexical repetition than Text II, the English 
original EU Text 2. 
Although this particular result renders the drawing of specific conclusions rather 
problematic, it is important to note that the high level of lexical repetition in the 
particular text might be atypical since almost 30% of the total number of links in that 
particular text are concentrated in a single paragraph and are mainly hyponyms and co- 
hyponyms. More specifically, Text XII, which consists of 11 paragraphs and 1012 
words, contains 170 lexical repetition links, 51 of which are concentrated in paragraph 
6 (See Appendix D and Appendix E). What is more, 33 out of the 51 links that are 
present in paragraph 6 are cases of hyponymy. This uneven distribution of lexical 
repetition links observed in the particular text or, to be more precise, the concentration 
of a considerable number of lexical repetition links - most of which are cases of 
hyponymy - in one paragraph might be indicative of a peculiarity of that particular text. 
It therefore appears that it is not possible to draw conclusions on the basis of that 
specific text and as a result the only point that can be made with respect to the 
comparison of the English original EU texts with the English hybrid EU texts is that, 
with the exception of Text XII, the English hybrid EU texts present lower levels of 
lexical repetition than the English original or non-hybrid EU texts. 
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It is interesting at this point to see whether there are differences or similarities - or 
possibly both - in the three English original EU texts and the three English hybrid EU 
texts with respect to the types of lexical repetition links identified. Table 6.16 reveals 
that the lexical repetition relations identified in the six texts do not present marked 
differences but, on the contrary, they present considerable similarities. To be precise, it 
is notable that although there is considerable variation in the types of lexical repetition 
links used within the English original EU texts as well as within the English hybrid EU 
texts, it is clear that the prevalent type of lexical repetition is that of general lexical 
relations. In particular, form-bound lexical relations predominate over semantically- 
bound lexical relations and, what is more, the single most common sub-type of lexical 
repetition is simple lexical repetition. Still another observation that emerges from the 
comparative analysis in Table 6.16 pertains to the fact that instantial lexical relations 
are lower than general lexical relations in all texts, both in the English original EU texts 
and in the English hybrid EU texts, although the three particular hybrid texts 
demonstrate a preference for a somewhat higher level of equivalence than the English 
original texts. 
6.2.3.2.1 English Hybrid EU Texts and Lexical Repetition: Discussion 
What emerges from the comparative analysis of lexical repetition in the three English 
original EU texts and the three English hybrid EU texts, which, as already pointed out, 
are of the same genre and of similar subject matter, register and text type, is the fact 
that the level of lexical repetition tends overall to be higher in the English original EU 
texts. In other words, there is a preference in the English original EU texts for a higher 
level of lexical repetition. As indicated, this claim needs to be treated with particular 
caution and would need to be tested further with a larger corpus. Nevertheless, it could 
be considered indicative of differences. If we now turn to the results which emerge 
from the comparison of the different types of lexical repetition links identified in the 
texts, we can conclude that there are more similarities rather than differences between 
the particular texts. What should be stressed is the fact that, despite the considerable 
variation in the types of lexical repetition links used within the English original EU 
texts and the English hybrid EU texts, some observations can be made. The most 
important one is related to the fact that the prevalent type of lexical repetition in all six 
texts is that of general lexical relations and, in particular, the single most common sub- 
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type of lexical repetition is simple lexical repetition. The fact that instantial lexical 
relations are considerably lower than general lexical relations in all six texts under 
attention is also noteworthy. Finally, the fact that the distribution of the different types 
of lexical repetition is very similar in both the hybrid and the non-hybrid texts and the 
fact that general instantial relations are the dominant type of lexical repetition in all 
texts is very likely due to the LSP nature of the texts which, as discussed in 6.2.3.1, 
does not allow for imprecision and vagueness. 
To recap, the analysis of the text corpus reveals: 
9 Differences between the three English original EU texts and the three English 
hybrid EU texts with respect to the number of lexical repetition links that they 
contain; 
" Considerable similarities in all six texts with respect to the types of lexical 
repetition links that they contain. 
The results that emerge from the comparison of the English original EU texts with the 
English hybrid EU texts together with the results that emerge from the comparisons of 
the Greek translations of English EU texts with the Greek original EU texts, the Greek 
original EU texts with the English original EU texts as well as the English original EU 
texts with their translations into Greek will be further discussed in section 6.3 in 
relation to the testing of the research hypotheses and the answering of the research 
questions. However, prior to that discussion, a final note on the text corpus used in the 
present study is given below. 
6.2.4 Text Corpus: A Final Note 
Overall, it is notable that the results that emerge from the analysis of the text corpus, 
which was carried out with the application of the lexical repetition model described in 
Chapter 4, are indicative of differences between the Greek translated EU texts and the 
Greek original EU texts as well as between the English hybrid EU texts and the English 
non-hybrid EU texts. In particular, it emerges that, although there are considerable 
similarities between the Greek original texts and the Greek translations as well as 
between the English original texts and the English hybrid texts as far as the distribution 
of the different types of lexical repetition is concerned, there is a difference in the 
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number of lexical repetition links that they contain. Therefore, the text corpus, just like 
the questionnaires, seems to constitute a valuable source of information regarding one 
aspect of translated and hybrid texts. 
6.3 Testing the Research Hypotheses and Answering the Research Questions 
In the light of the results that have emerged from the analysis of the text corpus as well 
as from the analysis of the questionnaires, the current section returns to the research 
questions as these have been set out in Chapter 4. As stated earlier, the aim of this study 
is to provide empirical evidence as to whether lexical repetition plays any role in 
rendering Greek translated EU texts and English hybrid EU texts identifiable. In 
particular, the research questions and hypotheses have been formulated based on the 
need to establish a) whether Greek translations of English EU texts differ from Greek 
original EU texts in terms of lexical repetition and b) whether English hybrid EU texts 
differ from English original or non-hybrid EU texts in terms of lexical repetition. 
Consequently, the present section is divided in two sub-sections, the first one dealing 
with translation in Greek and the second with hybridity in English. 
6.3.1 Translation and Lexical Repetition: Answering Research Question I 
The main research question (Research Question I) that needs to be answered with 
respect to translation is whether the selected Greek translations of English original EU 
texts exhibit any differences from the selected Greek original EU texts as far as lexical 
repetition is concerned. The main hypothesis is that indeed the selected Greek 
translations of English original EU texts differ from the Greek original EU texts in that 
they exhibit a higher level of lexical repetition. 
It was suggested that the answer to Research Question I cannot be given solely on the 
basis of the comparison of the three Greek translations of English EU texts with the 
three Greek original EU texts. On the contrary, it was shown that it has to be given in 
correlation with the comparison of the three Greek translations with the three English 
originals as well as in correlation with the comparison of the three English originals 
with the three Greek originals. To recall our argument, the particular comparisons are 
necessary in order to account for the possibility of a higher level of lexical repetition in 
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the Greek translated texts being due to a translation effect or a language transfer effect 
from the English STs or due to both. Therefore, Research Question I has to be 
answered in conjunction with the answer given to Research Question I(a), i. e. as to 
whether the selected English original EU texts differ from their translations into Greek 
with respect to lexical repetition, and in conjunction with the answer given to Research 
Question I(b), i. e. as to whether the selected Greek original EU texts differ from the 
selected English original EU texts with respect to lexical repetition. We have 
hypothesised that the Greek translations of English original EU texts exhibit a higher 
number of lexical repetition links than their STs, i. e. the selected English original EU 
texts and also that the selected English original EU texts exhibit a higher number of 
lexical repetition links than the selected Greek original EU texts. 
On the basis of the results that emerge from the analysis of the text corpus it appears 
that Research Hypothesis I is validated. This means that the three Greek translations of 
the English original EU texts do indeed exhibit a higher level of lexical repetition than 
the three Greek original EU texts despite the fact that they present very similar types of 
lexical repetition. What is more, Research Hypothesis I(a) is also validated. In 
particular, it emerges that although the three Greek translated EU texts and their 
English STs present very similar types of lexical repetition, the Greek translated EU 
texts exhibit a slightly higher level of lexical repetition than the English original EU 
texts. Finally, the results which emerge from the corpus analysis also validate Research 
Hypothesis I(b). In particular, although the English original EU texts and the Greek 
original EU texts are also very similar as far as the types of lexical repetition are 
concerned, it emerges that the English original EU texts exhibit a higher level of lexical 
repetition than the selected Greek original EU texts. 
The findings that emerge from the analysis of the Greek questionnaire can also help 
give a final answer to Research Question I. It was established in the previous chapter 
that the conclusions that arise from the analysis of the Greek Questionnaire, i. e. 
Questionnaire A. provide significant evidence with respect to perceived differences 
between Greek original EU texts and Greek translated EU texts. In particular, we may 
recall that the majority of the questionnaire survey respondents, after reading Text A 
(Greek translated EU text) and Text B (Greek original EU text) and based on particular 
textual features, readily and correctly identified Text A as the Greek translated EU text 
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and Text B as the Greek original EU text. To be precise, the respondents noted that 
Text A was considerably more difficult for them to understand than Text B and that it 
was mainly specific characteristics at the lexical level of the text which troubled them 
and led them to identify it as a translated text. They specifically referred to the fact that 
the text lacked naturalness because its cohesion was at times hindered due to excessive 
and thus tiring lexical repetition, awkward lexical choices and odd or atypical 
collocations. According to the Greek native speakers in the sample, there are therefore 
differences between Greek translated EU texts and Greek original EU texts, differences 
which reveal the nature of the texts and which are mainly focused on the lexical level. 
If we want to correlate the results that emerge from Questionnaire A with the results 
that emerge from the corpus analysis and thus answer Research Question I, we can say 
that that the questionnaire results support the findings of the corpus analysis. It can thus 
be suggested that the selected Greek translations of English EU texts differ from the 
selected Greek original EU texts with respect to lexical repetition. From a different 
viewpoint, it is concluded that lexical repetition plays a key role in rendering Greek EU 
translations identifiable. 
A further discussion of the particular results follows in section 6.4 but prior to that an 
attempt is made to answer Research Question II in relation to hybridity in section 6.3.2 
below. 
6.3.2 Hybridity and Lexical Repetition: Answering Research Question II 
As previously discussed, the research question that needs to be answered with respect 
to hybridity (Research Question II) is whether the selected English original or non- 
hybrid EU texts exhibit any differences from the selected English hybrid EU texts as 
far as lexical repetition is concerned. The main hypothesis is that the selected English 
original EU texts differ from the English hybrid EU texts in that they exhibit a higher 
level of lexical repetition. 
The testing of Hypothesis II and the answering of Research Question II with the aim of 
reaching a conclusion as to whether English EU texts differ at all from English EU 
hybrid texts as far as lexical repetition is concerned can be given on the basis of the 
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comparison of the three English original EU texts with the three English hybrid EU 
texts of the text corpus. 
On the basis of the comparative analysis of lexical repetition in the three English 
original EU texts and the three English hybrid EU texts, it emerges that all six texts 
exhibit very similar types of lexical repetition relations but also that it is rather difficult 
to draw definite conclusions about possible differences that they might present with 
respect to the number of lexical repetition links that they contain. In particular, it 
emerges that two out of the three English hybrid EU texts present lower levels of 
lexical repetition than the three English original or non-hybrid EU texts. However, the 
third English hybrid EU text presents a higher level of lexical repetition than two out of 
the three English original EU texts. As pointed out already in 6.2.3.2, the high level of 
lexical repetition in the particular text might be atypical since almost 30% of the total 
number of links in that particular text are concentrated in a single and are mainly 
hyponyms and co-hyponyms. This uneven distribution of lexical repetition links 
observed in the text and, in particular, the concentration of a considerable number of 
lexical repetition links in one paragraph, a high proportion of which atypically accounts 
for hyponymy, might be indicative of a peculiarity of that particular text. If that is the 
case, then it can be maintained that Hypothesis II seems to be validated since the level 
of lexical repetition in the English non-hybrid EU texts does not resemble that of the 
hybrid texts, i. e. there is a preference in the English original EU texts for a higher level 
of lexical repetition. Before an attempt is made to give a final answer to Research 
Question II, it is essential to also take into account the findings that emerge from the 
analysis of the English questionnaire. It should be stressed that the significance of the 
questionnaire is particularly important in this case since the results of the corpus 
analysis are not such that can provide a clear answer to Research Question II. 
The conclusions that arise from the analysis of the English questionnaire, i. e. 
Questionnaire B, provide significant evidence concerning perceived differences 
between English original or non-hybrid EU texts and English hybrid EU texts. More 
specifically, the big majority of the questionnaire survey respondents, after reading 
Text A (English original EU text) and Text B (English hybrid EU text) and based on 
particular textual features, readily and correctly identified Text A as an original EU text 
and Text B as a non-original EU text. To be precise, the respondents noted that Text B 
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was considerably more difficult for them to understand than Text A and, what is more, 
that it was mainly specific characteristics at the lexical level of Text B which troubled 
them and led them to identify it as a non-original text. Among others, they observed 
that the cohesion of the text was often hindered because of the presence of certain pro- 
forms, 'the interpretation of which was particularly problematic, and because of the use 
of certain awkward lexical items and unnatural collocations. According to the English 
native speakers in the sample there are therefore differences between English original 
EU texts and English hybrid EU texts, differences which reveal the nature of the texts 
and which are mainly focused on the lexical level. If we correlate the results that 
emerge from Questionnaire B with the results that emerge from the corpus analysis and 
thus answer Research Question II, we can say that the questionnaire results support the 
findings of the corpus analysis. It can thus be suggested that the selected English hybrid 
EU texts seem to differ from the selected English original EU texts with respect to 
lexical repetition. From a different viewpoint, it is concluded that lexical repetition 
appears to play an important role in rendering English hybrid EU texts identifiable. 
6.4 Overview of the Study 
Having reported on the results of the data analysis, both in the present chapter and in 
the previous chapter, and having tested the research hypotheses and answered the 
research questions, the current section may be seen as an attempt to provide an 
overview of the study and as an opportunity to integrate the findings of the study with 
the findings of other studies. 
As a general observation, it can be said that the general questions which were posed at 
the beginning of the study and which lie at the heart of the motivation for the 
undertaking of the particular research, have now been answered. Overall, the findings 
of the study seem to indicate that the reported reaction of Greek readers and English 
readers who appear to be displeased with or even critical and disparaging towards 
Greek translated EU texts and English hybrid EU texts respectively is not imaginary 
and unsubstantiated but it correlates with observed differences and can be said to 
correspond to the reality. What is more, lexical repetition appears to play an important 
role in rendering Greek translated EU texts and English hybrid EU texts identifiable 
since it emerges from the data analysis that Greek translations of English EU texts 
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differ from Greek original EU texts with respect to the number of lexical repetition 
links that they exhibit and similarly that English hybrid EU texts differ from English 
original or non-hybrid EU texts with respect to the number of lexical repetition links 
that they exhibit. 
6.4.1 Greek Translated EU Texts and Lexical Repetition: Language Transfer, 
Explicitation and Language Norms 
If we turn our attention specifically to translation, we can see that the findings of the 
questionnaire analysis suggest that Greek native speakers are capable of distinguishing 
between a Greek translated EU text and a Greek original EU text mainly because they 
can identify distinctive differences between the two, differences which are 
predominantly centred at the lexical level of the texts. A lack of naturalness, 
`excessive' and thus `tiring lexical repetition' which interferes with the cohesion of the 
text, `awkward lexical choices' and `odd' or atypical collocations are among the 
reasons that the Greek readers put forward as reasons which lead them to identify a 
Greek EU text as a translated text. 
Furthermore, the findings of the corpus analysis reveal that the Greek translated EU 
texts do not seem to follow the patterns of equivalent Greek original EU texts with 
respect to the number of lexical repetition links that they contain. On the contrary, they 
mirror the distribution of links in the English STs, also reflecting the trend observed in 
the English original texts to be cohesively dense in terms of lexical repetition links. 
Although this might suggest a possible transfer effect from the English STs, it is 
notable that the number of lexical repetition links in the Greek translated EU texts 
appears to be even higher, notwithstanding only slightly higher, than the number of 
lexical repetition links in the English STs. What is more, the recorded higher level of 
lexical repetition in the Greek translated EU texts does not appear to be solely due to 
syntactic and semantic differences or to text-building and stylistic preferences between 
the two languages because, as seen in 6.2.3.1, Greek original EU texts contain a lower 
level of lexical repetition than equivalent English original EU text; in addition, many of 
the repetitions that have been identified in the Greek translations occur simply because 
there is a preference in the Greek translated EU texts for the replacement of pro-forms 
with nouns. In other words, there do not seem to be any normative or even grammatical 
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and stylistic constraints on the part of the Greek language which impose or favour the 
use of a higher level of lexical repetition in the Greek translations of English EU texts. 
The above findings seem to suggest that the higher level of lexical repetition in the 
Greek translated EU texts might also be due to a translation effect, to the translation 
process itself, and in particular due to a greater concern about explicitness and giveness 
on the part of the Greek translators in relation to both Greek and English writers. It is 
noteworthy that a similar finding has been recorded by Baker (1992) in relation to the 
translation of a journalistic article from English into Portuguese. In particular, Baker 
(1992: 185) noticed that whereas the English text uses pronominal reference to pick up 
the reference in a new sentence, the Portuguese translation prefers lexical repetition 
instead. 
On the basis of the above observations, it can be concluded that the high level of lexical 
repetition in the Greek translated EU texts, which is higher than the level of lexical 
repetition in the equivalent Greek original texts and very close to but slightly higher 
than the level of repetition in the English STs, could be either due to a language transfer 
effect from English or a translation effect or, more possibly, due to a combined 
language transfer and translation effect. These observations that arise from the data 
analysis with respect to the Greek translations of English EU texts, seem to be in line 
with Toury's law of interference (1995) as a universal of translation and Blum-Kulka's 
(1986) explicitation hypothesis as a universal of translation and are discussed in detail 
below. 
6.4.1.1 Translation and Language Transfer 
In particular, the first observation that is made on the basis of the research findings 
pertains to the fact that the three Greek translated EU texts that have been analysed 
appear to share the types and most importantly the level of lexical repetition of their 
corresponding English STs. This seems to be consistent with Toury's suggestion that 
"in translation, phenomena pertaining to the make-up of the ST tend to be transferred to 
the target text" (1995: 275). Similarly, the particular observation that emerges from the 
study seems to be in line with Blum-Kulka's observation (1986) that it is possible that 
the cohesive patters in TTs tend to reflect norms of STs in the same register, which may 
be due to processes of transfer operating on the translation. This transfer, according to 
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Toury, depends on the fact that "the more the make-up of a text is taken as a factor in 
the formulation of its translation, the more the target text can be expected to show 
traces of interference" (Toury, 1995: 276). He also points out that the transfer can be 
more or less prominent depending on the professional experience of the translator and 
on the sociocultural conditions in which a translation is produced and consumed 
(Toury, 1995: 275). In the present study, the likely transfer effect that is observed in the 
Greek EU translations from their English STs can be partly explained by the 
sociocultural conditions under which the particular translations are produced and 
consumed. To be precise and as mentioned in Chapter 2, there is a demand in EU 
Institutions for the production of translations - especially but not exclusively of legal 
texts - which are `equal', i. e. of equal value. However, this ideal of equal value is based 
on a vary narrow interpretation of equivalence which is often taken to mean linguistic 
correspondence or literal rendering and which is supposed to guarantee that readers of 
the various translations all get the same message (Koskinen, 2000). In particular, 
Koskinen points out that "there is an overall institutional attitude that does not 
encourage any degree of cultural adaptation, nor perceive translators as experts in 
intercultural communication" (Koskinen, 2000: 54). As a result of this view or ideal of 
linguistic equality, translations appear to be products of "interlinear [rather] than 
intercultural communication" (Koskinen, 2000: 54). Thus, the likely transfer effect that 
appears to be at work in the Greek translations of English EU texts seems to be 
consistent with Koskinen's observation regarding the particular sociocultural 
conditions of their creation and consumption. 
Another point which is related to the language transfer and which is worthy of attention 
is an observation made by Toury that: 
Tolerance of interference - and hence the endurance of its manifestations - 
tend to increase when translation is carried out from a `major' or highly 
prestigious language/culture, especially if the target language/culture is 
'minor', or `weak' in any other sense. (1995: 278) 
Based on that observation, it can be said that since Greek is a `minor' language one 
would expect a rather high tolerance of transfer from English, which is a `major' 
language. The results of the questionnaire, however, seem to suggest otherwise since 
they reveal a low tolerance on the part of Greek readers with respect to the difference in 
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lexical repetition that is observed in the Greek translations and which, as discussed, 
may be due to a combined language transfer and translation transfer effect. This 
observation is of particular interest and might be worthy of further investigation in a 
future study with the use of a large-scale questionnaire survey which will bear on 
translations into Greek in which interference from English will be empirically 
established. 
6.4.1.2 Translation and Explicitation 
The second observation that is made on the basis of the research findings and which 
pertains to the fact that the three Greek translated EU texts that have been analysed 
appear to exhibit an even higher level of lexical repetition than their corresponding 
English STs, seems to validate Blum-Kulka's explicitation hypothesis (1986: 19) which 
postulates an observed cohesive explicitness from STs to TTs regardless of the increase 
which is traceable to differences between the two linguistic and textual systems 
involved. It is also consistent with Toury's suggestion that there seems to exist "an 
almost general tendency, irrespective of the translator's identity, language, genre, 
period, and the like, to explicitate in the translation information that is only implicit in 
the original text" (1980: 60). Similarly, the particular observation that emerges from 
the study seems to be in line with Baker's comment (1993: 243-4) that translations 
present a marked rise in the level of explicitness compared to specific STs and to 
original texts in general. It is notable that her observation arises mainly from the 
analysis of translated literary texts from English into Arabic and refers, among other 
things, to the presence of a higher level of lexical repetition in the Arabic translations 
than in the English STs (Baker, 1992: 207). 
Similar findings with the findings of the present study have also been reported by 
Vanderauwera (1985: 97) who, drawing on evidence from studies of literary 
translations from Dutch into English, noticed that implicit information is frequently 
made explicit and more precise in the English translations. The main procedures she 
recorded are the use of interjections to express more clearly the progression of the 
given characters' thoughts or to accentuate a given interpretation, expansion of 
condensed passages, addition of modifiers, qualifiers and conjunctions to achieve more 
transparency, addition of extra information, insertion of explanations, repetition of 
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previously mentioned details for the purpose of clarity, precise renderings of implicit or 
vague data, the provision of more accurate descriptions, the explicit naming of 
geographical locations and the disambiguation of pronouns with precise forms of 
identification. In addition, Seguinot (1988,1985), after examining translations from 
English into French and from French into English, found that in both cases there was 
greater explicitness in the translations which manifested itself at the level of syntax, 
lexis and punctuation. Vehmas-Lehto (1989: 204), after studying Finnish journalistic 
texts translated from Russian and comparing them with original Finnish texts, and 
referring mainly to connectives in the texts, pointed out that translated TTs are more 
explicit than original texts of the same register because of explicitation strategies. 
Finally and with particular reference to Greek, Sidiropoulou, after looking into Greek 
translations of English informative texts, observed that there is a high degree of 
intervention on the part of the Greek translator who strengthens cohesive ties in the IT, 
thus revealing a greater concern about giveness and explicitness (1994: 34). 
6.4.1.3 Translation and Language Norms 
To sum up, it emerges from the discussion above that the findings of the study are 
consistent with the findings of other studies and they seem to support Toury's law of 
interference (1995) and Blum-Kulka's (1986) explicitation hypothesis. What is more 
important is the fact that the outcome of this combined language and translation effect 
which seems to be at work in the Greek translations of English EU texts results in a 
high level of lexical repetition in the particular Greek translations which does not seem 
to resemble the level of lexical repetition that is observed in equivalent Greek original 
EU texts. In other words, the high level of lexical repetition in the Greek translations of 
English EU texts appears to go against the norms of the Greek language and the 
particular genre and text type. A similar but more general observation has been made 
by Koutsivitis (1994: 239) who found that Greek translated legal EU texts exhibit 
language norms which deviate from the norms of Greek original legal EU texts. This 
deviation from language norms is particularly important because since language norms 
are "the social reality of concepts of linguistic correctness" (Bartsch, 1987: 75) and can 
be viewed as "the translation of general values or ideas shared by a community - as to 
what is right or wrong, adequate or inadequate - into performance instructions 
appropriate for and applicable to particular situations" (Toury, 1995: 55), their 
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normative force is there to guide and steer behaviour in a way that is in accord with the 
notions of adequacy and correctness. To be more precise, norms are culture bound and 
socially defined and as a result compliance with them in particular communicative acts 
amounts to satisfying what may be termed `appropriateness conditions', so that the acts 
or utterances in question are accepted as correct (Hermans, 1991: 163-165). In that 
respect and with particular reference to translation, Schaffner points out: 
Language and language use can be judged as correct from a phonological, 
morphological, syntactic, semantic and pragmatic point of view. There is 
also a difference between what is possible in a language, regardless of 
context (described by rules), and what is considered appropriate in a given 
context (described by conventions or norms). When conventions are 
enforced with normative power they are considered to be norms. Norms are 
binding, and their violation usually arouses disapproval of some kind among 
the community concerned. The force of a norm is built up in the 
relationships between norm authorities, norm enforcers, norm codifiers, and 
norm subjects. For example, grammar books and lexicons provide models 
for correct linguistic forms, language teachers correct wrong or 
inappropriate communicative behaviour, or teachers of translation judge a 
text to be a good or a bad translation. (Schaffner, 1999a: 2) 
An empirical study carried out by Kachroo (1984) revealed that there exists a 
correlation between the naturalness or authenticity of translations in English and Hindi, 
as these have been assessed by native speakers, and the degree of their resemblance to 
respective English and Hindi original texts in terms of distribution of cohesion devices. 
It is apparent from the above points that non-compliance with norms might result in 
texts which do not conform to the expectations of the readers, which are not accepted 
as natural, correct, adequate or successful and which are of low quality since, as Gutt 
observes, "for communication, in general, it seems logical to evaluate the quality of a 
text or utterance in terms of how successful it is: the more success it has, the higher its 
quality" (1997: 538). In the same spirit, Vehmas-Lehto (1989) observes that the 
compliance of a translation with the norms of the TL is an inherent part of translation 
quality. 
If we want to sum up the points made in the present section, we can say that it might be 
the case that in certain Greek translated EU texts there is a combined language and 
translation transfer effect which can result in a high level of lexical repetition in the 
Greek translations. In turn, this high level of lexical repetition appears to go against the 
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norms of the Greek language and the particular genre and type of text and against the 
expectations of the readers. As a result, the texts are considered to be of poor quality, 
unsuccessful, `foreign', `unnatural', carrying signs of an obvious `translatedness' 
(Koskinen, 2000: 61) and thus arousing a negative reaction amongst Greek readers. 
6.4.2 English Hybrid EU Texts and Lexical Repetition: Language Transfer and 
Language Norms 
If we now turn our attention to hybridity, we can see that the findings of the 
questionnaire analysis suggest that English native speakers are in a position to 
distinguish between an English hybrid EU text and an English non-hybrid EU text since 
they can identify distinctive textual differences between the two, differences which are 
mainly located at the lexical level. A lack of naturalness, problems with the cohesion of 
the text, extensive use of hard-to-interpret pro-forms, awkward lexical choices and odd 
collocations are among the reasons that the English readers put forward as reasons 
which lead them to identify an English EU text as a non-original text. 
Furthermore, the findings of the corpus analysis reveal that, overall, the English hybrid 
EU texts do not seem to follow the patterns of equivalent English non-hybrid or 
original EU texts with respect to the number of lexical repetition links that they contain, 
but, on the contrary, they seem to go against them. In particular, it emerges that the 
English hybrid EU texts exhibit a preference for a lower level of lexical repetition 
while the equivalent English original EU texts exhibit a preference for a higher level of 
lexical repetition. This result seems to be in line with the remark made by Simon, 
namely that hybrid texts present, among other characteristics, a lack of cohesion 
(Simon, 2001) and with the observations made by Schaffner and Adab (1997: 327) and 
Jakobsen (1993: 158) that hybrid texts have features that are in a way contradictory to 
the norms of the TL and TC. 
At this point it might be worth taking into account the results which emerge from the 
comparison of the English original EU texts with the Greek original EU texts and 
which reveal that the English original EU texts exhibit a preference for a higher level of 
lexical repetition than the equivalent Greek original EU texts. This particular 
observation might contribute to the understanding of the lower level of lexical 
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repetition that is observed in the English hybrid EU texts. In particular, it might be 
suggested that, if the English original EU texts of the particular genre and text type 
exhibit a preference for a rather high level of lexical repetition and the English hybrid 
EU texts are drafted by committees of non-mother-tongue speakers whose native 
languages favour the use of a lower level of lexical repetition, then it might be the case 
that the authors or drafters of the texts comply with the norms of their languages which 
do not resemble the norms of the English language. In other words, there might be a 
case of language transfer which leads to end-products that appear to the readers 
unsuccessful and of low quality since they go against the norms of the English 
language and the particular genre and text type. Of course, it should be stressed that this 
point about a possible language transfer in the English hybrid EU texts is mere 
speculation since the actual drafting of the texts has not been investigated in the present 
study mainly because it was practically impossible to acquire information from the 
relevant DGs with respect to the names and nationalities of the EU officials who 
formed the committees that were responsible for the drafting of the texts. In addition 
and to the best of our knowledge, there is no previous study that has attempted to 
empirically investigate a potential language transfer in English hybrid EU texts. 
The above comments point to the need for further research in the area of hybridity, 
which should involve the clear identification of co-authors and their languages 
(although not straightforward in a multilingual working environment), the collection 
and analysis of data on lexical repetition patterns in parallel texts in those languages, 
and research on collaborative or consensus writing. 
In the present study, nonetheless, although it is not possible to ascertain if indeed there 
is interference from the languages of the EU officials who formed the committees that 
drafted the texts, the evidence that arises from the corpus analysis seems to be 
indicative of a non-compliance of the hybrid EU texts with the level of lexical 
repetition that appears to be preferred in the English original EU texts. Independently 
of the reasons that lead to the particular non-compliance, it is notable that it appears to 
contribute to the creation of texts which contain levels of lexical repetition that deviate 
from the norms of the English language and the particular genre and text type and 
which are thus criticised by readers. 
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At this point it is interesting to recall an observation made by the respondents of the 
English questionnaire, namely that the hybrid EU text that they had read appeared to 
them as a translated text. If we correlate that observation to the fact that, as we have 
seen in the previous discussion about translation and lexical repetition, there seems to 
be a high level of lexical repetition in the Greek translated EU texts which does not 
comply with the norms of the Greek language then we can suggest that both the Greek 
translated EU texts and the English hybrid EU texts are similar in that they do not 
conform to the norms of the TL at least with respect to lexical repetition. It is thus 
apparent that non-compliance with norms might result in texts, both translations and 
hybrids, which do not conform to the expectations of the readers, which are not 
accepted as correct or successful and which are of "sub-standard quality" (Martin, 
2000: 2). As a result, they are met with disapproval by the readers. 
6.4.2.1 Hybrid EU Texts: A Final Definition 
One further point that deserves attention is related to the validity of the definition of 
hybrid EU text as this has been given in the present study. In particular, it was assumed 
that a hybrid EU text is not a translation, as claimed by some scholars, but a multi- 
authored text, which is produced by way of multilingual negotiation in a supranational 
multicultural discourse community where there is no linguistically neutral ground and 
where internationalisation of concepts and ideas is a sine qua non. This definition was 
based on the assumption that not all EU texts are hybrid texts and that a necessary 
condition for the existence of a hybrid EU text is its composition in a given language 
by a group of native and non-native speakers of that language or a group of non-native 
speakers alone. The results of the study, especially the fact that the respondents 
identified Text B- the text that was written by a committee of native and non-native 
speakers of English - as a text which is not an original text, indicate that the distinction 
between hybrid and non-hybrid EU texts, which was based on the review of the 
literature and the results that arose from the interviews that were carried out, seems to 
be substantiated on the basis of the comments made by ordinary citizens. It can then be 
posited that the definition of hybrid text as was given in Chapter 2 and as has also been 
accepted by Hale (2000) and by Schaffner and Adab in recent work (2001b) appears to 
be valid. What is more, it seems to suggest that the observation made by Wagner, Bech 
and Martinez that collective drafting in the European Union Institutions can make for 
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better texts and that "two (or twenty) heads can be better than one" (2002: 72) does not 
seem to be confirmed. Of course, this might well be true as far as the content of the 
texts is concerned but as far as the style and naturalness or authenticity of the texts, it 
does not seem to hold. In fact, even Wagner, Bech and Martinez themselves observe 
that `consensus building' "makes for extensively long documents of uneven style" 
(Wagner, Bech and Martinez, 2002: 72). 
6.4.3 Lexical Cohesion as a Property of Writing and Translation Quality 
From the points made in 6.4.1 and 6.4.2 with respect to translated Greek EU texts and 
English hybrid EU texts, it appears that our assumption that lexical cohesion, and in 
particular lexical repetition, is an important property of writing and translation quality 
and that its successful use depends significantly on the norms of each language - which 
also vary depending on genre and text type - is validated. To recall our argument, a 
high level of cohesion is not considered to be better than a low level of cohesion but 
simply indicative of language preferences as well as of text typological and generic 
preferences. This view is also shared by Witte and Faigley who analysed the cohesive 
ties in 10 essays written by first-year University students whose native language was 
English and observed that: 
While cohesive relationships may ultimately affect writing quality in some 
ways, there is no evidence to suggest that a large number (or a small 
number) of cohesive ties of a particular type will positively affect writing 
quality. All discourse is context bound - to the demands of the subject 
matter, occasion, medium, and audience of the text (Witte and Faigley, 
1981: 202). 
6.4.4 Types of Lexical Repetition, Normativity and the LSP Nature of Texts 
Another point that is worth mentioning is the fact that although the twelve texts that 
have been analysed exhibit considerable differences with respect to the number of 
lexical repetition links they contain, it has emerged from the analysis of the text corpus 
that they also exhibit considerable similarities with respect to the different types of 
lexical repetition they use. In particular, it is striking that form-bound lexical relations, 
i. e. simple lexical repetition and complex lexical repetition, appear to be the most 
frequent type of lexical relations in all twelve texts - both English and Greek, both 
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translated and original, both hybrid and non-hybrid. What is more, simple lexical 
repetition, i. e. the repetition of the same lexical item with possible inflectional 
difference, appears to be the most common sub-type of lexical repetition, something 
which is also in line with the results of previous studies. In particular, Ahmad and 
Tostevin (1998: 414) in their study of English and Portuguese texts drawn from 
theoretical and experimental nuclear physics and hydraulics found that the most 
important lexical cohesive relation was simple lexical repetition, accounting for up to 
60% of all links. In the same work, they observed that this was also the case in Dutch 
and Welsh texts that they have analysed in a previous study (Ahmad and Tostevin, 
1998: 414). Tanskanen (1995: 535) in her study of face-to-face conversations, prepared 
speeches and academic prose, all of which were in English, found that simple repetition 
was the most frequent type of lexical relation in all three genres. Along similar lines, 
Al-Muhammad (1993: 333) found that simple lexical repetition accounted for the 
majority of lexical ties in his corpus of original medical texts both in English and in 
Arabic. Finally, Klaudy and Käroly (2000: 150) in their study of lexical repetition in 
twenty translations into Hungarian of an English newspaper article dealing with the EU 
found that the most frequent type of lexical repetition was simple lexical repetition. 
It thus appears that in all cases - independently of genre and independently of whether 
the texts are written in English, Portuguese, Dutch, Welsh, Arabic or Hungarian, or 
whether they are original texts or translations - the most frequent type of lexical 
repetition is simple lexical repetition. A contrasting view can be found in Mafias Lahoz 
(1997: 154) who suggests that excessive repetition in the form of simple lexical 
repetition, i. e. in the form of the repetition of the same item, should be avoided because 
it is tiring for the reader and can cause cacophony. She goes on to suggest that 
hyponymy or synonymy can be used instead. However, it should be pointed out that 
she is referring to literary LGP texts, whereas almost all the studies mentioned here 
bear on specialised, LSP or borderline LSP texts, a factor which necessarily plays a key 
role in the preference that the texts exhibit for simple lexical repetition. As has already 
been mentioned earlier, in LSP texts there is need for clarity, normativity and lack of 
ambiguity (Cabre, 1999: 77) or to quote Sager, Dungworth and McDonald: "In special 
languages precision is preferable to linguistic variation" (1980: 290). As a result, 
semantically-bound lexical relations, i. e. synonymy, hyponymy and meronymy, and 
instantial lexical relations, i. e. equivalence and semblance, are not always appropriate 
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for extensive use and, what is more, they are not always available. In that respect Wills 
points out: 
The characteristic feature of LSP texts is normativity, the unambiguous 
correspondence between notional aspects and linguistic (superficial) 
realizations. By its very nature, LSP is regimented, standardized, subject to 
conceptual hierarchization and ostentatious neutrality. LSP processes, as it 
were, a sort of servomechanism which to a high extent guarantees its self- 
control in the respective context. Predictability is more important for LSP 
than lexical variation. For the sake of terminological precision, LSP is in 
principle synonym-free. (Wills, 1996: 23) 
Even if the statement put forward by Wills is rather rigid, it still indicates that it is more 
than natural for LSP texts to exhibit a preference for form-bound lexical relations over 
semantically-bound or even over instantial lexical relations. Hence, the prevalence of 
text-bound lexical relations, and in particular of simple lexical repetition, in the twelve 
texts which constitute the corpus in the present study is entirely consistent with the 
communicative needs of specialist text varieties. 
6.4.5 Evaluation of the Lexical Repetition Model 
One final point that emerges from the study and that deserves attention is related to the 
lexical repetition model which was formulated and used for the analysis of the twelve 
texts. In particular, the analysis of the text corpus revealed that, as was mentioned 
briefly in 6.2.1, the model proved to be particularly successful since it appeared to be 
comprehensive, systematic and transparent in that it could account for and help classify 
in a systematic way almost all the lexical repetition links that could be identified in the 
texts. It should be noted that the inevitable problems and difficulties that arose during 
its application stemmed from the LSP nature of the texts, which rendered linguistic 
knowledge inadequate and called for extralinguistic knowledge on the part of the 
researcher. In particular and as mentioned in 6.2.1, during the analysis of the corpus 
most of the problems were resolved and many of the decisions were made on the basis 
of consultation of parallel texts and primarily on the basis of the expertise of EU 
officials, translators and EU politics specialists, who provided a deeper understanding 
of the texts and the terminology employed in them mainly by clarifying obscure terms 
and neologisms. It can thus be claimed that a linguist who is at the same time an expert 
in the subject matter of a particular text could most probably use the lexical repetition 
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model developed in this study and be in a position to identify and classify all cases of 
lexical repetition without facing particular difficulties. What is also notable is the fact 
that there seems to be no compelling reason why the model could not be used for the 
analysis of LGP texts but most importantly for the analysis of LSP texts of any genre, 
text type, register and subject matter. This is considered to be particularly important 
because, as was revealed in the review of the literature, the models that have been 
developed in the past bear mainly on LGP texts and are not fully transparent or 
comprehensive, with the exception of the recent model developed by Klaudy and 
Käroly (2000). 
6.5 Delimitations and Limitations of the Research 
The results that emerge from the study should be viewed in conjunction with its 
delimitations and limitations. First of all, it is noteworthy that the size of the text 
corpus, although adequate for the purposes of the particular research and consistent 
with the size of other similar studies (cf. Chapter 4), is in general terms rather limited; 
hence, the results that emerge from its analysis cannot be generalised. It is fair to say 
that a considerably larger corpus would have led to results that could be more easily 
generalised, especially in the case of hybridity. Nevertheless, the analysis of such a 
corpus would require more resources than available for the current study. This is due to 
the fact that the particular analysis of lexical repetition involves the location and 
classification of non text-bound as well as text-bound lexical relations, a parameter 
which imposes a manual analysis and rules out an analysis with the use of an electronic 
tool. The manual analysis is particularly time-consuming and, what is more, the 
location and classification of semantically-bound and instantial lexical relations 
requires particular attention on the part of the researcher and a lot of research on 
extralinguistic as well as linguistic features of the texts under analysis. A second 
limitation is related to the fact that both the questionnaires and the corpus bear on a 
specific text type and genre of EU texts and consequently the results that emerge from 
their analysis cannot be generalised to other genres and text types of EU texts. The 
third limitation bears on the fact that the analysis of lexical repetition involves only 
lexical repetition links between sentences. Links within sentences were not included in 
the analysis following an argument put forward by Halliday and Hasan (1976) that 
those devices that operate across sentence boundaries are intrinsically cohesive, 
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whereas devices that operate within the sentence play a secondary role in the creation 
of cohesion and texture. Finally, it should be pointed out that we would have a clearer 
and more integrated picture of the role of lexical cohesion as a property of writing and 
translation quality if collocations were included in the analysis. However the non- 
inclusion of collocations in the present study was a conscious decision based on the fact 
that, as mentioned in Chapter 3, the notion of collocation is an intuitive reality and 
although it can be researched with the help of computers, it remains a rather `intricate' 
category (Tanskanen, 1995: 533). What is more, the inclusion of collocations would 
have required the computational analysis of the corpus, something which would alter 
the nature of the study and interfere with the analysis of lexical repetition which, as 
discussed, requires manual analysis. 
6.6 Conclusion 
In summary, it emerges from the data analysis that there are systematic similarities as 
well as differences at the level of lexical repetition between Greek original EU texts 
and Greek translated EU texts, English original EU texts and their translations into 
Greek, Greek original EU texts and English original EU texts as well as between 
English original EU texts and English hybrid EU texts. In particular, the observed 
similarities which are related to the types of lexical repetition used in the texts are 
basically attributed to the LSP nature of texts which ideally requires normativity and 
non-ambiguity, features which can be achieved with the avoidance of lexical variation, 
and in the case in point, with the wide use of form-bound lexical relations and the 
restricted use of semantically-bound and instantial lexical relations. 
On the other hand, the observed differences between Greek translated EU texts and 
Greek original EU texts and the differences between English hybrid EU texts and 
English non-hybrid texts involve the number of lexical repetition links found in the 
texts and seem to be partly culpable for the negative reaction among Greek readers and 
English readers respectively. This is so because the level of lexical repetition in the 
Greek translated EU texts does not seem to conform to that of equivalent Greek 
original EU texts, i. e. it is higher, and the level of lexical repetition in the English 
hybrid EU texts does not seem to conform to that of equivalent English original EU 
texts, i. e. it is lower. In other words, the level of lexical repetition in both Greek 
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translated EU texts and English hybrid EU texts seems to go against language norms, 
thus interfering with the naturalness of the texts, affecting their quality and causing 
difficulty to the readers. The reported `translatedness' of Greek translated EU texts and 
the `foreignness' and lack of `authenticity' of English hybrid EU texts can now be 
partly explained. The implications that these particular results entail for translators and 
drafters in the EU will be discussed in the following chapter together with 
recommendations for further research. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
Recommendations and Conclusion 
7.1 Introduction 
This final chapter offers some recommendations to translators and drafters who work in 
the EU Institutions with the aim of facilitating their work and contributing to the 
creation of texts which are likely to be accepted by the public as successful and 
adequate and which, as a consequence, may receive less negative criticism than they 
currently do. It also sets out to offer some recommendations to EU officials. Moreover, 
drawing on the results of the study and on the multilingual and multicultural nature of 
the European Union as well as on the nature of texts produced within the EU 
Institutions, the chapter offers some concluding remarks in relation to EU texts as 
products of internationalisation. Finally, the chapter identifies new paths for research 
and attempts to assess the outcome of the study with particular reference to the aims 
which were originally posed. 
7.2 Recommendations for EU Translators, Drafters and EU Officials 
To recap, the findings that arise from the study indicate that ordinary readers, based on 
specific textual features, can distinguish between a Greek original EU text and a Greek 
translated EU text and between an English original EU text and an English hybrid EU 
text. The particular features are mainly focused on the lexical level of the texts and are 
commented upon rather negatively by the readers. In addition, the findings suggest that 
the level of lexical repetition in the Greek translated EU texts does not seem to conform 
to that of equivalent Greek original EU texts and, similarly, that the level of lexical 
repetition in the English hybrid EU texts does not seem to conform to that of equivalent 
English original EU texts. On the basis of these findings, some recommendations can 
be made for translators and text drafters who work in the EU Institutions as well as for 
EU officials. 
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7.2.1 Recommendations for EU Translators and Drafters 
As pointed out in Chapter 2, quality and high standards are considered to be vital in the 
production and translation of texts in the EU Institutions. High standards involve the 
avoidance of mistakes - which could prove to be particularly costly since much of the 
material issued by the Union has intricate political, legal or financial implications - but 
they also involve the creation of texts which can explain the European project to the 
general public in the EU's current 15, and forthcoming 25, member states in an 
accessible way. It seems, therefore, self-evident that in the case of EU texts and their 
translations, text drafters and translators should try to produce texts which are accurate 
in terms of content. However, this study has shown that the relative acceptability of 
texts can be related to some of the ways in which content is presented in the texts. 
Consequently, translators should bear in mind that "wrong translations or 
interpretations could blow up the world" (Nida, 2000: 3) but at the same time they 
should not disregard the fact that "adherence to content without consideration of form, 
usually results in a flat mediocrity" (Nida, 1964: 164). In the present study, form is 
understood as patterns of lexical cohesion. The recommendations which are set out 
below are intended to help translators and text drafters produce translations and original 
texts respectively which can carry the message across in a natural and acceptable way 
for the TL readership, by indicating aspects of text construction which are not easily or 
intuitively accessible. 
7.2.1.1 Compliance with TL Norms 
In the light of the findings which emerge from the present study, it can be suggested 
that since the level of lexical repetition both in the Greek translated EU texts and in the 
English hybrid EU texts appears to deviate from language norms, thus interfering with 
the naturalness of the texts, affecting their quality and, in general, causing difficulty to 
the readers, translators and text drafters would probably benefit from closer adherence 
to TL norms, at least with respect to lexical cohesion, and, more specifically, with 
respect to lexical repetition. With particular reference to translation, a similar 
recommendation has been made by Stine. More specifically, he argues that "cohesion 
within texts differs to such an extent from language to language that translators can 
work successfully only if they treat the SL text as a whole unit [... ] while using the 
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cohesive devices of the RL [Receptor Language] to create an understandable RL text" 
(1980: 13). In the same spirit, Vehmas-Lehto (1989) observes that in order to produce a 
natural or adequate translation, translators should first investigate the cohesive devices 
in the language of the ST and the TT and then, on the basis of the findings, carry out 
the necessary transformations so that the translation complies with the norms of the TL. 
Nevertheless, it should be stressed that compliance with TL norms is not always easy 
and straightforward for translators. As pointed out already, translation "is a source-text 
induced target text production" (Neubert, 1985: 18) and, as such, a textual relation 
which stays relational, which bears the marks of the relation (Meschonnic, 1973). In 
particular, Neubert comments on the imprint that the ST can leave on the TT as 
follows: 
Grappling with the source text and coping with the challenge of rephrasing 
it in terms of the target text involves a constant fluctuation, formal as well as 
semantic, between source and target shapes and meanings. The craft of 
translation is, therefore, for ever bound up with being at home in two texts 
and in two cultures, the one the original is at home with and the new one the 
translation wants to enter. (Neubert, 2001: 181) 
A strong interpretation of this relationship means that translators can be said to be 
`prisoners of great limitations' in that "they are confined to an imitative and derivative 
process" (Rabassa, 1984: 35). In a weaker interpretation, translators, based on a ST, 
have to achieve an effective blend of `matter and manner', of content and form (Nida, 
1964: 164). Hence, it is understandable that the very nature of translation renders the 
task of translators particularly daunting since they have to continuously struggle 
between the ST and the TT - the `two masters' as Delisle and Woodsworth (1995: ii) 
call them - and still manage to produce a translation which makes sense and which also 
reads naturally, which is "written in ordinary language, the common grammar, idioms 
and words that meet that kind of situation" (Newmark, 1988: 24). 
As pointed out in Chapter 2, EU translators face the extra limitation of having to 
produce translations which are not only accurate and natural but which also resemble 
closely their STs in terms of form, thus conforming to the ideal of `linguistic equality'. 
As seen earlier, this linguistic equality is often considered to be synonymous with 
linguistic correspondence or literal rendering and is - rather surprisingly - supposed to 
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guarantee that readers of the various translations all get the same message (Koskinen, 
2000). Therefore, it is apparent that EU translators are faced with the considerable 
challenge of producing accurate translations, which comply with the ideal of linguistic 
equality but which are at the same time natural and `harmonious', thus meeting the 
expectations of the readers (Rabassa, 1984: 39). 
In view of the above, it emerges that compliance with TL norms is indeed not always 
easy and straightforward for translators, and especially for EU translators. What is 
more, it should be stressed that the lexical modifications which are necessary for the 
compliance with TL norms are more difficult than `grammatical', in the sense of Nida, 
modifications. Nida (1964) points out that a natural translation involves two principal 
areas of adaptation, namely grammar and lexicon, and that, generally speaking, the 
grammatical modifications can be made more readily than lexical modifications since 
many grammatical changes are dictated by the obligatory structures of the receptor 
language. To be precise, Nida points out that a translator is actually obliged to make 
such adjustments as shifting word order, using verbs in place of nouns and substituting 
verbs for pronouns, while the lexical structure of the source message is less readily 
adjusted to the semantic requirements of the receptor language, mainly because instead 
of obvious rules to be followed, there are numerous alternative possibilities (1964: 
167). Therefore, it is clear that compliance with TL norms with respect to lexical 
cohesion, and, more specifically, with respect to lexical repetition, can be particularly 
daunting for translators. 
In spite of the fact that the above comments seem to apply first and foremost to 
translators, it should be stressed that they are equally valid for drafters in the EU 
Institutions who are required to draft texts collectively, i. e. in committees, and more 
often than not write in a language other than their mother tongue. More specifically, 
these particular text drafters are likely to face difficulties in conforming to the norms of 
the language in which they are writing similar to the difficulties that EU translators 
face. In addition, as in the case of translators, these particular difficulties will probably 
tend to be more prominent for text drafters with respect to the lexical choices that they 
make and which can affect the overall cohesion of the texts that they construct. 
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Suggestions as to measures that translators and text drafters can take in order to carry 
out their job in the best - and smoothest - possible way are provided below. 
7.2.1.2 Practical Suggestions 
On a general note, Newmark, with particular reference to translation, suggests that 
normally translators can achieve a natural TT by temporarily disengaging themselves 
from the ST, by reading their own translation as though no original existed (Newmark, 
1988: 24). With particular reference to EU texts, Fraser and Beeth observe that "the 
process of translating a document from beginning to end is an evolutive one which 
involves approaching a text, becoming one with it, differentiating from it and 
integrating it into our world experience and releasing it to a separate existence" (1999: 
15). They also suggest that translators should not translate by transposing words or 
sentences from one language into another. By contrast, they claim that they have to 
read and understand a passage, allow it to sink into them until they understand its 
structure, its `raison d'etre' and its message, and then, holding the intention of the text 
in their minds, reproduce the message in their mother tongue (Fraser and Beeth, 1999: 
15). As a result, translators should bear in mind that "the words of the original are only 
the starting point" and that "a translator must do more than convey information" 
(Weaver, 1989: 117). Thus, it is believed that EU translators might benefit from 
following the five steps below: 
1. Start by reading the ST and by trying to understand its meaning and intention. 
2. Analyse the ST in terms of text type, genre, register, style, setting and 
readership. 
3. Attempt to identify and solve potential problems and difficulties, starting at the. 
macro-level and proceeding down to the micro-level of the text. 
4. Proceed to translate it, or reproduce it, in the TL as accurately as possible, but 
always bearing in mind that matter and manner are equally important. 
5. Read the TT independently of the ST in order to evaluate its naturalness and 
conformity to TL norms, while making at the same time any necessary 
adjustments. 
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On a more practical note and with particular reference to the compliance with TL 
norms, translators as well as text drafters would probably benefit from consulting 
parallel texts, i. e. "linguistically independent products arising from an identical (or very 
similar) situation" (Snell-Homby, 1988: 86). In other words, it is suggested that EU 
translators could benefit from consulting original texts in the TL of the same type and 
genre as the text in the SL, and, similarly, that EU text drafters could benefit from 
consulting original texts in the language in which they are asked to produce a text and 
which are of the same type and genre as that particular text. The consultation of parallel 
texts might be beneficial in helping them to acquire a clear idea of the TL norms of the 
particular genre and type of text. It is notable that the importance of parallel texts has 
been widely acknowledged by translation scholars who have pointed out that translators 
can use them as aids in creating natural and idiomatic translations (Vinay and 
Darbelnet, 1958: 20; Neubert, 1985: 74; Snell-Homby, 1988: 86). In particular, 
Schäffner (1998: 84) has observed that a TT is of high quality when it conforms to the 
conventions that the TT addressees are familiar with and would expect in a specific 
situation and that knowledge about such conventions can be gained from a systematic 
analysis of parallel texts. 
One more suggestion that can be made specifically for text drafters who are asked to 
produce texts in a language other than their mother tongue and who have to draft texts 
collectively, in committees, is that once they have a first draft of a given text, they can 
consult native speakers of the TL in order to acquire clear insights into the norms of the 
particular language and the specific genre and type of text. They can then make 
changes accordingly in order to attain the best possible result. This suggestion is made 
in the same spirit as the suggestion above about the use by text drafters of parallel texts. 
To be precise, it is assumed that, like parallel texts, native speakers of a particular 
language can help text drafters achieve a natural and `adequate' end product since they 
are considered to be more aware of the norms of the particular language than non- 
native speakers. 
It is clear from the above points that there are certain measures that text drafters and 
translators in the EU can take in order to improve the readability and adequacy, and 
thus the quality, of the texts they produce and, in that way, contribute to the more 
positive reception of texts by the public. However, the responsibility does not lie solely 
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with them; the role of the Institutions of the European Union and, in particular, of EU 
officials, is also instrumental in achieving high standards in the production and 
translation of EU texts and, thus, in the attainment of a positive reader reaction. 
7.2.2 Recommendations for EU Officials 
7.2.2.1 The Current Situation 
The Institutions of the European Union are not only aware of the need for high 
standards in the production and translation of EU texts, they are also aware of the 
problems brought about by collective and multilingual text creation as well of the 
difficulties that translators face on a day-to-day basis. In fact, even Commission 
Presidents have commented on the problems. In particular, Jacques Delors urged 
Commission staff to "write with a lighter pen" and Jacques Santer, suggested that, with 
respect to text production, drafters should do "less, but better" (Wagner, Bech and 
Martinez, 2002: 72-73). Furthermore, successive Secretaries-General have consistently 
tried to impose limits on the length of Commission documents (20 pages is a frequent 
suggestion) and some Members of Parliament have also been very active in promoting 
clarity. The Treaty of Amsterdam, signed in October 1997, included a Declaration on 
the quality of drafting of Community legislation, known as the Interinstitutional 
Agreement on the Quality of Legal Drafting, which sets out certain general principles 
pertaining to the clear, simple and precise drafting of Community legislative acts and to 
the avoidance of overly long sentences, unnecessarily convoluted wording and 
excessive use of abbreviations (Wagner, Bech and Martinez, 2002: 72-73). What is 
more, the Interinstitutional Agreement includes a list of implementing measures, 
recommending training in legal drafting, the creation of dedicated drafting units and 
cooperation with the member states with a view to improving understanding of the 
particular considerations to be taken into account when drafting texts (Wagner, Bech 
and Martinez, 2002: 73). 
On a more practical note, it is notable that all EU Institutions now provide training for 
those EU officials who are required to draft texts in English and French, the drafting 
languages par excellence of the EU. In addition, some of the Institutions' Translation 
Services have realised the inherent difficulties and problems in the drafting by non- 
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native speakers and in `patchwork drafting' and have recently begun to take measures 
in order to improve the situation and streamline the process of text production. In 
particular, EU officials, having accepted the fact it would be unreasonable to nominate 
drafters solely on grounds of nationality and having realised that it would be 
impractical to abolish collective and multilingual text drafting, now offer editing or 
rewriting as a standard service for authors, thus contributing to the promotion of clarity, 
accessibility and quality of texts - both originals and translations. The options that are 
available to drafters range from the systematic editing of originals before translation (as 
at the Court of Auditors and the European Central Bank) to `linguistic revision' 
(Wagner, 1999). 
With respect to text drafting as well as translation, certain relatively recent initiatives 
have been undertaken by the European Commission with the aim of helping text 
drafters and translators achieve the highest possible quality of EU texts. These include, 
among others, the publishing of the Interinstitutional Style Guide, the publishing of 
separate style guides in English and Danish, and the introduction of clear writing 
campaigns in English, German, Finnish, French, Italian and Swedish. The publication 
of the Interinstitutional Style Guide, which is available in all the official languages of 
the European Union and which is the fruit of a long round of negotiations in which all 
the Institutions took an active part, is considered to be the official point of reference for 
setting out EU texts. In particular, it is the belief of EU officials that by following the 
recommendations of the Style Guide right from the outset, in other words by providing 
`clear and correct paper or electronic manuscripts', authors can contribute considerably 
to reducing costs and time taken and to bringing about a general improvement in 
quality and in communication among the Institutions themselves and between them and 
the outside world (http: //publications. eu. int/code/en/en-000400. htm). It is notable that 
all the conventions included in the Interinstitutional Style Guide are now obligatory for 
all those involved in text production. As far as the style guides in English and Danish 
are concerned, these constitute additional comprehensive guides for writing in English 
and Danish respectively, and are addressed to text drafters as well as translators 
(http: //europa. eu. int/comm/translation/writing/style guides/english/index en. htm. The 
clear writing campaigns follow the same philosophy and aim at providing concrete 
guidelines to all those involved in text production with the aim of producing texts 
which are as `transparent' and `natural' as possible. 
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Apart from the initiatives pointed out above, it is worth mentioning two more initiatives 
which have been undertaken particularly for translators in the European Commission, 
namely the Translator's Workshops and the Translation Theory and Practice Seminars 
and Talks. The former aim at analysing the translation process as it is carried out in the 
Translation Service and at developing solutions which are able to optimise that process. 
In particular, they attempt to help officials find out what it is that translators actually 
do, help translators further develop and refine the working methods best suited to them, 
and, finally, disseminate the findings throughout the Translation Service 
(http: //europa. eu. int/comm/translation/theory/workshops en. htm). The latter aim at 
making translators aware of how translation theory can assist them in their day-to-day 
tasks and at helping them realise that the problems that they face are common amongst 
all translators. Since 1999, four seminars have been organised and several lectures have 
been given on various practical as well as theoretical translation issues by prominent 
translation scholars, such as Theo Hermans, Mona Baker, Anthony Pym, Christiane 
Nord, Janet Fraser and Dorothy Kenny 
(http: //europa. eu. int/comm/translation/theory/seminars en. htm). It is notable that more 
seminars and talks are being planned for the future. 
Finally, it is important to refer to the revision policy which is in place in the Translation 
Services of all the EU Institutions and which ensures that "every translation is looked at 
by two pairs of eyes" (Wagner, Bech and Martinez, 2002: 86). However, it is notable 
that although in some units every single translation is revised or checked by another 
translator before it `goes out', in some units there are cases of translations which are 
not checked at all. More specifically, as Wagner, Bech and Martinez observe, revision 
is not done at all "if time is short, if the translator is an old hand, or if the declared 
purpose of the translation does not merit full revision" (2002: 86). 
7.2.2.2 Practical Suggestions 
It emerges from the discussion above that the Institutions of the European Union have 
not been indifferent to the problems and difficulties that text drafters and translators 
face; on the contrary, it appears that they have taken numerous steps to help them in 
concrete ways with the aim of improving the quality of EU texts. It is our contention 
that all the existing initiatives and schemes should continue and should, in fact, be 
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strengthened and applied in all the Institutions of the European Union. More 
importantly, it would be ideal if schemes like the style guides and the clear writing 
campaigns extended to all official EU languages, including Greek 
In addition, on the basis of the findings that arise from the present study some 
additional suggestions can be made. First of all, it emerges that the concept of linguistic 
equality needs to be reviewed with the aim of shifting the focus away from the vary 
narrow interpretation of equality, which is currently synonymous with literal rendering 
or formal correspondence, and redirecting it to the actual meaningful equality of texts 
in a legal sense. This is deemed particularly important because it emerged from the 
present study that the restrictions imposed by this narrow interpretation of equality can 
lead to translations which closely resemble their STs in terms of form, and which, as a 
result, can display features which do not comply with TL norms. Hence, they often 
appear unnatural or of low quality to the reader. In order for this to happen, awareness 
needs to be raised about the need for translations which are not only accurate but also 
natural and corresponding to the TL norms and the TT typological and generic 
conventions. One way of achieving this is through specialised seminars and talks as 
well as through practical workshops run by translation scholars for all translators who 
work in the Translations Services of the EU Institutions. The workshops, in particular, 
could focus on text-analytic and consciousness-raising exercises with the aim of 
stressing the importance of lexical cohesion and compliance with language norms for 
the success of a translation. Similar exercises could be conceived for text drafters, 
although these should be team-based, given the usual method of collective drafting of 
texts. 
Finally, it is suggested that the editing of original EU texts produced collectively in 
multilingual committees or by non-native speakers should constitute the rule in all EU 
Institutions. In light of the problems mentioned earlier, it is assumed that the editing or 
`linguistic revision' of such texts by revisers who are native speakers of the language in 
which a given text is compiled can lead to end products which conform to the norms of 
the particular language and the specific genre and type of text, and which are, as a 
result, more natural and more acceptable to the public. For similar reasons, the revision 
of translations should not be the privilege of some units or limited to certain 
exceptional cases; on the contrary, it should be standard in the Translation Services of 
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all the EU Institutions, especially in cases where the translations are available for the 
public and are not restricted for internal use. The quality gains that arise from the 
editing and revision of texts, both originals and translations, are considered to offset 
any delays that these two practices might entail (Wagner, Bech and Martinez, 2002: 
86). 
7.3 EU Texts as Products of Internationalisation 
It is clear from the points made above that there is considerable consensus that the 
quality of EU texts can and should be improved and that there are certain measures that 
EU officials, including text drafters and translators, can take in order to help move in 
that direction. In this study, one aspect of textual `quality' has been studied and 
described for Greek translations of English EU texts and for multi-authored English EU 
texts. On the basis of observed differences between these and original texts, outline 
recommendations have been made with the aim of raising the awareness of translators 
and text drafters with respect to the cohesive role of lexis in text construction. 
Nevertheless, EU texts still remain the products of multicultural and multilingual 
negotiation and reflect a new reality marked by internationalisation and language 
interrelationship. They are, thus, an inevitable consequence of intercultural 
communication. With respect to EU texts, originals and translations, Snell-Homby 
points out: 
Such texts are typical products of our age and are a natural result of our 
international, globalised lives of today. They reflect the reality of our world 
in the outgoing 20th century, where the former clear-cut and conflicting 
power structures and systems [... ] have given way to interacting, 
heterogeneous groups and often unpredictable forces in a constant state of 
flux. (Snell-Hornby, 2000a: 16) 
If the EU Institutions are to maintain a policy of multilingualism as "a safeguard of the 
mosaic of cultures and languages that Europe is at the moment" (Paparizos, 1997: 26) 
and as a defence mechanism against `glottophagia', i. e. "the suppression of the 
minority language by that of the majority" (Nelde, 1987: 38), then some tolerance 
towards EU texts and their possible defects may be necessary. In fact, numerous 
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politicians, linguists and historians, have drawn attention to the fact that the 
multilingual nature of Europe remains paramount to the identity of Europeans 
(Dupont, 1998: 165) and that a compromise in the quality of EU texts is a small price to 
pay. 
With particular reference to English EU texts - and to be precise hybrid EU texts - and 
their reception by the British public, it should be pointed out that if English is to be the 
main drafting language of the EU Institutions (cf. Chapter 2), a kind of lingua franca of 
the European construction, then it will necessarily "undergo the influence of being a 
lingua franca" (van Els, 2001: 311). According to Graddol, when a language is used as 
a lingua franca by non-native speakers from a diversity of linguistic backgrounds, the 
`ownership' of the language is transferred to the non-native speakers, i. e. the native 
speakers become "`minority stakeholders' in the global resource" (Graddol, 1997: 23). 
To be more precise, a lingua franca is a sort of diminished form; a language that is 
reduced to basic communication, a `langue de plastique' as Snell-Hornby calls it, "a 
reduced, standardised form made to serve the specific purpose of supra-cultural 
communication" (Snell-Hornby, 1997: 29). Therefore, it is clear that readers who are 
native speakers of English should learn to live with the fact that English EU texts will 
necessarily bear the marks of this stylistically reduced language which will not fully 
comply to the English language norms and will lack in `subtlety of expression' 
(Anderman, 2000: 48), thus not always meeting their expectations. 
Finally, public concerns about EU texts echo concerns about the modem globalised 
world, which has become an immense contact zone where cultures and languages come 
together and establish ongoing relations. However, despite the fact that EU texts 
constitute a sign of our times and an incontestable reality and despite the fact that they 
have been available to the public since the first steps of the European construction, they 
are still considered to be different, and as all things different, they are likely to attract 
attention and cause controversy (Sosonis, 2002). Nonetheless, some of the features of 
EU texts, and notably English hybrid EU texts, which currently trigger a negative 
reaction amongst readers may be accepted in the future. As a result, it is possible that, 
in time, EU texts, which are now dismissed as `foreign', `unnatural' and non-authentic 
because of the `odd' or atypical features they exhibit, will also be established as a form 
of communication and will be accepted by the readers. Therefore, the `different' or 
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hybrid nature of texts is likely to cease to be controversial in the future. Indeed, as the 
results of the present study have shown, English hybrid EU texts do not seem to 
comply with the cohesion norms of the English language. But if we accept the view put 
forward by Toury (1995) that norms are a category of descriptive analysis and not a 
prescriptive set of options and the view put forward by Pym (1999: 106), namely that 
norms "exist, they change, and they can be changed from above or below, by reason, 
technology, or creativity", then we can suggest that if norms change then the attitudes 
to the actual EU texts can also change. In that respect, Schäffner and Adab (1997: 328) 
point out that hybrid texts constitute an ephemeral, transitional and historical 
phenomenon, in the sense that once they become accepted by the public then hybridity 
disappears. Tirkonnen-Condit shares this view and observes that, in time, Euro-rhetoric 
might transcend "from hybridity to a status of an acknowledged language form" (2001: 
264). Nonetheless, that is not, as we have seen, yet the case. 
Misleading popular views of translation as "a purely mechanical operation" (Didaoui, 
1997: 519), conducted by `competent' bilingual speakers, underestimate the translation 
process and its requirements. "Translation is perhaps the most complex event in the 
history of the cosmos", Richards observes (1972), and this observation seems to be 
particularly true for EU translation. This is so because EU translators do not only have 
to perform the daunting task of pulling a text from its natural surroundings and 
recreating it in an "alien linguistic and cultural setting" (Neubert and Shreve, 1992: 1), 
but they also often have to face problems which arise from supranational concepts, 
non-transferability of concepts, Eurospeak, unknown TT function and readership, the 
ideal of `linguistic equality' and hybrid STs. What is more, EU translators have to work 
under a lot of pressure to produce accurate and `equal' translations, while meeting very 
tight deadlines. In fact, Wagner, Bech and Martinez refer to tight or unreasonable 
deadlines as "public enemy number one" (2002: 80). "Deadlines", they observe 
"dominate all our work. Our requesters' maxim is: an imperfect translation delivered on 
time is much better than a perfect one delivered too late" (Wagner, Bech and Martinez, 
2002: 80). Hence, it can be suggested that, with respect to translation, the public 
sometimes has to make do with "a second-best or minimal translation", as Heltai (1997: 
118) observes, because translators very often have to compromise due to time 
constraints, especially if the function of the translation is primarily informative. Despite 
the fact that the view put forward by Heltai is not ideal, it seems to be shared by other 
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scholars as well. In particular, Violante-Cassetta (1996: 200) points out that speedy 
processing imposes the tolerance of less than impeccable language forms, while 
Wright, with particular respect to the translation of EU texts, stresses the fact that "the 
volume of work in the EU and the speed at which it must be undertaken have led to an 
acceptance that the service can only promise the best possible translation" (Wright, 
2000: 172). 
The recommendations offered in this section suggest that the results of the study can be 
applied to the training of translators, text drafters and EU officials. However, further 
research is likely to yield more results which can also shed light on the `otherness' 
(Ruuskanen, 1995) of many EU texts. The section below sets to offer some suggestions 
for new paths of research. 
7.4 Future Work 
The most promising fields for future research as they arise from the findings of the 
study would seem to be: a) the investigation of collocations in Greek translated EU 
texts and English hybrid EU texts, b) the investigation of a possible transfer effect in 
English hybrid EU texts from the native languages of the text drafters, especially with 
respect to lexical cohesion, and c) the investigation of the effect that hybrid EU texts 
might have on translations. 
More specifically, the collocational patterns in Greek translated EU texts and Greek 
original EU texts as well as in English hybrid EU texts and English original EU texts 
could be studied with the aim of identifying possible differences which can be used to 
partly account for the overall lack of naturalness of Greek translated EU texts and 
English hybrid EU texts. This particular path for research emerges from the comments 
made by several respondents to the Greek and the English questionnaires. In particular, 
they observed in turn that the collocations in the Greek translated EU text and the 
English hybrid EU text appeared to be `odd', `untypical', `awkward' or `unnatural'. An 
investigation of collocations coupled with the investigation of lexical repetition would 
lead to a clearer and more integrated picture of the role of lexical cohesion as a 
property of writing and translation quality. It is, however, necessary to stress that a 
study of collocations would necessarily require the computational analysis of a larger 
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text corpus, since collocational patterns are by definition statistically based, in contrast 
with the analysis of lexical repetition, which, as viewed in this study, requires manual 
analysis and has thus to be rather restricted. 
Another suggestion for further research that can be made on the basis of the findings 
that arise from the present study is the investigation of a possible language transfer 
effect in English hybrid EU texts which are drafted by non-native speakers or 
committees of non-native speakers. In particular, the results of the study indicate that 
English hybrid EU texts exhibit a level of lexical repetition which is different from, i. e. 
lower, than the level of lexical repetition of equivalent English original EU texts. As a 
result, it might be worth exploring whether the native languages of the text drafters 
favour the use of a level of lexical repetition which is different from that in English 
texts, and whether the drafters of the texts comply with the norms of their languages, 
rather than the norms of the TL, thus interfering with the nature of the end-products. In 
short, it would be interesting to investigate whether Toury's suggestion that "in 
translation, phenomena pertaining to the make-up of the source text tend to be 
transferred to the target text" (1995: 275) can be considered equally applicable to 
hybrid texts: "In multilingual text production, phenomena pertaining to the native 
languages of the text drafters tend to be transferred to the final product". The additional 
factor of collaborative writing, which may give rise to its own artefacts, would also 
need to be taken into account. 
As pointed out in the previous chapter, such an investigation in the area of hybridity 
would necessarily require the following: 
" Clear identification of co-authors and their languages (although not 
straightforward in a multilingual working environment); 
" Collection and analysis of data on lexical repetition patterns in parallel texts in 
those languages; 
" Research on collaborative or consensus writing. 
Finally, a natural next step in research seems to be the investigation of the effect that 
hybrid EU texts might have on translations. As already stated, the results of the study 
reveal that English hybrid EU texts differ from English original EU texts with respect 
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to the pattern of lexical cohesion. Consequently, it is natural to investigate: a) the effect 
that those texts have on translation, and b) the ways in which translators can approach 
them in their effort to produce the best possible TTs according to language norms. 
With respect to the effect that hybrid texts have on translation, it is interesting to refer 
to a study carried out by Snell-Hornby. In particular, Snell-Homby asked Spanish 
doctoral translation students to comment on and translate into Spanish an English UN 
ST which had interferences from other languages. The response of the students was 
rather surprising. 
The students recognised the deviations from English usage norms, but felt 
no need to convert the text into `acceptable' English before translating it 
into Spanish: the syntax and cohesion were clearly based on French [... ] and 
they were so closely related to Spanish language norms that direct 
transcoding produced what was for them a perfectly acceptable Spanish text. 
(Snell-Hornby, 2000b: 70). 
In other words, the typological proximity of French and Spanish was a decisive factor 
in the production of an acceptable TT using a transcoding approach. 
Nevertheless, on a different note, Martin points out that the sub-standard quality of 
many of the STs produced in the European Union, which is common in cases of non- 
mother-tongue drafting, requires "an unusually high investment of time and bread-and- 
butter problems of syntax and semantics, and frequently leave the translator with a 
number of perhaps crucial points still unsolved" (2000: 2). 
As far as the ways in which translators can approach hybrid EU texts in order to 
produce the best possible TTs, Pym claims that the translator's task is "to make the dish 
look coherent, to serve it up in the form most suited to the external readership" (Pym: 
2001: 203). As a result he suggests that when confronted with a hybrid ST, or a poor 
ST, a translator should translate, correct, revise, homogenize, reorder, add and subtract 
where necessary (Pym, 2001: 202). Pym actually maintains that translation can result in 
dehybridisation. Harris, an EU translator, points out that when confronted with badly 
written EU texts, he `tidies up' the TT (1999: 3). The same is maintained by 
Athanassios Antoulas, Head of the Greek Section of the Translation Service in the 
European Commission, who, with particular respect to Greek translations, observes that 
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it is very often the case that the translations are better and more natural than the 
originals (Interview with Athanassios Antoulas, Brussels: November 1999). In fact, 
Nida (1997: 11) notes that very often the administrators in the European Union who are 
responsible for the quality of documents have the occasion to compare a text and its 
translations into different languages and realise that the conspicuously poorest text is 
actually the original. The reason is that good translators instinctively improve the style 
and organisation of a text in the process of translating, because they are almost always 
more proficient in stylistic matters than are the original writers of the documents 
submitted for translation (Vida, 1997: 11; 2001: 67-68). 
Although several scholars express their views on hybrid texts and their translations, it is 
clear that they are mostly based on intuition and that empirical research is required in 
order to fully account for the nature of the translated versions of hybrid texts and for 
the possible problems that these pose for translators. In general, there seems to be little 
doubt that further studies into the area of hybridity and translation in an EU context 
may yield linguistic findings of potential interest to both translators and text drafters. 
7.5 Significance of the Research 
The present study was pursued with the hope that it would contribute to our 
understanding of translation and text production in the EU Institutions by shedding 
some light on the features of Greek translated EU texts and English hybrid EU texts, 
thus helping to bridge the gap with respect to the lack of knowledge in the area of 
`translating institutions' (Koskinen, 2000: 50) and enabling us to understand the 
negative reception of those texts by the readers. The results of the study suggest that the 
reported reaction of Greek readers and English readers who appear to be displeased 
with or even critical towards Greek translated EU texts and English hybrid EU texts 
respectively does not stem solely from bias but, on the contrary, it correlates with 
observed textual characteristics. In particular, the findings of the study indicate that the 
lexical repetition patterns in Greek translated EU texts and English hybrid texts deviate 
from the lexical repetition patterns in equivalent Greek original EU texts and English 
original EU texts respectively, thus interfering with the natural flow of the texts, going 
against the expectations of the readers and contributing to their negative reception. The 
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reported `translatedness' of Greek translated EU texts and the `foreignness' and lack of 
`authenticity' of English hybrid EU texts can thus be partly explained. 
All in all, it is believed that the study has successfully provided the following: 
" An insight into selected Greek translated EU texts and their characteristics; 
" An insight into selected English hybrid EU texts and their characteristics; 
" An understanding of the importance of compliance with text typological, 
generic and language norms for the production of successful and adequate STs 
and TTs; 
9 An understanding of the notion of lexical cohesion and its importance as a 
property of writing and translation quality. 
The results of the study can be of particular use to: 
" Text linguistics; 
" TS as a theoretical discipline; 
" TS in Greece; 
" Translators in the EU Institutions and their trainers; 
" Text drafters in the EU Institutions and their trainers. 
7.6 An Afterthought 
This study of lexical cohesion, and, in particular, lexical repetition, in Greek translated 
EU texts and English hybrid EU texts is admittedly far from holistic. Nevertheless, the 
results of the research afford systematic and nontrivial insights into how lexical 
repetition works and how it affects the quality of English EU texts and Greek EU 
translations. What is more, it can be seen as a starting point for future investigations of 
translation and hybrid text production, which seem to occupy a central position in the 
era of globalisation that characterises life in the 21st century. Finally, it is hoped that the 
study will enrich the admittedly limited literature on Greek translation and, in 
particular, Greek translation of EU texts, and will provide some help to translators who 
are "practicing one of the most important and most honoured professions in the world" 
(Neubert and Shreve, 1992: 148). 
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The European Union's language charter 
Council Regulation No 1 determining the languages to be used by the 
European Economic Community . (as amended) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY, 
Having regard to Article 217 of the Treaty which provides that the rules governing the 
languages of the institutions of the Community shall, without prejudice to the 
provisions contained in the rules of procedure of the Court of Justice, be determined by 
the Council, acting unanimously; 
Whereas each of the 11 languages in which the Treaty is drafted is recognised as an 
official language in one or more of the Member States of the Community, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
The official languages and the working languages of the institutions of the Community 
shall be Danish, Dutch, English, Finnish, French, German, Greek, Italian, Portuguese, 
Spanish and Swedish. 
Article 2 
Documents which a Member State or a person subject to the jurisdiction of a Member 
State sends to institutions of the Community may be drafted in any one of the official 
languages selected by the sender. The reply shall be drafted in the same language. 
Article 3 
Documents which an institution of the Community sends to a Member State or to a 
person subject to the jurisdiction of a Member State shall be drafted in the language of 
such State. 
Article 4 
Regulations and other documents of general application shall be drafted in the II 
official languages. 
Article 5 
The Official Journal of the European Communities shall be published in the 11 official 
languages. 
Article 6 
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The institutions of the Community may stipulate in their rules of procedure which of 
the languages are to be used in specific cases. 
Article 7 
The languages to be used in the proceedings of the Court of Justice shall be laid down 
in its rules of procedure. 
Article 8 
If a Member State has more than one official language, the language to be used shall, at 
the request of such State, be governed by the general rules of its law. 
This regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Treaty of Amsterdam 
Article 2, point H. 
In Article 8d [of the EC Treaty], the following paragraph shall be added: 
'Every citizen of the Union may write to any of the institutions or bodies referred for irr 
this article or in Article 4 in one of the languages mentioned in Article 248 and have an 
answer in the same language. ' 
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Interview Questions 
(EU Texts, Hybridity and Translation) 
1. How are European Union, and in particular European Commission, 
documents drawn up? 
Note: Are they written, for instance, in English, by individual native speakers or are 
they drafted collectively by EU officials who are not necessarily native speakers of 
English? 
2. Do you think that collective and multilingual text creation affects the quality 
of the documents and if yes In what way? 
Note: Explain the term `quality' if necessary. Ask for specific examples. 
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3. How do you explain the reported negative reaction of the public and the 
comments made by the press regarding the poor quality of certain EU texts? 
Note: Refer to specific newspaper articles if asked. 
4. Have you heard of the term 'hybrid text' and if yes do you think it can be 
used to describe EU texts? If yes, why? 
Note: If they are not aware of the term, explain what it means and then ask them 
whether they consider EU texts to be of that nature. Ask them to justify their answer 
and provide information on their characteristics. 
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5. Do you think that `hybrid' texts are inferior texts? Justify your answer. 
6. Based on your experience do you think translators face particular 
difficulties when translating texts that have been collectively drafted by non- 
native speakers? Ifyes, could you please specify them? 
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GREEK QUESTIONNAIRE 
AyaMJTU Küpte/Kupia, 
O axoiröS Tou EpcuTllµatoXoyiou Etvat va m yKEVTpdxct itXIIpocpopiS; yta Ta E . 'qvtKdt 
KEiJEva of oitoiES 6a xpijßtµonotn6oüv yta toy axe&taaµ6 etas gzWou av&luac. 
KEt}l£vo)v. To Ep(ouµaioXöyto Exet a7LOKXEta'Cti aKa51jJ. LaiK6 OK07t6 Kat 6XES of 
aravTjßctc Eivati EµmatcUnxts. 
Oa aa; 7EapaKa)Lovaa va acptEpcacTE Mya AE7tT&, aicö toy xp6vo aaS yta va curav njacte ttS 
CPO)T jact; TOD irp&TOV g9pouS, ticctTa va StaßäaETE is KEiµzva A Kat B at T OLoS Va 
anaVTI (TEtc 'RS EpO)Trj6EtS 'Coy SEUTtpou A pons. 
MEPOE HPSZTO 
Elj}tubatc I ato xaiäkk1 o 7cXatato. 
V f) x0 
Q Av6paq 
o ruvaixa 
V H). uda 
Q 18-29 
o 30-39 
o 40-49 
Q 50-59 
Q 60+ 
:" Avloicpo e7rine5o exnaiSuuaqs 
(llapaxaW. o rn1 tEtt)vtE to avchrepo exine6o Taiv aytov6(bv aas) 
o &uutcpoo66jna Exnaiftu" 
o IIavc7tanuuax rncovöt; 
a METanTuXtaxac aaov6 s 
V Ot aicov66q aaS s{vai: 
Q Exsnxtq µE yX a/yXw ao?. oy{a (MET6appaarl, Otkokay{a, Ox) 
Q ExCt UCe µE 61%0 avnKeijEvo 
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KEIMENO A 
EimcscnaA. aWw, ruc6 Trioa(Do 
EKO aEt4 oyewcä Ue inv iropsia tpoc Tnv 7tpomrt0n921 Tnc x606 vrourriroiac xwpac 
III. IIp6o8og iron extis)astlc an6 rt; xtp£S inS KcvTpt 1S Kat Avavo tx4; Evpch c Ttly 
Ki ivpo, Tq M61rsa ua. tv Tovpxia b(yov acpopää rqv £K2t74jpwat{ Tcov xptTnpiwv 6vta; iic TouS 
COS n). tjpcov p )4 v 
H Eirvcpoztj apxtxä Sta'ciiarwas rljv av6X-umj Tmv 7rpo68awv aov eytvav a7t6 unowtjcpts; x(bpcc 'r1S 
Ksvtipucijs scat Avatio%txtg Evpd rric 6aov acpopä ti vc =% pooa 1 Tmv xptqp{wv 'MS Ko yxbn 
atii yvcoµo66trirnj tr toy IovMov toy 1997 axsnxä µs u; attiict coug yta 7cpoaXd)prj(yn. Ot 
avaMas4 cruc4 axoxoverjerpxav air6 Tt; ap(bTSS aspto3lxtg ecOkast; toi 1998 of oao{ES 
stc=69rlxav yta va cup t p>Mpovv itc cic9as yta Tr1v Map, irl M&XTa xat ttly Tovpx{a. 
'Extotc of sx@gas axoXovOovv ti v {Sta .t 
OoSoA. oyia x&8s ito; uat cd)pa Gov amoticXot v 
agpvttxä op6"µa atio Sp6µo irpos T7lv 7rpoa d)prjoi xat x atta "Psta avacpop6S xat 
a6yxptal1s yta 6Xovs 6aou; tevµovv va irapaxoXou8i aovv Try axsttxrl StaStxaßia. 
H aýOhMai tic Emtpon 6aov acpop& tic itpo68ovs irov =, c&saav of tmoin pteq xtups 
ßaat scat a'ca {Sta avttxctµevtx6 xptti pta itpoaxd)pi aric p sxs{va ztov xaOop{anilxav at6 ca 
Evpo utaixä Evµ(3oAta trug KoteyXäyng Kai rTjS MaöpirqS xat 7tov scpapµ6arflxav yta Try 
8tatiü to ai tow yvcu to&otijas uv Tov 1997 xat yia nc icp(bteg ieptoßtxh e0gacig tiov 1998. Asv 
exr %O xaµtä jtstiapo% airy psOoSoXoy{a a4toX6yi ai1g xarä c'qv ativtat-q To)v scpsttvdbv CKOga5v. 
To ycyov6S auto rnlµa{vst Ott of =86ac4 ins xäes xd)pac µtopoüv va wyxptOovv pe cis{vc nov 
ltsptyp&poviat a-ng rporyyovgevc eiO asig T6ao av6 xcbpa 6ao Kai avä Toµga. BO. ast mS µs668ov 
icov tytvs auto6sxiý aa6 io EvpawiraCx6 EvµßovXto, ri Einipoinj t3was gt paar ova µgTpa 7cou tjSil 
txovv X1(p6s{ itapä as Exs{va icov supimcovtiat as itpo)rapaalccuaaTtx6 ai6L8to i Ssv 6Xovv au6µa 
opta'ctxoitotrl9si. H 8ta3txaoia avtitjg tic ir£pto3txdg attok6-naiig itov ßaoi scat as µrß 
. staßaWVsva xpiti pta a7roTsc{ toy µ6vo tip67co Sta vi ito au; . tag S{xatns icat ta6ppoucnS 
(x4to), 6narjg TON 7rpaVaTtxdbv tx(Xvoti to)v tug x6L8s vitou n ptag xd)pac va eK7CXnpddast Ta xptti pta 
'n1S Kozeyx6Lytl6. Kav& Tqv xavc ptto Tow 7csptoSti6v sxOtacv yta T14 vivow cpts xddpcg tug 
Ksviptxtg xat AvaioXtxr; Evp(br%, tiiv K(irpo, t M&?. ta xat Tnv Tovpx{a, 11 E7n, Tpouvi 
apoax Ouias va attoXo'y ost To xasä ir6Qo, a7t6 To Notµßpto toy 1998 icat µst&, of . tstappv8µ{ast; 
utov sixav stayy . Oct A apooStoptots{ wvtieXarrlxav ltpäyµatt. 
Ev4 nepto6LKE4 ex8taEts, u E7tiponr avtuas en{oul; TK apo68oug 6aov a(popä tv txav6trita tic 
xä8e vcoyii etas xd)pag va e(papµ6cet to xeiculgtvo. 'O7cros e{xs Cuituesi xatä 'Co Evpomatx6 
Evµßo, Ato rS MaSp{qs, il Euttpoid etaxoa. oi 6uias va eutatµa{vst Ta pftpa rov Osariatiwav 
yta -Mv xpoaap. toyt tow 8totxfnxd)v Soµ& ott; anatrißst; toy xexsrl thvov. 
H a4toX&ma i rc v 7rpo6Sowv 7rov &ytvav a7r6 tnv v7coßoXlj TOW 7cpd tcov nspto&uKbv cKOeacoov Kat 
µs2ä ßaa{4rat as 816cpopc6 7M7t4 a%i1Pocp6pijarjS. Katapxäg ßaagctat a 2tXrrpocpopiF4 Nov 
aapaa EBrlKav a, tb rtS i&tss tt; vtoyn ptc xd)pcc. H Emipox xpilawaco{rlas aK6µvj Tt; 
x pogopie; tov cpiXaµß&vovcat aTa &yypacpa a cTLl& ß. t6 t 860r Iris Kotv6Trit(xc itov 
c ctharnicav Kath ti 516pK8ta -CWV Sla? Cpayllat so v, a; avakunick 84cthastg (screening) Lot) 
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Kcowo LKO'Ü K£1cv1 ptVOV KaOtS Kat a'[tS 7C%. llpo popl£S 7rou 8601p cav Kar6L v St6pK£ta auveSpt . a£Wv 
icou 2tpayµaso7otf(8fuav ato 70,6 to tow Evp0 ta1Kdbv Euppawtdw. Ilpotßri £tian at aüyicptari 
tuiv . ipocpoptwv lrov 7rpotpxovtat aa6 'ns Mlyiq av'd; µ£ tic icR. rlpocpopi£s a0v a£p>XaµßcvovTat 
am vEa £9vtx6 apoyp6ggaia yta rn 6kainan you x£xrrjg&ou, Ta otoia 8tapt13&otijuav ar7ly 
Empor j toy Ioüvto toy 1999. ' Oaov a(pop& tic yvw ioSoti a£ts icat rt; 7rpd)T£S a£ptoStic s 
£0Ea£v , ri 
Einzpoiti ßaoiatiiic£ £niaric an; £xOta£ii tiou Evpo rabcov Kotvoßouxiov, a-t; 
atto%o-M=4 7rou aytvav air6 tia xp6Tri µhri, aio epyo St£6vdv opyavtaµdw, t6io Tou Eu 43ovkiou 
vS Evpd tr S scat Tov OOEA, ua8ddS xat St£Avd)v xpnµatontatarn, xdrv tSpu thtaiv xat µrß 
lcu(3£pvntivc(rv opyavtagd)v. 
ETts £x8ta£1S you 1998 i Exnpoici £ix£ Suciu7d)a£t £rtxpia£tS yta rqv azcdhX£ta Suvaµtaµov T6ao 
6aov acpop6, qv TaaxiKq Ar toicpatia 6ao xat t EXoß£via. Ot HO xvß£pvija£ic LXapav To µljvuµa 
µ£ aoßap6tta xat S tiiiicav ott i tpo£vtattaid 7tpo£Tot. taaia co-u; kap£ is va £nttaxvv8£t EVI 
EXoß£via o pueµ6s rqg apo£Totµaai, ac avtnjs £7ctTay vGrjx£ £µcpavdos. Ta uupt6T£pa aoXrrnc6, 
x6µµatia ov tipdvi aav va So9£{ apot£pat6inta a 8ga7rtantS vo. to6£aiaS rou acpopfL tiiv EE xat 
itpayµatoaotiOnK£ ar1µavtitxij tp6oSoS. Eqv To u" O1lµoxpatia, icapä tic tpoanä9£t£S tTr 
uv1Lpvr1ar)S va rpo£Totµ6a£t xat va apoaweria£t tu e gam" tS ax£titxrjs voµo8£aiac, S£v Vnn pt£ 11 
i8ta avv£pyaaia atio 7. aiato cov KotvoßouXiov. Ta 7tapa8£iyµaTa auch S£ixvouv on ri 
apo£Totµaaia rris 7vpoaxlopriar1S atuv EE S£v that µ6vov u6, it lcov acpop& tits xup£pvna£iS aU& 
67 ous tioug 7toXtTtxovg ap yovs raw unoyn pim xaxpdv xat 6Tt rj 7rp6o6oS ucop£i va avvT£X£at£i 
µ6vov 6, cav t £ict£X£anxcj £ ovaia xat t) vo toO£nxri £ ouaia auppmvovv ally aväyia va 
£pyaaioi v µaCf. 
1. HoltTtxä Kpiriipta 
To Eupwrat6 Eu43ou to tus Ko7r£yX6yrls £SiXa£ 6Tt "Tj t&t6rta tou µh. ous autatt£i a7c6 qv 
vaoyn pta xcbpa va C£t tporiyou vac £rtr5 ct atia8£p6tta A£aµlov xat itov va xatoxup(bv£t tiu 
6 toxpas{a, To xp ttoS Stxaiou, sa av8pd)ntva Stxa. tdbµaTa xat va SM&Cut 'co a£ßaaµ6 xat zqv 
irpoaTaaia TOW µ£tovOTt toov". To äpOpo 6 rllS EuvOixris rov 'A toc£pvtiaµ exavaXago6wet 'Ell 
avvtiayµatuc apx>j 6, ct "11 ' Evwai ßaag£Tat arts apxgS tic sksuA£piac, tic Sid toxpatias, Tou 
a£ßaaµov Twv avOpanztiv(Dv Stx(xto) t&to v xat aste 6£µ£XtMv4 £X£u6£pi£s xat ato icpcitos 8txaiov". 
In; yvmµo6otia£t4 ax£tttx& µ£ rt; xd)p£S cS K£vtpwc xat AvatoXtxrjc Eup6x7j;, tl Emtpoinj 
auAyay£ To y£vtx6 aup3 tpaa. ta on 6X£S of vaoyrri(pt£S Xd)p£S, c=6S 'B'IS EXoßaidaS, 7EX11p6aav 
2a to7. tttxä xptri pta 6aiw xat av optaµtv£S aa6 avtgS &xp£it£ va'cävovv ax6µa upo6Sovs yta qv 
nayiwaij Twv STIgoxpaTticlov irpaxcttxdbv tiouS xat yta TTjv irpootaaia Taw avepw7Eivow Stxatwµ&Twv 
xat Taiv µ£tovotrjtwv. H EmTpoaij of v it£pio6txtj W£ari tiov 1998 xateXij4£ oto auµatpaaµa 6Tt 
tl Tovpuia S£v it poüa£ T(x to) titxä xptApta. 
Kath tri 8u pu£ta Tov irap£X66vtios kous of arIµavct'Ot£p£s £tsXit£ts 6aov acpopä qv £xrijpwari 
tow to7. ttuccbv xptTTlpiwv a j. istdoGiluav only L%opauia. H t£X£utiaia 7t£ptoStidl kO£ari avvt6x8rix£ 
a. t oo S µ£T& tic £xXoye toy E£ £µßpiou cou 1998 of oitoi. £S £thcp£pav qv xvß£pvrinucii aXXayi . H xbupa £cpijpµoa£ ot£ Eva cO ö8oto tp6ypaµµa 7roXvnicdov µsTappv8µ{amv. Tov 0£xgµßpto 
tot, 1998 St jxOriaav £4ve£p£S xat aµ£p67lrjat£S 571µott t; £xa. oyks. 0£aniar icav auviayµamd 
µhtpa yta r St£uxAvvaui tic £iXoyi c Tov tpot3pov tic EJwpaxtaS µ£ xaOoXuci "gocpopia iov 
Mäto rov 1999. M60rix£ ri 8uvat6q ra atrly avtvto?, it£uari va avµµ£T6ax£t as xotvoßou zuTtidc 
£atipoitS xat as £4£Xeyicsx6s cpop£ic. 
H xv 3 pvrlaui, as arcvrj auv£pyaaia is touS £v8tacp£poµ&vous 8t£@v£ic opyavtaµoüs, 
aponapaax£üaa£ voµo8£TUcä ViTpa yta Ttg µ£tovortx yX aa£S is outoia 6£aniarriuav alb to 
Kotvopoi» to toy IoüXto toy 1999. IIpo£tot tä oviat ýi tpoaoaotr a£tS Tov csvvtäyµaTOS 
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tpoxmµbov va aacpaxtatci 11 avs apvjvia iris Stxaatitxijc &Zoua{aS. H Eloßax{a 8c6o9kvou Tou 
ß&AouS xat Tnc s tttu aS Twv µetappue ttaea v ausäiv Oho ps{zat do Tdhpa 7t? po{ to 7t07. trtxä 
xpttijpta tr Ko7rM&"S. 
'Oaov aTopä toy aeßaaµ6 Twv av8pam{vwv Sucatmµäcaov icat et&tx6, cepa ro v OeµeXtaoSd)v, au r6, 
yevtKcbq eivat xaroxupo) hva aiii uno4rj(pteS xä)psc. Ot iceptaa6Tspsq a7c6 rl[g v7coijn ptes xd)psc 
¬Xovv r Srl apXiast r7ly StaSucaaia icipwats Twv µtaa)v emßo% tiiS rRp7lail; tow ßaaucciv 
aveparnivwv Stxatwµ&Toov. Env Tovpx{a, ncX ii irov anµetdhgice 6aov acpopä to 7CpoßXijtata 
7cov ava(P$povtiav atv 60earltiov 7tapS%G6vtoq 62ous t tav reptoptaµkvn eµpeetas. H E2tttipoo 
egaxo%ouO i va avrlavxei axectxä µe -rig a8uvapiq 6aov a(popä toy aeßaaµ6 cmv avepaii{vowv 
Stxato uLtoov icat coov Stxatoµ&Tow ro)v µetovor'jTwv xaOd) scat tiov auvtayµatnx6 p6%o tou o 
arpa26S 8ta3paµatet argv Ro%ituc I Co µ6aw tiov Euppouktou EAvuar Aacpa%e{ag. Oaov a(popä 
vv Kepi ttmarl cou x. Ocaa. % v il 'Evcooil e46cppaae Trjv e? dSa on r 6ava-nid aotvý aou tau 
eztp, %iO-qxs Sev 6a eme4atiei. Evtovtiotc u p4av optaµtveg pcXTt%aeiS 7rov avravaraovv Tilv 
itp6Asai row apxd)v va evavtitwOoüv an, S xatiaxp1jaetq row aaruvoµuccbv apxcbv ws apo; iiv 
xatiand, rTl ii raw avOpo rivwv Stxatcoµäiov. Hp6acpa-ta Oecmi m xav axenxä opwµhva voµoOctucä 
xat Stotxr1TUCä µh-cpa. ' 
KEIMENO B 
H Euo ad"txti'Evuomt 
H EvD h1n iov 2000 
A ipvvcnl 
EKT6S ar6 tlly Mmpo, yta qv oicoia to Evpo taiK6 Evµßoü%to Exet O TI ano(pac ast qv tvapt7j 
Twv Statpayµattaemv 6 jn vec µst& Tqv o%o)aApaiarl T n; Otaxvßspvi1tuct; Atäaiccynr Ica% yta 
qv tpoathpilcr1 Tt16 o7roias vm&pxst i& iO ttxdj yvd)gil qS EmTpoirij at6 to 1993, il 
Evparaaii 'Evaoan ¬ rpene va a tocpaoiact yta co 7th; uat 7r6TE of 10 vto yA(pte4 x&pc6 tr1 KAE 
(Ovyyapia, IIoXmvia, Povµavia, EXoj3auia, Actrovia, Ea6ovfa, At8ovav{a, BovXyapta, Tac {a uat 
EXopevia) 8a ewaxOovv ativ Evpcoiro is 'Evc)aii. Ta upttijpta irov est 66act 'Co Evportatu6 
Evµ(3ovXto yta t iv &vta4Tj civat: 
f Na StaeeTSt 11 attioüaa x1)pa ataeepovs 86a11015; itov va eyyvdvTat Ti 8T19oxpaz{a, to 
upäsos Sucatov, tia Sucatd tats toy avOpdmov, To asßaaµö scat Tnv tpoacaa a Taov 
µetovo TG)V 
f Na 8ta8ft t Isttiovpytxfj otxovopia -cris ayopäs, xa8dn xat tv txavb, rqTa awigrdrý 
, mg avtiaywvtatitxrýS 7 isamS xat do v Svvä tco v TnS ayopä; cro eawteptxö rS `Eva3ar1S icat 
f Na ¬ Et vv txav6, rnTa va cuoµtats{ v7coxpctaett xov upäsovS µt, ovc. 
To 8tWoaWvoµLK6 nXaiato 
Kai yia rrj v6a aspio6o 2000-2006 To 6pto igt%ttiic twv t6iwv n6pwv uat twv uotvottxbv Sa tavddv 
Aa 7rEpioptaTd aco mins8o Tov 1,27% tou uotvoitxov AEII, 6pto do otoio Oa to 5ct i &J azc6 To 
1999. H Emipoxc vto%oAet 6Tt il avaµsv6gevfl avtTJMJ iov xotvowcov AEII 9a rpoa6East Ma 
20 Sta. ECU, 2a onoia µaýi µE is axprjon totoi'qTa 7pt9Gdpta tov 1999 6v 6a etavayic aovv cv 
`Eve ar acv aütrjar Tov opiov cowv thiwv abpwv. 
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Ot auvoXtx Sandweg, 9a avtq8oüv, 6aws vaoXoy{Cst 71 Evpmnaixrj E7nzpo , xaT& 17% ait6 To 1999 µhxpt To 2006 as 7tpayµattKEs 'nµc, cvcb yta tv {Sta 7tcpioSo npo 3X tcTat Ti ai rjarj toy 
xotvomnxov AEII xai& 24% (avµnsptaaµpavoµ vcov cow eir ctc)acwv aa6 Tov 7tpci to yüpo Tn 
8te6puv"S). H Em. Tponc ananµa{vst, ar{ailc, 6it To xprjµato3otnx6 aüatinµa tr `Evox r 
A. etzoüpnae txavo torlTtx& icat 6Tt Ssv a7ratuiTat n [xTappvOµtaij cou et{ Tou 7rap6vTos. 
Ot anocp&acLS yta tii 8et5pvvatl 
to Eupantauth EvµßovXto Tou Aou4eµßoüpyov (12-13 Osxsµßp{ov 1997) of "15" a tocp&rnaav va 
apx{aouv a 30 Mapiiou toy 1998 tic cvcattax Staapaypate6aetS Its tv Map, inv 
Ovyyap{a, T qv IIoXav{a, rqv EaOovia, tv Tag ii M ioxpat{a xat c Elopev{a. rta rtq 
u t6 outcq atvTS xäipeq (Povµavia, E oßaxia, Asctov{a, Ateovavia xat BovXyap{a) of cvtia4taxt 
StairpayµattiaeK 6a 4sxtvAaouv apy6ispa, xa66tt of x(opec auc tapouat&ýouv angmvtuci 
vaTepllan 6aov acpop& atia tpoavacpep8evtia xpu pta vTat7jS. fla etc XGbpc autts 8a antiaxvvGei 
i itpoetiotµaaia tow 6tatpayµati swv. 
Aat6 To cf oq toy 1998 i Evpawcaiic j E7rttpoti 6a vtoß&1UEt szrjata x9& aio Evpo tuCx6 
EvµßovXto axsrtx& tc triv tp6o3o TnS x&8s vmotn ptaS xäipac avaq optx& p. s vv ei tXtjpaoaT taiv 
2tapat&vw xptnp{wv. rta its u r6Xovs u coil cpts xdbpsc, i E7ntpon j Xpo'csivst tiv cv{axuatl ciS 
tpo aýtaxr q aipatiTIytrr c icat Tqv gvapýrj Ta)v cvtattaxbv Statpayµacsvacwv µ6Xtc 
=Xrlpcbaouv Ta cv Myw xpttitjpta. 
H itposvraýtaic j poiGcta xat yta nc 11 trnoyn ptcg xwpcc 8a avtT9dt ovataatuc&. ET6xoc xt1S 6a 
eivat, µaCi µs tia itap&X?. TIXa opyavaotnx&, Stouai'nx& icat voµoGc'nx& µetpa, va poriGiaet 6ao 
yivccat tcptaa6Tepo tic x(bpcc avTtq va cuOuypaµµtcroüv Ve To xexvtchvo tr Twang tj611 7cpty 
air6 My rpoaxd)pi of . 
Eý&X ou, TI alr6cpaal va apx{aovv of Sta tpayµatc acts Sev auvca&yctiat Ott 
6a oXoi pacOovv 67cq µaß{. 
H Eupu acid E2tcpo7nj apotd{vct µta evtaxvµtvfl irposvtattaxr aTpavjytxr toi 6a tcaxüvct TTI 
Sta8txaaia tic 6vtattis. Av&µsaa aTa &A. Xa *pc, TI rnrvo?, txtj 7tpocvtiatta a auv6pop. i yta cTIv 
7ccp{o8o 2000-2006 avgpxctat as 21 Sta. ECU, a7t6 Ta oaoia 1,5 Sta. ECU ws Stap8pwcnx. 
ovv6poµi at yecopyia, 7 Sta. ECU µ6acc Tov Tape{ou EuvoX jq xat 7rspizov 10,5 Sta. ECU at6 To 
icp6ypappa PHARE. 
H Evpo»taiic4 Atfaics%Vn 
co E7rXa{ato cauv aaocp&asarv yta Try Ste'üpuvaq, To Evp=aiic6 EvµpoiAto a2ocp6atas 'tTI 
STjµtovpryia Evpacicalxt S it&aicc niS aTrIv omo{a 6a wµ ic'r Xouv 'ca xp&t11 gall TTIS 'Evwotc icat 
to eupwnauc xpdrq to oito{a smOuµovv va apoaxcpiaotw a'autý. 
Ta i. . ri clic &t6cmcWi1S Ga icpEct va Seaµevovcat aµotßaia 6aov acpop& aviv Etpiiv% cv 
aacp&Xcta icat tic ax6ac xaXric yctroviaS, io asßaaµ6 Tic icuplapx{ac Tacv 67U. o v xwpcbv xat tiaiv 
apxd v arte o Lois; ßaa{gctat TI Eupwirauid 'Evcoan, Ti1v axspat6zrjta xat To aitapa(3iaato tiwv 
carccptxciv avv6pacv xat Twv apxd)vTou Ats8voiis Atxa{ov. 
Ta µtn avaXaµß&vouv, c&X) ov, t Seaµsvaq va e7nXvaouv, sv6cxoµtvocg, e3acptx Tour 
Sacpopc ge stpiivtx& µeaa, t8{cS Sta rqS o86 Stxaartxov Siaicavovtaµov at6 To OtcGvgg 
Otxaarr pio cli; X&yrlS. Env Evpamaixý At&axsWTI rl1 OijKav va avµµeT&axouv TI Kintpoc, Ta 10 
trtoi ii(pta xp&ii cii; K. A. Eupd)7MS xat 71 Tovpx{a, TI o to{a, 6µacS, apvi GTKE va arroSSXOSi xat va 
irpoaunoyp&Wst TK aapa7r&vo) apx . 
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McyaXinsptI KaL taXup6tsp1 
ETiS apxc Tou 21°O atwva t Evpwnaüct1 `Evcuaii 6a eivat KaT& n6aa'n8av6qTa p yaMupq Kai 
taxup6Teprj at'6, Tt Oicpa. Oa kXet 6aa Ta xapaKtflptaTuc6 nag "KOtvo)vtas TOW 7tX7jpo4poptdwv" 
a'Eva rayxoaµto7Ou1 hvo asptp6LUov Kat a'tva K6ago roXuKSvTpuc6,6irou q evepy6s tapovaia 
T71S Kat nuq tcTOxl Tl1S Ga xapaKTrlp{ ct Ta Spd)gFVa aTOV 7rXav i, tii µac. 
ETO eaaTEpvc6 TTjc, il SuvaµiKý aov 6a 4EiaAam a7t6 qv ONE Oct c ncptpct t de facto sxtTäxuvaT1 
tic svototitua c 5ta8txaoias as 6Xo Kat 7csptaa6tcpouq roµ . 
ESdi cXXoxs6ct o K{vSuvoq Tov 
KaTaKepµauaµov Tov cvtaiou 8ca wcoü nktaiou, TTI; Srjµaovpyiaq Tu; "Evpcb Iris Tow iro v 
KÄ. ä. aemv", av 11 apXA TTj; c&. iZ{aS Sev e(papEloaTE( KaTä Tp6ao ? Lov va KatoXupd)vct To cvta{o Toy 
6saµti6 tXataiou icat Try OeagwK tao ripia 6a. Mv tow tsXuv tic. 
H at6µc 5EKa6T{a 6a aaoTeMa . T6ao yta iv 
Evp=aixcj `EvooaTl, 6ao Kai yta Ta Kp6Trl µt. X 
Trjs µta µstaßattxrj 2tsp{o6o pt iic by aXXayd v. H Etaayaryij icat 7tayiaoml Toy supdt µaß{ ps Tts 
c tucc{µsve; Smpvvasts, 6a smp pet alXay a'6 .. o To KOtvvouK6 To tto. H arlµaa{a Toy 
cyxatpij trios swat iroX µsyä?, rj. ETO {Sto adXESo Toro8cTOÜVTat Kat of 7tpoartäOstsc 'yta Ttly 
Ka8t6pou"Tov, 6tcoS sn{arjs Kat of avvärcts µtac aao ru iaq. 
H ev6uvdgcoaij Kai 11 uircpäaict" Toy eupd) aTa 2tpd)Ta xp6via 6a a7roT£Xaet To xüpto µkAi a Tres 
ycvtK6TeprjS otxovoI. n1a c 7CoXttt1c1 S aTO xcbpo Tres Evpo taIKns `Ew"g. Ta 1 pdq µgq, "cvt6S' 
Kat "sKT6f Toy eupcb, vaoxpsa)TtK& 9a axO;. OU iaouv avoqpl 6i toatovoµtirj icoaittcrj aov 6a 
east E t{ T6, =qTOs To irp6ßX. rlµa itdbSuvwv itpoaap toythv as as 7to7X a7t6 Tts cawteptKhs 
lro? 4'ruc Toy; (ovvta4to6oTtxä auatij iaTa, avaTi µaTa vyc1as, OX. ). 
H tpayµarudi µaxpo7cp68EafLi 9aipäxto-ri Toy v6ov voµ{apato; Oct itpot. 9st a, tö qv u) oico{iimi 
aoXITtil)v Tim Tily ava8täpep«xni Kai avdxn4rj tic eupo tatKrjs oucovoµ{ac as Toµsi4 tapayco'Yi1 
icat Kat rexvo . oyiac v> n Xtj; itpoartGa tzqS a4{ag Kai cuvotKdrv "Opowv Eµ topiov". E'auTOßs Toys 
Toµs{S 1 Evp(bir Ga 7p&cet va Most Kai va KspS{aet Try µäi tic avTayomaTti6TriTac yta va 
vropLast va aTtlpiiet Kal va pe%Ttaet To cupaoitai: K6 KotvaivtK6 tovtXo. Is xav va ä). ß. o µey& o 
xdbpo Tov a%avtjtq p. aS To aituµa yta a). X'gXeyyürj epos Tov 6vGp=o Kat Tv cpürnl Ssv Aa s{xe 
peyaM speg riGav6rnTcc va apayp. ato2oi 8e{. 
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MEPOE AEYTEPO 
E, nµstcbatc 4 atrjv Kaiä, Xii%, q car cvgarl 
1. BpýKattc Kat tia Süo Ksiµsva uxoXa acv Karav61m ; 
KEIMENO A 
IIOa. Ü 6KOX0 ApKc« E oXo M9Tpto ApKEiä OvaKo%o IIoXü Sv(TKoA0 
KEI MIENO B 
floXI 6KoXo ApKei6c EvxoXo MiTpto ApKETh SvßKO)Lo II07XÜ Svrnco)Lo 
2. 'Eva aitö Ta Süo KEiµsva Eivat pETäcppa" tpoS Ta C, qvtK at öt itponftmo 
c vlKÖ Ksigevo. flow volt stc on eivat; IIapaxaM Kut bats Tqv Kara%, gkr1 
athvtiiai . 
KEIMENO A KEIMENO B 
3. KaTa). f ate a' am rrgv anävrr crq ßaowptvot as cpatv6pxva 7tou irapouatäCovtat as 
M=50: 
Q Do jti qr ov 7rpothaswv 
Q Aog TOU icetg VOU 
Q AE4tlo*-u Kat opo?. oyiaS 
Q AUo (napaxa i viroseigTE) 
Miopsitc va cin . cte neptaaötcpt; arb µia aitavtijccts ýýýýnrww^'R^v'"ý, 
nir. ý'^`^niwv^w-'^^vw^^i., n^^. ^. nv'^^. ý.; v^^. v. nný. n^. nii. nnrw+ý. niw-'`^^nn^. ^'` v^ýw'. v =. -'^vv'tivnr., ý. '^^^nv^^w^, '^i'^wv`^^v. ýr. n. ý. wwý5 
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4. Oa ropovaatc va 6tKaio?. oyijactc rnivtoµa thy aur6vtrirn1/ttc a7cavtnjactc aa;; 
Miropctte va xpgatjio totT acts avyxsxpiµ va napa3Eiyµata an6 To KEtpzvo Eäv 
cmOuµsite. 
Eas Evxaptailo noV) yta t ßoijeetä aaq. 
IIapaxa%(b E1rtiaTptVu acv aKb?. ovOrl StsvOvvai : 
Vilelmini Sosonis 
LIS Department 
University of Surrey 
Guildford Surrey 
GU2 5XH 
Tel: 01483-833648 
Fax: 01483-833648 
e-mail: lip2vs@surrey. ac. uk 
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ENGLISH QUESTIONNAIRE 
Dear Sir/Madam, 
The purpose of this questionnaire is to investigate how English speakers judge the 
authenticity of texts written in English. The questionnaire will be used for academic 
purposes only and the details of individual responses will remain confidential. 
Please take a few minutes to answer the questions of Section I, then read Texts A and B 
and finally answer the questions of Section H. 
SECTION I 
Please mark 4 in the appropriate boxes 
V Sex 
Q Male 
Q Female 
V Age 
Q 18-29 
o 30-39 
o 40-49 
Q 50-59 
Q 60+ 
V Highest level of education 
(Please mark the highest level of education) 
o Secondary education 
o University education (First degree e. g. BA, BSc) 
o Postgraduate education (e. g. MA, MSc, MPhil, PhD) 
V Is your education related to: 
Q Language and Linguistics (e. g. Translation, TEFL, TESOL, Literature) 
Q Other disciplines (e. g. Law, Medicine, Politics, Sociology, Engineering, Computing) 
Q Both of the above 
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TEXT A 
An enlargement based on a considered choice 
An enlargement of this nature - to so many countries, with such diverse backgrounds -- presents 
challenges. The EU and the candidates are aware of these challenges, and have given thought to 
how to resolve them. Questions have been raised, for instance, about the potential risks of mass 
migration, increased crime, lower environmental standards, social dumping, consumer protection, 
or cultural identity. The questions are natural and the answers are available. 
The differences in the level of prosperity across Europe have generated concerns in some Member 
States of large-scale immigration from new members, with related anxieties about cheap labour 
threatening jobs or depressing wages, and about increased demands on health and social services, 
or even fears that racial tensions could jeopardize social stability. 
On closer analysis, these concerns appear exaggerated. When Spain and Portugal became Member 
States in 1986, there were anxieties that richer countries close by would be the target for mass 
immigration. But the opposite happened: Spanish and Portuguese workers in France decreased. 
Enlargement reinforces the natural tendency for most people to stay close to home, because it 
increases prosperity in the new Member States, so people can explore the new possibilities around 
them. Since Ireland joined the EU, its economy has leapt ahead, and the country's long tradition of 
emigration has been reversed. 
Mass migration is a result of instability - and EU enlargement is a factor for increased stability. It 
will reduce, not boost, the tendency to large-scale population movements. And among the most 
mobile component of any population - young skilled workers - the wage gaps are already much 
lower. In Hungary, for example, which is experiencing a labour shortage, disposable incomes 
among the young are coming ever closer to their Austrian equivalents. 
A rise in organised crime is another spectre that haunts reflections on EU enlargement. But 
enlargement is not going to facilitate drug trafficking, money laundering, weapons smuggling, car- 
jacking and terrorism. On the contrary, the new members will have to take on EU rules for dealing 
with these problems so EU enlargement will help combat organized crime, with more sophisticated 
policing, firmer support for the rule of law, and better developed crime control stretching right 
across the continent. By contrast, if enlargement were delayed, the prospect of crime might 
increase, as the consequence of vicious circle in disappointed candidate countries of low growth, 
low investment, lack of foreign capital, and limited prospects. 
Anxieties have also been expressed that the EU will suffer mass unemployment if industry 
relocates to cheaper central and eastern European sites. But such dramatic change is highly 
unlikely: western business is already well established in the candidate countries. Volkswagen has 
been making cars in the Slovak Republic since 1991; Siemens, Suchard and ABB invested 
extensively during the first half of the 1990s; Alcatel continued its well-developed trade links with 
Slovenia; and big Japanese companies, such as Sony in Hungary, have continued to invest there 
steadily. Strong business links with the candidate countries over the last decade have not caused 
any haemorrhage of EU jobs. Most investments in the region have been additional, taking 
advantage of the opening of new markets, and signalling what may well be Europe's greatest 
economic as well as political opportunity. Far from reducing EU economic activity, enlargement 
will help unlock this potential, allowing increased trade, stronger growth, and job creation right 
across the enlarged EU. 
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Pessimists have depicted a negative impact from enlargement on disadvantaged areas in the EU, 
with sharpened gaps between rich and poor regions, and laggard EU regions dragged down to the 
level of central Europe as the EU aid they currently enjoy is switched to new members. This 
scenario is contradicted by experience: each successive EU enlargement has reduced rather than 
increased regional disparities, whether the new members were poor or not. Between 1950 and 1990 
disparities between EU countries decreased by two thirds, and disparities between regions by over 
a half - even when the EU was absorbing significantly poorer countries such as Ireland, Portugal 
and Greece. Instead of the EU slowing down, the new members speeded up, with growth rates well 
above the EU average, boosted by enhanced trade and investment. A successful and prosperous EU 
needs accessible, growing, markets - and that is what enlargement will deliver. 
Fears that cheap food will be dumped in the EU by low-cost producers in the new members are 
similarly exaggerated. The EU' s agriculture sector has benefited from the opening up of trade with 
the candidate countries. More sophisticated distribution processes, coupled with high levels of 
subsidies, enabled EU farmers to increase their agricultural exports to the candidate countries 
during the early 1990s, and in 1999 the EU had an agricultural trade surplus of around 1.5 billion 
euro with the negotiating countries. Agriculture in the candidate countries certainly has potential - 
and it will largely be western know-how, funds and equipment which will unlock this. But that will 
represent an opportunity rather than a threat. 
TEXT B 
Strateey Paver 2000 
The overall context 
The project of European construction, begun in the aftermath of the war, which shattered our 
continent, has led a succession of countries to join it of their own free will and consent. The 
magnetism of our model of integration has been such that, for most of its life, the European 
Community, now the European Union, has been in the process of expansion. 
In 1993 the Copenhagen European Council made the historic promise that "the countries in Central 
and Eastern Europe that so desire shall become members of the Union. Accession will take place as 
soon as a country is able to assume the obligations of membership by satisfying the economic and 
political conditions". That political declaration, made at the highest level, was a solemn promise 
that will be honoured. 
Thirteen countries have now applied to join, and others can be expected to present, or renew, their 
applications for membership in the coming years. 
The enlargement of the EU now under way on the basis of the Luxembourg (1997) and Helsinki 
(1999) European Council decisions has an unprecedented political, historical and moral dimension. 
This is more than just an enlargement. It means, in fact, bringing our continent together. We are 
moving from division to unity, from a propensity for conflict to stability, and from economic 
inequality to better life-chances in the different parts of Europe. 
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1. The benefits of enlargement 
This enlargement will change the face of Europe and will affect all Community institutions and 
areas of policy. The two underlying strategic. aims - projecting political stability and strengthening 
Europe as an economic power - look set to be achieved. 
The benefits of enlargement are already visible. Stable democracies have emerged in Central and 
Eastern Europe. Systemically, they are already so robust that there need be no risk of a relapse into 
authoritarianism. The credit for this success belongs mainly to the people of those countries 
themselves. They alone took the decision to follow the difficult path and build open societies, 
modem democracies and functioning market economies. The speed with which they have 
accomplished this is a tribute to their own political farsightedness and their courage. 
But undoubtedly the process was helped and encouraged by the prospect of European integration. 
The direction of political and economic reforms and the determination with which they are being 
pursued reflect the need to meet the EU membership criteria laid down by the Copenhagen 
European Council in 1993. 
Events have amply validated these criteria. The political stability in the Central and East European 
candidate countries is rooted in common European values - democracy, the rule of law, respect for 
human rights and the protection of minorities - and that is precisely why it is set to last. The 
immediate effects are a dramatic improvement in the security situation in Europe and the opening 
up of a huge potential for economic development. The analysis of progress in individual countries 
shows that reforms pay off. In several cases the extent of structural change in the economy is 
already producing rapid growth from new, healthy roots. It looks as though enlargement is that rare 
thing, a win-win process. 
Both the existing EU Member States and the prospective members benefit equally from political 
stability. Outbreaks of trouble become less likely, causes of conflict, such as minority issues and 
border problems, are removed, and integration removes the potential for conflict A stable political 
framework is a precondition not simply for lasting peace and neighbourly co-existence, but for 
economic vigour. We are seeing the signs of that too, accompanied by healthy growth prospects for 
the coming decade. 
This means an opportunity for the candidate countries to increase their living standards and 
improve their prospects in global competition. The advantages for the Member States are already 
tangible. They run considerable surpluses on their export trade with the candidate countries, and 
these translate into more jobs, more tax revenue and more money for social security systems. 
2. A stronger Europe 
The enlargement of the Union will strengthen its ability to confront the challenges of the new 
century. Past experience has shown that successive enlargements have brought not only new 
members, but new political and economic dynamism: widening has gone hand in hand with 
deepening. The present round of enlargement brings in countries that wish to contribute full- 
heartedly to the European project, and will help to shape the institutions and governance of the 
future Europe. 
This Europe will be in an historically unique position to pursue even better the projects on which 
the present Union is engaged: the Euro, the development of Europe's common foreign and security 
policy, the completion of the area of security, liberty and justice for Europe's citizens. The future 
members, already exposed to the challenge of globalisation, will help us to surmount it. 
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SECTION II 
Please mark d where appropriate 
1. Did you find the texts easy to understand? 
TEXT A 
Very easy Fairly Easy Moderate Quite hard Very hard 
TEXT B 
Very easy Fairly Easy Moderate Quite hard Very hard 
2. Do you think that text A is an original English text? 
YES 
3. Have you reached this conclusion on the basis of: 
NO 
o Sentence structure/grammar (long/short sentences, word order, active/passive 
structures, compound nouns etc. ) 
Q Overall text organisation (long/short paragraphs, links between paragraphs, etc. ) 
o Vocabulary and terminology 
a Other, please specify 
You can choose more than one answer. 
4. Can you elaborate more on your answer (s) to question number 3? You can use 
particular examples from the text if you want to. 
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5. Do you think that text B is an original English text? 
YES NO 
6. Have you reached this conclusion on the basis of. 
Q Sentence structure/grammar (long/short sentences, word order, active/passive 
structures, compound nouns etc. ) 
o Overall text organisation (long/short paragraphs, links between paragraphs, etc. ) 
Q Vocabulary and terminology 
Q Other, please specify 
You can choose more than one answer. 
7. Can you elaborate more on your answer (s) to question number 6? You can use 
particular examples from the text if you want to. 
Thank you very much for your help. 
Please return to: 
Vilelmini Sosonis 
LIS Department 
University of Surrey 
Guildford Surrey 
GU2 7XH 
Tel: 01483-833648 
Fax: 01483-833648 
e-mail: V. Sosonis@surrey. ac. uk 
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Appendix D: Analysis of Text Corpus With Respect 
to Lexical Repetition 
Please note that the different lexical repetition links that are identified in 
the texts are marked with different colours depending on the lexical 
repetition relation they represent: 
Simple Lexical Repetition (SLR): 
  
Complex Lexical Repetition (CLR): 
  
Simple Paraphrase (SP): 
Complex Paraphrase (CP): 
  
  
Hyponymy (HYP): 
  
Meronymy (MER): 
El 
Equivalence (EQ): 
  
Semblance (SMBL): 
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I/ ENGLISH ORIGINAL EU TEXT 1 
Composite Paper 1999 
5 Reports on progress towards accession by each of the candidate 
countries 
10 
15 
20 
25 
30 
35 
M. Progress by the countries of Central and Eastern Europe, Cyprus, Malta and 
Turkey in meeting the membership criteria. 
Paragraph 1 
The Commission fi t set out its analysis of the progress made by the candidate 
countries of central and eastern Europe in o enhagen criteria in its July 
1997 Opinions on their applications for These wer cd by erst 
ular Rep in 1998 which were expande epur . on 
Cyprus, Malta and 
TurkeF. Since Tire--. 
`- t. -tca ýý.. -thg"s Ye 
method` ea. year they have come to 
repr Sent impQrtarrt's aý st: on the road týi: , and useful quints ol' 
reference ainci comparison for all who wish to fui ()\\ the process. 
Paragraph 2 
The of the 
on the same`- b'ectivel', as de 
Copenhagen and rc and as used for'., he 1 
I\' in 1998. There ýº~i een no ch" 'i ,- in t'r. - b^' 
i 
this ye is Xr"'Thi s mean t the; .. 
to previo an kross . es sf 
accepted by he European, C cIi 't s 
have been ado ed rath um ti 
This process of re r 
a fair and bal ce 
the 
Ce ra and Eastern E, r 
analyse whether, since No, 
have in fact been 
in the c: indidi ntri,, is 
nneedýby u'opean ýcils in 
97 jd s an th .,. first 'enn 
-compared 
eepi h the Ii;! 'ýJ 
ghted i ea res which 
ep: d or haven t yet i lised. 
" n ld«scc is the oni way to in. l, c 
of he cap it of ntrý to meet 
to andidate countries in 
ºe, Cy rus, Ma a--än, Tu ey, the ('um nissiun set out to 
ember 1998, reforms which were announced or indicated 
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Paragraph 3 
In the regular reports, the Coin sion has also analysed progress in the capacity of 
40 each candidate to ' ement the m- Wits. As requested by the European Council in 
Madrid, the Commission has continue to highlight steps taken to adapt administrative 
structures to the requirements of the ac p ii. S. 
Paragraph 4 
45 
50 
55 
60 
65 
70 
The the progress made since the 1"i-st Regul'ir Re )o -' ns:. ý. ý on several 
sour ai 11 it is )as-. °: _, on i io provitiýc by the candidate 
countri % themselves. The C'm, mjnis sion s also s lion provided in the 
position pers tabled in tie iatioris i creenof the . ;ý: '.. . 
as well as meet' er the auspices" off, the rope tigre ents. It has also 
compared Hl' o atio from these' with that. 00" ai. ned in th new National 
Progra es f the Adoption of.. the which ere transmi ed to the 
Unmi ss H in June 1999. ,! 
-. s. Tor the Opinions and the IWr. t R2 ý-' U LHr the 
Commission has also ..; the reports of the European Parliament, 
from the Member States, the work of international organisations, in particular the 
Council of Europe and the OSCE, and international financial institutions as well as 
non-governmental organisations. 
Paragraph 5 
In the 1998 Reports the Commission was critical of a loss of momentum in both the 
(tccII RCIpuhlic and S vcnia. Both took the message to heart and 
accepte hat their pre-accession ration ould need tobe- ..:,. ,, ; i. There has 
been a clear . `: of the ace in SIa. T main litil parties have ccd 
to give priority adopt' ga -nificant pro-ress has een 
In the Cr. kehuhlir, despite efforty the govcr it t rý arc d put 
forward there has not been the in the I, rI, t luuLnt. 
These ex', iples show )rCjxII II 
ov cr s'hut for all the pol iý- L Ic 
can only be when-tile executive, 
need to 
_ 
EU me ership is not jus er for 
in candidate cou es and th pi c ss 
-nmcnt and I'arl iiiicilt are all vec1 on the 
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1. Political criteria 
Paragraph 6 
75 
The Copenhagen European Council stated that `membership requires that the candidate 
country has achieved stability of institutions guaranteeing den racy, the r oi' law, 
human rights, and the res I. for and protection mi s. Article 6 of the 
Amsterdam treaty enshnnes 'tution ciple that `The Union is founded on 
80 the principles of liberty, cis ac res acct for Ii n rights and fundamental 
freedoms and the ruIý cat' law'. 
Paragraph 7 
85 In its Opinions on the countries of central and eastern Europe, the nn 
that all the candidatTuntries, exce -Siovakia, -i the l)olitical 
critdnriLi even ifa number of them still had' Fake progress in consolidating t eir 
democratic practices and in tip,: nrjoe ion of hui , an rights and minorities. 
In its 1 98 
Regular Report the Con that rkey did not the rolt 
90 criteria. 
Paragraph 8 
Over the past ye most notable developments with regard to the fulfilment of the 
95 Iio4-ail: -Lil criteria 
have en p akia. The last Regular Report was issued just 
after the tion. s in 3 1998 hi ought a change of government. The 
has urs d an ambitiou rc. amme.. )I II eforms. Free and fair 
............ 
municipal clc sw held in De: hei- 19.9....... nstitittir nal ................. res were 
.................. 
adopted to facilitate the clectimi of the Slovak President by universal suffrage n ay 
100 1999. The possibility for opposition participation in parliamentary committees and 
oversight bodies was opened. 
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105 
110 
115 
Paragraph 9 
The Government, in close co-operation with the concerned international organisations, 
prc pa+ inorin, language legislation which was adopted by Parliament in July 1999. 
Amendments to the constitution are being p-re-p-aF-Mc to ensure the independence of the 
judiciary. With the depth and success of this reform process, Slovakia is now 
considered to meet the Copenhagen political criteria. 
Paragraph 10 
Concerning hunnan ri 
c1111cüd 
rights instrumen 
to the problems 
about shortcoiýJ 
120 and about 
ite 
c 
for is generally guaranteed in the 
ate canclida riss are ratifying the main human 
of the situation in t ur`key with regard 
`s,; report. The Commission remains concerned 
is of rv_' )': ct for I-1. lus and the rights of minorities 
a1 rolc y-h h the army plays in political life through the 
With regard to the case of Mr Öcalan, the Union has 
death sentence will not be carried out. However, there have 
been spure reflecting the intention of the authorities to counter 
fi- by public officers. In this respect several legislative and administrative 
125 measures have been adopted recently. 
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IF ENGLISH ORIGINAL EU TEXT 2 
The European Union: Still enlarging 
5 
An enlargement based on a considered choice 
Paragraph 1 
10 An enlargement of this nature - to so many cou ies, with such diverse backgrounds 
- presents c is enges. The and te candidates are aware of these c ha cngcs, and 
have given thought to how to resolve them. Oit ns have been raised, for instance, 
about the potential risks of mass migration, increased cram er environmental 
standards, social dumping,. consumer protection, or cultural identity. The Clues iolls are 
15 natural and the are available. 
Paragraph 2 
The differences in the level of prosperity across Europe have generated concerns in 
20 some Member States of large-scale immigration from new members, with related 
anxieties about cheap labour threatening jobs or depressing wages, and about increased 
demands on health and social services, or even fears that racial tensions could 
jeopardize social stability. 
25 Paragraph 3 
On closer analysis, these appear exaggerated. When 
embei- ; tt , min 1986, there were ric 1 
would . 'be the get 
30 Portu, tese orkers in F 
for mb people to s cIo4 
Memhcr States people can 
its economy 
erni ration has been 
by 
and 
the natural tendency 
in the new 
ore the new possibilities around them. Since'Tre'änd 
leapt ahead, and the country 's long tradition of 
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35 Paragraph 4 
\J: r-ý. migration is a result of instability and EU enlargement is a factor for,, _!, 
stability. It will ,_r. ýt 
boosiý trte tenäency ciation movements. 
And among the most mobilecomponent of any Epop 
ation 
ng skillcd- >>-'-"- ,: -, - 
40 the wage gaps are already much _Tn-I: ungary- 
oe mp1e, which is experiencing 
a. . -1. = shortäge, 
disposable incomes among the ung are coming ever closer to their 
Austrian equivalents. 
Paragraph 5 
45 
A L: _iin organized 
haunts reflections ý rcmc; nt. 
But ýnlargei of goi to facilitate dru ng, mon deri weapons 
smugglin ar-jack ngan rs contr ew mem rs will have to 
take o es for dealing with these ems so I: J cn a il will help combat 
50 On" nIýed cri ne, with mop-sop isticated firmer support for the rule of law, 
and etter de ed ontrol stretching right across the continent. By contrast, if 
cr Went were delayed, the prospect ofrýic might "s. :, as the consequence of 
vicious circle in disappointed candidate countries of low growth, low investment, lack 
of foreign capital, and limited prospects. 
55 
Paragraph 6 
Anxieties have also been expressed that the, i will suffer mass if 
in. ry relocates to cheaper central and 
aste 
uropean sites. But such dramatic 
60 cha g ly unlikely-: -, westem is al leadY ei- established in the c laic 
cot rtes. o sw aking cars n the lo e s' e 1991; 
Sie , uc ej ed exfensivel duri i /-J 
h of the 1990s; 
Atý cont its w eyelo ed Ira . with Slo, ; and 
big Japanese 
I "I 
crimp s, such as Sr''u, ave co i ued to. ip est here steadily. tits )nag 
65 bu-; W ss I s, rý r th e cýandiciate 'oL, ntries oe decade h ve not caused any 
in ents in th region ve been a ditional, to ing 
advantage of the opening ew markets, an si what we be Europe's 
greatest c, 'on ei it well asp oppoRü fc ro h is 
activity, enlargement will help unlock this tentia , allowing 
increased trade, stroi ger 
'. 70 growth, and N right across the enlarged 
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Paragraph 7 
75 
80 
85 
Pessimists have depicted a negative impact from en 
the F ith sharpened between.;: -jy: r , 119 
on disadvantaged areas in 
ons 
enjoy is 
rates 
enlar-, rernent will deliver. 
Paragraph 8 
ic betty 
e when 
n, I and 
t ek n hers speeded up, with growth 
e oosted by enhanced trade and investment. A 
needs accessible, growing, markets - and that is what 
Fears that cheap food will be dumped in 
90 members are similarly exaggerated. 
opening up of adc wit 
processes, couple igh I sie 
95 
100 
., 
by low-cost producers in the new 
saI ure sector has benefited from the 
Mr] re sophisticated distribution 
ies, enabled t-:! i, fanners to increase their 
agric xports te c' c is tc cuu tries during the early 1990s, and in 1999 the 
I. had a cultu tiacle surp sf around 1.5 billion euro_vith_the-. r,, 
>! n ; I. iI -. Agriculture in the candiO :; itrics certainly has potential - and it will 
largely be western know-how, funds and equipment which will unlock this. But that 
will represent an opportunity rather than a threat. 
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Paragraph 9 
105 
Environntf tal 
some ap re n 
deprive other 
enviro 
110 whole: polluti 
115 
will be needed in the c 
of 
5 
countries, but contrary to 
e will not automatically 
.Une 
ii i in rat-, - I" 
>enefits for . wL as a 
generates orders wt manufacturer 
_a 
po 'Ir I ome enlargement 
will enrich the EU 's enviro en the candid e countries have many envir ital 
resources tha i-l: -mike an important contribution to the ecological system of the 
ý. ýýnýi;; c, ýt - vast areas of unspoiled and well-protected nature reserves, and a 
long tradition in preserving biodiversity and promoting nature conservation. 
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III/ ENGLISH ORIGINAL EU TEXT 3 
3. Ability to assume the obligations of membership 
5 3.1. The chapters of the acquis 
Chapter 1: Free movement of goods 
10 
Paragraph 1 
Since the last Regular Report, Bulgaria has made further progress in this domain in 
particular with the adoption of the framework law implementing the New and Global 
Approach principles. 
15 Paragraph 2 
In the area of horizontal and proced ral measures the Ltd. Ttion in S, 'mhcr 1999 of 
the shed a horizontal lc-CI 
to take on board all the princ' of t `New d Global A rfc-h'. This 
20 
, 
howe not enti with t acquis, an is ich will need to be 
resolved s oget with the Law f 
25 
30 
scut her 1999 and the Mint 
Service in December 1999, the 
independence between ch cal 
certification (iýiclu ing e Ing and 
goods (ii uding bor r coirtýi 1 o 91 
providing for free cess and eq I ti 
regime. The ado ion of Eur pean 
ramlork has 
'4fýlljtatIon, st 
, tand rdisation in force since 
the ulgarian Accreditation 
i cstal Iishcd for the functional 
Agency for Ständardisati and 
Point for tecl ical regulations, st 
di. sation, accreditation and 
y controls of industrial 
ishe as of nuary 2000, 
ien n the basis of a vo ntary stan isation 
rds is proceedin d pace. The State 
)gy en appointed as tional Enquiry 
and assessment proc ures. 
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Paragraph 3 
35 
NewAp CE 
the directive on 
be repo ct in relation tö 
personal protective ui 
and cons on ýrdüc 
e imcnt sector. eg 
has been mc in r 
pharmaceuticals. Tr nspc 
and footwear. 
legislation has been mixed. In the c red by the 
i, tion. Only 
roiress can 
40 
45 
50 
55 
60 
65 
Paragraph 4 
of prepäring scrondar' Icoislation, should be strengthened. 
i 
devices, 
ý, 1 crafts 
s sei; co\; efed by the Old Approcich Direc ess 
on to motor vehicles, foodstuffs, chemicals, and 
ition is still pending in relation to cosmetics, glass, textiles, 
The Law on Foodstuffs was adopted on September 1999, setting up the framework for 
the adoption of scconciar` It ILIuon. The transposition of directives on labelling, 
hygiene, official controls, co taminants and material in contact with foodstuffs is under 
pre ration. The admini rative capacity of the Ministry of Health, which is in charge 
of nrenärinizsecOnciar\ IcL)islat. ion_ should he strengthened. 
Paragraph 5 
Since the last regular report, no new developments have taken place as regards non 
harmonised areas. The elimination of indirect barriers to trade, including the 
introduction of mutual recognition clauses in the legislation, will require continuous 
efforts. 
Paragraph 6 
Some progress can be reported in the field of public procurement, where the 
implementation of new legislation adopted in June 1999, has started. 
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Overall assessment 
70 On the whole, the tran tion of the ac uis on the free movement of goods is 
progressing. 
tray 
e, major work remains to be o order to start 
in 
rt and complete 
ositi a number of Only one New Approach ective has been 
trans osed so far. The adoption `a Europea amßflised standards should be 
accelerated. In the non-hamionl-seFd information is required on the internal 
75 legislative screening with regard to possible barriers to trade. 
Paragraph 8 
Paragraph 7 
It is difficult to assess idnministratike ca 
80 transpositions have only rece 
rc a 1s to be to a`id conýolic 
standardisation, c ati. on mar 't su 
is not clear how this ill acti_ 
85 
appropriate e nd 
of in cI)Ciý I(lent 
of boder ex 
ad ministrati 
Ot yet 
90 
95 
, as 
institutional reorganisations and 
¬ owever, it appears that much rk 
cap : it\. While funetiugjsepa-ration of 
ivities een provided for, it 
will be°; to ensure 
ati of an effective network 
to eDm he abolition 
:;: ý market stir%ýillai c, which rcnniýin 
ed pending the approval of New Appro h Directives. 
VrrV9 still for the Bulg ra is ation Service - creäted as an (/ndcný 
within the Ministry of Economy - to become au1 member of the 
EA (European Accreditation). The Committee for Standardisation and Metrology will 
be the National Enquiry Point (NEP) in charge of notification of national technical 
rules to the Commission. 
Paragraph 9 
As regards safety checks on products at external borders, Bulgaria still needs to 
establish appropriate customs and market surveillance infrastructure as well as effective 
administrative co-operation between competent authorities. 
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Paragraph 10 
100 
105 
110 
In the area of 
a number of 
unsuccessful I 
i; and 
country. 
the Icgis i is 
eT including 
ial work is 
.. by_ the pl thori 
administrative' capa, eity, öf the 
needs to be strengthened in order to 
Chapter 2: Free movement of persons 
Paragraph 11 
in line with the acquis and 
en legal remedies for 
ter toe sure that eT? , ition is 
itie. ýxký i' hroughout the 
rate rosporisihic for PUNIC 
Bulgaria has made moderate progress in this area since the last Regular Report. 
115 Paragraph 12 
120 
125 
In the area of mutual recognition of professional qualifications, further progress has 
been made with the amend ents to the National Education Act, the Higher Education 
Act and the Vocational ducation and Training Act. These aim inter a/ia to promote 
freedom to provide s ices related to regulate fessions. In addition, tue 
has been am ded to allow la s who are not ulgarian citizens to )r mice. 
However, this cannot be considered anspose the nt Directives as it 
appears that the ability of a non- ulgarian to Ear ctice w is submitted to a reciprocity 
agreement at government level. 
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130 Paragraph 13 
Progress has also been made on ' ,, nment with the acquis in relation to citizens' "' is 
primarily with ai ns to the Civil Regulation Act oreigners Act. Further 
ali = 
=wt 
regarding students' ugh the Higher Education Act means that 
135 foreigners can now apply to d in ' her education establishments if they have 
diplomas that would entitle them to ac . er education in the country where 
they acquired their diploma. However, these °n cents do not address the 
discriminatory practice of applying higher academic fees tos eats from the European 
Union. 
140 
Paragraph 14 
In the field of free movement of workers, Bus -ia has a bilateral agreement with 
Germany on workers in the hotel and catering industry ich came into force in 
145 September 1999 and an agreement with the Czech Republic, whic s concluded in 
December 1999. With a view to the future co-ordination of social security, f3ý ia is 
continuing its efforts to establish the necessary administrative structures. 
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IV/ GREEK TRANSLATION OF ENGLISH EU TEXT 1 
Ev7KECpcL au»TLKÖ ' Eyypacpo 
5 
EKcO IS axEiiicä µs rqv nopsia npog TlIv npo chpiai ing KäOE 
nroyri plag x6paS 
10 
M. IIpöoöo; irov ca rcAarqics anö tic xwpES t1S KcviptKA; Kai Avaiokunig 
Evpt S, TTIv Kvnpo, T Mä ra Kai zrgv TovpKia öaov acpopä Tylv E nk pwahl 
-cwv Kpitqpiwv cz iic iouS wS it iipwv µsXühv. 
15 
Paragraph 1 
H Entipoi Statumü ac criv (x\' umall row irpoö&wv icov Eytv(xv airö Ttq 
20 wroyr gtES x6)PES t1S K Tpt 1S Kat AvaTr6kw Ic Evpd»rqS öaov wpopa nv EK . ýpworq 
«0V KptgptO V tqS Koirsyxäyi1S ar yvwµo örrnj fis iov 1Ol)Xiov iov 1997 6XmK6 µs 
itq atTgasts iovS yta npu(-)/ )rlml 01 rivui, t : t: alntS ui: oiýouol Iii, (iv a=ö 'ctq -- 
ih. , sek zol) X1.998 of o7rotES CJtEKi6[911Kav yta va ov tXat3ovv its 
is KOR v Ft6pxuL-__Kiois 01 A, ('0: 'QmUmw 
25 rqv iSta µE6o8oko KK - '( tub 
_pm-rr1sov 
anoisýovv mýµäv äp ato 
Spöµo 71poS ýv t c, ý r,; ýj)ijcsýj xat xPrýatµa c}ýj}sr; i. cz cii/ OJXzý Kai c, ziyKj)lG)jc yta öXous 
öaous cant uµoüv va 7rapaxoAou9tj6ouv rq (FXFTwT StaStxaaia. 
30 
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Paragraph 2 
35 
H cu lo? Oy rnl rqS E7nr oTnjc ö(yov a(popä nS nou : rar,:; 01 1)7101 11 
psS 3 ja ata avnxstµsvtxä--- ; µs cv " ROD 
no w .. ä jloob tu tS Koneyxäyrlc 1 ct ii; " p' Kai 
1ý it ' TF f 8 
E 
q loPa, v iov or ap atx yta m 11 i(Ov yvwµo ROD 
40 ö -r s ciO zöv 1998. cir Oc xa! aüt ; XT : 000,, ) , ; 1« 
aft (p) 1-: 1 ýä iwv En ov'S au a-1µß 
i st on 
x 
ES no itsPtYf ua oviat va' Kp. r of ; r. f ,P v S 
a np 717, sS ýß a p. ' oitaa. i ýS Xov 
,a .' io Ep na e, o zr)j s cpaarj at µEipa Eyt c 06 r 11 
45 `6c irpo su nxö a'ra&to ito fl E vva: ncpOcci pä c'c'v . ce. 
il 6 'xo aý: äµa 0Xt. a txaa' `cptoötic jo 71o115 
, . no 61(t 1) maq no (uai ri i ac p, r; aß artoT st öv 
µta Six I'll; Ka! 0 po q oy71a1 iv. 'V votf tl vS K606 
uni aS "c cis st is Kar V I'm) 
50 TO )v oWil<Picc ES pt aioktxrlS 
Eu , üirpo, 
'`\ tr M' is xat uiv 1L oupxia, r1 
[itirpoitij npoanaO11ac va , 
aýtoXoytjact to Kath n6oo,, amö io NoEµßpto T'ou 1998 at µ6iä, of µsiappu9µiasts nov 
sixav c ayysk9si .,., ..; - irpä tan 
55 Paragraph 3 
Ens KsptoBtxES sx6EactS, rl I : Mrj> ), III avc2 uac circa g US npoö ouS öaov acpopä ýv 
txavöiria tqS KaOC unouvrlcptag x6pac VOL scpa 't TO K' -ri11UX0. 'OmwS ci c ýr1ir19ci 
xaiä io EvpwnaIK6 EvµßovXto tq1 Maö ' S, r1 1: mrpomj EýaxoA. ov9rlas VOL 
60 EXtai taivst is µEipa you 9sa7ria yta uv iupoaapµoytj iwv Stotxrl ctxciýv 8oµcirv 
an; airatqaciS iov KEKr)1µ(. you. 
65 
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Paragraph 4 
H a(., lo öyll6f iwv ltpoö&wv iEov t\ WEö rqv vcoßoXtj iwv npc; ) )v n£pw c+lv 
£KOEU£(j)V i µ£iä Pa6iý£T a£ Stä o pr of z. aiapxag ß (Ti £Tal 
70 an nkllpocp rv. F <, . T; .: 'i tE(, q noy' S xwp£S. 
ER po 
xprlrn, µonoi £ aK' 01) üaµßävo Eia Ef'yp (pa a µ£ 
iri Om Koty ov a6 Ka irk pK£ta (0V 6£wV, 
auý av itK £ cr ing) i Kä@i Kat oitc 
7LÄ. llpo 7ro cýLÖLpK£t o£ºv üIN It Tf 
75 6io lt? i to vp() aAKwv ' V. lip £ýi Kp 'wV 
7tý, llpo<po lt v lpoCp7 tat i µ£ 
ýIf, 
7101) 
nspü >(3czvovru. i ma vEa £9v a ýpoyp' at tar iov k; is 
oiroia 6taßtßä6 Kav a Err p lj to Iovvto 01) 9 söv acpopä tic 
yvwµo60 6£tS at pe)i ; 11£ptoolk7 si<(1; ntTpo u a(flA n IKE aqS anS 
80 £KOE6£tS iou EvpwmaIKoü Kotvoßou? Iov, rna loi. oylj<<. l; ltov %lva', UItö ttL >E 
gWj, aio Epyo St£Ovthv opyavtaµwv, tSia S Gov Evµßov?. iov rS Evpwic Kat Gov 
OOEA, KaOws Mt 6t£9vcv Xprlµaio7rtGt(I)I K6)V t8pvµäzwv Wt µrß Kvß£pvi itK6)V 
opyavta t v. 
85 Paragraph 5 
EinS £KOE6£tS iov 1998 11 Eitipon j £Ix£ ötaiuitwa£t yta iqv auctX£la 
SvvaRi. s, toti 'rOao 660v UOu1)(. tqv : p(/Cl(l 060 Kat - 
ItA'itt. Ot wo 
lau( :l Oaßav -co µ£ aoßapö is Kat öit rý 
90 iov £ va £ : i. rfl 0 pv6µ6g otµaa 
av 'S £mra \Ollm-. £µcpavwc. Ta Kvp i, rik a cruu(ý; ) aav va 609£i 
lrp £patöirhia`csTIJ O: rnc; ll -nlS vo oA va 
oq avmtj 11)606 \. E flo a iu, ,., 
ä9s &C, _qS KI. 116115 
va poEio ' a£t Kai\va itpowOtj6£t U' Na << £n' 
/' 
S, S£v v7cij pý£ il 
95 ißt ß10 7En\ I1010 Toy i otv 0. Ta. nap ' µa'ra avid ' ovv on fl 
" 8£v £ivat µövov 7cov (p() x its 
Ku)(, vqcs£l': aa 6? ov5 to 1Z(a TIK )l)ý ap fo'ÜS T(0V 1)7EOIfl (pt(OV xww t Ott 71 
apoo o µtop£i VO' =ý' I. %: . I. µövov öiaV 1) £Ki£a, £6rtKrj £ýO1)6ia Kat 11 voµo £ttK1 
£ýovaia : (, )r" 0 acv aVäyKIJ va 
-275- 
100 1. IIo1 tTtKä Kpu nipta 
Paragraph 6 
To EvpooiraiK6 EvµßovXio niS KoitEyxäyrN 6kwcc 6, n "rl 1616Tita iov µhXovs anaiisi 
105 an6 iqv vtoWijcpta xwpa va Exsi rpo-qyovµhvcoS Edni XEt aiaOcp6r to 6E6µ6v uai 7tov 
va xaioxvpwvsi Vrl C611[10 czriu, TO hp i o; cSixcziou, is avApcý»rtvc <Siicnw Sara xai va 
syyväial io cYF(3c at u Jtpo YtaGia iv µsiovori, r v". To äpOp 6 qS Evv9ipcgl 
iov 'A wtcpviaµ EiravaXaµß ' El viay nia apX j On "il ' Evwo Oll Gi. ETat bits 
apxxc tic EXEuOEpiaS, tS 6f1µokpuriuc, 101) 6E .u )U iwv avOpawtcivowv 
61K, R%t(M rv 
110 K(XI hic OFgCXW)&sic EAEvAsptEc Mt to Kp6to5 6t aliou". 
Paragraph 7 
Eats yvwµoboiij6£is (7x£itxä µ£ ii"S X6)p£S rqS K£vipucij Kai AvaioXucijS Eup6 S, q 
115 E 711 rI)T7`t ''i "1;. '; ", ,: c1 )ilil. 1(;. llv.. on OX£S of u roy pi x(1bp£S, £KTOs 'rqc 
EXoßaxiac, ýi 06(-MV is nog , 
va xävovv a opa itpo68ovs yta Tqv 
71(X ýv 7E aiacda tow avOpc»niv 
ßßv to8tixrý EKO6o1 tov 998 
120 is ýtui. tru. « 
ta'C(A Kql av opt( t£V£S 
TOW 
Kati iwv gelovoTyluov. 
011 fl 
avtEs CJt E1s 
'coug xal 
sev 
Paragraph 8 
Kath rq 8iäpKEta iov 1rapE? QA vioc E 
125 EK1 fpwa-T TOW nor rIKOW xp ptO Y 
=pioSi j Ex6soý iäxo aµEacoS 
of o-nµavnKöxEpsc z4F-kiýsiq öaov acpopä rqv 
nuEiw c-arnv ` ý, iu. H rEXsviaia 
iov 1998 ot 
oýoi£S s cpspav v spv, 1nicrl aýýaY ecprjpµo `s Exiois ova cp>aööo o 
ýpoypaµµa not z can µsiappv6µi w: TvK ßpio iov 1998 8 rýx9rlaav 
64v9spES xai µspökrlniE;.. tcE r i;. Os6ni(mlx auviayµanxä jt tpa yia 
130 rS vxö vgl;: tos '10"0711; iou npoc8pou rqS iuý µs xa9okw In1 poq opia 
toy Maio you 1999. A60ilxs q SuvaTÖTqia atv avturoXiisv" va avµgET&UXCt as 
xorvoßou? uiixEs sniipoIEES Kai 6s sýsksyxtxovc cpopcig. 
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Paragraph 9 
135 H n43Epvr1m ,o umvI ovvspyao a µw iovs svStacpspogvVOVS 
Sc9vs%S opyaviaµovs, 
7r;, cu, yuý : TL; vo Kä wTpa yia T, S gEtovotux ykx az is oiroia 9s6iriaTqKav 
airö to Kotivoßoükto Gov Iova, tio cov 1999 i 8, q Cpononot i iov 
m vthwaioc 1LpOKEtJthVOU va sýaacpaXtia mi 11 ave aprq6ia onlq &Kotmw qs ouaias. H 
Eko(3aKia 5660g&01) iou 36Oous Kai ts nxuxiac iwv µsiappu6µiaswv auui v 
140 Ociopsiiati ö'n tthpa 7t? poi is WkITIxä Kpicijpta cris Ko1tcyxäyilg. 
Paragraph 10 
O6ov acpopä TOV mir '-u06 TOW «VVOpcnltiVWV 6110MUT W xat st&tK6TFpa row 
145 9sµsXt o&i) iä, Y vtxcd, )s ivat Kaioxvpwµhv mw 1' tcq X Pý; c. Ot 
ltspt6a6ispcS aitö olj/*ptag x' ap iact v Stxaßia wmic icov 
ji ov sýtßoýrý ýS cijpi v (3aatxwv 3 ýovriv( L öu: a n}türm Env ia, 11 
--i,, nov c,, < ößov, o is npoJ3? av av ovia 'v EKAsrnf 
iov napskAövios Eiol S ýiaü tiopti sµßEýstiaS. nii nrý s vOsi va 
150 avrl6vxE1,6xmxä s tic a vv(Iµiss &Y@v ac 1)(f. toy a- I- pö iwv a\ Op()z ION, 
dixuco)µci-ý 
11n' Kai iv 
&K wµäiwv i stovo rwv, K(10 6)e K TO ovviayµa xö 
pöXo nov o , \6ipaiös aS aµa 't 6qv noXi. ni ýwij µ£6w c Ev o too EOv 'S 
Aa(paXciaS. 'C Gov ccc; xo i rqv nspii T(OUq Gov K. Ot aXäv i 'Evwä j, pa6s tv 
EXni8a out q Oc ati o noivý nov Gov sMßXij9i1i c Scv Oa EKrs? cisi. EviovTo 
155 opicn nov aviavawlovv ýv npö6Em iwv apxwv va svavýw9 v nS 
xaiaxpi ct is tow auiuvo iv ws npos rqv it TOW UV0p()JT c0V 
OIKauoýcczrcnv. rlpöccpaia OEC: F igxav cY CflK6 opca ýx voµoOEttth Kai S Oi. KllitKä 
thpa. 
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V/ GREEK TRANSLATION OF ENGLISH EU TEXT 2 
H Evpw»raixdj 'Evcoan: LE EvvExij HopEia ALEVpvvßng 
s MLa BtEVpvvaTI µs 7rEpia1 W11 
Paragraph 1 
Mta tciota bisüpvv" - ltov KCO f) cst T6 (FO itoAXtg Xhp iö6o Stacpopsitxä 
10 xapaxTqpt6itxä npok ijacIS. H EE xat of u7toMn ptss x pES Exovv 
6vvst6rlioir9jr1 avtEs its rpOK211rn IC xat µsXETTj6av to S va TlS avitgET(J)Jiaovv. 
Mx., spcýý `; : ra yta iouS m9avovS xtvSvvovs ROD avvöEOViat µE ril 9(, tW j 
µciavä6isum1, qv ai mS 6y1c . LanxögTaq, T7Jv 11to0L0gto11 TOW 
n ptßa kovtuuwv itpoiütwv, toy x vtxö a1roK? ctßµö, nlv mpoNiaaia iov 
15 xaiava2 rn i inv iroXtnauid iaviöýia. Ta c j}iaza E(VW. i . oya xat vIEäpxovv 
Paragraph 2 
20 Ot 8tacpoptq ßtOTtKOV sRUE9601) µsiaýv iwv xwpcöv tqS Evp6)7rqs yEvvo-bv cpößovs ßE 
oplaµhva KpäTq gkkIl yta µc7äXlc laigO xaS µEiaväaisva-j aitö ia vca KpäTq µE2 i1,9F- 
US ovvaKö ovOSq av710-uxi£S yta EXsva-1 9011Vov spyaitxoü 8vvaµtKOU, ROD Aa 
(=Ca 6ct 6Easts Epyacias i On 6Uj, LXI, 6Sl iovS µlaOoüS, Ka& OS Mit yta avmij. 
ýT TTJ nj vy£tOVOJflKU)V Kal KOWVAJVLK(OV Ultflp&fld)V, i aKÖp.. a Kat (POßovs yta pUTGlGflKES 
25 cViäßsts, utov µ7EopEi va Maovv YE Ki. V UVO Tflv KOtVWV1K1 6iaOcp6tia. 
Paragraph 3 
Ms DLO c sptGiai of aväa, uo-q, of uvii uni,: -a cpaivoviati vmcspßoXtixEs. Oiav i 
30 Ionecu] ai 11 fIopio'yaýi <<:;, ý}Týo 1986, sxcppä6ýxo oxiss on ot 
ysiiovtKE iom -ir 6i 
löp 
uS axpLßws to 
Std)pvvoij 
itapaµEVOVv ar EaTiES to 
35 ävOpwirot. µitopoi v va a 
kr iris IpXav6i 
q µaxpa µsl 
of irncavot K¬U 
fi gl)(YI i iäa-n TOW 
(3EAXt6vct qv 
avopwntcov va 
aia vEa 1 KCLt Ot 
v Töiro ioug. Mud tv 
q oixovogia rS xat 
7rapä6oa-n irw xopac. 
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Paragraph 4 
40 H µactx-n µctaväaisvoi Eivat anoTXsaµa auraAEta;, Evth il 8tsvpvvmq rqS E 
alroVEXEi 7tapäyovia avgrlµýS aia0Epöýiac Kat öi µövo Scv 0a av an, ä Oa 
:. {: u ýv thou yta µsyä1rýs xýiµaxaS µEiaxtvrl Au6µcýly. E1ct7u1E , µsTa 
ü iov 
1t? OV £vKIv1j COU Cµ-ggülo -'6Q1)7[Ä, 1 Pol) - 'L(A) GJV EtötK£vµEV {: k: ýl<<: \' Ot 
µta00ÄoytKEC &cnpopEs sivat 'ö v Y7apia, ir. x., rý oirota 
45 avilµsiwýiýst TTI a auti ExxEtyirl : ý: ; czrrm t', \ ; 11<ou, to 8ta6E6tµo Etaö 1Jta 
iwv vE 1iatäýet avvExwc io avticiotxo iris Aua pia;. 
Paragraph 5 
50 Mtia &kxfl irgy j mpoßXilgau u iov öc ov acpopä Tq 6w, 01 11 :E sivat io 
uü 15 iov opyavo)µ'Nou aioS. H (r)l, öµ ,S pöxsiiaL 
va Stcvi<ooüvct K, vap u. KCS v 66 v amö apävoµwg 
Spa(yiilptönj Vic;, co XaOp iuö ())v, oms a Ktv twv at T11v i oxparia. 
AvrikTO) - "CC V 
G, 
AF,, 6a v oxpco' Iva cpapµ' ovv Doug avow yla tnv 
55 
. L: .it, ,. aviwv 
6T(t)v. H 6i i. X'(511 T1S a avµßäkct snoµ vws 
acv ): i, )jµuto. µs KC"TEpES LE066ous 
a6iuvöµE1)01jS, a0spo '1ýIUo6tr p iov Kpäiov iov at Mio 
Eýsyxo ýý<<uriý: c'ýuýrc_ý , 7r6t;. 
Aa Ka? v tcl Ok6KX71plj TfjV Tj7CEtpo. T() , £äV 
Ti <> pave)} Ka9vßispý6Et, of tS r -0Ul t(L µtopsi va 
60 wS 6uvemtsta sv6q cpavXov KvK*. ov xaµrjXýc aväctuýic, xa ui2 v 
s2tsv6vaswv, EXkEtyTjc ý vwv Ks(paXaiwv Kai np0O7MK6)v as 
amroyontcu!. EVSS virowi ptsc xthpcc. 
65 
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70 Paragraph 6 
'Exovv, city yr s, EK ppaUTEi aVq(TOXi£S yia TO 
u\-; ) 7iu Xäyw rS µsisyxaiä6tcwrr (3tot 
Ksv oucYiý Kai Avaioic Euod irnc. ýP4' 
ä 
75 
A11poicpaTia 
sxi is thvEs r 
8iaqýp s 
80 öitcwS 1l! Y 
iaxvpoism 
BLäp niS 
L. ;. L 7CEEll 
85 
TO 
va µsiüx6ct 
Jtov 
Vayopwv, 
aýý_iurspf . Oir. Ü 
ötEVpvvmý 8aýv 14 r", 
sui. tu:: yta av ýrnl iwv ý: ýirýopuc(<)V 
6s ök T inv 
90 
95 
100 
70 va 7c2 yEi 
aE (De 
ý1S c wain S 
aiö µaýtn 
pto ý. ý tS 
ivsiati 
EV S GTIý 
11 
3o 6ia6Epä rqv nspRrAl. Ot 
av E >ynjcpý upE7 Kaiä ctý 
)] iv lEpoaOc KOf) xapalcrjpa, 
Kat ä%µaio ovca µta EE» tý11 lrov 
o, Kat itoXtit pia yta T71v 
owo\ 1K11 fi a tqptöu to 6tqv 
avioü iov Svv µtKov, apExoviac 
torC 'Iwv, 16xua11 tiic av a llq Mt 
TqS 8t6vpvg'hmq :.. 
-280- 
Paragraph 7 
Ot amatictiööoýot npof3? irovv apvi ruaj Eirtöpao-rl TqS hic 
105 7CEptoxES rtlq E 'rwv CH(A, )( . ýýýµELa 
Ü ; <}(: 
Kul ýý; ý o av81rn Y1ý _7 
ci)1 
6Ta 
110 
P£>5 
8ll TI va 7r Cal p 
115 p1 irapovßiaaav Extiäxuvm c pul 
co6ovµsvovs a7c6 qv 
\\is7EiTvxT 
v11 xat Evrlµspov6a 
irp66(3aoq, at auto 9a irpomptpci rl 6 
120 Paragraph 8 
115 µr rapovßiaaav En. iäxuvm s pvi 
c06ovµsvovs auö VIv . 
\\is7riTvxT 
v11 xat E1)11µspovca 
irpö6ßaa11, at auto 9a irpo6cpEpci r1 
125 
130 
135 
'ail. 
pvoµoü 
\'cnlc 6'CLS J1ELOVEK'LLKES 
1119 
xä6s 
I 
co iov µE60 öpoöj , 
Kat nc EREV&)ßsig. Mta 
IF ,q µs EbKOXT] 
Eýiaou unEppoý, tK01 cpaivoviat Kau 0t go oý rtJrý ' .: nopEl va nkrlµ tupi anö 
cO vä ipöcptµa, na ft l. tc KÖcyto;; a VEa 1A T1. c I"ytx ioµEaS rq; 
i .: Ecýcp?, 
r16`E anö io 6votyµa iou E} 0 ou Its u, R) IIto 
rniyxpovss µE 0 avo vsv d" -' sniýr. 6s E7Et601 v, w6av 
Suvatouia aiouS av noouv` E ToUq UT 1) 111( 
Kaiä q StäpKEta np ' )\ -£ wv iris (E KaC iov '90, svw I E., 
napov6ia6E yu0 7co KO nXE6Ya to 1,5 EMT. Evpw nspin 1) E its 
.., ýý: atýýt: ý__ti, -.:...,;:. ýc: - -1"., ý , ultöijiij 
; ýý _ rtipt; to ist aa 
OEoaüwg Suvaµtxö to onoio, 6E µsyäXo ßaAµö, 9a aýtonou19Ei ) aprl acv TEXVO7VOXßia, 
is 1zE$Xata Kai toy sýonataµö tqS Afw%. To ygov6s auto, öµwS, Aa anotEXaEi 
Euxatpia Kat öxt wcak j. 
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Paragraph 9 
Eiic unoylrjcpts- xöhpE5 Aa aratrq9ovv JrEplßaUO K1; P0. , U81;. I 6tc o, avznAEia 
gE opt6}. I£vcC ov ' nov EKCppäýo a E, o ncv ' asi, 'ov'otha auto SEv 
140 np6KEtiat (II)To. .«S va 6ovv 'S Jýf 
0 KECpäAata v 1tpoopi oviat 
yta äXA, ov 710' g. H itp T trl E, 660E0) yta try E äu011 ia)v 
nsp VT1K YV npo a )Jto' U' ES 7,6)PE -v aTo oiWoM 
'q1 SESoµ£vov o 'i aiaµaioüv to v xä 'vopa. Eittnýsov, of 
6P6 Etc yta (3c? r' row l,.. (p pvovv napayy iss 6E SunKoV 
145 Kai me atEs Ki c)yE' K ',. i d6tov ipöito, ' uvai 0 Eµ , oviRTEt TO 
71Ep ia. A, ov ' rls of u cp Fý xtpss 6ta0stovv ito2 ovg nFj)lfl xn, n. o 'ttK00 nopouS 
of oiroiot 0a iWEiacpEpovv o-lµavinK6 to oucokoytKÖ m xtµa rqS 
"ý"..: ý>r TEpä(YttES Exi66Ets ä0tx'u v Kat K& zcpo6iatEV6µsvwv cpuatKCSv 
Ev&ta1. v p. atwv Kai. p. axpä irapa om arq Staitjpijarl rS ßtoaotx1)bqiac Kul 6Tv 
150 itpo6)0rIoq rqS Stat ipiorlc 't"IS 9va11c. 
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VI/ GREEK TRANSLATION OF ENGLISH EU TEXT 3 
3. IKavöT1p a aväXTIyfr15 i(ov v7roxpFO)(F&wv 'rov t ovS 
3.1. Ta K pdkcua iov KEKTijµEVOv 
5 
KECpäkato 1: E ü9Epii icbKAocpopia sµnopEVµär V 
10 Paragraph 1 
15 
Airö uiv i£41)iaia 7rEpto&n kkorq Kai EvtiE69Ev, i BovXyapia ExEt 0-q9£u6)6Et 
irEpali£pw irpöoöo to 6uy1Exptih vo io tha tiSio S µE Tqv vtioOETliall To) vöµov- 
mX(Xißiov yia tqv Ecpapµoyi row apxo)v iqS N£as xat Ecpatplxýs Ilpoatyyim g. 
Paragraph 2 
Eiov ioµha tow optcoviiwv Kat Sia Kam 
2000, cov 
20 opicövTto \-O itKO v aic; uo nov cvawµa (; A 
IIpo6EyyirnlS' OµwS, o Ev köyw 
9va cýju to co Oa np nsi avvioµa va 
Zunonol' o wq no UYXI o : n; tl}ýý 
25 
30 
rq brjµuoupyi out apuar Y7qpEYi 
K(i. OO Ic; Oi1Ki: TO VOPttK(i 2t/ (XtCYIO yta Try Xs 
li(C\'O\'LCSýIOll, Tll1L: 1: ý1i; 61ýý, SL(M'(Y CD(3"gS KO 
6OKIgIJJ Kal F cvXUýý' KOL 
icpoi6mov ioplu'pu, av() sI( '(M' anti 
Kaiapy1j91Kav vl r' IavZvapiou 2000, is 
pEiaxsipt" 6rß pdlýq svös 
itp(atipsitK 
KaE 
cup(07Caixwv 7EpOt (J) npoxw )1LE 1. KaV07C( 
Tu7o1toi11 n1c xati MET ias Exsi 
ßxsTixä µs TF. Y\' Olle ICU\'O\'I 101 , 
bv tt U)v T] O XJIncYrý, TO `k: ' it()p«O iou 
1c06 Ma<: Eva 
öA. cg tic ap S Wt E9atPtc1S 
I Xtjpwg µE TO KsKt thVO, 
Et. HapäX2 Xa µs io vöµo ispi EOvu dlc 
you 1999 at TO u7[oupytK6 80iayµa yta 
Ata tft tEua-1S TO ASKEµßpto iou 1999, 
oupytxý avsapTTj6ia µsiaü Ihoü 
Lt 7rtßi07toi7laTIS (cuFirt.: Li \'OtiEV(I)V 
ispwv .. r: yXOI 
ßto xavtKthv 
'op xwv . c' o' Kath ýv E aywyrý) 
I ias E? s1OEprý npöaßaoý Kat ian 
) &iw oS ru ,;;; c-. H uto9Eirýa-i zwv 
)ul'nK6 uµö. 0 KpaitK6q Opyavt6 töS 
()'io OvtKÖ KEvipo fIXilpocpöprýaqS 
X Kai &a txaa ilE S yia tqv CKiiµr](3T1 rqS 
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35 Paragraph 3 
H 
a fv ovata6it, K1i 
40 Ecpa 6isi ofirýyia 
bta tcr. i vcrat 6c 6xEO-rl 
i tav avoµotoysv g. 
Kai is 
iov 
45 ro of 
axt" µs ia avioxivqia o' is ipöcpti is 
E axokov9Ei va sxxpsµsi 71 µEracpopcr. acovs 
TOW KXU) YTObgaviovpylKthv xai ro v vitoSrjµäiu)v. 
1, nov 
Ö6ov 
Ex£L 
is 
LKOöO 
sSý ß. t6 toü. 0o )pt iovs 
S ExcI o]]uCt(i)( El 7p oOc. c 6E 
tixä Kai. (papµaKEVitxä npoiovta. 
UM KaX. vvitxchv, iov yvar., tov, 
50 Paragraph 4 
55 
60 
65 
70 
O vöµos itspi ipotpiµwv 06ß7d61mxs TO Esmthµßpto iov 1999,9Eiovias TO nXaißto yta 
t 6E6ttml iu. p( " )7ÜÜu otiatiou. H µsiacpopä 6ýv 60vtxtj voµoOsaia o6ilytcity ßxsrtK& 
tc ti vcr tav , inv vytstvi , iovs &7d"gouc sý. 
EyxouS, 'couS toXvc taitxo1 S 
2tapäyoviss x(Xt itS vxs 7101) £pxoviat ac siracpi tE is ip6yt[La ßpirncsiat aio 6ictöto 
tqs ; 11)(), ýcýluc,. c; ia .H 
6tot K1 txavöirlia Gov Ymtovpysiov YysiaS, 7101) tXEt (XvaXc Et 
TqV rrj)O TOtttacmiu TOD Öu: uiou, Xpbcstva svtcXUOE1. 
Paragraph 5 
Airö iiv t uiaia 7Espto&idi Ex9so-f xati svis69sv, 8cv £Xapav xwpa vESs EýsMEsis 
ößov acpopä µrß 8vapµovti6jcvoug ioµsis. H xaiäpyijaij Eµµ&Ywv s97Loöüov a-cis 
auvaXXayts, auµ7rsp1) aµ(3avo[t&q r1S EwfaycYy1 g P'9iPd)v aµotf3aias avayvwptoig 
aan voµoO& ia, aLavrct ouvcxEic tpoundomES. 
Paragraph 6 
Ata7, ai6)vErat xäutota ap6o5oq 6iov ioµua TOW Srlµoai(t)v 7EpoµrlOstwv, öltov 4sxivrl6E 
11 sc)apµo'ytj ti- vEas voµoO&&iaS ztov 0E67cia crlxs 'toy lovvto Gov 1999. 
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Lvvo tK1l EKTLFLTj61I 
Paragraph 7 
75 EE ycvtKES ypaµµtS, 1 fiua a Tov KEK µcVOV yta Tnv Ea, £ü9Epr1 KuK*ocpopia Tow 
EµncopEVµäiwv orýµ£uwv£i n öoöo. Op og, va KaTa(3XlOovv mwavitKES 
1Epom969Et£S 1tpoKEiµ£vov va ýE vna£t Kai va o? oKX (Popp 6E opl6g£vouC 
Top 1-. MExpi o-gµ£pa £x £l µE t µövo gia OSrIyia EaS IlpoßEYYlý1S H 
vtio9Ergo-q 1raIKdv OVI( V()v itpotiMwv tpEi£i va £l, 6iCV69Ei. EiovS µrß 
80 £vap ovlaýt&ouS Toýlis a7Latt8Itat EVTjg£p(o" 67EnKd gE rr v EGWTEptKý VoJtoOETLKý 
BiaSuKaaia avaa, IMKd g E4fiaa1c öaov acpopä i. 6avä EµuO&a 6Ttg ovvaX aaES. 
Paragraph 8 
Eg7ropsvµäuov aqµs1, bvEi np 
itpoc täOslcg ltpoKElµ£vov va ýl 
Togo-. MExpt of pa £xsl I 
vtio9Eu mi 1ratxwv 
80 soap OVl6LLtEVOUS Toýl. ls a7LatTl 
BiaSlxaaia avaXunKýS ETfiaa1 
85 Eivat 8ürncoko va a tokoyrj8si Ti btolKlITllI ihuvö 
ava&topyavwßsts xat µciacpopcq 
On ? tpEIst va Kur( of\\' arýgavnicg npo6ýrüOpý :ý 
90 
95 
100 
tqg tha "- Kailot! sxct ncpo3X, scp9si Xi 
8paatpt6'icwv zonoitoirl S, I G1]ß xat rtt 
va xaia(3X1Oovv o-jµaVTtKtS 
(Pop(` 6E opl6I. l£VOVC 
OSrýyia Eas HpoßEyyio-1S. H 
rpEiEi va El, 6mcuaOEi. EiouS µrß 
Kä µE rvc tEptic voµoOETucT 
µuö&la rn, ovvaXXayES. 
ta, BsSoµ vov oh of 9saµtiKES 
Lo apO para. (aivsiat öµcüS 
x thy i6 OT Kal iflv ltayiwa-T 
it öS 8iaxwpwjioS iwv 
lýýlýý1Su; ýý, 6EVeivat 
uacpr)S o zpönos µE Gov o oio 8a Etioupyi c cpä 't xa o xpövoS 
iou ö)6tE va E4a (paXtrr i xa'rä 11 c t; ciýl 'l TIK1 tlaz\'( >rl)ru. 
I1pEnct va 7EpowOr)6Ei r) 611 oa Ev" ano' E µaitxo S iüou cýýl: ýOp 1)rwv 
oj); lU tajccmV Kat Epyaatqpüwv it in iu al);. HK äpy aý iwv optaxciw Kat ON Ex 
rwv 71POT£P(OV EkEyxwv anat-Ei t xuµ «lilrl p1j61m uyopc. 1ý, no EýaxoXo 9Ei va 
Eivat DCVZ7EUPKT)g Kai SEV £ El axö 6patw9Ei ago rS Eyxptar)S Si ytw Mag 
fpo yytoi S. np£nct va Kuru(3 1)Oo6v lEpaticp npc ,t )r 1. l- öaov <p pä i 
Bout aptKr Y7Mpcata Otania'rEuc-rg -- nou STlµtou 1IOTJKE ws a\'c xprl)roc 
opyuvm1OS aio Ea o'r ptxÖ iou YnoupyEiou E9vuar Otxovoµiaq - npoKEtµtvou va 
xaia6tEi 70. tjpES thXoq inc EA (Eup(waixtjs itanioun) n1c). H Envrpoir TunonoiiimiS 
Kai MEipoa, oyias Oa Eivat'to E6vtx6 KEV'po IU, ipocpöpirnic (EKII) u7EEÜ9uvo yta tqv 
xotvonOÜV" iwv EOVU«OV xavövwv ßifv Enupoin . 
öoso. ul 
6ý Vlýafit Kai va O? OK%r 
R RE t µövo gia 
wt(5p vc)\' ltpotüXcw I 
Eitat EV'qµ£pwa-q axEU 
S öaov acpopä it9avä E 
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Paragraph 9 
105 
110 
115 
120 
06ov acpopä sous cXEyxouc amps ias itpotiöviwv Eia E WtEpixä rnivopa, 11 Bou? yapia 
SEV EXEC 6TIR10up7i ci. aKöJll iqv xathXX1X1 icovsiaici Kal axsUxý LE Tqv E ttirjprjo-I1 
rqS ayopdq uiroöojni, oüis Kai aroigsßµauia 610W1tU r ovvsp7a6ia, µstaýu tav 
apµo& ov apxwv. 
Paragraph 10 
v0µ0 EGia £xct EvapµovtrrEi µE TO 
'up ý1 o7CO 01. ' 6£IS, µ ýP Eia'Ü &J O)v GaT'TSKavov£S 
G(PEpovT(( tiý(; 1TCt( 07qµav tK Epyo 
'0'. l eEGi( ýETaI j. (£ Kal 
a07EC ElttY GEIL KoWV1'1(, (O(p£%£1. ac 6£ 
AtE1 Ovum cam. q Tt va t6XDpomot-gOEI npoxstµEVOU va 
ETov toµEa icox Sqpo "v 
KEK' jp&O Kat (17IUtrO6 IU£ 
yta is Evötxa µEaa iwv ano ö 
1LPOKEtg£VO1) va Ec; U6(PU% El Ö GL 
012i)o zpö9o awcö ctc avyKEKptµEVES 
O)ASKX11p1 rq xci)pa. H Sto zý iý 
Kupäkaio 2: E). EVO pi KvK1 O(popia npo T hncov 
Iq (I; V7: irü((iu i1 
125 Paragraph 11 
130 
135 
A216 tTv i£k£viaia 1t£ptoöixcrj Ex9£a-l Kai £vi£üO£v, 1 Bovkyapia Ex£i (Tnµ£t6)6£l 
m)7KpaTqµEvl 7Ep6o6o 6io ovyx£xpiµcVO ioµEa. 
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Paragraph 12 
Eiov iota rqS aµoißaiaS avayvwpirnqS tow sitayyc2, µaitxiv iirAO)v, a FIcbO1KC 
icspatltpw irpöofioS µs tic T 'ßstý TON vöµwv yta rqv c9vici c at&uoT, ýMv 
140 ipitoßä0µla sxý ' ark xai i9v sirayycXµ Ku cK7tai8suCrq xat xaiäpt, 0-11. Oi cv A, öyw 
Tpoit Et- a1ornco7tO1)v µsiaEu ä; ýXwv 6vl o6)9110-9 tic s? ii9cpil irapoAg 
u7C1jp£61Cýý' 6, ý Ou EXouv pue L Eia. EiwcEov, o 
VopOc Bpi s2cayyc ýjO11KC IEpOKE4ICVOu 
öi poi tou öcv E' 1 BouX, yapoi wn oot va p 'v va as ' üv io E na sous. 
14i owo -, o au S Ficv uropci va Ocwpi9Ei wS µsia v ETl '' O& yt(»»v 6tO 
F: Ovti 5iKUIO 8 othVOU öit ' is cvöS uýxöou ul xwpac vac - JGFI 
Sixtiyo iKö sit µa amorcA, si avTtKcigEvo 6u upuviaS apotß(IiÖ tas GE KI)ßspv11tiK6 
c cao 
S( ) Parai! raah 13 
'Exsl Emi rrlc s1tttEDX9Ei rtpöoSoc crTrly ., app "vlßrl µs To KEKTgg6VO öaov ( c)pcz ia 
5lxal(') ara rou noA, itq xvpla)S Jc (U rpoito 0111 xov TOD ac rtxov Stxa xat TOD 
vöµov nspi a1. A06(17[tVV H itspattEpw cvapE oviall -- lý WL'), LlUM. T(OV 
155 GTE `a6T(1)v µCO0) rov vöµov yia thy rptTOßäOµta CKI " ED" "AaivE ött of 
ak. , oSaitoi µmo 
, va a7tov&ä a töpvµaia T ktoplaý: at )cwli.; s(pöaov 
swat K&TOxol öt7[%(t)µäTCxn ova, s7n, T , vv va qv 7Lp6aßa atf rl)lr() j(i µ(a 
CKJt 'urns aTii xwpa öitov a' aav ink (I)q, of rpuno oýý'ýcýc>l7 
autt &V sýctacovv xpiast; ltpax oxpswrux xata(3o? Jr 
6() 616LKTp(I)v Tplro(36Op11aS axaSrlµatixls ý: K1tui cl)oii5 yta Grrovöaarsti airö rqv 
Evpü lraixtj 'Ev oorl. 
Paragraph 14 
165 Eiov ioµha tqS £ý, £ü9£pr1S xuxý, o(popiac TOW £pyaýoµEVU)V, r1 E3ou'ýyapia Ex£t (YUV yI£t 
6tµ£pr1 6uµcp(j)via µ£ ir1 I'£pµavia yta £pyacöµ£vouS GTOV Kthöo (OV ý6VOSOXEtWV x(It 
rrj Ipo9o6o6tas JCOU T£Oipx£ 6£ t6xv ToV E£7CC£g3pto 'COU 1999, CE06)s xat au. igxovia 
µ£ lv T(YEXtxrl Aq . toxpatia, not auvr 9011 toy 
D£xEµ(3pto io 1999. ME axonö To 
µ£kkovitxö auviovt6µ6 rqS KOLV(1JVLKTIS a6(pÖ. taqS, 11 13()ur_yapicx avv£xi(£t its 
170 npßn69£iES r1S Yta tq Srlµtovpyia TOW anapaiTqiarv StotKI1I1Kcrv Soµwv. 
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VII/ GREEK ORIGINAL EU TEXT I 
5 
Au pvva, q 
Paragraph 1 
10 
15 
20 
25 
H Evpornaiictj 'Evcwaq 
H Evpticj iov 2000 
Exiös =ö qv Künpo, yia Tqv onoia io Eupomatxö luµ(io 'A lo Exsi ýj 3rd aýocpaai68i 
Tqv vap rj iwv 6tianpayµaisv(Yswv 6 µývES µEiä v o)oxkýjpwaj qS 
Diaxvßspvrlm 15 Ai& Ky% Kati yia tS omotag äpxct ijöi11 OETý, C1 
yvwµrI S Exiponjs amö to 1993, rj 11, ýMixý wu; E9psýs va ocpaaiasl yia TO 
7c wS Kai lcötE of 10 umowijcptsc cS ýS KItE Ouyy ' Iloý, wv Povµavia, 
Ekoßaxia, As ovia, Ea9ovi(x ý--Äi9ovavia, o ? ya 'a, Ta&Xia xo Evia) Oct 
cviayß v acv ýaücI vwn .a cpitpia ito sxcl EaEi io - upc, wlratixö 
Evµ(3o6xto yta 
f Na 8ta9EiEt atiovaa xw ' 6iaOEpovs SE6µovS Gov va Eyyvcirviat 
Srlµoxpaiia, to'., Kpäios Stx ov, is xatwµaia iov av9 Gov, io 6Eßaaµö Kai 
rv itpo6iama iýv µ£tovýi2 Twv 
f Na Sta9ETEt X£t; rovpyci-rj olxovoµia rS ayo , KaO(cS at rqv txavörqia 
avnµEio)IrtomS rlip eiaywvtait"g ni£oýs Kai iwv väpE0) rqS ayopäs ßio 
E6OYL£piK6 trio, Kai 
f Na Ex£t rqv txavörgia va Enu)µtar£i tic vtoxp£üýa£tS iov xpäiovS EaovS. 
To 8gpoatovoµuKö irkaiato 
30 Paragraph 2 
Kai yta t vta i£pioSo 2000-2006 io 0£ Exttrjs iwv lSiwV ip(W Kett iwv 
KOLVOTLKCQV 6a7Cavthv Oa 7CEplOplwtEt o £iEin£So sou 1,27° 'orv FI I, c >1o 
io oiroio Oa taxÜ£L Oq To unoA, o i avaµEv6gEv11 
35 au rlo-ii iou i: ot -u AF itpo a0 Sta. ECU, is omoia µaci µ£ is 
axprjatµo1 'ai 1999 SEv Oa EýavayKäcouv tv `Evoxni 6rqv av rýarl 
'COO OpiOl) Twv IÖIUw Tilipow. 
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Paragraph 3 
40 Ot 6uvatixES fiamävES, 9a av, rj9oüv, 07CQJS v1GOÄ Oy1ýEl 11 
I'l y( )'i flli lý I 1xaiä 
17% arö io 1999 }. txpt io 2006 6E itpayµawzx ß, µ£S, Evd yta,, 
ýt&ia 
iEpioöo 
apo3X1EEiai 1 ca 44i j -ý iov xotvotxov AM xaiä 24% (6u 
pi 
aµßavoµtva v iwv 
E iwßEwv =ö toy 7cpwTo yüPo T1S Bi Pvvo-1S). HI ; nt rt Omj Eýaqµaivcl, EýioýS, öý 
to xprjµaioSouxö sv ga iqS `Evox 1 %Elto'ÜpyTj6E LKavoxoquxd xat öii, SEv 
45 alLatrEiiat 1 guappvOµiai iov ciri iov itapövioS. 
Ot anocpäaEig yta irk Sigipvvaq 
50 
Paragraph 4 
Ero Evpwiraixö EvµßovXto rov Aovýsµßoüpyov (12-13 Os1Eµßpiov 1997) of "15" 
autocpäaticav va nr 30 Maptiov tov 1998 i cvrc ijt y}iarcüms 
µs tqv Kürpo, qv Ovyyapia, My 
t EXo(3svia. flu its ui öA, o=S iu vrE 
) ot cvfuý'm 
, rrlv E66ovia, r TatXt" A1JLoxpaiia Kat 
7EtarEÜasi Oa apyoTEpa, 
µavnia 1)6iEprj" Oc ov acpopä ma 
avrtq Oa sm, iaxvvOEi rj apoEroiµa«ia 
55 
KaOöit of ycöp c 
irpoavacpsp6EVia Kpt1 
TOW 
60 
Paragraph 5 
65 
70 
Airö io t XoS Gov 1998 71 Oct vnoßöXXZi somata EKO6011 aio 
EvpwnaIK6 Evµßo1 X). o-rdxeitxä µs tqv itpöoöo inc thOs unoynjcpla5 c; )pu5 avacpoptKa 
µs rrv s oll tow irapairävw KE)lrll OV. flu LLS v7LOkOl7i£S U7C01ýI1ý(Plf: ý pf; 5,11 
irpoisivsi tv i3 ti1S mposvia tiaxrýS ýryua c xal ýv vap i iwv 
cviaýtiaxwv SiampayµaT0(Y&(ov µöý. iS E rýpwßovv is cv Xöyo xptrl pLa. 
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Paragraph 6 
H irpocviaýiaia ßoi a xai yla tic 11 Oa av4rIO i o1)6iaßnxä. 
Eiöxoc ins Oct Eivai, µati }E to itapccýýrjXa opyavwiiK , 
Siouci nxä xai voµoOEttKa 
75 g rpa, va 1o1O1 El Öao yIVEtat JtEptaukEpo Ttg avtES va EuOv7pag taUT0vv µE 
to xcxigµEvo iqq `Evoxnl i& mpty airö cqv mpoaxwpi r. EýäX? ov, 11 aröcpaoIJ va 
apxißovv of Siaýpayµai i6E Scv avvEmaysiau öti, Oa o2 oxa, rjpw9ovv 6k6µa(i. 
Paragraph 7 
80 
H Evpc»ratiKý Eitipoirrj itpozsiv&ti µia EvtapjiýNM ApoEvia is ' iparyud irov Oa 
Em, iaxivst Tq &a&Lxa6ia mauze vaµs6a ßia 64U (X µEipa, i o-uvoA, ucr 
yta rqv ipio8o 2000-2006 avtpxsiat as 21 &a. ECU, airö is 
omoia 1,5 Sic. ECU wS Stiap9pornici ovv6po d atr 7E(op7la, 7 Sta. ECU gtow iov 
85 Taµsiov Evvoxjs Kati ipi rov 10,5 6L6. ECU aitö io ipaypaµµa PHARE. 
H Evpo itaiict AtdcrKz l 
Paragraph 8 
90 
to ira. aialo iwv airocpäßswv yia Tq ö vpvvo-i, io Evpwtaixö Evµßo& to airocpäniac 
t &gj. novpyia EvpcoiraIicr Otäox J11c 6tv Moia Oa ovµµFTgXOVv is KpäTq µIWJ rqS 
`EvwarqS Kai is svpconau xpäni is oicoia s1l9vµoüv va itpoaxwpr csovv a'aux . 
95 Paragraph 9 
Ta g9kil r% At wijnic Oa tpbra va 8s6µcioviati aµotßaia öaov acpopä 6, qv sip1vr1, 
rqv aacpäXsta Kai is axxasic KaX1' S yEltoviag, TO 6sßaßµ6 rqS xupiapxiac TOW äXA. wv 
xwpwv Kati raw apxcbv o onoi£S ßaaitEtat 1 Evponrca 'Evcoo-q, rqv axspatövia Kai 
100 TO airapaßiac to iwv s4wispix6)v ovvöpwv Kai iwv apxwv tot) AlE9vovS Otxa{ov. 
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Paragraph 10 
105 
Ta ptW1 ava? aµ 3c vovv, sßä . ov, rq SEa t ix n va s , ü6ovv, svöcxojthvcoc, ESac'ux 
iouS Sacpoptq µs Etpr1vixä µhaa, iSios Sla rug ofiov 5LKa6Tixov 6Laxavovi6µoü amö to 
AtcOvtq A Kaatplo trig Xäyr1S. Eirly Eupwtalxrj Ordo-KE n Kk, Oiii av va 
6uµLE'c6taxouv il Küitpog, is 10 uirowijcpta xpäTq qg K. A. Eupwig Kai q Toupxia, rl 
110 oitoia, ö .wg, apvý91KE va aUtoSEXOsi Kai va irpoo-viroyp 
tWFt Tb; irapatävw apx£S. 
Msya? rrspt Kai taxvpöisptl 
Paragraph 11 
115 
Y-nS apxxc Gov 21°" atwva q Evpc»raIid `Evwo-n Oa sivati xaiä näaa in8av6tia 
p y& tEp1 Kai. w upötEp11 air'ö, n a1 tcpa. Oa tXEt 6 )La is xapaxnjpi6Ttxä ttUS 
"Kotvo)viaS Tow ixjpocpoptc v" 6'Eva 1rayxocY uomou h vo 1Eptf3äx. ov Kai a'Eva xöcµo 
1LokvKcvtpuK6, öitov i Evspyös irapovaia rqS Kai 11 61)µµCTO (1 ing Oa xapaxupi Ft is 
120 Spc)µsva aiov itA, avijnj µaS. 
Paragraph 12 
Y-'ro c oicpuKÖ tric, 11 Svvajnia nov Oa 4sicwi c arö rqv ONE Oa C2t« Et irk de facto 
125 Eniiäxuvo-i rq cvoitotrltucijc Sia& Ka(yjaq 6s 6Xo at zrsptaaöispouq iogcis. ESw 
s)LXoxEVSt 0 xiv&uvos Tou KaiaKEpµaiicµov iou EVtaiou OE uKoü itXataiou, -cqS 
8rlµioupyiaq rqS "Eupthirq iwv noXX6)v KX& Ewv", av il apxrl iic gucXt iaq Scv 
E(papµoaisi xaiä 1p6lc0 nou va xutoxupwvct 10 svtaio you OE3flKov t, ataiou Kat r 
BEaµtx1j taoitµia 6Xwv iciv µcXwv tic. 
130 
Paragraph 13 
H siröµ SsxaEtia Oct a1otEX, E Ycl iöao yia qv ößo xat yta is 
xpätfl th? i1 rqS ua µsiaßatua 1rcpio6o ptýtKCOv &)x cnv. H staayo yij xat : 'i(' Ol] 
135 iou svPw 94i µs i tiS smxsiµsvsS S vPvv6sLS , 
Aa sm(PsPsi uuyr 
H "µacia iou syXctp1jµaioS civat nokf)_Wq ckri Mio i&o siti7Ecöo ioiro9crovviat 
Kai of irpo6ita9sicS yta rqv ,: ou, 07EwS cmi"q xat oL avvbEstsS ilUS 
alcoruxiac. 
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140 Paragraph 14 
H £vSvväµwrný xat rl u7r£päo 7rt m1 iou ui ü, ßia npwia xpövia 9a anoi£XaEi TO xüpto 
µE, 1. rlµa rTlc yEVLKÖtEpTTS olKOVOAt upw7ratiaý `Evo mic. 
Ta Kpa7 gtkq, "EvT6S" Kai. "E ös" TOD -up vltoxpEwn. Kä 6a axo? ov9ijaovv 
145 avaqpý Srlµoa ovopuci non tr 1j Gov 8a 9EßEI £ iä ioS io npö 3Xrlµa £nC)Suvwv 
irpoaapµoywv ß£ as itoAS wiö zic £6wt£puKtq no irIKEL zoug (avviaýioöoT. Kk 
avarrjµaia, (Yairjµaia uyEias, w1at. ). 
Paragraph 15 
150 
155 
H xpayµa-r, xhj µaxpo1p69Eßµ7j Oo päxtai -rot) vtou voµißµaioc 9a xpoeXAEt ait6 Div 
; ýC: 7Eoý, tTtxwv yta xv ava&täpOpo Kai avä )ýIj T ýS Ev Q'S otxovoµiaS 
6E TO Eis apaycýytjs xat xat xExvoXoyiac uyrrýý' EvflS alias xat EuvoYxwv 
"Opo v Eµmopiou". E'auto Eu Aa 1t 1tEt va Scitast xat va xepSIaCt 
µäm iris avi itxöirýiaS yta va µnopEaEt va at11p%#Et xat va ßEXT16)(YEt To 
Cupo)zcaw xotvwvtxö µovtEko. EE KUVEVa O»o . Eyäa. o ywpo iou itXav#1 µas TO 
aiigµa 'yta aXkxjkEy'fvrj npoS iov äv6pw7ro xat rq cpü(71 SEV 9a EiXE LEy& tEpEs 
m, 6av6TfIES va 
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VIII/ GREEK ORIGINAL EU TEXT 2 
H et pvvaq BpiaKETai ac Ku X6 Apbµo: Ot 10 Y1row1jcpIES XtpES 
Eniöt6ico1)v va OXoicX'qptaovv tug ALanpayµai6asug MEaa aio 2002. 
5 
Paragraph 1 
H 6ipavjytxij rný ýS StsvpvvorýS sivat 1fl opak: of ýpoo xES ý1S 
gpo6xwprlorýS aqv ovv ýjörý opt ltocpa6t6ý, xä atv moýttucýj 6iaOspöqia 
10 xat acv otxovoµtýcij ýpöoSo a TIý vMoyrrýy; c xwpcc. 6ö Tlý ipoµoxpailKES 
sM6E6EtS qS 11rIS EUisµßpiov, µta Svvatrj xat svo )gtV rý Eivat into rnq vitxrj 
irapä mote yia r 6ia6(Pdktoi rS Etpilvi15, T1S a6g6tkEtaS, T1S sXcuO pigs xai Tric 
Eu pEpiaq yta 6kouS iris 'couS noXitES. 
15 Paragraph 2 
0 «oöixög xäpigS» scat of apx*S ötanpayµätcuarjS Ssv aa, 1A ovv. 
Erq ui voSo Gov Gothenburg -ri 14 Iovviov 2001, to Eupo lraixö Euµjioükio EAsss 
20 iouS 6i6xovs ov igxova µE iouS oiroiovs sxsivEs of v1to v1 ptEc xc)pEc itov eivai EzotµES 
tptnzi va 6vµµsiä6xovv wS pEXiI rqS EE a; EKXoyES Gov Evpo»raixov Kotvo(3ov)Aov 
to 2004 Kati va µiropcc ovv va o? of i pt6ovv its SLarpayµaisvßstig 7[po(Yx6P11O11S £O)S 
ia r0al Gov 2002. 
25 Paragraph 3 
Fia tv En ii X11 iov 6iöxov aviov, npE7tsti va fl . Expt iovSc Svvaµtixf. 0 
«oötxöc xä ýS» yta iig Siaaipayµaisü-Gct " itov 1rpoihOr1Ke it pvni arö rqv EMTpoicij 
Wt vto9s 9iiic arö io Eypwavö Evµßoi to uS NiKataq to DEK£µßptio Gov 2000 
30 itpbECI v ..., t: 
va 
Ecpap, öcEtat op0d, a6µ(PO)va µs Tlc Süo ßa6ixeg apXtq 
Stiampay ätEurn1S: is «iStaitEpa xapaxýptcrnic »- SiIý,. tic npoatOEtES xai is 
s7rtisüy aia tow v710y ý(ptwv xwpcihv yia ýv EK1r? pwGT tow xpixpiwv itpooaXc)pi cn g- 
xai tqv «xäXujn rrjS KaOuatEpiimiS», SrIX, t Svvaiöifia yia Exsivouc nou ýsxivflaav 
tic &a npayµat ix is apyöiepa va xaXv%Vouv nlv amöaiaaq itou Exst ý5i 6tavu9si anö 
35 touq uicÖXoutouq u7Loyn pious. 
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Ta svalroµsivavia O taia 
Paragraph 4 
Eüµcpwva µs toy oölxö xäptq, 1 'Evwo-i Oa ipEnsl va opiast, Kath irk 816 pxcta iov 
40 apwiov E4ajn vov iov 2002, xotiv 9E6si. u CUKä µs pta i uiaia SEaµrj 9sµäiwv: tq 
Ycwpyia, tqv X6pupspciaia iroA. ixuci , TIq xprjµaioSot cES Kat 
6i1µou. ovoµuuES Siatä cic, 
iovs 9suµoüS xai Siäcpopa ä. X) a 6Eµaia. 
Paragraph 5 
45 
Ta kµuta nov acpopovv rq yEwpyia Kat qv nEpicpEpEiaKý no? midi nEp xovv 
olµavTIxä 6ianxä K tovvSEOViai µE TO Wt nov acpopä rtS 
«yp*q aioöoTIKE ai 6il Iovoµtxc. c StiaiäýEis». it oii9Eiat npotEivEt 
6io 9Eccis Sianpa axE aE is ipia aUT ara 
50 pa t TO . pivov xrqµtvou Kal Eviös iov öf1 do uv EtlKO1 7t, i" )u nou 
opI rr 1999 anö TO wnatixö Euµßoi to iov BE o), i v, av £KPLVE tic 
611µc tow, K' npooniiiES» yta v nepioöo 2000-2006 To it 1 avi6 poßcpEpct 
pia Enap1d ßä yia tp1 Ews &xa vEu pC2 thv o 04. E EntS o1. 
SianpayµaiEÜGElq po6x6prjoqS µnopo ' va OX KXrJ 9oüv a'p is anö 
55 anocpäaEiS yia xpn ioSötar E va a' io 2006. HE -it) n Oa 
ETaa(paXi6E1 ott To Tv to Oa E ETä6Et Za 0uW auTä 6E Eva KOtv6 lt ul to a'Ctq 
apxEc iov 2002. 
EXESio SpäarIS yta TIJV sviaxvaq itjS tKavöiiiag TO)V vnoy/tjcpuov xcopty 6iovg 
60 Toµsig zqg SioIKgang Kai TT SLKatorn VqS 
Paragraph 6 
Ovatacrnici npol)700caq yta qv shit uErj iwv aiöxwv itov tE9r]xav aio Gothenburg, 
65 sivat va E aacpaMcovv Tqv op01 scpap toyT xat Eirt(30ktj iou 
«KOtvoitxov KFI(gR£vov» - 8rIk. iou 6uv6kov tow vcptc th vwv Kotvoitxwv Kavövwv, 
1tpo&ta7pocp6)v Kat vöµwv. Auto altattEi a-uyKExptµEVa 1tspatTtpcw itpo67E69st8c yta Tqv 
sviaxvrn; TOW 6tou iini dv 8oj. td v xat nj µEtappvOµta-l TOW 6txaaitx6)v auauµäiwv 
Bits auiES. 
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70 Paragraph 7 
rta TO cmolö aviö rj E: m poirq irpotctvsl Cva ' to bpuoii » µs 6i6xo va aw13ä , Et 
6iqv J<<avdaru l1CT ttKi1c IKUVOTT TCJV U7LOy/f(PlO )p(j)v. AuT6 To 
avý Saoý pol, Elan aX6 6x£81 rnýý Oa jýprl µoxotý6 t U9laiäµsv S µl1x 
75 Eµ=tpoyv6)9ov8s, St xat' prl , 7E&v xä a'ta 
9a vrýiotoltjast 
TOO Tina taÖ µµ(l O't)S £(oS 250 
Exaroµ vpiwv Cu ' -To ESö 7Cp öµ ow tow E750 
cxatoµLupto)v, voXW rtp 6sl to £ )a TTIS lxa rnirac iwv 
vmoljlý pl V xoOp(, ) 'a vS i sic t arýS xa (Ptä6Et Etal atO 
80 1 6t6Exa µ cud ' io 02. Eäv xpct atEt p cýreu Ela al) lOpEt va 
siravak, q(pO ii2X. öaov acpopä tv 0r 1j a; yta icaMM[ a>>. 
Axöµrl, il ET 0a axo? ovG 'tv napaxo v96i io (3a0µ6 ltposiotµafiaq Kä68 
urrOj11 (pta.; Ot EvsS « pto&txES O£aEtS)) yta io 2002 9a sýsiäaovv 
xai67ctv o s' of ulroyltl(Pt L, ' pss 6a E V, Ews '>1v tpoaxd)pqrnr, Tqv avOXoyq 
85 ixavö TU yla tTV opOtj Ecpapµ07t MI CVi6, ýucýý1 TOV xEK1119 VOV. 
KaO'oööv irpoS its npticS npoG o p1 c t; 
Paragraph 8 
90 
OCBoµCvov Gov aqµsptvov pv9µov iwv 61(1.71pu. juu. rsti6 xai TqS 1tpoO8ou nou Exst 
EIS rnjµspa ark t w9si, il EWMipo"j avaµhvEi a EMU GE 9EOý va xävsi 6vaiä6stS 
axsiucä µs io irotcs sivai Etoti is yia 1rpo(Yxd)p11m1 ßäasi TOW 
ialTtxwv TqS Ex6Easwv yt 2002. Msiaýv tow µs t. S oitoIEg 
95 81EEäyoviai 6WIll)(Py r6)(TM-, 69M £xovv opiUEt rjµspoµrjvIEc-aiöxovc 6vµßattg ge 
io xpovo&äypaµµa toi Gothenburg. 
Paragraph 9 
100 f-M £KCiVES inc unö 6iurtpuyµürsuaq xwpCS Rol) &V 9a E7nr6Xovv sous aiöxous you 
Gothenburg, ri Eittipoirrj irp iEivsiat va opi t aro Eyypacpo otpaTqytxij yta Tq 
8tsvpuvaT iou 2002 vil p µEvo «o&txö xäpTq» xat, thy auto KptOEi anapaiirITO, 
ava9EC,. tprjµ itposviaýtaxtj 
\otPatTYyucrI. To ävotyµa ö? ov cow xscpaý. aiwv Rol) 
uiroXsitoviat yta its iitcarjxv,, Lmn-ücrf tz av(xg&Erat va KaiaotEt 8uvat6 xaTä Tq 
105 StäpiEta rou 2002. 
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Paragraph 10 
110 
115 
120 
HpoS pia yea cp6ar1 TIN npo a4taiaA aipatytiaj TlqS Tovpxia5 
O6ov acpopä qv Tov xia, 1 E1rlr omj irp 
ý. sn 
rcivct Eva vEO a'r6c6tO, ßä&l µias ato 
roµs, Qo65 npoEl µa iv sx1u1, r071 twv arr)E. 
Ero itXaißt öi Tot 
Staötxa6ia oXt ' xat 
Kai 
Tot 
va sviattKo7tol1 YEi 
Etovs. H 'I 
cp(xvsi m)60wun ati ' E1 o? a' i iou 7dk( fiud Inc K 
rcov Stiacpopwv öao w LK1 1to is 
Emal ov, fl Ein oný Rpo , 
ivy: t rrj nsnr 1) £ Eia 
iov xpovo&aypäµµaiös T% 71a rnv £vapµöviaq 
II£pw666'C£pT) 1cpoYoX j 7rpEir£t va 8o8£l 6'rgv tkav6T f to 
rqv aitoi£X£6µartici £cpapµoyt xai £i. ßoAr TOI) Kotvorlhc 
Paragraph 11 
t Kati axvvct r 
a 
ulv npa(y'xwpnIo- » r1S 
upxia Rpt=t FXiO- qc va 
ov xat 6irly s7tiXUan 
is Kai. njv äµvva. 
xijc voµoAcaias Kati 
TlKO K£ EVO» . 
ijý Sioilclw-q; yia 
KEKti]µy'ou. 
QEptoöIKES EKBEßELS: Eyivs ovanaatLKrj irpöoSog, CEW npbrEt va KaiaP TI9oüv 
125 ri paitEpo npoairäOetcS yia niv anoTEa, EaµarLKaj Ecpapµoyrj tTj KOLVOTLKTI 
voµo9EßiaS 
Oitws Kai is npo117ov i va Etq, n 
sivat of 
130 KaOC 
/_1 
yia Inc 6ipaTg7tKtc ou to ctS r1S Em. iponrjS 
aurcS yivEiat E1WYX glgll-zl )o(iou 
i row Kpiinpicov mpoaX(opi1g1S. H 
1 E6iaS a Exst 
P71811 
9s61tatEi aU16 zou; 
(öi 
. 
öxt (3ä voµoßxcSiwv) Kat 'lbi t hTpwv itov Exovv iöi 
s(papµoaisi. Ta xuptöispa iropt iaia iwv cpstLvwv f; x 
l 
ow sivat sv9appvvnkx . 
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IX/ GREEK ORIGINAL EU TEXT 3 
5 
H Hp6KXq l tug Au pvvmig tug EvpwicaiKlc Evwm1S 
Paragraph 1 
to Eupcomalxö EvµßovXto rou Aovýsµßovpyov, a 12-13 E cKcpf3piov Gov 1997 of 
AEKa1t vTE tS -1,, ), )(1), T ,m ;_c rocpüsutc uv va 
ýsncvi ouv rn 30 Maptiou iov 
10 1998 
Avaioktn g 
lXo(3ax%). 
K, 06 , aý 
iov 6tqv 
15 
20 
25 
30 
µs rqv Küit ai iEvt 
Evpcncrc (Tßc*ni Artuo t a, Ov agier, 
0L pa- i. aatc 
SExtej6ou\' ap'yörEpa, aio µ##rý ov; oil 
npoikroe ciS ria ::, iovS ßTqv 
Paragraph 2 
Kcvipti ajj xat 
E66ovia xat 
Tqq 
Evpwnaixwv 
- ulio(DU(H(t11Kt; VU 
avtcs Kpt9si öit (3aOµtaia , iipovv nS 
Tavr6Xpova, of SExa vroyrrjcpisc xwpcS rt1S K. A. Evpwirqs KcL chS Kai fl Tovpida 
KXýOTjxav va 6uµjcta ovv, pari µE is a-iµEpivä 15 Kpäu th? i1 rS 'EvwrnlS uE 
Evpomaixý Ot&ccXVTI sxcppäcovias ri SE6µs10oii iouS GE µia uc1p6t Kotv(OV ap%()v Kai 
EM&6)ýswv: TEXtKd i Tovpxia Svv irpooi kk ass Xuwts Sia&&Kaui£S. 
Paragraph 3 
ME sic aicocpd(JFK avtES 'yta ý 8tcupvvm1,1 Evp ixrý "Ev oaf TtS 
npoiinoO aste yta µta ,. rte,: i _; t :.,;., ,:; S I&LuS tS a üv9srnqs xat ý 'ýapovaiaS 
its 6ý &EOvýj cmgvi anö % ss i 20o atwva. AvianoxpivsiatYt µEiä xat iriv 
sltaVEVwo-ll ýS Fe avid - 6ýv vEa ýpayµaTtxö 'i nov 
Evpw7rii tcta a"Iy 'yövöta iov 1989, inv 7ET6)rnq Gov Tsixovc TOD '&po24vov, viv 
xaiäppsuorl. ý1j Eo(3tsitic j Evo o-xat Gov Evµcx ovov rqS Bapßo(3iaq xat tT 
«0v xaOEcrrwrwv aitS xwp£S r1S Ksviptxfs Kat Avaco? udic Evpchmgs. 
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35 Paragraph 4 
Hop isiat npoS µia lrpayµaiixötqia ömov ri I ýwi ý . \M. Evi,,, (-Gi! Oa 906tact YE Evav 
rj9vaµö 500 sxaioµµvpIu v xaioixwv xa xaXvyffýi vd IQýTtMl TO ai voXo TqS 
EvpwmaixýS rl ipov, µs rnivopa qv Ati66aßwva µE Dýti nlv AsüºQ is xai. ago nc 
40 apxTtxES ptoxES 1thX v vöio tS Mcaoysiov. H vE, avin Stcbppv', xa8tg 
µäý, tiaia ipo6ii t aid pilxES a. , XayES iron Oa cp£pst 6n\cpvmoyvwµia rS 11 
µsiäß aý6 IlIq Iavovapiov 1999 6'o ipiio, optißiý. xö mdä o irjS Oixovo uidr KOR 
Noµi6µavnici. S Ev oa l, Oa s upEpst 6rqv i&tia irly cpva-f qg pt tKf aUay1. 
45 Paragraph 5 
ME tqv vrof3oXtj ariý apX9q Nosµßpiov 1998 rqS 'ExOso11S rS Eitiponjq yta nt 
Sianpayµai ias µs ilý vlrowil plES ipoS &T(14-Q x')P c xal rv npcrn aUýý no-q YE 
s söo o1)6iag to ir? aIrno TOW StaxußEpvqru (v Staoxhyvcwv µs its 9471 viroiVi1qtc 
50 xwpEs Tot) "ap&iov "Itaioc" 71 vn69coq rqS St&vpvvo-qS npox6prl6s as Eva vEo 6i6&io. 
Paragraph 6 
Evµcpwva µs rqv Errirp 7n , Jim iouX6cxt6iov xüOp 7Lov 
Ssv EiXE 1tspl)1 p9Ei acv 1tp61 
55 o i&Sa Siairpayµai 6swv airö to E aux Evµ Wao too Aov4sµßoüpyou - -q 
Asiiovia - Eist poxwpijß 'co itpoS is xpixrjpta ltov S dh cl TO Evµßoükto, 6)6tE 
va sivat vo apýrj Stu rpayµaxEV6swv µE auri v µEaa o 1997. IlapäXXij? a, q 
MäXia avýk9s toy EUETtg 3pio uqv uit1 rl viaýIjs iron sixs xaia i Ft Kut il 
Emtpoml ýýti E VOL anavirjuct us uctpä cpwtrlµäiwv 71o1) aUEoic. ovu 6uvtxsta qq 
60 s4EtaarjS t1S apX 1S r1S aixnanc. ME toy rp6nco av r6, o apiOg6q t(ov 21 x )ci»' itpa 
atö iov oiroio il EuvOipc Toi) Ap. aispviaµ mpotoksyis qv aviöµatn ava9ccoprIaq iov 
9suµixov oixoSopi iaios rn; E. E. cpaivsiat OTI va npoasyygsiai - airy amy u 6µc; 
iou of ypovuct apoonnxtq ii; Stsupuvaqs napaxsvovv aawpsiS. 
65 
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Paragraph 7 
70 06ov acpopä qv itp ,i Ej(, cjg G11 rqq 
EmTpoirr i tav 6, n of npocviaýtaxts 
BLaSLxa6ihs itp wpovv. ýµcýs of S Gov Eixav Excppäasi smcpvkä s yla ýv 
Evia >itpou cvö6ý JtapaµEVSt y optiat vo sitav , aßav t (3E 1 avnj, 
svw Apo 971xs 6' TES xai H EUrjvixý K oq snav aßs, µs 
6acp$a po o6o oto mapcA, 6öv ipöiro, irk O< rn uS on av rý ýtaxý nopcia tS 
75 
,, vv 
ßpcOci µnýoxapti6µ , 
SEv 9a µiEopýasl i t&a va auvalvE6si 6ýv avvoxtixrý 
& pvvoi . 
Paragraph 8 
80 06ov acpopä rcqv Toi-, -1 v- r,; cv. ý ýi ý' cp0rlaczv of npovnoOc YctS yla VOL npoxwprý6si 11 
ý4ýT1or1 axscixä S tqý npooncixES. OµwS rý µvsia ýS wS vnow ptiaS 
yta tvia ii xdipaS (nov sni N Eý 1pp 6-rqv npäý11 öiav i Emiponlj Moviµcov 
AvTnpoawncýv napEnsµyýs to 9lýýa lS '1ýoc xiuc npoS ovýrýqarý ßßv OµäSa 
O ipvvo-gS avii, rS O th aS N. A. Ev'pwirr iov EvµßovAiov) ac ovvbvaaµö µs qv 
85 napäKaJU i tow FA),, vtxwv avt, ppljaEow\ Kai rqv npowOrlaIl iov CKKpEµovvioS 
Xpr111aioöonKOV IlpcoioKöXXov µs ßäoii my \8-! &Ki1 nXEiowTIq Ia avti rqq oµocpwviaS, 
S? jglo'ÜpYTTaE AEmuKES noXMKES aVtt pal6Sls at v 
I. H ßaOµiaia OLK066pgGTI rqS Evptirqs: OL 6tatoxuchh öt pvvaELS 
90 
95 
100 
Paragraph 9 
H a-uýý Tgor yta ir1v . ,, "ýý;;; up,,, It viic 1 ,,, W., maInc O Kovo wd1c Kow&! j, <<_, (Yrgv 
uv xsta rqs Eu Kotvö-rqiac xat "S rliav µta 
Staitpayµa asiS tp60, Ssv 
xaiEk wu 11 Tqq i (`' Ik 'Ier ia, 
Fr o, k out pyo - Kai ious Eira r9 EZEE - 
AyyXta, EourISia, Nop(3qyta, Aavia, IIopToyaXia, Auatpia, E? 43Eiia), EV() of avacpoptq 
you Eipainyov NiE FICOA aE µta "Eup6)7rq auto'tov AtXavitxö µhypt is Oupdkta" EtXav 
6EiýE1 tg &acpopETIxES 71po6E7yiCEls at rS Exia" aXX, ä Kat rqS A, oytxtjs Tou 
Eupw»iaixov <patvoµvou. 
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Paragraph 10 
105 T£Xtxä, rl £vomou1nxrl Sta&txaßia nov X£tiovpyil6£ alv KotvoTtKc Evp6)7Uq, ß£ 
avii9£oll µ£ irk 5taxpan1a ovv£pyaaia iwv xwp6v trlc EZEE xat 6£ aK6971 
µ£, yaXvi£pij avii, 8£oq irpog io irpöiuito £7ripoX11S irov i6xva£ a xwp£S r1S KCvtpt 1S 
Kat Avaiokwic Evpwis OPOIJx£ va Ex£t £txpat6£t MI va £µcpavg£i µta FkKTIXr 
txavöi TU 7tov £xcppä6Tflx£ a£ BtUSoxtKEs &supvv6£ts. 
110 
1. Anö irlv Evpt7M icwv E4ij alv Evpo r Tow Evv&a 
Paragraph 11 
115 Mud a7r6 Eva 6tä6njµa napäaXrjXrjS v7rap rlc , 
? tiovpyias Kat irpo(3o2 c 
Stacpopcitxwv lLponilrwv otxovoµtK avvEpya6iac, ý 611 aitö ý apxCS uls SsxaCtiaS 
rov '70 'pEts (3aatKES xwpES ý1S EZ E- rl yyn. üx Kat of EKavStvaf3tKES 0 \'iu Kai 
Nop(3rlyia - xa9ws Kai Ti IpXavS' sxi av Sý ay, ýarEüaE iý µs wpsS r1S zötE 
120 
'yia tv Eviaýý 
F, ý io 1fÄ airnö 
tj c 43a9vvo1S, 
sixav Spoµo 
S1Eüpvv µs vEEg 
xat Ti 
125 
130 
135 
Paragraph 12 
tý 7roxITtKtg xat 
1KE yia npwý popä spa TO S) i it to ýS SiEVpuvo-ns 
u av rJ &a 6t a Evo1oiýo-1c, /oý. oxX1jpoxm1S 6ýv oitoia 
a7E6 i saa iqq &icastias iou '60 Aa avaxoIiöiav =6 Tq 
µtX71, µs aUiGll ä SiacpopEu1d µtXt to irpoutyytiag ömcoS rj 
Y-Tlr, ISLES SLanpayµatci cti E'WE ßacptS on ii npoßE? ail TOW vEwv t6v 
anotcXoü6E npo6x6)prjo-j, 6iIXa6i anoöoXý iou "KotvortKov KEKT19tVOU", iou 
auvökou Kavövwv at pu9µi6Ewv nou EiXE SiµioupyijAEI µEiaýv tow apxtxwv Kpaniv, 
µE µEiaßanKES µo lappUOg -tS Kai. EISLKES napEKKÄ16Etg yia 6UYKEKPLµEva A£ýIaCa 
nou a(popovßav is Kativou goal. H apxj öµwS napEµctivE on io Kotvon. KO 
miagµa, 1 Evvo . u1 
th rj Kat oti kavo\'i: y qS KotivöTqiac Statpovviav wS Eixav Kai 
µEiä &E-6puva-1. 
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X/ ENGLISH HYBRID EU TEXT 1 
Agenda 2000 
Part Two -The Challenge of enlargement 
Paragraph 1 
This part of the Agenda 2000 communication is the composite paper on enlargement 
which the Commiss' as invited to prepare by the Madrid European C cil. Its aim 
is to explain the way in which nission has examined ti ferent applications 
for acces 'n and the main que. ions the as as the timetable for 
neig ions w appears most realistic dra jffam conclusions and 
reco mendations from in' and presents the ni ss i on 's views on 
j-the_process of a Tations. It also tackles the horizon tählt+ý scions 
link d to enlareemr,; nt as well as the practica.. gements fön-the-! : rin, <i phase of the 
ne" ions and the reinforcement of the pre-accession strategy as a whole. 
Paragraph 2 
These conclusions and recommendations are based on the criteria adopted by the 
European Council when it met in Copenhagen in June 1993: 
`membership requires that the candidate country: 
Q has achieved stability of institutions guaranteeing democracy, the rule of law, 
human rights, and respect for and protection of minorities 
Q the existence of a functioning market economy as well as the capacity to cope with 
competitive pressure and market forces within the Union, and 
Q [has] the ability to take on the obligations of membership, including adherence to 
the aims of political, economic and monetary union'. 
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I. Assessment on the basis of the accession criteria 
Paragraph 3 
At the request of the Council, the Commission has ared opinions on each 
application for Its assessment draws numerous sources of information, 
taking as a starting ýl oint the replies t estionnaires sent to each of the 'cant 
countries in April 1996. Bil ere Held with each of e applicant 
countries, which we opportunity to provide any further information concerning 
their prepar ' ns for acc c\sio. n by the end of May 1997. 
Paragraph 4 
The Coi nission also took into account assessments made by the Member States, 
particularly wit spect to the political criteria for membership established by the 
Copenhagen European cil. The European Parliament's reports and resolutions, 
and the work of various interns i al organizations, non-governmental organizations 
and other bodies were also used by the Coy fission. 
Paragraph 5 
The Commission also considered the progress made under the bil reements 
which are the main element in the ions with the t countries. 
Euro (A ements, whic mit co ra on, trade and 
political dialogue rcc with six countries. For 
Es -a;.. a ......... an ...: it tere need 
t ed by all Me ber States 
before they co. i u i'1, ß a, the Slovenian Parliament still has 
to ra e aý* ent. 
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Paragraph 6 
The Commission's task was unprecedented because the Copenhagen criteria are broad 
in political and economic terms and go beyond the ttL: /uis c inia. d u. ' / (for 
example, assessing administrative and judicial ca a, and becau is itself 
has expanded considerably since pr .es. The ;c .ý`M, ,ýn i) , now 
includes the common f and security policy and justice aoe ffairs, as well 
as the objectives and the progressive realization of political, econo is and monetary 
union. 
Paragraph 7 
The Commission not only gives a picture of the situation in 1997 and of the 
progr s in recen ars-o made an analysis of expected nI gress over the 
medium term, as a nomic criteria an - ab' ' to 
imple ent the 
are concerned. In making rd assessment, C01111111- has taken 
in account tren s -les and progi es for po vely imp ementing the 
uc 111Is under way in the e oii>>1iission has also anticipated the 
future development of the mo icularly in fields such as the 
environment, the single market and the information society where te is 
evolving rapidly. 
Paragraph 8 
With regard to the political uy ..; .H 
for membe the Commission considers that an 
asses ment could be conducted only on t of e ents of the present situation 
which it has le t¬lverify and co atm. The effective fun oning of demo acy is 
-m : d: H questio/ in as i. ng e application of a country for i rship of the a pi 
l ion. he Ams dam Tteaty s enshrined in Ar "F ons ional principle that 
`The Union is; ;: n ie l on t principles of lib , 
demo ' respect for human rights 
and freed s and te law'. Accordin t Intergovernmental 
Conferera'ce has dec' ed odify Ar cle 0 to make the rLspect of Artic 'F an explicit 
':.: for memhcrship. 
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Paragraph 9 
The Commission considers therefore that the respect of the political conditions defined 
by the European Council in Copenhagen by an applicant country is a necessary, but not 
a sufficient, condition for opening accession negotiations. 
1. Political Criteria 
Paragraph 10 
The Copenhagen European Council indicated that `membership requires that the 
candidate country has achieved stability of institutions guaranteeing democracy, the 
rule of law, human rights, and respect for and protection of minorities'. 
Paragraph 11 
In order to evaluate the extent to which applicants meet this condition for membership, 
the Commission, in each opinion, went beyond a formal description o tical 
institutions, and the relations among them, to assess how racy actually works in 
practice, in terms of a series of detaile ria. It examined how various rights and 
freedoms, such as th om of expression, are exercised, through, for example, the 
role of political parties, non-governmental organizations and the media. 
Democracy and the rule of law 
Paragraph 12 
Countries wishing to become members of the Union are expected not just to subscribe 
to the principles of democracy and the rule of law but actually to put them into practice 
in daily life. 
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Paragraph 13 
On the whole, the applicant countries' constitutions guarantee cratic freedoms, 
including pol luralism, the freedom of Sion and the freedom of religion. 
They have set up dernocr tutions and independent judicial and constitutional 
authorities which permit different State auf o to function normally, have held free 
and fair elections, permitting the alternation of different poi cal parties in power and, 
in general, recognize the role of the opposition. 
Paragraph 14 
Some of the applicant countries - beyond the normal cycle of elections - do not have 
stability of institutions enabling the public authorities to function properly and 
democracy to be consolidated. 
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XI/ ENGLISH HYBRID EU TEXT 2 
Strategy Paper 2000 
s The overall context 
Paragraph 1 
The project of , 
begun in the aftermath of the war, which 
10 shattered our continent, has led a succession of countries to join it of their own free will 
and consent. The magnetism of our model of integration has been such that, for most of 
its life, the , now the , 
has been in the process of 
expansion. 
15 Paragraph 2 
In 1993 the Copenhagen European Council made the historic pr/ e that "the 
countries in Central and Eastern Europe that so desire-shall--b - ber: -; of the 
Union. wilttäke place a country is able to ssume the obligations 
20 of mem y satisfying the economic and political nditions". That political 
, made at the highest level, was a solemn prom se that will 
be honoured. 
Paragraph 3 
25 Thirteen countries have now applied to join, and others can be expected to present, or 
renew, their applications for membership in the coming years. 
Paragraph 4 
30 The enlarges f the EU now under way on the basis of the Luxembourg (1997) and 
Helsinki (1999) Europe an o cisions has an unprecedented political, historical 
and moral dimension. This is more than just an en ement. It means, in fact, bringing 
our together. We are moving from division to unity, from a propensity for 
conflict to stability, and from economic inequality to better life-chances in the different 
35 parts of 
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1. The benefits of enlargement 
40 This enlargement will change the face of - urope and will affect all Community 
institutions and areas of policy. Th o underlying strategic aims - projecting political 
stability and strengthening Europe as an economic power - look set to be achieved. 
Paragraph 6 
45 
50 difficult path and build open societies, modern democr/cics and functioning market 
economies. The speed with which they have accomplished this is a tribute to their own 
political farsightedness and their courage. 
55 
60 
Paragraph 5 
The benefits of enlargement are already visible. `:; J1* dei cracies have emerged in 
Central and Eastern Europe. Systemically, they are already o ro± .t that there need 
be 
no risk of a relapse into authoritarianism. The credit for th' success belongs mainly to 
the people of those countries themselves. They alone to the decision to follow the 
Paragraph 7 
But undoubtedly the process was helped and encouraged by the prospect of European 
integration. The direction of political and economic reforms and the determination with 
which they are being pursued reflect the need to meet the EU membership criteria laid 
down by the Copenhagen European Council in 1993. 
Paragraph 8 
Events have amply validated these criteria. The political stability in the 
is rpoted in commotropean values - democracy, 
65 
70 
the rule of law, respect for human rits an_4,1rotection of minorities - and that is 
precisely why it is set to last. The 
security situation in Eur and 
development. The analysis of pro 
off. In several cases the extent of s 
rapid growth from new, healthy rc 
a win-win process. 
diate effects are a dramatic improvement in the 
opening up of a huge potential for ec omic 
3 in individual show '! ! n- pay 
O; n is already producing tural r iahe econ 
It looks as though enlargement is that rare thing, 
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Paragraph 9 
75 
80 
85 
Both the existing EU Member States and the pr lip ective members benefit equally from 
p ical stability. Outbreaks of trouble becomiss likely, causes f Tiiict, such as 
minority issues ýan order problems, are d and integration removes the 
potential for i1 i t; A po al framewor is a precondition not simply for 
lasting ileac and neighbourly co-existence, but for ec omic vigour. We are seeing the 
signs of that too, accompanied by healthy growth prospects for the coming decade. 
Paragraph 10 
This means an opportunity for the candid e countries to increase their living standards 
and improve their prospects obal competition. The advantages for the Member 
States are alread i le. They run considerable surpluses on their export trade with 
the candidate countries, and these translate into more jobs, more tax revenue and more 
money for social security systems. 
2. A stronger Europe 
90 
Paragraph 11 
The enlameQa, ýý, aLaLtF 
95 
100 
105 
the nI entury. 
not only i 
hand in hand with deep 
wish to contribute full 
will strengthen its ability to confront the challenges of 
The 
institutions and governance of the 
Paragraph 12 
as shown that successi 
! Olitic, q conomic c 
present round of °` 
l'iC1II 
. 
Imr-cments have broý ht 
iism: wi 'g has gone 
mcnt brings in that 
and will help to shape the 
This Europe will be in an historically unique position to pursue even better the projects 
on which the present Unio is engaged: the Euro, the development of Europe's 
common foreign and security policy, completion of the area of security, liberty and 
justice for Europe's citizens. The future mem ers, already exposed to the challenge of 
globalisation, will help us to surmount it 
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Paragraph 13 
110 The 11cion of these countries in the Union, with their acceptance of its rules and 
policie f will improve our capacity to safeguard Europe's environment, to combat 
crimo improve social conditions, and to manage migratory pressures. Without their 
mei 
ý,, 
bersh!; p, we would be less capable to solve these problems. 
115 Paragraph 14 
So the political and economic facts explain the benefits of the enlargement project, but 
they do not tell the whole story. The less tangible moral and psychological factors are 
also important. This is a question of credibility and setting clear objectives. 
120 
3. A strategy for progress 
Paragraph 15 
125 The complex 
membership, gives rise to uncf 
progress of enlarg It. This 
..; I.,... - .. comet 
i-tment- 
-to. 
understandable and need to be taken 
130 discussions on the culmination of the 
, coupled with the 
difficult preparation for 
on the part of the candidate co intrics about the 
it essential for the EU to roject a steady and 
ýmcnt. The candidate countries' reactions are 
seriously. This becomes particularly .! _: , in 
dates. 
Paragraph 16 
, 
in other words on setting firm entry 
135 The EU has rightly avoided setting a rigid timetable. There is more to readiness for 
membership than the completion of negotiations; the entry criteria have to be fulfilled, 
and that means a sustained effort of reform that often depends on domestic political and 
economic circumstances and therefore cannot be worked out in advance. 
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XII/ ENGLISH HYBRID EU TEXT 3 
Strategy Paper and Report of the European Commission on the 
Progress Towards Accession by Each of the Candidate Countries, 
5 2001 
Annex 3- The Pre-accession Strategy 
The Association Agreements 
10 
Paragraph 1 
The with the Central and Eastern European candidates provide a 
framework for monitoring the adoption of the crcc rri., and the implementation of 
15 Accession Partnership priorities. The analytical examination 6 .ý ili. s is now 
conducted mainly in the sub-committees established under these (see 
below). There are similar with the Mediterranean candidates. 
Paragraph 2 
20 
The t uirope \, recmcnts with Hungary and the Czech Republic have entered their 
sect - res e ely in June 2000 and February 2001. In both ca. es, this means 
further libera i tion in p cu s-re ards the provisions on establishment. The 
Commission is examen' the traf on to the second sta e by the ffillowing other 
25 assoc ', ia. ne case o.,..... ovenia, ýEi2E, 2! 
0! 
the first tage lasts in principle until 003 f ut 'e greet a 
........................ and Lit uänia do not require a tran. ition to the secon stage. 
30 
-j 10- 
Paragraph 3 
By removing tariffs and quantitative restrictions, the E rope Agreements allow 
35 recip cal free trade in industrial products. In doing so, they ter higher economic 
integration . th the EU. Addit al tr oncessions with the d Eastern 
European can in th field o agric ucts wF t d, on an 
autonomous and reel roc, basis . July 2 Jan 20' as o ithua ia), 
pending the entry rc of oral poe 'uro re ments. 
40 Negotiations with eh of tu t' ,n co f th agric ura e 
concessions, an si nego ' t- in pr pared. in 
parallel, additi . "sion n oc 
d a. :; cu icts n ed into 
force in September 1 sto a n' Wi h 
regard to B arrä; T4 gäry, Slöv ra, : Lä is änd U. lma >n< <e 
45 concessions for these are in the process of being decided. 
Paragraph 4 
FL 
50 entered into force örr-1. ý.? ýjn'e 2004-with Hungary and on 1 Duly 2001 wit e Czech 
Republic. A ements on sdeh-,. were n tiälieu--withLatvia nd ithuania; 
negotiation with Estonia, Slovakia an .. Slovenia are underway. e As aim at 
extendin Internal market rules on cantor iitý äe sment fo to 
the can . 
&ttc TIZ E[ .c 'Unlr1ý; ý 
55 have introduce the acquis for selected sectors. The the can idate country also 
agr et accept each other's technical bodies for assess, g the cot rill i tNof with 
the legislation, making technical checks at border crossings unnecessary. 
Paragraph 5 
60 
As regards Turkey, the implementation of the Customs Union remains the cornerstone 
of bilateral relations. The negotiations, opened in April 2000 on an agreement aiming at 
the liberalisation of services and at the mutual opening of public procurement, are 
underway. 
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65 Participation in Community programmes and Agencies 
Paragraph 6 
All car. 
70 pro in 
iýinate more or less intensively, in ty 
in 
educat' n, voc tiona ainirig, yout rccultur -vise'- , nerg , 
4e 
env onmenz and ium-sized e es pu li a ro s. ,s 
C`s.., partici in certain ogr audio-v catto ; .; ational 
training, youth; ' sci- n re enviro, t ... 
d "' ' and ed' -sized 
75 enterprises, while I oe .. in. ro g wit cientifi research, 
........... 
education, voc nal training and ya 'c : tes... two omm ty 
pro nes at project level only awk F"r gramme for 
Research an nologicai Develop 
: P.. wi e uropean 
Council 
conclusions in December repar. 
. 
for.. 
-full 
u kish pc ion in education, 
80 vocational training and youth progra mmes are ongoing, and participation in other 
is under discussion. 
Paragraph 7 
85 As announced in last year's strategy paper, in order to streamline procedures for the 
partii ion of candidi}"t countrics in , general 
Association 
Counci decis' ch Ce and Eastern European country, as well as 
agreeme is for Cyprus, an ýln e process of being concluded. These 
new in "u icnts shoul considerably cilitate on. On the basis of these 
90 ii ruincnts hich estrblish the general pri ' es for p, ation ' existing and 
future gr n, t, e Commission the com th ities of the ate 
countries will egoti to the ts an nd' ration in individual 
gr n. Can ida -. ca ue to use pre-accession aid to co-finance 
the cost of their narti ation_ 
95 
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Paragraph 8 
100 Following the recent ratifications of the relevant agreements, all 13 "idatc count 
will ', = +x: _: _ý -ef-tl eüropean Environme gency in 2002. Similar 
agree vents will shortly be negotiated wit rested fort 'ý < :; On 
in the 
± 
European Monitorin rP - and Drug-Addiction. Preparations for 
pai .: ±c' , -'on 
o date count in other Community agencies are also under way. 
105 
Analytical examination of the acquis 
110 
115 
120 
125 
130 
Paragraph 9 
The analytical examination of the 
which helped ident s to be 
n acgw, s a optea ana pu 
those 
,s as to er 
of the n "o , ores. As e, - lain( 
committees so ittees 
discuss i ion 
c\plaain the incw ae ee 
agriculture or telecommunications. 
Paragraph 1.0 
rc uis, `screening', with the , 
en up was completed in 1999. 
hed e of has been transmitted to 
to take a position on t new i. ý in the context 
in last y' gy pa te Association 
e bein ed t 411n the n qrlo and to 
ation. I n, where necessary, meetings to 
organised on certain chapters, such as transport, 
In 2002, the same procedures will apply with the following exception. To take into 
account that negotiations with the most advanced countries will come closer to their 
conclusion, the new acquis will be transmitted twice to the negotiating countries: once 
at the beginning of the year to cover the new acquis adopted in 2001 and a second time 
at the beginning of the second semester to cover the new acquis adopted during the first 
semester of 2002. 
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Paragraph 11 
135 
140 
In the same way, with Tur 'cy, the pr. 'ess of analyti 'al examination of the 1 111S is 
being in the ntext of the eight s et uue Association 
agreement which tarted their une 2000. et, ach subcommittee 
already met ce. ort to the Cou ' on progress i cri ng the cess of 
analytic ex nination of the u uis, as requested by European Council of Santa Maria 
da F ra, is being presented by the Commission as an annex to the Regular Report on 
Turkey. 
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Appendix E: Tabular Analysis of Text Corpus With Respect to 
Lexical Repetition 
Please note the following in the tabular analysis of the text corpus: 
Lexical Item 1: Lexical item that is repeated 
Lexical Item 2: lexical item that is being repeated 
S1, S2, S3, S4, etc: Sentence 1, Sentence 2, Sentence 3, Sentence 4, etc. 
L1, L2, L3, L4, etc: Line 1, Line 2, Line3, Line 4, etc. 
SLR: Simple Lexical Repetition (SLR): 
CLR: Complex Lexical Repetition (CLR): 
SP: Simple Paraphrase (SP): 
CP: Complex Paraphrase (CP): 
HYP: Hyponymy (HYP): 
MER: Meronymy (MER): 
EQ: Equivalence (EQ): 
SMBL: Semblance (SMBL): 
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11 English Original EU Text I 
Composite Paper 
Reports on progress towards accession by each of the candidate 
countries 
Paragraph 1 
Lexical Item I Location Te of Link Lexical Item 2 
first S2/L 15 CLR first 
reports S3/L17 SLR reports 
reports S3/L17 Re ular_Reports 
follow S3/L17 SLR followed 
staging posts S3/L18 SMBL reports 
_ staging posts S3/L18 SMBL Regular Romorts 
accession S3/L18 SP membership 
points of 
reference and 
comparison 
S3/L18-19 SMBL reports 
_ points of 
reference and 
comparison 
S3/L18-19 SMBL Regular Reports 
_ follow S3/L19 SLR followed 
Paragraph 2 
Location 
SI/L13 
S2/1,16 
S2/1,16 
S2/I, 15 
S2/L 16 
S2/L, 16 
SI/1.15 
S2/L16 
S2/1-16 
S2/L15 
Lexical Item I Location Type of Link Lexical Item 2 Location 
evaluation S2/L26 SP assessment SI /L, 23 
Reports S2/L27 EQ Regular Reports SI/1-25-26 
perfon-nance SYL27 SP SI/1-23 
country S3/L27 EQ candidate 
countries 
SI/1,23 
reports S3/L28 SLR _ 
je Tgrts_______ 
_S2/1,27 
reports SYL28 EQ Regular Reports- S1/1,25726 
countries S3/L38 EQ candidate 
countries- 
SI/1,23 
method S4/L28 SP methodology S24,26 
Commission S4/L29 SLR Conunission's_ S 1/1,2_3 
_ evaluation S5/L31 _ SLR_ _-evaluation .. ---- -S2/1--26- 
evaluation S5/L31 SP assessment SI/1.23 
based S5/L31 SLR based SI/1,23 
unchanging S5/L31 CLR_ change S2/1,26 
_ cnteria S5/L3) I EQ accession criteria, SUI. 24 
_ make S5/1-31 SLR made Sl/-l--23 
assessment S5 /L -3) 2 
SP evaluation S2/1-26 
assessment S5 /L. 33 2 R assessment S 1/1,23, 
candidate 
country 
S5/L. ')2 countries S3/1,28 
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candidate S5/1-32 EQ COLIntry S31/1,27 
candidate 
country 
S5/L'12 SL, R candidate 
countries 
SI/1,23 
Copenhagen 
_critena 
S5/1-33 EQ accession criteria SI/1,24 
compiling S6/L3-33 SLR compiling S211-26 
regular reports S6/1,33 E. Q reports S3/L29 
regular reports S6/L33 EQ Reports S2/1,27 
regular reports S6/1-333 SLR Regular Rýepýjrts- SI/1,25-26 
_ candidate 
countries in 
Central and 
Eastem Europe 
S6/L-'5 33 -3 4 HYP 
_ candidate country S5/1,32 
_ candidate 
countries in 
Central and 
Eastern Europe 
S6/1-33-34 HYP countries S3/1,28 
candidate 
countries in 
Central and 
Eastern Europe 
S6/L33-34 Flyp country S3/1-27 
candidate 
countries in 
Central and 
Eastem Europe 
S6/L-3'1-34 HYP candidate 
countries 
SUL23) 
Cyprus S6/L34 HYP candidate couppy S5/L32 
Cyprus S6/L34 HYP countries S3/L28 
Cyprus S61L34 HYP country S3/1-27 
Cyprus S6/L-')4 HYP candidate 
countries 
S1 /1-23 
Malta S6/1,34 HYP_ candidate country S5/1-32 
Malta S6/L34 HYP countries S34,28 
Malta S6/1,34 HYP country_ S3/122_7 
Malta S6/1,34 HYP candidate 
countries 
SI/1-23 
Turkey S6/1-34 HYP candidate country S5/L32__ 
Turkey S6/1,34 HYP countries 
_ 
S3/L28 
Turkg S6/L34 HYP tmtry 
____ _______ _Sý3/1,27 Turkey S6/L34 _ HYP candidate 
countri es 
SI/L23 
Commission S6/1,34 SLR Commission S4/1,29 
Commission S6/1,34 SLR Coryunission's SI/1,23 
November S6/L35 MER 
_ _year 
s S2/1 27 
_carned 
out S6/L36 SP make S5-A-31 
carried out S611,3 )6 SP made SI/1.23 
Paragraph 3 
Lexical Item 1 Location Type of Link Lexical Item 2 Locatic 
Commission S2/L41 SLR Commission SI /1.31) 
acquis S2/L42 SLR acauis SI /LAO 
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Paragraph 4 
Lexical Item I Location Type of Link Lexical licin 2 Location 
_based 
S21L47 SLR base 
-d _S 
1/1,46 
information S2/1,50 HYP sources of' 
information 
SI/1.47 
info mation S3/L48 SLR infomiation S2/1-47 
_ inforination S3/1,48 HYP sources of SI/1.47 
provided S3/1-48 SLR provided 
_S2/[, 
47____ 
_ information S4/1-51 SLR niforination S3/1-49 
_ information S4/L51 SLR information 
_ __S_2/1-, 
47 
_ infori-nation S4/L51 HYP sources of 
infori-nation 
SI/1-47 
sources S4/1,51 EQ sources of 
infon-nation 
SI/1-47 
Acquis S4/1,52 SP acquis 
communautaire 
S3/1-49 
Corru-nission SVI, 53 SLR Commission S3/1-48 
------ first S5/1,53 SLR f irst 
-S-I- 
/L46 
Regular 
Reports 
S5/L53 SLR Regular lZeports SI/1-46 
Commission S5/1,54 SLR Commission S4/1-53 
Corm-nission S5/L54 SLR Commission S3/1,48_____ 
_ drawn on S5/1,54 SP based S2/1-47 
drawn on S5/1,54 SP based SI/1-46 
ons S5/L54 SP assessment S1 /1-46 
Paragraph 5 
Lexical Item 1 Location Type of Link 
stepping up S3/L64 SP 
Slovenia S3/L64 SLR 
Czech Re ublic S5/L66 SLR 
overnment S5/L66 SLR 
legislation S5/L67 EQ 
preparing S6/L68 SLR 
governments S6/L69 SLR 
governments S6/L69 SLR 
political S6/L69 SLR 
rogress S6/L69 SLR 
made S6/L70 SP 
overnment S6/L70 SLR 
government S6/L70 SLR 
Parliament S6/L70 SLR 
agreed S6/L70 SLR 
work together S6/L71 CP 
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Paragraph 6 
Lexical Item 1 Location Type of Link 
democrac _ S2/L80 _ SLR 
respect S2/L80 SLR 
human rights S2/L80 SLR 
rule of law S2/L81 SLR 
Paragraph 7 
Lexical Item 2 location 
democracy S 1/1,77 
respect SI /L78 
human rights SI /L78 
rule of law S_1/1,77 
Lexical Item 1 Location Type of Link Lexical Item 2 Location 
Commission S2/L89 SLR Commission SI/I. 85 
concluded S2/L89 SP drew the overall 
conclusion 
SI/1,85-86 
Turkey S2/L89 HYP candidate 
countries 
S1 /L86 
fulfil S2/L89 SP met Si/L86 
political S2/L89 SLR political SI/L86 
criteria S2/L90 SLR criteria Sl/L87 
Paragraph 8 
Lexical Item 1 Location Type of Link Lexical Item 2 Location 
September S2/L96 MER year S I/1,94 
country S3/L97 EQ Slovakia S I/1,95 
_ political S3/L97 SLR political Sl/L95 
_ elections S4/L98 SLR elections S2/L96 
December S4/L98 MER year SI/L94 
_December 
S4/L98 CO-MER September S2/L96 
election S5/L99 SLR elections S4/L98 
election S5/L99 SLR elections S2/L96 
Slovak S5/L99 CIA 
_ 
Slovakia S1/L95 
May S5/L99 MER ear S1 /1,4 
May S5/L99 CO-MER December _ S4/L98 
-ML 
ay CO-MER September S2/L96 
Paragraph 9 
S2/L 109 1 SLR Lirc pared 1SI /I . 108 
Paragraph 10 
Lexical Item 1 Location 
_Type 
of Link Lexical Item 2 
candidate 
countries 
S2/L116 SLR candidate 
countries 
Turkey S3/L117 HYP candidate 
countries 
Turkey S3/L117 HYP candidate 
countries 
respect S4/L 119 SLR respect 
SI/I II 
S2/L116 
SI/LI16 
SI/LI 15 
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human rights S4/L119 SP fundamental 
rights 
SI L115 
human rights S41L 119 SLR human rights S1 /L 115 
improvements S6/L123 SP evolution S3/L117 
human rights S6/L123-124 SLR human rights S4/L119 
human rights S6/L123-124 SP fundamental 
rights 
S1/L115 
human rights S6/L123-124 SLR human rights S 1/L115 
abuses S6/L124 CP respect S4/L119 
abuses S6/L124 CP respect Sl/L115 
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II/ FF, nglish Original Eli Text 2 
The European Union: Still Vnlarging 
An enlargement based on a considered choice 
Paragraph I 
Paragraph 2 
No links found. One sentence paragraph. 
Paragraph 3 
Lexical Item 1 Location Type of Link 
anxieties 
-- 
S2/L28 SP 
----- --- Spanish -- - S3/L29 CLR 
Porto uese S3/L30 CLR 
France S3/L30 HYP 
France S3/L30 HYP 
close S4/L31 SLR 
increases S4/L31 CLR 
Member States S4/L32 SLR 
Ireland S5/L32 HYP 
Ireland S5/L32 HYP 
Ireland S5/L32 CO-HYP 
joined the EU S5/L33 SP 
emigration S5/L34 CLR 
reversed S5/L34 CP 
Paragraph 4 
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Lexical Item 21 Location 
concerns SI/1,27 
-Spain 52/1.27 
Portugal S2/I, 27 
richer countries S2/1,29 
Member States S2/L28 
close S2/L28 
decreased S3/I. 30 
Member States S2/1,28 
Member States S4/1,32 
Member States 52/1,28 
France 53/1,30 
became Member S2/L28 
States 
inume-ration S2/1,29 
opposite S3/I, 29 
Paragraph 5 
Lexical Item I Location Type of Link Lexical Item 2_ Location___ 
enlargement S2/L47 SLR enlarged S-1/1.46 
drug trafficking S2/L47 HYP o anized crime S1 /146 
money 
laundering 
S2/L47 HYP organized crime S1 /146 
weapons 
smu glin 
S2/L47-48 HYP organized crime S1 /146 
car-ackin S2/L48 HYP organized crime Sl/1,46 
terrorism S2/L48 HYP __organized crime S1 /146 
members S3/L48 MER EU S1 /L46 
EU S3/L49 SLR EU S1/L46 
EU S3/L49 SLR EU Sl/146 
enlargement S3/L49 SLR enlargement S2/L47 
enlargement S3/L49 SLR enlargement SI/L46 
organized 
crime 
S3/150 SLR organized crime S 1/146 
enlargement S4/L52 SLR enlargement S3/L49 
enlargement S4/L52 SLR enlargement_ S2/L47 
enlargement S4/L52 SLR enlargement S1 /146 
crime S4/L52 SLR crime S3/L51 
increase S4/L52 CP rise S t/L46 
Paragraph 6 
Lexical Item I Location Type of Link Lexical Item 2 Location 
business S2/1-60 SP- 
--- 
industry S1/1-59 
Volkswagen S, 311,61 
- HYP business S2/1-60 
Volkswagen S3/1,61 HYP indLiSq S1/1-59 
Slovak 
Republic 
S3/L61 HYP candidate 
countries 
S2/L60-61 
Siemens SYL62 HYP business S2/1-60 
Siemens S3/1,62 HYP indus SI/L59 
Suchard S3/1,62 HYP business S2/1-60 
Suchard S3/1,62 HYP indimtry, SI/1,59 
ABB SYL62 HYP business S2/L60 
ABB S3/1,62 HYP industry SI/1-59 
Alcatel S3/L63 HYP business S2/L60 
Alcatel SYL63 HYP industry SI/L59 
Slovenia S3/1-63) HYP candidate S2/1,60-61 
companies SYL64 HYP busi-ness S2/1,60 
companies S3/L64 HYP in ustry I/L59 S 
Sony SYL64 HYP buýj! Tss __ _ S2/L6_0. 
Sony S3/L64 HYP industry SI/1-59 
Hungary S-3)/L64 HYP candidate 
coun tries 
S2/L60-61 
business S4[L65 SLR business S2/ L60 
business S4/1-65 SP industry S1/1-59 
jinks S4/1-65 SLR links S3/1-63 
candidate 
countries 
S4/1-65 SLR candidate 
countries 
S2/1,60-61 
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last 
haemorrhage of 
(ELJ) jobs 
S1/lA 5 
S4/L. 66 
('1' 
SP 
Mist 
unemployment 
EU S4/L66 SLR EIJ 
investments S5/L66 CLR invest 
investments S5/L66 CLR invested 
EU S6/L68 SLR EU 
EU S6/L68 SLR EU 
economic S6/L68 SLR economic 
trade S6/I, 69 SLR trade 
stronger S6/L69 SLR Strong 
job creation S6/L70 CP haemorrhage of 
EU) jobs 
job creation S6/L70 CP unemployment 
EU S6/L70 SLR 
--- 
EU 
-- - - -- EU S6/L70 SLR FU 
Paragraph 7 
S I/1.5i{ 
SI/I558 
S. 3/1,64 
S3/l. o2 
S4/I, bb -ý-- 
SI/I, S% 
S5/1,69 
S3/1, (1 
S, 1/1,64 
Sal/1.66 
SI/L5x 
S4/1.66 
SI/L5x 
Lexical Item I Location e of Link 
_jyp 
I Lexical Itern 2 
EU S2/L77 SLR ELJ 
EU S2/L77 SLR EU 
EU S2/L77 SLR EU 
enlargement S2/L77 SLR enlwýenient_______ 
_! 
regional S2/L77 CLR regions 
regional S2/L77 CLR re nons 
dis anties S2/L77 SP gaps 
S2/L77 SLR new 
members S2/L78 SLR members 
members S2/L78 MER EU 
members S2/L78 MER EU___ 
members S2/L78 MER EU 
S2/1,78 SLR poor 
poor S2/L78 CP rich 
d(sj)4ýties S3/L78 SlIR disparities 
disparities S3/L78 SP gaps 
---- EU S3/L78 SLR EU 
EU S3/L78 SLR EU 
EU S3/L78 SLR EU 
EU S3/L78 SLR FU 
countnes S3/L78 EQ members 
countries S3/L78 EQ members 
decreased S3/L79 CLR increased 
decreased SYL79 SP jedticed 
disparities S3/L79 
_S 
I 
_, _R 
dispanties 
disparities SYL79 
_ _SP 
gaps 
reg ions S3/L79 CLR regional 
-- - regions S3/1,79 
- --SLR--- 
._ regions 
-Le 
&MOIIS S. 33/L79 SLR repons 
EU S3/LgO SLR 
EU S3/L80 
EU S3/1,80 SIR 
EU S' )/L90 SLR IJ I 
, OCilll011 
11/1.75 
1/I. 74 
1/1,74 
; 1/1,71 
11/1.74 
1/1,74 
1/1,74 
I/1,76 
1/1,76 
i1/1,75 _ 
11/174 
1/L74 
1/1,74 
11/1.74 
12/1.77 ý--- 
'I/1.74 
Q/1.77 
l/L75 
I/I. 74 
11/1.74 
2/1.7x 
1/1.7o 
12/1,77 
12/1.77 
X2/1,77 
11/1,74 
Qn. 77 
1/1,74 
1/1 74 
52/1.77 
i 1/1.75 
SI/I. 74 
, 1/1,74 
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poorer S3/L80 SLR poor S2/L78 
poorer S3/L80 SLR poor S1/L74 
poorer S3/L80 CP rich S1/L74 
countries S3/L80 EQ members S2/L78 
countries S3/L80 EQ members S 11L76 
Ireland S3/L80 MER EU S2/L77 
Ireland S3/L80 MER EU S1/L75 
Ireland S3/L80 MER EU S11L74 
Ireland S3/L80 MER EU S1/L74 
Ireland S3/L80 HYP members S2/L78 
Ireland S3/L80 HYP members S2/L76 
Portugal S3/L80 MER EU S2/L77 
Portugal S3/L80 MER EU S1/L75 
Portugal S3/L80 MER EU S1/L74 
Portugal S3/L80 MER EU S1/L74 
Portugal S3/L80 HYP members S2/L78 
Portugal S31L80 HYP members S2/L76 
Greece S3/L81 MER EU S2/L77 
Greece S3/L81 MER EU S1/L75 
Greece S3/L81 MER EU S1/L74 
Greece S3/L81 MER EU S1/L74 
Greece S3/L81 HYP members S2/L78 
Greece S3/L81 HYP members S21L76 
EU S41L81 SLR EU S3/L80 
EU S4/L81 SLR EU S3/L78 
EU S4/L81 SLR EU S2/L77 
EU S4/L81 SLR EU S1/L75 
EU S4/L81 SLR EU Sl/L74 
EU S4/L81 SLR EU S1/L74 
new S4/L81 SLR new S2/L77 
new S4/L81 SLR new S1 /L76 
members S4/L81 SLR members S2/L78 
members S4/L81 SLR members S1/L76 
members S4/L81 EQ countries S3/L78 
members S4/L81 EQ countries S3/L80 
members S4/L81 MER EU S3/L80 
members S4/L81 MER EU S3/L78 
members S4/L81 MER EU S2/L77 
members S4/L81 MER EU S 11L75 
members S4/L81 MER EU S1/L74 
members S4/L81 MER EU S1/L74 
EU S4/L82 SLR EU S3/L80 
EU S4/L82 SLR EU S3/L78 
EU S41L82 SLR EU S2/L77 
EU S41L82 SLR EU S1/L75 
EU S4/L82 SLR EU S 11L74 
EU S4/L82 SLR EU S 11L74 
EU S5/L83 SLR EU S4/L82 
EU S5/L83 SLR EU S4/L81 
EU S51L83 SLR EU S3/L80 
EU S5/L83 SLR EU S3/L78 
EU S5/L83 SLR EU S2/L77 
EU S5/L83 SLR EU S11L75 
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EU S5/L83 SLR l', U SI/1,7.1 
EU S5/L83 SLR EU S1 /1,74 
enlargement S5/L84 SLR enlarment___ S2/1,77 
enlargement S5/L84 SLR enlagment S_I/L73 
Paragraph 8 
Lexical Item I Location 
_ . 
Type of Link Lexical Itern 2 Location 
EU's S2/1-90 SLR EU s 1/1 '99 
EU S3)/f, 92 SLR EU's S2/1-90 
EU S3/L92 SLR EU SI/1-99 
agýcultural S3/L93 CLR a riculture S2/1-90 
candidate 
countries 
S3/L93 SLR candidate 
countries 
S2/1-91 
EU S3/1-94 SLR EU's S2/1,90 
EU S3/1-94 SLR EU SI/1-89 
agricultural S3/L94 CLR agriculture S211,90 
trade S3/L94 SLR trade S2/1,91 
negotiating 
countries 
S-31[1,94-95 SP candidate 
countries 
S2/1-91 
Agriculture S4/L95 CLR 
_agricultural 
S3/L94 
Agriculture S4/L95 CLR agricultural S3/L93 
Agriculture S4/1-95 SLR agriculture S2/L90 
candidate 
countries 
S4/L95 SP negotiating 
countries 
S3/1-94-95 
candidate 
countries 
S4/L95 SLR candidate 
countries 
S3/1-93 
candidate 
countries 
S4/L95 SLR candidate 
countries 
S2/1-91 
Paragraph 9 
Lexical Item I Location Type of Link Lexical Item 2 Location 
Investment _ S24,108 SLR_ investi-nents SI/1-107 
- . 
raising S2/1-108 CP improvements 106 I/L S 
environmental S2/LI09 SLR environmental SUL106 
_ candidate 
countries 
S2/LI09 SLR candidate 
countries 
SI/1-106 
raise S3/LI 10 SLR raising_ S2/L 108 
jaise S3/LI 10 CP improvements SI /Ll 06 
standards S3/LI 10 SLR standards S2/1-109 
EU's S4/L 112 SLR EU SI/1-108 
EU's S4/L 112 SLR EU SIA-107 
environment S4/L 112 CLR environmental 
- - ' 
-S2/L 109 
environment S4/L 112 CLR I --- nt -a 
-environ 
me Sl/l, l - 06 
candidate 
countries 
S4/L 112 SLR candidate 
_countries 
S2/L 109 
candidate 
countries 
S4/L 112 SLR candidate 
countries 
SI/1-106 
environmental S41L 112 SLR 
__environmental 
S2/L 109 
environmental S4/L 112 _ SLR environmental S2/1,106 
European Lcontment I S4/L 114 I SP Europe I S2/1- 109- 
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III/ English Original ELI Text 3 
3. Ability to assume the obligations of membership 
3.1. The chapters of the acquis 2000 
Paragraph I 
No links found. One sentence paragraph. 
Paragraph 2 
Lexical. Item 1 Location Type of Link Lexical Item 2 Location 
Law S2/L20 EQ Law on 
Technical 
Requirements for 
Goods 
S1 /L 18 
September S3/L22 SLR September S I/L 17 
legal S3/L23 SLR legal___ S1/L18 
framework S3/L23 SLR framework S1/L19 
established S3/L23 SLR established S1/1,18 
controls S4/L25 SLR control S3/L25 
including S4/L26 SLR including S3/L25 
control S4/L26 SLR control S3/L25 
standardisation S4/L27 SLR standardisation S3/L24 
adoption S5/L28 SLR adoption S1/L17 
technical S6/L30 SLR technical S3/L24 
regulations S6/L30 SLR re 7ulation S3/L24 
standards S6/L30 CLR standardisation _ S4/L27 
standards S6/L30 CLR standardisation S3/L24 
conformity S6/L30 CP is in line S2/L20 
procedures S6/L30 CLR procedural 
_ __ 
Sl/1_. 17 
Paragraph 3 
Lexical Item 1 Location 'Type of Link Lexical Item 2 Location 
New Approach S2/L36 HYP sector specific Sl/L35 
Directives legislation 
progress S2/L36 SLR Progress S l/L35 
directive on S3/L37 HYP New Approach S2/L36 
gas-burning Directives 
appliances 
directive on S3/L37 HYP sector specific Sl/L35 
gas-burning legislation 
appliances 
directive on S3/L37 CO-HYP New Approach S2/L36 
gas-burning Directives 
appliances 
-- --- progress S4/L37 SLR - mess S2/L36 
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---- ---- - 
-Pmu(ýss 
-- - ---- - S4_/L37 -- - . -- --- SL, R Progress I SI /I,.; S 
limited S5/L40 SP little S2/1,30 
P S5/L40 SLR 
_Eogress 
S4/L'57 
- rogress S51L40 SLR progress S-2/1,36 
progress S5/L40 SLR Progress S 1/1,3 5 
reported S5/L40 SLR 
_ __repqrte_d 
S4/L, 38 
equipment S5/L, 41 SLR equipment S4/1-39 
sector S5/1-41 SP areas S2/1-35 
sectors S611,41 SIR sector __ _S5/L41 
sectors S6fL41 SP 
_areas 
S2/L35 
covered S6/L41 SLR covered S2/L35 
Old Approach 
Directives 
S61L41 HYP sector specific 
legislation 
S1/1-35 
Old Approach 
Directives 
S6/1-41 CO-HYP directive on gas- 
burning 
appliances 
S3/1-37 
Old Approach 
Directives 
S6/1-41 CO-HYP New Approach 
Directives 
S2/L36 
progress S6/L41 SLR - 
progreýý___ SVL40 
progress S6/1-41 SLR progress S411,37 
progress S6/1,41 SLR progress S2/L36 
progress S6/L41 SLR Progress Sl/L35 
made S6/L42 SLR made S2/L36 
Transposition S7/L4-') SLR transposition S2/1-36 
Paragraph 4 
Lexical Item I Location Type of Link Lexical Item 2 Location 
re acing S3/L52 SLR reparation S2/L51 
secondary legislation S3/L52 SLR secondary S l/L49 
legislation 
Paragraph 5 
No links found. 
Paragraph 6 
No links found. One sentence paragraph. 
Paragraph 7 
Lexical Item 1 Location Type of Link Lexical Item 2 Location 
transposition S2/L72 
-- 
SLR 
---- --- 
transposition 
-- 
S1/L7O 
New Approach 
Directive 
S3/L72 MER acquis S1 /L70 
transposed S3/L73 CLR transposition S2/L72 
transposed S3/L73 CLR transposition SI/I. 70 
non-harmonised S5/L74 CLR harmonised S4/L73 
areas S5/L74 SP sectors S2/L72 
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Paragraph 8 
Lexical Item I Location 
_ _Typ5ýýLinký_ 
Lexical Item 2- 
- - - 
Location 
- done S2/L81 SP taken ac e 
-P 
I 1/1,90 S 
capacity S2/L81 SLR 
-capacity 
S 1/1-79 
work SYL83 CLR work 
__S2/1_, 
80 
implemented S3/L83 SP 
-- -tak-enplace---- 
SPLSO 
administrative S3/L84 SLR administrative S1 /1,79 
capacity SYL84 SLR yac4 S2/L8 I 
capacity S3/1-84 SLR a6ty cý SI/1,79 
_ independent S4/L85 SLR independent S3/1-94 
certifying S4/L85 CLR certification SY L82 
_reinforced 
S5/1-86 SP build up S2/L81 
market S5/1,86 SLR market S3/1,82 
surveiflance S5/1,86 SLR sur-veillance S3/1,82 
remains S5/L86 SLR remams S2/L8I 
Work S6/L88 CLR work S3/1,83 
Work S6/L88 SLR work S2/L80 
required S6/L88 SP calls for S5/1,86 
created S6/1,88 CLR creation S4/1-84 
independent S6/L89 SLR inde endent - 
S4/L85 
independent S6/1,89 SLR independ ent S3/1,84 
agency S6/L89 SP boLes S4/1,85 
ful I S6/1-89 CLR fully S5/1,87 
Paragraph 9 
No links found. One sentence paragraph. 
Paragraph 10 
Lexical Item I Location Type of Link Lexical Item 2 Location 
required S2/L103 SLR required S1/L102 
legislation S2/L 103 SLR _ le islation S1 /1.101 
fully S2/L 104 CP partially! 
_ 
Sl /L IO I 
public S2/L104 SLR ublic S1/L101 
responsible S3/L105 SP concerned S2/L 104 
ublic S3/L105 SLR public S2/L104 
public S3/L105 SLR ublic S1/L101 
procurement S3/L106 SLR 
_procurement 
S1/L101 
ensure S3/L106 SLR 
_ 
ensure S2/L 103 
effective S3/L106 CP roper 
_ 
S2/L104 
implementation S3/L106 CP applied S2/L104 
Paragraph 11 
No links found. One sentence paragraph. 
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Paragraph 12 
Lexical Item I Location Type of Link Lexical ltern 2 Location 
amended S3/L 121 CLR amendments SI /L. IIS 
lawyers S3/L121 HYP professions S2/1,1 20 
Act S4/L122 EQ Lawyer's Act S3/L120-121 
non-Bulgarian S4/L123 CLR Bulgarian S3/L121 
practice S4/L123 SLR practice S3/L121 
law S4/L123 CLR lawyers S3/L121 
Paragraph 13 
Lexical Item 1 Location Type of Link Lexical Item 2 Location 
alignment S21L134 SLR alignment /L 132 
rights S2/L134 SLR ri hts S1 /L 132 
amendments S3/L137 SLR amendments S1/L133 
students S3/L138 CLR study S2/L135 
students S3/L138 SLR students' S2/L134 
Paragraph 14 
S2/L146 1 SLR Sl/L143 
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IV/ Greek Translation of English EU Text 1 
EvyKE(pakat wtIKO'Eyypaqo 
EKW6£LS aXETIK& µ£ tT V nop£ia 7 OS TT IV npo(rxw f)q(n hic K(XOI' 
1)7rOy ptag XWpag 
Paragraph l 
Lexical Item 1 Location Type of Link Lexical Item 2 Location 
av& act S2/L22 SLR avä) u(3_ S1 /1., 19 
d)TE S2/L22 CP a txä S1 /L 19 
Ex6EßE S3/L24 SLR Ex6eaetS S2/L24 
EKOc et S3/L24 EQ 7[E toSLKEýEK©E6E S2/L23 
axo? ouOoüv S3/L24 SLR axoXou "6rlxav S2/L22 
0öa S3/L25 SMBL Ex©e6Et S2/L24 
0öa S3/L25 SMBL ýE l0_SLKEý E06GCt S2/L23 
oa ( S3/L26 SLR oa d) tlmý_ S1/L22 
"iEia avacpopäs 
Kat xt 
S3/L26 SMBL EK6e6EtS S2/L23 
mlµuta avacpopdq 
xat t 
S3/L26 SMBL 71Epto&xiS EK©. c ctS S2/L24 
Paragraph 2 
Lexical Item I Location Type of Link Lexical Item 2 Location 
a ion. ' S2/L41 SLR aaioý6ynlmt Sl/L36 
EKOEc co v S2/L41 EQ 7CE toll ECEKOE6El SI/L40 
E7Et66ßct S3/L42 SP 7EP0660I)q SI/L36 
x6paý S3/L42 EQ u_ýolýn plc; ax hpec S I/1-36-37 
EKOEccl S3/L43 SLR EK8I &oy S2/L41 
EKOeaEt S3/L43 EQ 71E to&Kec EKOeaet S1 /L40 
wa S3/L43 EQ IMOYT" cpu we S1 /L36-37 
___ 
S4/L43 CLR aai ct t S1 /L 37 
668ou S4/L43 SP 6o6oA. oyia S2/L40 
Em, T o S4/L44 SLR Eaupoiti 
__ 
S1/L36______ 
a t0k6 S51L46 SLR a ion, ' 4 S2/1.41 
a to S5/L46 SLR a io?, mI_ S1/L36_____ 
aai ETat S5/L47 CLR Bä6Et S4/L43 
aoi ctai S5/L47 SLR aGtCUat S 1/L37 
is aD, 6 a S5/L47 CLR tugpk ý___ S2/L40 
Kpt'r pia S5/L47 EQ KplTýpla 
npogvpqcrll; 
Sl/L37 
Sia b7T(O S5/L47 SLR S unnrwaºI S1/L39 
a to?, S5/L48 SLR a to yº1rn1S S2/L4 I__ 
aýtok6yflaqq S5/L48 SLR iok ail S I/L36 
uxo is wa S5/L49 EQ c; wpa S3/L43 
uiro t x6paý S5/L49 EQ Gb a S3/I. 42 
-J 
J O- 
onýfjytctý 
_S-5_/L49 
SLR wioyijytrý X('opr, -, 
S1 /1-16-17 
KPITTIPM Tqq 
Ko7rFyXdyqq 
S5/L49 EQ KptTlIpt(X 
-7pa(-7x(: 
bP-Tlmqc, 
--- - 
SI/1,37 
KaT6EpTlCFTl S6/L49 SP a6waýq S2/L, 41 
7CF-PI06LK6V 
EK06CYE(I)V 
S6/L50 EQ S'I/L43 
7rEptO8tK(bV 
FKNOC(ov 
S6/L50 EQ 6KRUE(OV S2/L41 
7EFptO8tK6)V 
EKRUEOW 
S6/L50 SLR npto&KýýcjcOtcyuý SI/L40 
D7rowTIgtcq xcopeq 
KEvTpucýý 
icat Avwroktidjý 
Eup6ng 
S6/L50-51 HYP wro4rý(ptctq X(i)p(xq S5/1,49 
1)710Wý(PlEg X6)ffý 
TTlg Kcwptkcýq 
jaxt Avarokmýg 
Ei)pd)xqg 
S6/L50-51 HYP X6)p(x S3/L4'5 
unowiplzg X6)pp-g 
"g Kcwpwýq 
icat Avwrokwýg 
Ei)p(; )7rqg 
S6/L50-51 HYP x(bpctg S3/L42 
UXOWý(PtE:; X6pCg 
"g KE: wpwýg 
icat Avawkwýg 
Ei)p6)7MS 
S6/L50-51 HYP X6)pEq SI/L36-37 
Ki)7rpo S6/L51 HYP lmo-ThTtctý X6)p(xq S5/L49 
Kf)7rpo S6/L51 HYP X(Opctý S3/1,43 
K-6irpo S6/L51 HYP x6opaq S3/L42 
Ki)7cpo S6/L51 HYP lmowý(Ptcý Xd) 
-6ý 
SI/L36-37 
MakTa S6/L51 HYP UROWI I jq)ý(Xs a) a S5/L49 
md)LTa S6/L51 HYP 
-x6kqý, -- 
S34,43 
MO -ra S6/L, 51 HYP x(opag S3/L42 
M6k, rct S6/L51 HYP un-ov, tcq X6)pcq SI/L36-37 
ToupKia S6/L51 I lyp S5/1,49 
ToupKia S6fL51 HYP S3/1-43 
TOI)jpKiCL S6/L51 HYP x(opa S3/L42 
ToupKiCt S6/L51 HYP i)7rýTqT_tctq X6)pac SI/1,36-37 
Ennporý S6/L51 SLR E7rtTpo7pj_______ S4/L44 
Enrrpoxý S6/L51 SLR Exupo7fL_ SI/L36 
a4tokoyhoet S6/L52 CLR 
_ _qýtok6yijor% 
S5/L48 
a4loxoyhm S6/L52 CLR aýtoX6 S5/1-46 
aýtoxo-Aact S6/L52 CLR 
_. _S2/1,41 aýtoko-pjqct S6/L52 CLR (x4toX6yijmj____ 
_SI/LM 7rpo(y6toplcrrci S6 /L 5 -3) 
SP K(100pi(YTýay_ S 1/13 8 
CnovuýqTq! ýqv S6/L53 SP 
- 
ENRT-ý4cyctv SI/L36 
7rpCtYRCETI S6/L5'3 
_ 
CLR 
_RCEJýt 
TIK6V 9ý S5/1,48 
Paragraph 3 
Lexical Item I 
EinTpoin 
_ 
Location 
S2/L59 
Te of Link 
SLR 
Lexical Item 2 Lo 
E7riTpoýr S1 
KEK EVOu S2/L61 SLR KF. KTI1lLivo sl 
cation 
/I57 
/L5 
fin 
-j_ - 
Paragraph 4 
Lexical Item I Location Type of Link Lexical Item 2 Location 
pftcriýcrat S2/L69 SLR oauiývvll SI/1,69 
7[XIIPO(POPiCq S2/L70 HYP xqytý 
71kilp )T6 ýTc 1ý-- 
SI /L, 69 
RXIJPOTOpifý S3/L71 SLR nk 00 týý 
_qp 
!T 
-P 
S2/1,70 
71XTJPO(POPi6ý SYL71 HYP Mjyýq SUL69 
70, ljpo(popieý S')/L74 SLR 7rkilpoq) pi, -q S2/1,70 
7rX7jpO(POPiEq S3/L74 HYP xq* SI/1-69 
860'qKaV S3/L74 SP 7E(XPCtCTX0TjKO1V S2/1,70 
71PCtyýIaTO7101ý" 
KCtV 
S3/L74 SP &Svctv SI/1,68 
7r), Tlpoyopt6v S4/L76 SLR 70,11POTPPýEý--- S3/1,74 
7EX71POTOPI(bV S4/L76 SLR 71XTjPOTO&; S3/L7_1_____ 
7EX71POq)Opt6)V S41L76 SLR S2/L70 
7EX1jPOTOpt6)V S4/L76 HYP rqyýq SI /L69 
7MYtý S4/L76 EQ "YEq 
--xkqp-oTjoq"ý 
SI /L69 
---- 
7EX11POT012iEq S4/L500 SLR 7[XIIPO(p piCq S3/L74 
7tXTjPOTOPif: q S4/L500 SLR 7rxllpo opizs S3/L71 
gkflPOTOPigq S4/L500 SLR 7r), TIPOTOPiFq S2/L70 
7rk-qpo(popicq S4/L500 HYP 7MYýq 
xXijpoT6pij q 
SI /L69 
71EplXajlp&VOVr(Xl S4/L77 SLR 7rCptkajlpdvovTCtl S3/L71 
KEK"A&01) S4/L77 SP KOtVOTtKOf) 
I KF, KTqpf. VOI) 
SYL73 
EmTponý S4/L78 MER Kotv6rqTCtq S3/L72 
Emmporý SVL78 SLR EmTporý S3/L70 
7EP6)TF, S S5/L79 SLR 
- 
7Ep6TCq 
--- 
SI/L68-69 
7[CptO8tKtq 
EK06CTEtq 
S5/L79 SLR 7EFptO6tK(bV 
EK06(YC(-t)V 
SI /L68-69 
EmTporý S5/L79 SLR 
- 
Eý- S4/1,78 
EntTpo? yl S5/L79 MER 
_ __.! 
ýoqmýrjm S3/L7_2 
Em, rporý S5/L79 SLR EmTpo7lj 
_ 
S3/L70 
ja S5/L79 SLR oaaiýcmt 
____ _S2/L69 PCtaiO'rqKE S51L79 SLR 
-LaPKmC-tt - 
SI/ 
- 
L69 
EuPCORCdKOIý 
Kotvopo-u), iou 
S5/L80 MER KMOTqTaý S3/L72 
Eupwiraiwf) 
Kotvopo, u), iou 
S5/L80 CO-MER - ------ Enaporý S4/L78 
ctýtokoyýcrctq S5[L80 SLR 
- - 
SI/1,68 
ýYlvctv S5/L80 SP 71PCtYP(IT07rOlfjOljK(X 
v 
S3/1,74 
6 vCtv S5/L8O SIR S 1_/1,69__ 
KP4Tq_[Xýý 
- 
S5/LSO-81 CO-MER E7rtTponT'l S4/L78 
KP&T71 ý1001 S5/L80-81 MER Kotv6"Tctý 
- . -S-3/L72 
-J32- 
Paragraph 5 
Lexical Item I Location 
-jyps 
of 1ýink Lexical Item 2- Locntion 
ýLflvupta S2/L89 EQ S 1/1,8 7 
Y-kopevia S3/1,90 SLR Ekoprvia s 1/1,88 
71POCTO1A(XCFi(Xq SYL90 EQ RPOEVVXý10t)Cfl S2/L8')-')O 
E7CtTaX6VOTjKC S3/L91 SLR E71tTC1YDVOFi S24,90 
agopd S4/L92 SLR (XT S1/1-88 
TatXt" 
AilltOKPaTiCt 
S5/L93 SLR TGýXwj 
ARILoK iqý- 
S1 /1-88 
KUPýPVTJ"q S5/1,933 SLR KbpgvýMjý__-- S211,89 
nPOETOtý16CUP-1 S5/L94 CLR RPOCTMAWYM; S3/1-90 
OkYM(Yq S5/1-94 SLR OtMn" S4/1,92 
volloocuias S5/L94 SLR volw-O-E-Cýiqý S4/L92 
Kotvooo-u)Li 1) S5/1-95 MER EE S4/L92 
7[POETOtA(XOiCt 
T719 
7rpoCFX(bp7l"q 
S6/L96 EQ 7CPOCTO1ý1(XCYi(Xq S3/1-90 
7EPOETMAC(GiCt 
rN 
7rpOCFX6)PTI"q 
S6/1,96 SP 7[poevraýtaKfl 
XPOETOIýLaGia 
S2/1-89-90 
EE S6/1-96 SLR EE S411-92 
a(POP& S6/1,96 SLR S4/1,92 
a(POP6. S6/1,96 SLR 0 S1 /1-88 
S6/L97 SLR KuptpvqoAq S5/1-93 
M)PCPVflGC1q S6/1-97 SLR "PCpvijCyC1q S2/1-89 
ROXITII(Obý S6/L97 SLR XAMK(i S4/1,91 
S6/L98 SLR 006o 
_q 
S4/1,93 
Gov. rExzcrrF, i S611,98 SP 
_ _ZýpýqyaTo? 
ýýtf JhKC S4/1-92 
vojio0c, rtKfl S6/L98 CLR uytaq S5/L94 
VOP OETtK-fl S6/1-98 CLR Vo[to Lurýaq S4/1-92 
auggawobv S6/1,99 SLR S4/1-91 
cruýupwvoýv S6/1,99 SP RX'rq CCv S2/1,89 
ep, yct(yTof)V ýta(i S6/L99 SP 
- 
LTmpyaCTi(X-.. S5/L95 
Paragraph 6 
Lexical Item I Location Type of Link Lexical Item 2 Location 
ö }Lox aria S2/L 109 SLR 67 toKpaTia S1 /t , 106 
6E as oü S2/L109 SLR 6E as iö S1 /I , 107 
avOpwnivwv 
____ 
6MCCROP&TOW 
S2/L 109 SLR avOpd rtva 
Sixatwµara 
S1 /L 106 
K dto Slxaiou S2/L 110 SLR x äTO 8ixaiou S1/1-106 
Paragraph 7 
Lexical Item I Location 
___Type 
of Link Lexical Item 2 Location 
E7rtT o7n' S2/L118 SLR I mtpoirrl SI /I 115 
xctE2 foe to S2/L1 19 SP o-uvI yaye To SI /L 1 15 
ouµ7repa6µa yevtKO 
cmjlaepaßµa 
, fin 
Toup cia S2/L119 HYP 
irk oll6E S2/L120 SLR 
ltOXtnxä S2/L120 SLR 
Paragraph 8 
rzoXtTixä 
SI/1,1 is 
SI/l i 16 
Simi 16 
Lexical Item 1 Location Type of Link Lexical Item 2 Location 
Ec tcgfi ipiou S2/L126 MGR etouc S I/1,124 
ca_ S3/L 127 E EXo aKia S1 /L 125 
roXtnKd v S3/L128 SLR 7roXtnK(v Sl /L 125 
AF-Kt to S4/L129 MER etouc S1 /L 124 
Aei to S4/L128 CO-MER Ec tc 1 iou S2/L126 
EK_o E S4/L129 SLR EKXo eq ______ S2/L126 
CKXOYýq S5/L130 SLR eiXoyes S4/L129 
CKXOYýq S5/L130 SLR EK), A E S2/L126 
Edo axia S5/L130 EQ X(I)Pa S3/L127 
EXO axia S5/L130 SLR EXoßaxia Sl/L125 
Mato S5/L131 MER Erou) S1/L124 
Mäto S5/L131 CO-MER AEKe ipso S4/L 128 
Mato S5/L131 CO-MER EeýrcEµ iou S2/L126 
Paragraph 9 
S2/L137 I SP 
Paragraph 10 
S1/L136 
Lexical Item I Location Type of Link Lexical Item 2 L ocation 
WrOYý916q 
X6)pcq 
S21L 146 SLR 1)7EOyfj(ptCýX6pCq SUL145 -- - 
CEVOP(OnivCOV 
8txctt(OA&T(OV 
S2/LI47 SLR aVOPG)7EiV(OV 
8uC-qt(OAdTT 
-v 
SI/LI44 
ToupKia S31LI47 HYP Wýý(Ptcq X(O eq S2/L 146 
Toupicia S3/LI47 HYP 1)71ýlyl 1 lytp-q xd)PEý SI/1,145 
(I OP& S-'5/L148 SLR 
--ST-Opd. -- 
SI/1,144 
a(popa S4/LI50 SLR 
-R(P-opd- 
S3/1,148 
ayopd S4/LI50 SLR 
-ýOp-k- 
SI/1-144 
(TEpct(: qt6 S41LI50 SLR ar-OaCF46 SI/1,144 
aVOP(J)7riV(I)V 
8tKatcopt(raw 
S4/1,150-151 SLR OEVOP(J)7riV(I)V 
5ticatent6tTow 
S2/LI47 
aVOP(D7CiVO)V 
8tKqyoýaTO)v 
S4/LI50-151 SLR CtVOPW7riVWV 
6tKOtt(I)RCtT(j)V 
SI/1,144 
a(pop6t S5/LI53 SLR S4/1,150 
(X(Pop6t S5/LI53 SLR CUP-0-p-C-t S3/1,148 
a opa S5/LI53 SLR Ct 0a SI/1,144 
WEýPýav S6/LI54 SP 0-TIPE16)OT _IKE S-3/1,148 - PE), -n6cyFiq S5/LI55 SP S3/LI48 
KaTa7lýnO-q S6/LI56 CP ', L3qgtt6 S4/11150 KaTME&TT]" S6/LI56 CP SI/1,144- 
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avOpwRivav S6/L156-157 SLR avOpci rivwv S4/L150-151 
Sixatco ätü v Sixatco atwv 
avepco dvwv S6/L156-157 SLR avOpco7rivwv S2/L147 
Stxatw äiov Sixauo &Twv 
avOpo mivwv S6/L156-157 SLR av0pwxiv ov S1/L144 
Stxatw ' Twv Stxauu äTwv 
o is a S6/L157 SLR o to the S5/L155 
-335- 
V/ Greek Translation of English Etl Text 2 
H EvpcwnaIK1 "Evcwaq: EE EvvExi I-[opvia A«: üpuvcrgq 
Mta öu puv" µ. 7rspirn n1 
Paragraph 1 
Lexical Item I Location Type of Link Lexical Item 2 Location 
uroynjcptzc 
(il E 
S2/L 10 HYP xü)pES S1 /L9 
oK A(56 S2/L 11 SLR 7E OK%. 7' 6El SI /L IO 
AvEKU av S3/L12 SP Octct S1/Ll0 
Ew aTa S4/L15 SLR EEw ' aTa S3/L12 
a7 aci S4/L16 CP E wrjµa_a 
_ 
S3/L12 
Paragraph 2 
No links found. One sentence paragraph. 
Paragraph 3 
Lexical Item 1 Location Type of Link Lexical Item 2 Location 
a ou M- S2/L30 SLR avºroXisý__ S1/1,29 
EuvE S3/L32 SP e vav S2/1.30 
ißiravoi S3/L32 CLR Ialravi(X S2/L30 
710ä. ), oti S3/L32 CLR flopTo kia S2/L30 
_- I'a12Ia S3/L32 HYP 1COuatöTCpcS S2/L3I 
I'alAia S3/L32 HYP _ S2/L30 
Kä eý S4/L34 SP S2/L30 
n oß cis S5/L36 CLR vav ß S211-30 
I ), av6ia S5/L36 HYP Kpärq µeß S4/L34 
I kav8ia S51L36 HYP S2/L31 
lp av&a S5/L36 CO-HYP raxxia S3/L32 
EKTLVaxOIIKC 6Ta S5/L36 SP AZ16)OflKCtV S3/I33 
ava_ßtpäcprlKc S5/L37 CP avriOcTo 
- 
S3/L32 
AF, TCtV&D(YTtKfl S5/L37 CLR eTaväaTeuaqý S2/L31 
Paragraph 4 
Lexical Item 1 Location Type of Link Lexical Item 2 Locati 
irý Poü S2/L43 
_ 
SLR nkE3u v Sl /L4 
LK OTE E S2/L44 CP l} m(ÜQEt S1 /L_4 
EpYUTIKOü 
Suva 1KOll 
S3/L45 SP Epyacoµevwv S2/L. 4 
on 
2 
3 
------------- 
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vto v S3/L46 CLR v&OV 92/1,43 
AuýpiaS S3/L46 MER EE S1/L, 40 
Paragraph 5 
Lexical Item I Location 
_ 
Type of Link Lexicalltem2 
_ 
Location 
6t6pl)v(yq S2/L51 SLR 6lef)PUVMI sl/1,50 
StctKivilaq 
VOLPK(I)TlKd)V 
SYL52 HYP OP'Yotva)A&ol) 
crc-xýwýqc, 
-- 
SI/1,51 
VOJ. UýLO7101ý011 
c(y68(j)v a7c6 
7[Ctp6cvojlF,; 
6paaTTjpt6rq, rcq 
S2/L52-53 HYP opyawoýL&OI) 
CYKXýýLQTOq 
SI/L51 
XaOpegn6pto 
67rWv 
S2/L53 HYP opyavwýt&ou 
CYICXhýMTOý 
SlIL51 
KXOXý; 
OWTOKWýTWV 
S2/L53 HYP Opyctv(I)P&O-L) 
--qtcýaToq 
SI/L51 
TPOAOKPaTia S2/L53 HYP opy0tv(])Ii&ol) 
K Iton q 
SI/L51 
OX7, S3/L54 MER EE SlIL50 
EE SYL54 SLR EE SI/L50 
8t&6pl)v(rq S4/L5 5 SLR 816f)pl)vgq S21L51 
&66puv" S4/L5 5 SLR 8tcl')Pl)vavj SI/L50 
EE S4[L55 SLR EE S3/L54 
EE S4/L55 SLR EE SI/L50 
MXTWIOXý11110ý1 S4/L56 SP (XVTtgCTd)7CIGq S3/L55 
opyavo)jL&ou 
Eýffkl*aTos 
S4/L56 SLR opyctv(f)gzvol) 
EyKkýJUXTOý 
SI/L51 
AvrtOt-r(oq S5/L58 SLR AvTtftyqý S3/L54 
st6pl)vcrq S5/L59 SI, R 8tc6pi)VOr A S4/L5 5 
8t6pDvo-q S5/L59 SLR 8t6pRv" S2/1,51 
8t6p, uv" S5/L59 SLR 8t6pl)vo-q SI/L50 
7EtO(xv6rqTF, q S5/L59 SP E: 
-v8cX6pF-vo 
SI/1-51 
ct-64, qcrqg S5/L59 SLR SI/L51 
CYKXIVa'rtK6TqTaý S5AL59 SLR S4/L58 
evtcrxuoof)V S5/L60 CP SI/1,51 
7tcptopt(yAtvo)v S5/L61 CP CKTET ýýO qRýL-- S44,57 
Paragraph 6 
Lexical Item 1 Location Type of Link Lexical Item 2 Location 
e7n "_Et S2/L75 SP 
_ _ßioýRavie4 
S1/L73_______ 
Volkswagen S3/L76 HYP c ctp1ýgt S2/L75 
Volkswagen S3/L76 HYP ßtoEiravie S1 /L73 
EXoßaxiýaj 
Orýýoxýatia 
S3/L76 HYP 1)7[oYTl(ptcg xo)peq S2/1.76 
E? oßwcuci 
ArlµoxpaTia 
S3/L76 MFR KevTpixij Kai 
AvaTOktK>jý 
Eu cýx LL_ 
S 1/1,74 
Siemens S3/L77 HYP em ei 6F. 1 S2/L75 
Siemens S3/L77 HYP io avie4 S I/1-73 
Suchard S3/L77 HYP emqFtpi ct5 S2/L75 
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Suchard S3/L77 HYP OtolrnXavieq SlIL73 
ABB S3/L77 HYP catxelpýaetq S2/L75 
ABB S3/L77 HYP otogilXavicq SI/L73 
Alcatel S3/L78 HYP e7ctxctphactq S2/L75 
Alcatel S3/L78 HYP OtogilXavicq SlIL73 
Exopma S3/L79 HYP pxo4r6(pteq X6opcq S21L76 
Y, Xopevia S3/L79 MER Kcwptxcýq icat 
AwToXtxýq 
E, upd)7Mq 
SI/L74 
eTatpeieg S3/L79 HYP c7rtXeVhaetq S2/L75 
ET(Xtpeieg S3/L79 HYP otoglixg0eq SI/L73 
Sony S3/L80 HYP c7ctxetphoeig S2/L75 
Sony S3AL80 HYP Plowapieg SlAL73 
Ouyyapia S3/L80 HYP uxo_4rý(ptcý X6)peq_ S2/L76 
Ov"apia S3/L80 MER Kewptxýq ICCLI 
AvqwXmýq 
Eup(bnq 
SI/L74 
REEPWA S3lL80 SLR Reptoxt4 SI/L73 
CrtXCIP: nAaTtrcoi S41L81 CLR c7nxctphacIg S2/L75 
e7nXstpTjgaTtrcoi S4AL81 CP otojtqXa%n6)v SI/L73 
Bealloi S4/L81 SP CrLgam S3lL79 
unoyýqne; S4/L81 SLR uxowý(Plq x6peq S2/L76 
, rexmaiag S4AL82 CP 7rp6no S3/L78 
ScicacTiag S4/L82 SLR 8eicaafaq SYL78 
atitoppaTict 
090ecov 
epyaataq 
S4/L82 SP avepyia SI/L73 
EE S4/L83 SLR EE SI/L72 
ClEevsbaclq S5[L83 CLR eReVUOIN S3/L80 
F7cev8f)CTC%9 S5AL83 SLR C7CCV5i)aFEIA; S31L78 
aeptoXý S5/L83 SLR 7ECPtOXt9 S3/L80 
REPIOA S5/L83 SLR nF-Ploxll SI/L73 
evkxmt S5/L85 CLR ev8eyi-601tevo S I/L72 
Makkepil S5AL85 SLR psyd)xg SYL79 
Ollcovojuxý S6/L86 SLR otlcovojllk-ý S5/L85 
EE S6AL87 SLR EE S4/L83 
EE S6/L87 SLR EE SIA1,72 
cuicatpizq S6/L88 SLR culcmPia S5/L85 
emoptr, (bv S6[L88 SLR eg7cop S3/L79 
avarmýTlq S6/L88 CLR avanT6yOTlicav S4/L81 
871gioupyia 
egaccov 
cpy(xoiccq 
S6/L89 CP atpoppayla 
O&Fecov cpyaoiag 
SAM 
8TIllioupyia 
060cow 
ep, yaaiag 
S6/L89 CP avcpyia Sl/L73 
licra" S6/L89 CLR eKTeTctlt&eg SYL78 
EE S6fL89 SLR EE S4/L83 
EE S6/L89 SLR EE SI/L72 
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Paragraph 7 
Lexical Item I Location Type of Link Lexical Item 2 Location 
8L6 -uv" 
_ _S2/1,109 
SLR 6If', f)PDVMj------ 
-SI/I, 
lO4 
- EE S2/L 109 SLR EF SI/1,107 
EE KiL 109 SLR EE SI/1,106 
EE S2/L 109 SLR EE Sl/ 1,105 
ctuýfluel S2/L 109 CP 
REPiREP-61CUM- Eý-- S2/L 109 CLR 
- 
REPI W)v 
-(PFPV 
SI/1-106 
7CCpt(PEPFtaKýq S2/1,109 CLR 
- 
jýFPýTFPCIO)v sl-/1-1-05 
(xvt(y6 mý S2/L 109 SP 8tqTýpbv_______ Sl/_LI05_ 
Výa S2[L I 10 SLR vect SI /L 108 
J. LkXIq S2/LI 10 SLR ptýlq _S 
I /L 10 8 
POL'i S2/LI 10 MER EE _ S l AA 07 
-9-XT 
S2/L I 10 MER EE __ _ SI /L. 
-I 
06 
S2/L I 10 MER EE S 1/1,105 
S2/LI 10 SLR _ SI /L 105 
qr(OX6 S2/LI 10 CP 71)LO16Gt(OV S 1/1-105 
avtcy6TqTES SYLI 10 SLR -qw(16TTLT-ýq 
S2/1,109 
avicy6TqUý SYLI 10 SP 8ta(po (ov SI/1,105 
--VP6)V 
SYLI II EQ S2/L I 
-- 
I-0 
X(. OP(bv S3/LI II EQ SI /L 10 8 
EE SYL III SLR EE S2/1- 109 
EE SYL III SLR EE SI/1-107 
EE SYL III SLR EE SI/1-106 
EE SYLI II SLR EE SUL105 
jlsllýon! ý" SYL III SLR JýEIWITF - S2/L 109 - jtýt SYLI II CP - )T act S2/1,109 
aVtCY6"TEq SYL III SLR MCFO"TEý S2/1109 
ctvtCY6", rcý SYL III SP 8ta o Cov SI /L 105 
--FcLl 
SYL 112 CLR 
_ 
JIFPD9ýfftCWtý- S2/1- 109 
7rF-P'TEPCt6)v SYL 112 SLR 7reptTget6v 
-- 
S 1/1,106 
XýRýF, Ct(I)V SYL 112 SLR 7MPtTFpE-t6)V----- 
-S 
I/L 105 
ýt6omisý SYL 112 SLR S2/1,109 
p: yýoqicav SYL 112 CP S2/1,109 
- EE SYL 112 SLR EE _ S2/1,109 
EE SYL 112 SLR EE Sl/l , 107 
EE S3/L 112 SLR EE _ _ SI /L 106 
EE SYL 112 SLR EE S 1/1- 105 
w19PPOTO SYL 113 CP S 1/1,107 
(PTWX6TCPEq SYL 113 SLR 
-T-T -0) 
X! S2/L I 10 
-T! 
Iýwx' S3/L 113 SLR qnw Ov SI/1-105 
qYr LOTEPEq S3/L 113 CP 7rX0f)GtWV SI/Ll05 _ 
-X6)PbCI _S')/L 
113 EQ __ _ S2/1,110 
X6)pcq S-'3/L I 13 EQ S1 /1,109 
jpkav5ict SYL 113 
__H_YP -P 
, kil - S2/1-110 
lpkav6ia S3/L 113 MER EE S2/1,109 
jeXSy8ia SYLI 13 HYP S2/1,110 
I kav8ia SYLI 13 MER EE 
lpk(xv6i(X S, . 3/1- 113 
_ MER FE SI/1,106 
lpkav8i(x S--)/LI 13 MER I I., SI/1,105 
FIOPTOYOLkict SYLI I, H-Vp S2/1,110 
- - --- r(o akia SYLI 13 MER UE S2/1 1694 1 
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rIOPTOYC[XiCt S3/LI13 HYP Ok'n S2lLIIO 
rIOPToya)da S3/Ll 13 MER EE SI/LI07 
rlop-royakia SYLI 13 MER EE SUL106 
rlop, roymxia S3/Lll3 MER EE SUL105 
EU68cc S3/Ll 14 HYP pkxll S2/Ll 10 
EW8ct SYL1 14 MER EE S2/LI09 
E)LM8a S3/Ll 14 HYP lltxTl S2/LIIO 
EWBa S3/LI14 MER EE SI/L107 
EWSa SYLI 14 MER EE SI/LI06 
EXX68a SYLI 14 MER EE SIILI05 
avdmýljý S4/Ll 14 CLR avcxn)yg&o)v SI/L106 
avd=uýljq S4/L 114 CP WCOptoaaJL6 SI/LI06 
EE S4/L 114 SLR EE SUL112 
EE S4/L 114 SLR EE S3/Ll II 
EE S4/L 114 SLR EE S2/LI09 
EE S4/L 114 SLR EE SI/LI07 
EE S4/L 114 SLR EE SUL106 
EE S4/Ll 14 SLR EE SI/L105 
V& S4/L 114 SLR vta S2/Ll 10 
vta S4/L 114 SLR vta SI/LI08 
AA S4fL 115 EQ x6m SYLI 13 
PaA S4/Ll 15 NER EE S3/Ll 12 
011, S4/Ll 15 MER EE SYLI II 
9.11 96 S4/Ll 15 EQ XWP6)V S3/Ll 11 
llt%71 S4/LII5 SLR 0111 S2/LIIO 
A92L, q S4/L 115 MER EE S2/LI09 
oxil S4/Ll 15 SLR AW1 SI/LI08 
An S4/L 115 MER EE SI/LI07 
ROLTI S4AL 115 MER EE SI/LI06 
Oxii S4/Ll 15 MER EE SI/LI05 
CMUM411r, S4/Ll 15 CLR avexTuyg6v(ov SI/LI06 
avarruý71g S4/L 115 CP unootoaag6 SI/LI06 
EE S4/L 115 SLR EE S3/LI12 
EE S4/Ll 15 SLR EE S3/Ll II 
EE S4/L 115 SLR EE S2/LI09 
EE S4/L 115 SLR EE SI/LI07 
EE S4/L 115 SLR EE SI/LI06 
EE S4/Ll 15 SLR EE SI/LI05 
S4/L 116 s ai0act S2/LI09 
EE S5/Ll 17 SLR EE S4/Ll 15 
EE S5/Ll 17 SLR EE S4/L 114 
EE S5/Ll 17 SLR EE SYL 112 
EE S5/Ll 17 SLR EE S3/Ll II 
EE S5/Ll 17 SLR EE S2/LI09 
EE S5/Ll 17 SLR EE SM107 
EE S5/Ll 17 SLR EE SI/LI06 
EE S5/Ll 17 SLR EE SI/L105 
ava=aaopveq S5/Ll 17 CLR avdurruýi1q S4/L 115 
av acr6peveq S5/Ll 17 CLR avdrruý, m S4/L 114 
avarn)crcr6geveg S5/Ll 17 CLR ccvenwygkvo)v SI/LI06 
ste6puVan S51LI18 SLR 816puvan S2/LI09 
-ste6pl)vcrq 
S5/Ll 18 1 SLR 8w6puvcrqq SI/LI04 
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Paragraph 8 
Lexical Item I Location 
_'I'ype__of 
I_Ank LexIcal Item 2 Location 
EE S2/L 124 SLR 1., 1: sI/I, Iý2 
S3/LI25 cp s1 /1,12.1 
S3/LI26 CP Yf' SI/1,123 
EE S3/L 126 SLR EE, 
_S2/1,12.1 _ EE S')/I, 126 SI, R__ EF, SI/1,122 
wroyýytzý X6)PEý S3/1,126-127 SLR _071MI/I 
, jqmcý Xwpvý S2/1,124 
EE S33/1,127 SLR I'T, S2/1,12,1 
EE S3/1,127 SLR EE S2/t, 122 
_YCý? 
K6 SYL128 
-- -SLR 
yvwpywoý S2/1,123 
qwroptO S3/LI28 CLR JIROPLOD F S2/1,124 
WE6 JCCtOF_Crr6)g 
8tCt7lp(X'yjlOtTd)(YC(0V 
S3/L]28-129 SP 1)7[Oqffj(PIVý X(bffý S2/1,124 
S4/LI29 CLR YE(OpytK6 S3/L 128 
yrcopykt S41LI29 CP __(xyp_kE; _ 
S3/1_126 
jcý S4AL129 CLR _ffwpyloý_ _ _S- 
2/ 
- 
L123 
'07EOYý(PtEq X(bpcq S4/LI29 SP wE6 Kctk(TT6ý 
8ICt7[pCtyptCtTd)CYr(I)V 
S3/1,128-129 
D-FoynTLFS29pCý SLR P7[OXln I jqmýX(opr_c, 
___ 
S3/1,126_-_127__ 
wloyýqtzs_X6ýc I S4/L 129 SIR 
Paragraph 9 
Lexical Item I Location Type f Link Lexical Item 2 Location 
F, 71CV6'6(YF-(OV S3/LI41 
_SLR 
67160-6crac'- S24,139 
-&XTi(f)Crq 
S3/L]41 SLR ljý-ýT-16-af SI/Ll38 
SYL 142 SLR REPtOCtUOVTLKý SI/LI38 
(00CC tcq S3/L 142 SLR 
__ 
unoyljyteý X6pcý S 1/1-, 13 8 
S4/L 144 SLR S3/L 
_S4/L 
144 SLR SULI-38- 
71()OTI)71(1)V S4/L 144 SLR RPOTOR(OV S3/L 142 
_REPIP 
ov qA0V S5/LI46 CLR 
_ _ýIpak), 
OVTLK(bV E S3/1,142 
7rEptp6tXXov S5/LI46 CLR 
_FFR14kXýOMKýq 
F- I SI/LI38 
EE S54,146 SLR EE S2/L 140 
EE S5/1,146 SLR EE S2/1,13 9 
1)7rq-Tqy (OpEq S5/LI46 SLR jywý X(61 U719YI _ _ _ S3/1-142 
lmokvýTlzq X6)P q S5/LI46 SLR IMT I -ý, Xwpvý SI/1,138 
_7ýFpOakkovnKo6ý 
S5/LI46 SLR 71f-plp(lkkO%l'rlK(6V S3/1,142 
7CE kOVTIK015ý 01 Uý( S5/LI46 SLR ncplpak), OVTIKýý SI/1-138 
CDPWXOEiKýý 
97UAPýI) 
S5/1,147-148 SP Eupdmij S3/1,142 
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VI/ Creek Translation of English E. 1 Text 3 
3. I Kavöitlia avä JlyrgS TOW urrOXp: xö(rf: cuv Tou jl `k01)S 
I. Ta Kl'(P(x%. QUX. TOP K*: KT1Jµi: VOu 
Paragraph I 
No links found. One sentence paragraph. 
Paragraph 2 
Lexical Item I Location Type of Link Lexi calltem 2 Location 
v6ptoq S2/L21 EQ 
- 
v6pou REpt Tt; XVtK(bV 
7rpo8t(17()cL(p6)V TOW 
cjulopm)ýtdvjw 
SI/1,19 
ECXTý[Ippto S3/L23 SLR Eurrýpjipto SI/L18 
KaOqpjgQn)CF- S3/L25 SLR icctO6ptm-, 
__ - 
S]/L]9 
_Y91-Link- 
S3/L, 25 SLR VOýUKO - SI /L20 
7rkai(nO S3/L25 SLR 71), Cti(TLO SI /L20 
tkeyxot S4/L27 SLR Fxýyxw S34,27 
UvýLREptxajýpav%L&V(OV S4/L28 SLR 
--gOjL7rFp*%lji(x"o 
tvwv 
_S3/1,26 S41L28 SLR S3/L27 
rU710ROill"q S4/L30 SLR TI)710710111TIS S3/L26 
OptCFTFi S6/L32 SP- KaggpiGOIJKC 
_S3/1,25 opýG, r t S6/L32 SP Kao6plur SI/LI9 
TEXVU! Cýýý S6/L33 SLR 0-6 S3/L25 
KaVOVtaft0l) S6/1,33 SLR IcavoWagoi) S3/L26 
7rp6TU7CCC S6/L33 sP- 
-TU7EO7rOtll 
S4/1,30 
-nýTuna 
S6/1,33 SP TD710ROilj(Tljý_______ S3/L26 
8W&KCKAEý S6/L33 CL, R 6ta6uma-11mi)v SI/1,18 
S6/L34 CP S2/L21 
Paragraph 3 
Lexical Item 1 Location type of Link Lexicl 
OSqyicc Neaq S2/t, 38 HYP To}tcal 
II pg-qEyyto-qg vopo0 
a öo6o S2/L38 SLR n 608 
-. 
qy-opä 
_ 
S2/L39 SLR apopä 
oöqyia yla rlS S3/L40 HYP OSIIyi, 
ouKIaKES I ipomf 
6U6KEUE 
uypaepiou 
O8gyia yla tic S3/L40 HYP Tollcai 
ouuaKeq voµoO 
cnxrKFucc 
taepiou 
-- - 
1 Item 21 Location 
: ºj SI/I. 37 
; aia 
SI/I. 37 
- SI/1.37 
:S NeaS S2/138 
YYtc rº 
: ij I SI/I, 37 
: aia 
n -342- 
0611yi(X YLU Tlý 
OIKMKýq 
01)(7KCIAq 
-ura-epiou 
S-3/lAo ('()-I IY 11 ( )611yw, Ni: ii, 
I IpOOý, yyt(Tlj(, 
S. " 1, ; X, 
Rp: 00 6qC, 
__ -S 
4-/. L4 0- S LR nj)0060ý S211,39 __ 
7rp6O6O(; S41L40 SI, R____ 
_S 
1/1 37 
jjqiopmýwýq_ 
-S5/L43) 
Si)----- IttKp! I I--- S2/1,38 
7CP0060q S5/1,44 SLR 
7CP6080q S5/L44 SLR 7P6060ý S2/1,38 
jrp Aq§oq S5/L44 SLR nj)6060ý SI/1,37 
6tCt7rtO-r6)VET(Xt S5/L44 SLR 81Ct711(YT6)VFT(Xl S4/1., 41 
_ -[%ý(x S5/L44 SLR TOJLCIý_ S2/Lý37_ 
F, ýOnktGjl0f) S5/L44 SLR Aox)aa S4/1,42 
SRopa S6/L44 SLR S2/1,39 
- S6/L44 SLR 
_ _ýtyopd ____ 
i 
_SI/1,37_ S6/L45 SLR TOjtM S_5/1-ý4 
--Topfiý- 
S6/L45 SLR Toju-, N S2/1,37 
KC[Xi)R-rOlJV S6/L45 SLR Kaximovral S2/1,39 
08flyicq 
Flakcadq 
S6/L45 Hyp 0811yicq Nýaq 
llpocyýyyvy% 
S2/138 
0871yiE; 
rlaxctt(iq 
ljpoaýyyt q 
S6/L45 HYP TOILECtidl 
voilooraict 
SI/1,37 
OsTlyieq 
FlaX(xtdq 
SUL45 co-Hyl) 0611yiFq Nfttý 
f lpocytyytoljý 
S2/1,38 
08qyiF, q 
flakctt6q 
rlpocr&rs"q 
S6/L45 co-HYP o6ilyict ytct Ttý 
owtaKýý 
GOOKEU; 
pypctrptol) 
S3/L40 
9%iFtWOCi S6/L45 SIR S24,38 
S6/LA5 SLR ýý)o6oq S5/1.44 
---nP606os 
S6/L45 SLR 
_ 
_ ___ jrp6o6oý___ S4/1,40 
np6o6oq S6/L45 SIR nPLO 3 S2/1,9 
-APý060ý 
S6/L45 SIR 7IP6080C SI/1,37 
gTa(POP& S7/L47 SI, R IIC_TaygpU S2/1,3 9 
S7/L47 SLIZ _ - S6/1,45 
S7/L47 SIR ToI! F-, 
- 
S5/1,44 
-zo 
S7/1,47 SIR TO iý S2/1,37 
Lexical Item 1 Location 
FRoctO xoia S3/L57 
xapäywyou S3/L57 
StKaiou 
Paragraph 4 
Type of Link 
SLR 
SLR 
Paragraph 5 
No links found 
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I . cxical Item 2 Location 
nput: rotjlucsia5 
- 
S2/I. 5( 
ltapäyaryOU SI /L53 
Paragraph 6 
No links found. One sentence paragraph 
Paragraph 7 
Lexical Item I Location Type of Link U. cx ical It tn 2 Location 
S2/L77 SLR _ I(P()I)(, firm I 
- ---- - SI/1,75 
SYL78 CLR pcmupop( II S2/1,77 
S3/L78 CLR 'T(I(POP('X lir " 1/1,75 
08, q, yi(I Nýaq S3/L78 MER )CI'KTqjliVOu SI/1,75 
cvapýtoVtGLlcVOA) S5/L80 SLR rv(xp[lovt(TILFV(I)v S4/1,79 
S5/L80 SLR Tojjnjý S3/1,78 
Paragraph 8 
Lexical Item I Location jypc qflink Lexical Item 2 Location 
_tK(XV6V 
ýOtý S2/1-88 ý_ _ SLR _ 
_tK(XVOT1IT(X 
SI/1,95 
S3/1,91 CP 7rp(xyjwTo7roiiIOiIKuv SI/1,86 
8totn, rwý 
_ 
S311,91 _ SLR _ StowlTudl _ S1/1-85 
IK(XV6TIITCC S3/1,91 SLR WXVOTIJTUý S2/1,88 
lKctv6TqTa S3/1,91 SLR SI/1,85 
aVCýdprqTCOV S4/1,92 SLR 
_S_3/1_, 
91 
711.010ROUJM]ý S4/1,93 SLR mcrrm[01110T[ý S3/1,89 
S5/L94 CLR evia arl XD S2/1,87 
S5/L94 SLR prtrfjpijm. 1--. 
- 
S3/1,99 
S5/1,94 SLR 
- -ayopdý-- 
- S3/ 1,89 
KUTCEOXII006V S6/1,96 SLR lcavlok"006V S2/1,87 
_7p_q(T7r6[QP-_1CC 
S64,96 SLR XPOCT7160M, S2/L87 
8qptoi)pr)(YqKF S6/1-97 CLR 61 loupyiu- S4/1-92 
TqToq aV6ýctp S6/L97 SLR 
_ _RVFý&f)T1IT(1)V 
s 
S6/1,97 SLR S3/1-91 
S6/1-98 0 S4/1,93 
Paragraph 9 
No links found. One sentence paragraph. 
Paragraph 10 
Lexical Item I Location Type of Link 
AxatxcItat 
oOc is 
S2/1,1 15 
S2/L116 
S 1, R 
SLR 
oxoxý wo S2/L 116 CP 
S OOu; S2/1-1 17 _ SIR 
S ön c S3/L118 SLR 
&jp6 tc S3/L118 SLR 
RPOPJQEe S3/LI18 F, 
c a6cpaAtaTei S3/1,119 SLR 
a7oT4E011art" S3/L119 SP 
ecpappoyTj S3/L120 CLR 
urutT(wvr(xl SI/I. I II 
'OJtooraix SI/I, I1. i 
: vpIpct_ SI/Ll1_i 
ü]}loaiaw SI /I , 113 
ülftciatt; S S2/1 .1 
17 
il itoaicilv SI /I. 1 13 
suJtf ýiic Uov -S I /I .I 
13 
,, (taq)a), imvi S2/1,1 lo 
--- 
yO6 S2/1,1 17 
(paplu)ýf: Tal S2/1,1 16 
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Paragraph II 
No links found. One sentence paragraph. 
Paragraph 12 
Lexical Item I Location Type of Li A Lexical Item 2 LocatiOll 
jpm07rqlýCFF, t; 
__ 
v6ýtoq 7r6pi 
(XCTKýCvuoý TOU 
StKqyopticof) 
ý(XTCS_ 
S2/L 141 
S3/LI4') 
SLR 
HYP 
TP07TO71011 I l(W11- 
voltooraia 
SI/1,111) 
S2/1,142 
_ýPO7[9ý=UjOlqKE 
S3/LI43 CLR Tpolronolfjuctý 
-S-2/1,141 TP07t L7ý01ljO_qKC S3/LI43 CLR 
_ _y971O)TOII 
I 1ý lar SI /L 139 
6pýqlý-- SYL 144 HYP Eiajyyýkýtcura_ 
_ _S2/1,142 
--cadnTýR(ct 
S3/LI44 
Oýtoý S4/LI45 EQ v6poq 711-, Pi 
OtCTKý(JVWý TOU 
&KqyoptKOIý 
__f, 
ý7MY .T 
S3/1,143 
(: FXETtK6)v S4/LI45 SLR 
_ _(YjETwd)v___ 
S2/LI42 
-ýYxqK6"- 
S4[L 146 SLR S3/1,144 
S4/L 146 SLR CtCFKOD_V___ 
_. 
S3/1,144 
YOPIK6 6t" S4/LI47 CLR 8t"y6pot 
___ _S3. 
/_LI44 
. 
vrkJ6ýýq S4/LI47 SLR -ndyy E 0416 SYL 144 
C714MEXP%- S4/LI47 
_ 
Lý7MqIF 
ICUra S2/L 142 
Paragraph 13 
Lexical Item I Locafion Type of ink Lexical Item 2 
--!; 
V(ýPpo Lvtcq-- S2/L 154------ SLR -PjL6vtcrTj___-, - 
Eva S 
(ITOpa S2/LI54 SLR - -TY-OP& -- 8tKCU6)ýLOtT(X S2/1,154 SLR 
__6tK(lt('01laTa 
_129707[01f[UFIý_ 
S3/L]58 SLR 
- --TP07To7rolljol, 
(l)v 
-ýLITOP60[itaq 
S3/L 160 SLR TPITOJI(10111(l 
____ 
Tpaopdpýuaq S3/1,160 SI, R 
-ýPtTojidojuaý -- 
ýKMA6Eýý SMý, 160 
- SL, R -- F-K-7[(li6Vl)Mj 
__ -_ 
FKROdkqý__ S3/1,160 SLR CK7rCti. 6f'D(-T, %_ 
__ -ý 
(T71Ol)6CtCTTkq S3/Ll60 CLR 07101)66ý01)V 
(17101)6ctmýý S3/1,160 SI, R------- 
-cy-7rol)6(XGT6)V 
ocaton 
I/1,152 
1/L152 
I/1,153 
; I/L153 
; 2/1.157 
, 2/1,156 
Q/1,1 59 ---ý 
i2/I, 156 
2/1,156 
; 2/1,155 
Paragraph 14 
Item 1 Location l ype of link Lexical Item 2 1.0c. 111011 
Pia S2 /L 669 SLR I ou'arahüx SI /I 1 t, 5 
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VIII Greek Original EU Text I 
11 Evpco iiKij 'Evcomj 
II EupwiTii To» 2000 
Paragraph I 
Lexical Item 1 Location 
_lypeof 
Link Lexical Item 2 Lo. cation 
Ei)po)7iaiK6 S2/LI8-19 SLA F-up(MECLiK6 SI /L 12 
Evpo)7rcft)c6 S2/LI8-19 MER Eupwnawý'Evwmj SI/1,18 
Y-'L)Qoi)XtO 
Eup(wraiO S2/Ll8-19 MER EupconalKý'Emaq SI/1,15 
&Vxý, q S2/LI9 CLR 
M4, 
-q 
S2/L 19 sP 
'Eva)"q S2/L26 SP Eupomci .t. K) II Sl/L18 
'Ev(ocFtl 
, Ev(oo-qq S2/L26 sP Eupmcabcý SI/1,15 
KpdTol); ýýXouq S2/L27 MER Ei)p(onctbcfj sl/1118 
lcph, rol)q RýXovq S2/L27 MER Evp(anctiKfj SUL15 
Ev(jo(Trl 
Paragraph 2 
!:, e)4cal Item I Location of Link _LeXlcal 
Item 2 Location 
__ KOtVOTIKOf) S2/L3 5 SLR KOtVOTIK Oi) 
__ AER S2/L35 SLR _ ___ AEH S1/1,33 
0 iou S2/1,37 SLR S1/1-32 
Ltý LIO-)VFo: (OV S2/1,37 j S! 7ýR t "y n6p(ov 
SI/1,32 
Paragraph 3 
SI /L'1O 
Paragraph 4 
Lexical Item 1 Location Type of Link Lexical Item 2 Location 
evta iaxES 
Siams ay}ýatc etS 
S2/1., 55 
_ 
SLR 
- 
evTayýani: y 
SiaýpayµateüaelS 
SI/I 52 
in, i ouv S2/L55 SP apyluouv SI /1,52 
ße5___ S3/L57 
--- - 
SLR 
--- - --- - 
xciýpe4 S2/I, S6 
xd peS S3/L57 EQ PouEuxvia, 
Lko(iahiu, 
ýenovia, 
- S2/L. 54-55 
-346- 
AtOom vi(x K(rt 
e S3/L57 
&airpayµmFuaewv S3/L58 
SiatpayµaTeüaewv S3/L58 
SLR cö r: S2/L54 
EQ cvrcxC, tahi: S 52/1,55 
fita7tpaJUXT 6)cxet4 
----- - ---- EQ cvraEtaxi: 5 Sl/1,52 
St a1tpaYµarctial; tS 
Paragraph 5 
Lexical Item 1 
--- 
Location 
-- 
Type of Link 
- 
Lexical Item 2 
-- --- 
Location 
u1to4rncptcS 
0pES 
S2/L65 SLR uJto y1 (ptaS 
Xd? paS 
S1 /I . (, 11 
-- Eirttpoitij S2/L66 SP Euplltuihil 
EinTponil 
Sl/L63 
_ ex7tX dxaouv S2/L67 CLR exitý, rlpcýcn Sl/L65 
xpt to S2/L67 SLR K týpicov Sl/L65 
Paragraph 6 
Location Type of Link Lexical Item 2 Location 
S2/L75 SLR Juýoyn'lyýif: 5 cýýpc5 SI /1,7.3 
Paragraph 7 
Lexical Item 1 
tpoeviaýtaK>j 
auvSpoµil 
Location 
S2/L83 
Te of Link 
SP 
Lexical Item 2 
npoevt& tahtj 
ßTýTi17ýictý 
-. 
Location 
S1 /L81 
-- 
Paragraph 8 
No links found. One sentence paragraph. 
Paragraph 9 
No links found. One sentence paragraph. 
Paragraph 10 
No links found. 
Paragraph 11 
No links found. 
Paragraph 12 
No links found. 
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Lexical Item I 
aaýayECý 
Location 
S2/L135 
KOLVOTLKO TOIRO S2/L1')5-136 
KaOtto(o n S4/L l 37 
Paragraph 1.3 
Type of link Lexical Iter 
SIR (ZAX zYýnv 
I. Q Ia>pc, ýnýxiKil 
'I? va)rnl 
SP--- nayi(l)ml 
Paragraph 14 
Lexical Item I Location 
__ 
Type of Link Lexical Item 2 
Kpärrl geXTJ S2/L144 MER E upuýnaiKilý 
Evc)m15 
CD P6 S2/L144 SLR euýäý 
7C___ " S2/L145 SLR 7COXLT IC%, 
Ito tTLKES S2/L 146 SLR noýxiiKilý 
__ 
Paragraph 15 
I, ocatüm - 
ti l/1,134 
til/L1 ;3 
S2/1,13,1 
. ocaticm 
SI/L142 
SI/L143 
Sl/L143 
Lexical Item I Location 
_ __jlypeýf 
Link L. exical Item_2 
------ 
Location 
Týdýi--- S2/LI54 SLR 
--ýVE60ý- 
S2/LI54 CLR jDPWACE . IK SUL152 
Mff ý7rcciKo: S2/LI56 SIX cupwrotfK% S 1. /L 15 2 
-- 
xpayýmoaqtnod S3/LI58 CP OXOROITIMI SI /L 15 2 
-348- 
VIII/ Greek Original Iß: 11 Text 2 
11 AthÜpuvai BpiaKcTai ac KakO Apöµo: Ot 10 l'noyippus: S Xthhpf: S 
EnLSitKOUv va OkOKJ. rlpth OI)V rt; Aianpaylum-f acaS Waa (TT() 2002. 
Paragraph 1 
Item II Location I Type of Link I Lexical Item 2 
S2/L I1 EQ 
_ 
EE SI/I") 
-- --- -- 
i 
S2/L11 CLR MI uacria SI /L8 
Paragraph 2 
No links found. One sentence paragraph. 
Paragraph 3 
Lexical Item I Location Type of Link Lexical item 2 Location 
ß'uvc l6Et 
amTEV aTa 
S2/L30 
S2/L32 
SP 
CLR 
SIat 1 Oci St/L27 
eýiTeu rl S1 /L27 
Paragraph 4 
No links found. One sentence paragraph. 
Paragraph 5 
Lexical Item I Location 
_ 
jYpe of Link Lexical Item 2 Location 
Jýýqw S2/1-49 SLA N [tu 
ftýtaw S2/L49 SLR KI L CtT_U S 1/1,46___ 
ST]Jiocylovo[ýwolý S2/1,50 SLR 8nyocTtqyqiuKtý-- SI/1,48 
jTIPOMOVOgtKEý S2/L52 SLR 
1 
SI/1-48 
- 71X(Xi(YtO S3/1,52 SLR 01) 7EX(Xt(Yi S2/L 50 
S3/L53 CL, R -1 S2/1,50 
6tCC71P(XyýLCtT6CTEtq 
7rPo(TX6)pjG-qs 
S4/1,54 MER IrpoUx6pliall S3/1,53) 
XPTIII(XT086qcrq- S4/L55 Cl-k XPIlp(IT080Twý; 
--S-1 -/1-4-8 S5/L55 MER 11"I I-., -- -- 
S4/1,55__ 
Envrponý S5/1-55 SLR FRITPOKil S2/1,49 
EYý01AIO S5/L56 
-MER 
S4/1,55 
LuftPOO, to - S5/L56 
Y 7101)f)ry(bV 
S24,49 
_qtRqra_ 
S5/L56 SLR Njunct S2/1,49 
ftýIaTa S5/1-56 SLR kpa-- SI/1,47 
UP(IM S5/L56 SLR_ SI/I. -Io 
7EXCLICyto S5/L56 SLR I[Xu i(T to S3/1,52 
71XCtiCY10 S5/1-56 SLR 
_ 
t. S2/1 ý50 
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Paragraph 6 
Lexical Item 1 Location 
- -- - -- ----- 
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Paragraph 7 
SI /I 
. oS 
Lexical Itein I Location 
_ _Type_qf 
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--g)cE5tO 
6pklo-qc S2/L74 SLR cyxr, (Sto ispia% SI/1,72 
ICOV8,6xto SYL77 SP XpljjL(XTO8OTIlCfj 
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S2/1,76 
EKaTOP I)Eta jl- IUV SYL78 - SLR 
- 
FKCtTOjLjtDpi(0V SI/1,77 
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S2/L76 
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n"q 6toik- S3/L79 OR 5tOtKIjTIICI'jý SI/1,73 
Eupco S3/L80 SLR__ S2/L77 
Hýq(YX&OCta S4/L80 SLIZ RPOME(IOCIOL S3/1,78 
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-. - -mPqXIL 
S2/1,74 
poýoctag S4/L81 SLR S2/L74 
Entn), ýOV S4/L81 SP 
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SI /L73 
K(XTdteTtgll S4/L81 SIR 
_KaTQ 
TIOIJ 
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Enjýpomj____ S5/L82 MER EE S3/L78 
EnITpgzft_ S5/L82 SLR I-'7[tTpOnl I SI/1,72 
WCOYý(Pt(Xq 
X! ýPa; 
S5/L83 SLR b7toyflyt(Ov 
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S3/L79 
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107roxvý(Pt, eq S6/L84 SLR D7104/1 1 jq)Wý S5/1-83 
WCOYý(PtEq S6/L84 SLR I)7tO4ffj(Pt(0V S3/L79 
1)710yý(PtE; S6/L, 84 SLR 1)7104ff](Pt(, )V 
X(I)P(I)V 
SI /L73 
UK S6/L85 SLR S3/L78 
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Lexical Item I 
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-T 
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S2/L]04 
Paragraph 9 
SIR 
of I, ink I Lexical Itcni 2 I_ocaticon 
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SI/L9l 
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Lexical Item I Locafion i: ype or Li A I, cxical Item 2 
l'o-opi(i(X S2/Ll II SIAZ 
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7rpoTrivEt S4/L 117 SLR 7[POTE'IvFt 
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-- 
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-! 
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TOUPKI S5/Ll 19 CLR TOUPKI X 
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S2/1- 13 
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BoWyapia S3/LI5 Flyp XWPEý T% SI/1-10-1 I 
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AvCCTOktKijý 
AET-rovict SYL 15 Hyp X6)PFq cqq SI/1,10-11 
Krv-rpitcflq KCtt 
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S3/L 15 SLR 
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_ýCKIVfIGOIN 
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Paragraph 2 
No links found. One sentence paragraph. 
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Lexical Ite 
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S2/L33 
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Paragraph 4 
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MER ------- 
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Paragraph 5 
No links found. One sentence paragraph. 
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Kow6-til, rm., 
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Paragraph 10 
No links found. One sentence paragraph. 
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Paragraph 2 
No links found. One sentence paragraph. 
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Lexical Item I Location I)qx of Link Lexical Item 2 I. ocitl()Il 
Europe S2/L58 IIYII hilatel al 
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, ýgreenjents _ applicant S21L59 SLR applicant SI/1,57 
countries countries 
Estonia SYL60 Hyll, applicant S2/1,59 
countries 
Estonia S3/1-60 I IYP applicant SI/1-57 
countries 
Latvia S3/L60 HYP applicant S2/1,59 
countries 
Latýia S3/L60 f IYI) applicant SI/1-57 
countries 
Lithuania S3/L60 HYP applicant S2/1-59 
countries 
Lithuania S3/1-60 HYP _ applicant SI/1-57 
__ __cou_ntries___ agreements S3/L60 EQ Europe S2/1-58 
Association 
Member States S3/L60 MER 
__ _Union's 
SI/1-57 
come into force S3/L61 SP entered into force S2/L59 
Slovenia S4/L61 HYP applicant S2/1-59 
countries 
Slovenia S4/L61 Hyp applicant SI/1,57 
countries 
Slovenia S4/L61 CO-HYP __ Lithuania S3/1-60 
Slovenia S4/L61 CO-IlyP 1-, atvia S3/L60 
Slovenia S4/L61 CO - HYP __ Estonia _ S3/1-60 
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Lexical Item I Location TypeRýLink Lexical I 
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justice and 
home affairs 
political, 
economic and 
monet union 
political, 
economic and 
monetary union 
S2/L69 MFR 
S2/L70-71 I MI: R 
S2/L70-71 I MER 
Paragraph 7 
, tcyuiS ti 1 /I c, t, 
Contntunatitaire 
acquis S1/1.67 
acquis S1/1,66 
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Lexical Item I Location of Link Lexical Item 2 Location 
progress S2/L7_6 SI-R protýress SI/1,70 
countries' S2[L77 EQ 
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SI/1,75 
_ Conurtission S3/L78 SLR Commission SI/1,75 
progressively S3/L79 CLR- JWL. res S S2/ L 76 
progressively S31L79 CLR T1709"ess 
JT S3/L79 CLR 
- 
Implenient S2/1-77 
acquis S3/L80 SLR 
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AC(IIIIS S2/1,78 
applicant 
Rountry_ 
S3/L80 EQ countries' S2/1,77 
_ applicant 
country 
S3/L80 EQ applicant's SI/1,75 
Commission S4/L80 SLR Commission S3/1-78 
Commission S4/L80 SLR Commission SI /L75 
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S4/L81 SLR (ýIicies S311,79 
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SLR_ ac uis 78 
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Lexical Item I Location Type of Link Lexical Itern 2 Location 
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- .. Article S4/L94 Sl, R Article- S3/1,91 
condition S4/1-95 SP criteria SI/1,87 
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Paragraph 9 
No links found. One sentence paragraph. 
Paragraph 10 
No links found. One sentence paragraph. 
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No links found. One sentence paragraph. 
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Paragraph 14 
No links found. One sentence paragraph. 
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No links found. One sentence paragraph. 
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Paragraph 11 
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members S2/L95 MER [Jill 
new S2/L95 SLR fie" 
_ eni-argement S3/L96 SLR etil, 
enlargqtjent S3/L96 SLR evil, 
brJulý S3/L96 SIR bro, 
- countries S3/1,96 fliel 
European 
jrTect 
S3/L97 EQ 
future SYL98 CP Pas 
Europe S3/L98 EQ Util 
Paragraph 12 
members I S2/L I05 
rgement SI/1,93 
SI/1,94 
MI SI/1-93 
S-1 /1-94 
rgements S24,94 
rgement 
_S 
1 /1,93 
[gilt S2/1,94 
ibers S2/1-95 
SI/1,93 
S-2/1,94 
S1/I. 93 
ical Item 2 11. ucaUOfl 
Union I SI/i 10. " 
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Paragraph I.? 
Location of Link -, -- -J-Lexicafltein- 2- 
S2/1,113 incluslOll 
Paragraph 14 
No links found. 
Paragraph 15 
Lexical Item I Location Iype of Unk Le) _ enlargement _ S2/1-128 _ SLR _ 
candidate 
countries' 
S3/1,128 SLR car 
t co 
clear S4/LI29 SP - - 
process S4/1-1350 EQ neg 
__pro 
Paragraph 16 
No links found. 
I. oc, ý(l'on 
sin I icy 
ical Item 2 Location 
SI/1,127 
didate SI/1,126 
ntries 
illble'llous S2/1,129 
otiating 
, 
L 
SI/1,125 
cess 
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Paragraph I 
Lexical Item I Location Typeoft-in k Le: 
S2/LI5 SIR ac( 
agreements S2/L 16 EQ Eu 
Ag 
association 
agleements 
S3/L 17 EQ agi 
association 
agreements 
S3/LI7 EQ Eu 
_Ag 
Paragraph 2 
ýicat Item 2 Locatl0l) 
ills 
-ope 
reements 
eenients S2/L 16 
-ope I S1/L13 
reements 
Lexical Item I Location jype of Link 
_Lex second stage S-' VL24 SIR see( 
case _ S4/1,25 SLR casc 
Slovenia S4fL25 HYP assc 
coul 
Europe 
Agreements 
S5/L26 SLR Euri 
_Agr Estonia S5/1-26 HYP 
- 
assc 
--coiii Latvia S5/1,26 HYP assc 
Lithuania S5/1,27 HY13 assc 
coul 
Estonia S5/L26 CO-Hyp S101 
_ Latvia S5/1,26 CO-Hyp Sl 01 
Lithuania S5[L27 CO-HYP SIO, 
transition S5/1-27 SLR tran 
second stage S5/1,27 SLIZ 
- 
see( ý 
second stage S5/1-27 j 
_SLR 
sec( 
Paragraph 3 
cal Item 21 Location 
nd stage_ 
clated 
itrie_s__ 
S 111,22 
S2/L22 
S3/1-25 
)pe SI /L21 
ret'neii_ts___ 
ciated S3/L25 
Iffies 
ciated S3/1,25 
itfies 
ciated S3/1,25 
itries 
enia S4/1,25 
enia S4/L-25 
ema S4/1,25____ 
s,, t, oii__ 
__S', 
/1.24 
nd stage 
____ 
S3/1,2 
-4 nd stage 
. 
SI/1,22 
Le6Rrocal S3/L38 
__SLR 
reciprocal SI/1,11S 
Europe S3/1-39 SL, R Furope SI/1.34 
_ALreerpt 
ts Aareernents 
countries S41L40 EQ Central and S3/1,36-37 
Eastern European 
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trade 
concessions 
S4/L40-41 SLR trade concessions S3/1,36 
additional S5/IA2 SLR additional S3/1,39 
additional S5/IA2 SLR additional S3/L36 
trade 
concessions 
S5/1,42 SLR trade concessions S41LAO-41 
trade 
concessions 
S5/1,42 SLR trade concessions S3/1,36 
agricultural 
products 
S5/1,42 SLR agricultural 
products 
S3/1,37 
entered into 
force 
S5/IA2-43 CLR entry into force S3/L39 
Estonia S5/L43 HYP coiýýes S4/L40 
Estonia S5/1,43 HYP Central and 
Eastern European 
candidates 
S3/L36 
Slovenia S5AL43 HYP countries S4/L40 
Slovenia S5/1,43 HYP Central and 
Eastern European 
candidates 
S3/L36 
Bulgaria S6/L44 HYP countries S411,40 
Bulgaria S6/L44 HYP Central and 
Eastern European 
candidates 
S3/1,36 
Bulgaria S611A4 CO-HYP Slovenia S51IA3 
Bulgaria S6/L44 CO-HYP Estonia S5/IA3 
Hungary S6/1,44 HYP countries S41LAO 
Hungary S6/L44 HYP Central and 
Eastern European 
candidates 
S3/L36 
Hungary S6/L44 CO-HYP Slovenia S51IA3 
Hungary S61IA4 CO-HYP Estonia S5/1,43 
Slovakia S6/IA4 HYP countries S4/1,40 
Slovalda S6/1,44 HYP Central and 
Eastern European 
candidates 
S3/L36 
Slovakia S61IA4 CO-HYP Slovenia S51IA3 
Slovakia S6/IA4 CO-HYP Estonia S5/1,43 
Latvia S6/1,44 HYP countries S4/L40 
Latvia S61IA4 HYP Central and 
Eastern European 
candidates 
S3/L36 
Latvia S6/1,44 CO-HYP Slovenia S511A3 
Latvia S6/IA4 CO-HYP Estonia S5/L43 
Lithuania S6/1,44 HYP countries S4/L40 
Lithuania S6/1,44 HYP Central and 
Eastern European 
candidates 
S3/L36 
Lithuania S611A CO-HYP Slovenia S5/L43 
Lithuania S61IA4 CO-HYP Estonia S51IA3 
Lithuania S6/1,44 SLR Lithuania S3/L3 8 
additional 
- - 
S6/IA4 SLR additional S5/1,42 
add onal -- 
TS6/IA4 SLR additional S3/1,39 
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additional- S6/1,44 SI, R 
trade S6/L44-45 SLIZ 
sions conces 
- trade S6/L44-45 SLR 
sions c onces 
_ - trade S6/L44-45 SIR 
concessions 
_ products S6[L45 EQ 
products S6/L45 EQ 
additional I., "I" () i 
trade concessions S5/1,42 
trade concessions S4/1,40-4 I 
rade coficcssions S2/1,36 
,, ri ultural S5/1,42 ap c 
agricultural S3/1,37 
products 
-I 
Paragraph 4 
Lexical Item I Location Type of Link____ Lexical Item 2 1, ocation 
Protocols S2/1-51 EQ Protocols to the SI/1,41) 
Europe 
Agreements Oil 
European 
Conformity 
Assessment 
Protocols S2/1,51 EQ PF'CA S1 /1-49 
PECAs S3/L52 EQ Protocols S2/1-51 
PECAs S3/L52 Sl, R PFCA SI/1,49 
PECAs S3/1,52 SP Protocols to the SI/L49 
Europe 
Agreements Oil 
European 
Conformity 
__Assessment___ PECAs S4/1-54 SLR PECAs S3/1,52 
PECAs S4/L54 EQ Protocols S2/1,51 
PECAs S4/1,54 SLR _ PECA _ SI/ 1,49 
PECAs S4/1,54 SP Protocols to the SI/1,49 
Europe 
Agreements Oil 
European 
Conformity 
Assessment 
candidate S4/L54 SLR ______ __ candidate S'7/1-54 
countries countries 
candidate S5/1,55 SLR _ candidate S4/1,54 
countries countries 
candidate S5/L57 SLR candidaw S3/1,54 
countries Countries 
agree S5/1-56 CIR Ajýreenients S2/1,51 
assessing S5/1-56 CI, R _ assessment S31,53 
conformity S5/L56 SLR conformity S3/1-53 
goods S5/1-56 EQ manutactured - S3/1-53 
-goods 
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Paragraph 5 
No links found. 
Paragraph 6 
Lexical Item I Location Type of Link Lexical Itein 2 
Central and S2/1_70 I-IY13 candidlic 
Eastern countries 
European 
countries 
participate S2/L70 SLR Participate 
education, S2/1_71-72 HYP ('01111111111ity 
vocational prograinnies 
training, youth, 
research, 
culture, audio- 
visual, energy, 
the 
environment, 
small-and 
medium-sized 
enterprises and 
public health 
programmes 
Cyprus S3/L73 Flyll candidate 
- 
countrieS 
S3/L73 SLR - 
-Participate. ------ pzýrqýates S3/1_73 SLR participate 
_ programmes in S3/L73-74-75 HYP education, 
audio-visual, vocational 
education, training, youth, 
vocational research, culture, 
training, youth, audio-visual, 
scientific energy, tile 
research, the etivironnient, 
environment sinalkind 
and small and medium-sized 
mediurn-sized enterprises and 
enterprises public lielltil 
TrOP 
programmes in S3/1,73-74-75 HYP Community 
audio-visual, programmes 
education, 
vocational 
training, youth, 
scientific 
research, the 
environment 
and small and 
medium-sized 
_enteTrises______ programmes in S34,733-74-75 CO-I I), P educ; ition, 
audio-visual, vocation'll 
Location 
SI /I 
. 01> 
S 1/1,69_____ 
SI /l 
, 69-70 
Sl /L69 
S2/L. 7() 
Sl/L69 
S2/L71-72 
SI /1,69-70 
S2/1,71-72 
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education, training, youth, 
vocational research, culture, 
training, youth, audio-visual, 
scientific energy, the 
research, the environment, 
environment small-and 
and small and medium-sized 
medium-sized enterprises and 
enterprises public health 
prograrnmes 
Malta S3/L75 HYP candidate Sl/L69 
countries 
Malta S311,75 CO-HYP Central and S2/L70 
Eastern European 
countries 
programmes S3/L75-76 HYP education, S2/L71-72 
dealing with vocational 
scientific training, youth, 
research, research, culture, 
education, audio-visual, 
vocational energy, the 
training and environment, 
youth small-and 
medium-sized 
enterprises and 
public health 
programmes 
programmes S3/L75-76 HYP Community SI/1,69-70 
dealing with programmes 
scientific 
research, 
education, 
vocational 
training and 
youth 
programmes S3/L75-76 CO-HYP education, S2/L71-72 
dealing with vocational 
scientific training, youth, 
research, research, culture, 
education, audio-visual, 
vocational energy, the 
training and environmen4 
youth small-and 
medium-sized 
enterprises and 
public health 
programmes 
Turkey S4/L76 HYP candidate Sl/L69 
countries 
Turkey S4/L76 CO_HW Malta SYL75 
Turkey S4/L76 CO-HYP Cyprus S3/L73 
Turkey S4/L76 CO-HYP Central and S2/L70 
Eastern European 
I 
I countries 
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participates S4/L76 SLR participates SYL73 
participates S4/L76 SLR participate S2/L70 
participates S4/L76 SLR participate Sl/L69 
Community S4/L76-77 SLR Community SI/L69-70 
rogrammes programmes 
LIFE S4/1.77 HYP Community S 1/1,69-70 
programmes 
LIFE S4/L77 CO-HYP programmes SYL75-76 
dealing with 
scientific 
research, 
education, 
vocational 
training and 
youth 
LIFE S4/L77 CO-HYP programmes in S3/L73-74-75 
audio-visual, 
education, 
vocational 
training, youth, 
scientific 
research, the 
environment and 
small and 
medium-sized 
enterprises 
LIFE S4/L77 CO-HYP education, S2/L71-72 
vocational 
training, youth, 
research, culture, 
audio-visual, 
energy, the 
environment, 
small-and 
medium-sized 
enterprises and 
public health 
programmes 
5 Framework S4/1,77-78 HYP Community SlIL69-70 
Programme for programmes 
Research and 
Technological 
Development 
_ýýFramework S4/L77-78 CO-HYP programmes S3/L75.76 
Proýxamme for dealing with 
Research and scientific 
Technological research, 
Development education, 
vocational 
training and 
you 
5th Framework S4/1,77-78 CO-HYP programmes in S3/L73-74-75 
Programme for audio-visual, 
Research and education, 
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Technological vocational 
Development training, youth, 
scientific 
research, the 
environment and 
small and 
mediurn-sizcd 
enterprises 
5th Framework S4/L77-78 CO-HYP education, S2/1,71-72 
Programme for vocational 
Research and training, youth, 
Technological research, culture, 
Development audio-visual, 
energy, the 
environment, 
small-and 
medium-sized 
enterprises and 
public health 
programmes 
Turkish S511,79 CLR Turkey S4/L76 
participation S5/L79 CLR participates S4/1,76 
participation S5/L79 CLR participates S3/L73 
participation S5/L79 CLR participate S2/L70 
participation S5/L79 CLR participate SI/L69 
education, S5/L79-80 HYP Community S4AL76-77 
vocational programmes 
training and 
youth 
programmes 
education, S5/1,79-80 CO-HYP Community SIL69-70 
vocational programmes 
training and 
youth 
programmes 
education, S5/L79-80 CO-HYP 5"' Framework S4/L77-78 
vocational Programme for 
training and Research and 
youth Technological 
programmes Development 
education, S5/L79-80 CO-HYP LIFE S4/L77 
vocational 
training and 
youth 
programmes 
education, S5/1,79-80 HYP programmes S3/L75-76 
vocational dealing with 
training and scientific 
youth research, 
programmes education, 
vocational 
training and 
-- 
youth 
education, 1 S5/1,79-80 FCO-HYP programmes S3/1,75-76 
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vocational dealing with 
training and scientific 
youth research, 
programmes education, 
vocational 
training and 
youth 
education, S5/L79-80 HYP programmes in S3/L73-74-75 
vocational audio-visual, 
training and education, 
youth vocational 
programmes training, youth, 
scientific 
research, the 
environment and 
small and 
medium-sized 
enterprises 
education, S5AL79-80 CO-HYP programmes in S3/L73-74-75 
vocational audio-visual, 
training and education, 
youth vocational 
programmes training, youth, 
scientific 
research, the 
environment and 
small and 
medium-sized 
enterprises 
education, S5/L79-80 HYP education, S2/L71-72 
vocational vocational 
training and training, youth, 
youth research, culture, 
programmes audio-visual, 
energy, the 
environment, 
small-and 
medium-sized 
enterprises and 
public health 
programmes 
education, S5/L79-80 CO-HYP education, S2/L71-72 
vocational vocational 
training and training, youth, 
youth research, culture, 
programmes audio-visual, 
energy, the 
environment, 
small-and 
medium-sized 
enterprises and 
public health 
programmes 
participation S5/L80 CLR participates S4/L76 
participation S5/L80 CLR Participates S3M3 
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part S5/LSO C'I, R_ 
_participation 
S5/L80 CLR pal 
prograrnmes S5/L81 EQ Co 
Pal 
programines S5fL8 I EQ 
--- ---- - 
Co 
prc 
Paragraph 7 
ICIP'llc S. '/1,7() 
Icipatc SI/1,01) 
1111111111ty S4/1,76-77 
p-allillics 
niminity S 1/1,69-70 
grammes 
Lexical Item I Location Type of Link Lexical Item 2 Loclition 
S2/L89 SLR particip"Ition 
- -Sl/l. 
so 
instruments S3/L90 SLR 
-ifistruniefits 
S2/1,8() 
participation SYL90 SLR 
-Participation 
S2/1,89 
parti ipation S31L90 SLR ation particip, SI/1,8o 
programmes Sý YL91 EQ Community 
programmes 
SI/1,96 
candidate 
countries 
SYL91-92 SLR 
- 
candidite 
-countries, 
SI/1,86 
participation S3/1,92 SLR _ _paqicipatioii___ 
S2_/1,89 
participation S31l, 92 SLR __P 
iI artic. pation SI/1,96 
programmes S3/L93 SLR pograinineS S3/1,9 
programmes S3/1,93 EQ Community 
prograninies 
SI/1-86 
Candidate 
countries 
S4/L93 SLR candid, -Ite 
countries 
SM , 91-92 
Candidate 
countnes 
S4/1,93 SLR candidite 
countries 
SI/1-86 
participation S4/1,94 SLR S3/1-92 
participation S4/1,94 SLR partici )ation S3/1,90 j 
participation 
- 
S4/L94 
- 
SLR partwTation S2/1-89 
-P 
n rS44/lJ9 4 SLR cipation 
_parti- 
Sl/l-. 86 
Paragraph 8 
Lexical Item I Location 
_ 
Type of Link Lexi( 
agreements S211- 102 SL 
- 
R___ 
___ _aRrec candidates S2/1,102 EQ candi 
couni 
participation S2/1,102 CP becoi 
participation S3/L 104 
participation S3/1,102 CP will 
inein 
candidate 
countries 
SYL 104 EQ C'uIdl 
candidate 
countries 
S3/1-104 SLR candi 
C011111 
Paragraph 9 
Lexical Item I Location 'j)Te of Link 
ljs new acquis SMI 13 MER 
countries II S /L I S2/L 11 
ý4 EQ 
id Item 2 
inents 
Aate 
ries 
ne members 
become 
>ers 
dales 
Location 
SI/1,100 
SI/1,100 
SI/1,10 I 
S2/1,102 
SI/1,101 
S2/1.102 
IlL 00 
ries 
Lexical Item -2 Location 
acquis, SI/1,111 
negotiating SI/1,111 
countries 
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new acquis S2/1,114 MER 
negotiations S2[L 115 SLR 
_ _nel new acquis S3/1,116 SLR ne% 
new acquis SYLI 16 SLR 
new acquis S3 /L 116 MER a c( 
adopfion S' )/L 117 CLR _ ad( 
explain S4/L 118 SLR exI 
explain S4/L 118 SLR exl 
new acquis S4/L 118 SLR neN 
new acquis S4/Ll 19 _ SLR no 
new acquis S4/L 118 SLR nm 
_ Lnewacquis S4/L I 18 MER acc. 
Paragraph 10 
No links found. 
Paragraph II 
Ills 'SI/1,111 
otiations SI/1,1 1-1 
I acquis S211,1 III 
i acquis S2/1,1 I., 
UIS SI/1,1 II 
pted_ S2/1,1 I., 
I'l in S3/1,1 10 
lained S311,1 15 
i acquis S3/1,1 Io 
i aýýqms_ S2/1,1 14 
iAcqm__ S2/1,1 13 
Uis SULI II 
Lexical Item I Location Type of Link 1, exic al Item 2 1,0cation 
sub-coimrýttee S2/1,135 SLR sub-conunittees s1 /1,1.34 
preprip S31LI36 SLR 
_p_ 
P, re ared S 1/1-134 
process S3/L 136 SLR 
_process 
sl /1 133 
analytical 
examination 
S3/LI37 SLR analytical 
examination 
SI/1-133- 
_wcguiý__ 
SYL137 SLR 
_4cquis 
SI/1-133 
Turkey S3/LI39 SLR Turkey SUL133 
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